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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Recent years have witnessed a burgeoning growth of interest in the study of chaos, the science of complexity, and such
closely related topics as the nature of fractal geometry. Applications to the area of business in general and to marketing in
particular have begun to appear and have led to scattered successes. But the accumulated body of such work remains
sparse, fragmented, and badly in need of collection and amplification. Meanwhile, however, there exists an already large
and rapidly growing literature outside of business and marketing that bears on the background, development, expansion,
and ramifications of chaos-and-complexity theory.
Essentially, chaos refers to the phenomenon wherein systems composed of inter-related parts or interdependent agents –
each of which follows very simple, highly regular rules of behavior – generate outcomes that reflect these interactions and
feedback effects in ways that are inherently nonlinear and intractably unpredictable. Because of nonlinearities that reflect
interactions and feedback effects, very tiny changes in inputs can make enormous differences in outputs – a sensitive
dependence on initial conditions (SDIC) or the so-called butterfly effect in which, for example, the proverbial moth
flapping its wings in Brazil can cause a tornado in Texas. Potentially systems can spin toward various sorts of attractor
states – stable equilibria, recurrent cycles, out-of-control explosions, or (somewhere between the latter two) strange
attractors. Mapping the regions between these possibilities in phase space creates exquisitely beautiful fractal patterns
that reveal mind-bogglingly infinite levels of reflexivity, self-embeddedness, or self-similarity.
When such insights are applied to real-world systems – whether ant colonies, evolutionary biology, business
organizations, or brand-positioning strategies – they shed light on dynamic processes of adaptation and survival. A
business comes to be regarded as a dynamic open complex adaptive system (DOCAS), composed of inter-related parts,
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interacting with its environment, subject to resulting feedback effects, evolving over time adaptively to fit the pressures
imposed on it, perhaps attaining a sustainable advantage, and in the process generating certain emergent phenomena.
Metaphors such as self-organization (a snow flake), phase transitions (water to ice), coevolutionary adaptation (prey and
predator), deep ecology (the ecosystem or biosphere), and movements toward an optimal location at a performance peak
on a changing fitness landscape (co-adaptation of a DOCAS) spring to mind as ways of characterizing such everyday
business- and marketing-oriented phenomena as synergy in mergers and acquisitions, successful product innovations, or
selective targeting toward a market niche. Especially relevant to those with an interest in marketing, various DOCASrelated spatial metaphors bear directly on the issue of attaining a competitive or differential advantage by successfully
positioning the company or brand at a favorable location in the market space. In the end, the literature on chaos-andcomplexity theory emphasizes the need for a perspective on business as a dynamic open complex adaptive system
(DOCAS) and the opportunities for an ecological view of marketing in society.
The present book-review essay surveys this literature in an effort both to condense, clarify, and encapsulate its high points
and to indicate its relevance to business and marketing practice. The essay thereby addresses the reader who wishes to
gain some familiarity with this growing corpus of work but who lacks sufficient time or energy to explore all the manifold
individual contributions to the field from the ground up. It provides a survey of the relevant material while also indicating
which sources seem particularly useful as targets for further reading by those interested. It covers key concepts in enough
detail to provide a sound basis for understanding and, indeed, serves as a general tutorial aimed toward that end.
The main body of the book-review essay introduces the topics of chaos theory, fractal geometry, and complexity science –
after which it offers a summary and preview of the key concepts, themes, and issues of importance in these intersecting
fields of inquiry. These central ideas are illustrated by means of examples drawn from music in general and from jazz in
particular. Salient applications to marketing strategy are also summarized.
Further material appears in a lengthy self-contained Appendix. Targeted at helping the reader decide what works do and
do not merit further investigation, this Appendix primarily pursues a book-by-book rather than a topic-by-topic focus.
This organizational plan aims at placing the important themes, ideas, and discoveries in the context of the works by those
who have made major contributions to the field of complexity science. More specifically, the Appendix follows a
structure composed of five major parts, as follows.
Part 1 provides background concerning the development of chaos-and-complexity science. Specifically, it reviews the
admirably encyclopedic and beautifully written contributions by James Gleick (1988) on Chaos, by Mitchell Waldrop
(1992) on Complexity, by Fritjof Capra (1996) on The Web of Life, and by Roger Lewin ([1992] 1999) on Life at the Edge
of Chaos. It also considers the fine overview of Complexity by Coveny and Highfield (1995) and the highly readable
discussion of Emergence by Stephen Johnson (2001). Finally, it covers the skimpy crib notes on Chaos by Sardar and
Abrams (1998) and the surprisingly helpful introduction to Fractal Geometry by Lesmoir-Gordon & Co. (2000). Overall,
Part 1 of the Appendix gives a feel for the broad outlines of chaos- and complexity-related phenomena and imparts some
sense of how chaos-and-complexity studies have developed over the past couple of decades, as covered by authors with
refined journalistic instincts and reader-friendly writing styles.
In Part 2 of the Appendix, the book-review essay turns to more narrowly focused discussions emerging straight from the
“horse’s mouths” of those individuals intimately involved in the chaos-and-complexity research project itself.
Specifically, Part 2 investigates six works by five titans – focusing on contributions to the study of Chaos by Edward
Lorenz (1993); insights on the Laws of Self-Organization and Complexity from Stuart Kauffman (1995); research by John
Holland on Hidden Order (1995) and Emergence (1998); the complexity-based studies of Cooperation by Robert Axelrod
(1997) as represented in Agent-Based Models of Competition and Collaboration; and the blockbuster book on A New Kind
of Science from Stephen Wolfram (2002).
Part 3 of the Appendix pays particular attention to areas of application wherein the lessons of chaos theory and complexity
science appear in the form of management self-help books or other treatises designed as responses to the perennial
managerial request: “Show Me the Money.” Here, Axelrod and Cohen (1999) offer an especially valuable guide to
Harnessing Complexity. By contrast, we find reason to complain about the shallowness of the work by Lewin and Regine
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(2001) on Weaving Complexity and Business and by Kelly and Allison (1999) on The Complexity Advantage. More
helpful insights stem from complexity-sensitive readings of issues bearing on Complexity and Management by Stacey,
Griffin, and Shaw (2000).
As implied by the targeting toward a popular audience of the management-related books just mentioned, ideas on chaos,
complexity, and related topics have begun to achieve a wide currency – complementing or even supplanting such older
notions as the systems view or the ecological perspective and beginning to suffuse regions of the literature where they are
not necessarily the main topic of concern. From that perspective, Part 4 of the Appendix considers a few books that have
recently borrowed from complexity science while pursuing issues that lie primarily in adjacent areas of inquiry – in other
words, at the fringes of chaos-and-complexity theory. We proceed from the most micro- to the most macro-levels of
analysis – that is, from accounts of individual behavior to those concerned with the global environment. This progression
takes us from the role of Bounded Rationality in a book on psychology edited by Gigerenzer and Selten (2001); to a focus
on the adoption-and-diffusion of innovations found in Crossing the Chasm by Geoffrey Moore ([1991] 1999) and in The
Tipping Point by Malcolm Gladwell (2000); to a treatise on the relevance of Physioeconomics by Phil Parker (2000).
Finally, many time-pressed readers will want to seek the “royal road” to knowledge in the areas of chaos theory,
complexity science, and such related topics as fractal geometry. In that direction, Part 5 of the Appendix examines and
recommends a rather spectacular volume by Gary William Flake (1998) entitled The Computational Beauty of Nature.
This work, as will become clear from our review, provides a thorough introduction to computer-based studies of Fractals,
Chaos, Complex Systems, and Adaptation. It packs about as much information and about as many epiphanies into one
text as we could reasonably hope to encounter and thereby provides a fitting conclusion to this book-review essay on
dynamic open complex adaptive systems, butterfly effects, self-organizing order, coevolution, the ecological perspective,
fitness landscapes, market spaces, emergent beauty at the edge of chaos, and all that jazz.
Keywords: Complexity; Chaos; Fractals; Dynamic Open Complex Adaptive Systems; Butterfly Effects; SelfOrganization; Emergence; Coevolution; the Ecological Perspective; Fitness Landscapes; Market Spaces; Jazz
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Adventures in Complexity: An Essay on
Dynamic Open Complex Adaptive Systems, Butterfly Effects, Self-Organizing
Order, Coevolution, the Ecological Perspective, Fitness Landscapes, Market
Spaces, Emergent Beauty at the Edge of Chaos, and All That Jazz
On the opening episode of The West Wing for the 2002/2003 season, Josh Lyman (the Deputy Chief of Staff, played by
Bradley Whitford), Donna Moss (Josh’s assistant, Janel Moloney), and Toby Ziegler (Director of Communications,
Richard Schiff) find themselves stranded in the boondocks during the aftermath of a tedious campaign trip to Indiana.
Josh calls Sam Seaborn (Deputy Communications Director, Rob Lowe) to ask Sam to cover for him by staffing the
president in the Oval Office. After one day in this difficult assignment, Sam converses with Mallory O’Brien (his
sometime sweetheart, Allison Smith), who asks him what it was like to staff the president.
Sam replies by asking Mallory if she knows anything about chaos theory. Mallory says that she knows it has something
to do with fractal geometry. Sam concurs, but amplifies that it also concerns the presence of hidden order and even of
great beauty in what would otherwise seem to be chaos, as well as patterns that emerge in the apparent randomness around
us. The point, of course, is that Sam’s experience in filling in for Josh has opened his eyes to the chaos – but also to what
a complexity scientist would call the emergent order and even the beauty – to be found in the events that transpire in the
Oval Office.
When a popular, critically acclaimed, multiple-Emmy-winning mass-audience television show on the NBC network
begins to spout truisms borrowed from chaos theory, fractal geometry, and complexity science, we academics concerned
with marketing and other areas of business can bet that the time has come for us to fill in the gaps that many of us find in
our educations on these particular topics. To put it mildly, those of us not hip to the complexity-based scientific
revolution face the danger of finding ourselves left behind in the millennial dust – sort of like Donna, Josh, and Toby
wandering through the haystacks of Indiana. The time has come for us to remedy our ignorance before we lose our grip
on the ability to engage in conversations around the water cooler with the likes of Sam and Mallory.
The Awakening
In retrospect, I do not understand how I managed for so long to remain so blissfully ignorant of the burgeoning work that
has appeared over the last few years in the area of chaos theory and the science of complexity. But I did not experience
my great epiphany in this connection until the Summer of 2000 when I was working on some material related to the nature
of beauty and decided to consult a provocatively titled book by Douglas Hofstadter (1979) on Gödel, Escher, Bach.
Among many other topics, this treatise by Hofstadter draws on the relevance of chaos theory in general and of fractals in
particular to understanding the structure of aesthetic masterpieces in both music and the visual arts. In this, it celebrates
the multi-layered self-similarity and reflexivity to be found in a fugue by J. S. Bach or a drawing by M. C. Escher.
Further, it ties such phenomena to the self-organizing emergent properties of (say) an ant colony, a beehive, or a seashell
(cf. Johnson 2001; Seeley 1995).
Hofstadter’s Herculean tutorial made me painfully aware of my scandalous ignorance concerning the role of chaos-andcomplexity theory – not only in the area of aesthetics and the arts (e.g., the nature of fractals) but also in broader aspects
of social organization (e.g., a view of the business firm as a dynamic open complex adaptive system or DOCAS). To
palliate some – though by no means all or even most – of that woeful ignorance, I began rummaging through the literature
on chaos and complexity, reading books that I should have consulted years ago but somehow managed to miss entirely.
Via these intellectual exertions, I gradually began to construct a picture of the dynamic open complex adaptive system
(DOCAS) at the edge of chaos and of why DOCAS-related issues matter to business in general and to marketing in
particular. Perhaps the reader will forgive or even welcome a very condensed attempt to encapsulate this dawning
comprehension, before proceeding farther, in the form of an “Exquisitely Brief Summary.”
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Exquisitely Brief Summary
Essentially, chaos refers to the phenomenon wherein systems composed of inter-related parts or interdependent agents –
each of which follows very simple, highly regular rules of behavior – generate outcomes that reflect these interactions and
feedback effects in ways that are inherently nonlinear and intractably unpredictable. Because of nonlinearities that reflect
interactions and feedback effects, very tiny changes in inputs can make enormous differences in outputs – a sensitive
dependence on initial conditions (SDIC) or the so-called butterfly effect in which, for example, the proverbial moth
flapping its wings in Brazil can cause a tornado in Texas. Potentially systems can spin toward various sorts of attractor
states – stable equilibria, recurrent cycles, out-of-control explosions, or (somewhere between the latter two) strange
attractors. Mapping the regions between these possibilities in phase space creates exquisitely beautiful fractal patterns
that reveal mind-bogglingly infinite levels of reflexivity, self-embeddedness, or self-similarity.
When such insights are applied to real-world systems – whether ant colonies, evolutionary biology, business
organizations, or brand-positioning strategies – they shed light on dynamic processes of adaptation and survival. A
business comes to be regarded as a dynamic open complex adaptive system (DOCAS), composed of inter-related parts,
interacting with its environment, subject to resulting feedback effects, evolving over time adaptively to fit the pressures
imposed on it, perhaps attaining a sustainable advantage, and in the process generating certain emergent phenomena.
Metaphors such as self-organization (a snow flake), phase transitions (water to ice), coevolutionary adaptation (prey and
predator), deep ecology (the ecosystem or biosphere), and movements toward an optimal location at a performance peak
on a changing fitness landscape (co-adaptation of a DOCAS) spring to mind as ways of characterizing such everyday
business- and marketing-oriented phenomena as synergy in mergers and acquisitions, successful product innovations, or
selective targeting toward a market niche. Especially relevant to those with an interest in marketing, various DOCASrelated spatial metaphors bear directly on the issue of attaining a competitive or differential advantage by successfully
positioning the company or brand at a favorable location in the market space. In the end, the need for a perspective on
business in its environment as a dynamic open complex adaptive system (DOCAS) and the opportunities for an ecological
view of marketing in society are impressed upon us as never before.
Previous Work in Business and Marketing
Not too surprisingly, it turns out that I am not the only one to have noticed the significant implications of the ideas just
summarized and their applicability to our conceptualization of business and marketing as we move into the new
millennium. Indeed, others have pursued specific applications with special relevance to business and marketing. Their
contributions deserve brief mentions before proceeding farther, especially because some have appeared outside the more
mainstream journals.
Probably the earliest business- and marketing-oriented writer to draw heavily on the concepts of chaos and complexity has
been Ian F. Wilkinson, a professor at the University of New South Wales in Sydney, Australia. Thus, Wilkinson (1990)
provides a helpful review of early approaches that applied DOCAS-related views to phenomena in marketing in general
and to channels of distribution in particular. A key point concerns the extent to which earlier work has anticipated such
currently fashionable ideas as evolutionary development, closed-systems models, ecological theories, process orientation,
systems theory, dynamic formulations based on difference equations, emergent self-organization, coevolution, predatorprey relationships, spatial representations of urban development, and so forth. As is so often the case, Wroe Alderson
(1957) receives credit as a key source for such concepts. In his own applications to marketing channels, Wilkinson (1990)
covers such DOCAS-related phenomena as limit cycles, feedback effects, responses to environmental changes, resilience
or stability, emergent self-organization, evolutionary stable strategies (ESS), bifurcation points, coevolution of a system
and its environment, the use of simulation to analyze nonlinear feedback-based models, and so on.
Pursuing these themes, Hibbert and Wilkinson (1994) apply chaos theory to the dynamics of marketing systems. Here,
they give a good introductory overview of chaos theory; its relevance to marketing in general; and, in particular, its
application to the understanding of DOCAS-based concepts such as those found in diffusion models, models of market
evolution, or dynamic models of brand competition. Among other themes, their analysis shows how complex dynamics
can occur in nonlinear marketing models (incorporating feedbacks and interactions) and how such complex dynamics
respond to small changes in key variables (sensitive dependence on initial conditions or SDIC). Along related lines,
Easton, Wilkinson, and Georgieva (1997) propose and investigate computer simulations based on Boolean rules for
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updating evolving relationships in self-organizing industrial networks meant to reflect interactions among production,
marketing, and distribution activities. Meanwhile, in a primarily conceptual piece, Wilkinson and Young (2002) offer a
good review of the marketing-related literature on networks and, crucial to the concept of relationship management, apply
the DOCAS-oriented perspective to an examination of how firms interact in networks of relationships viewed as “coproduced complex self-organizing systems” (p. 129). Further discussion of the markets-as-networks (MAN) tradition
appears in a review by McLoughlin and Horan (2002), who cite (among other sources) the early work by Iacobucci and
Hopkins (1992) on “Modeling Dyadic Interactions and Networks in Marketing” – an approach suitable, for example, to
representing vendor-buyer relationships (p. 7); tracing patterns in word-of-mouth influence (p. 8); identifying cliques or
coalitions (p. 10); showing the effects of actor attributes on dyad characteristics (p. 12); capturing aspects of power and
cooperation that develop over time (p. 13); or comparing such phenomena among groups of different types (p. 14):
Those interdependencies indicate the gestalt nature of a buyer-seller relationship and suggest [that]
relationships will not be as well understood, or modeled, if one studies either market player to the
exclusion of their mutual relationship (Iacobucci and Hopkins 1992, pp. 13-14).
Applications to the agent-based modeling of consumer networks appear in the work of Ozcan (2001) in which “the
fundamental phenomenon of interest is the network as the organizational form of consumption activity” (p. 7). For a
more general update on the role of network analysis in the social sciences via a complexity-oriented “new social physics”
– with relevance to how such networks generate “small worlds” of people connected by relatively few degrees of
separation – see Urry (2003): “This manifesto for a new social physics … is specifically concerned with a new network
analysis influenced by complexity that is remaking the space between the physical and social sciences … and is directly or
indirectly concerned with the social networks that generate ‘small worlds’” (pp. 3-4)
More specialized applications have appeared in the research by Art De Vany and David Walls (1966) on the inherently
unpredictable feedback-related dynamic phenomena caused by word-of-mouth effects on box-office results in the motionpicture industry – influentially characterized in a piece for the New Yorker by John Cassidy (1997) as “Chaos In
Hollywood.” Along comparable DOCAS-based lines, Jacob Goldenberg and his colleagues have investigated the role of
network theory in understanding word-of-mouth phenomena (Goldenberg, Libai, and Muller 2001a) and – as briefly
summarized by Goldenberg and Mazursky (2002, p. 18) – have pursued the use of cellular automata to model productdiffusion processes (Goldenberg, Libai, and Muller 2001b). The latter reference – which appears on-line at the Academy
of Marketing Science Review Website (www.amsreview.org) – also lists other Websites with value as sources of
information about complexity science and its applications. Further overviews of chaos-and-complexity theory as applied
to business and marketing have adopted stances that we might describe as ranging from the sympathetically accepting
(Freedman 1992) to the critically dismissive (Pigliucci 2000). But, overall, the verdict from Wilkinson is that complexity
science has not yet commanded anything like the degree of attention it deserves in mainstream marketing research:
To date, there has been no work focusing on the role and importance of chaos theory in marketing, yet
several important implications for management, research, and theory arise (Hibbert and Wilkinson 1994,
pp. 218-219)…. To our knowledge, the relevance of chaos theory to the study of marketing has not been
considered in the marketing literature, yet chaos theory is a relevant consideration (p. 220).
Models of networks as complex adaptive systems … have not yet been accepted into mainstream
marketing research. The marketing discipline needs to embrace these new approaches or be left behind
(Wilkinson and Young 2002, p. 130).
On a similar note, Ozcan (2001) comments that “Agent-based modeling, as a method for constructing and analyzing
complex systems of many agents with interdependent dynamics, has been used in many social scientific domains … yet
remains to be integrated into marketing” (p. 15).
In what follows, I shall focus primarily on the chaos- and complexity-related literature that has recently flourished in the
form of general books devoted to these themes. Indeed, there now exists a rapidly blossoming literature on the topics of
chaos and complexity, aimed at elucidating these concepts and at transporting the relevant insights from DOCAS-based
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areas of inquiry into the realm of corporate practice. Obviously, this literature promises insights to those interested in
various related aspects of business and marketing.
Preview
The primary purpose of the present book-review essay is to provide a helpful introduction to various aspects of the
literature on chaos-and-complexity theory just mentioned with an eye toward emphasizing ways in which the relevant
topics apply to business in general and to marketing in particular. In this direction, we confront a rather voluminous set of
writings that few nonspecialized readers will have the time, energy, or money to explore in their entirety. Faced with such
limitations – many readers might appreciate an overview that covers key contributions to complexity science in a way that
conveys the essence of each author’s work while distilling those ideas that speak most directly to the business and
marketing community. Such a review – following a book-by-book or author-by-author plan of organization – appears in
the Appendix.
Meanwhile, the main body of the essay follows a topic-by-topic structure as a point of departure intended to convey a
helpful sense of the big picture, the key themes, how these ideas are tied together, and what relevance they carry for
students of business and marketing. In that spirit, I shall offer a “Summary of Key Concepts.” This summary announces
the major themes of interest to complexity science; provides an overview of how the various investigations of chaos,
fractals, complexity, and related topics combine to reshape our view of the world in which we live; and suggests ways in
which these insights might interest those concerned with business or marketing applications.
SUMMARY OF KEY CONCEPTS
As noted earlier, I shall offer some brief encapsulations of major ideas that underlie the various approaches to chaos,
fractals, and complexity theory. Treatments in greater depth appear in the Appendix. Here, however, I shall describe
each theme in terms of my own layperson’s understanding, using the most colloquial language I can manage, while still
doing the concepts as much justice as I can muster. In each case, I shall offer an illustration based on a running example
drawn from the world of music in general and jazz in particular. I shall therefore begin with some observations
concerning the nature and importance of this jazz metaphor.
BACKGROUND ON THE JAZZ METAPHOR
Before turning to brief discussions of the key concepts from chaos-and-complexity theory, I should say a few words about
the jazz metaphor with which I plan to illustrate these concepts. I proposed this metaphor two decades ago in my own
writings on the creative process in theory development (Holbrook 1984, 1995) and explored it at length in a recent review
of concepts related to “Borders, Creativity, and the State of the Art at the Leading Edge” (Holbrook 1997a). In this
connection, I contend that – like the creative process in business organizations – jazz involves a dialectic in which a thesis
that embodies rules and that shapes expectations (the basic harmonic-melodic-and-rhythmic structure of a song) combines
with an antithesis that violates the underlying structure (departures from the basic melody-harmony-or-rhythm in the form
of improvised variations or deviations) to form a new synthesis that resolves the conflict between thesis and antithesis (so
that the departures achieve a fit with the underlying structure in a manner that reconciles or integrates them into a new
structure as the basis for further elaborations and extensions). In general,
We might think of a creative breakthrough in the realm of products or the world of ideas as some sort of
departure from the existing structure – a deviation from established norms or a violation of accepted
conventions – that fits into some newly emerging pattern of rules and expectations (which, in turn, form
the basis for future creative breakthroughs) (p. 96)…. Specifically, creativity in all areas seems to follow
a sort of dialectic in which some structure (a thesis or configuration) gives way to a departure (an
antithesis or deviation) that is followed, in turn, by a reconciliation (a synthesis or integration that
becomes the basis for further development of the dialectic). In the case of jazz, the structure would
include the melodic contour of a piece, its harmonic pattern, or its meter…. The departure would consist
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of melodic variations, harmonic substitutions, or rhythmic liberties…. The reconciliation depends on the
way that the musical departures or violations of expectations are integrated into an emergent structure that
resolves deviation into a new regularity, chaos into a new order, surprise into a new pattern as the
performance progresses (p. 103).
The relevant dialectic process might be represented by the diagram that appears in Figure 1.
FIGURE 1
The Dialectic Process of Creativity
THESIS
(Structure,
Rules,
Expectations)

ANTITHESIS
(Departure,
Deviation,
Variation)

SYNTHESIS
(Reconciliation,
Resolution,
Integration)

As noted in my review (Holbrook 1997a) – which draws heavily on the work by, among others, Leonard Meyer (1956,
1967), Arthur Koestler (1964), Daniel Berlyne (1971), Thomas Kuhn (1970), and Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (1996) –
comparable insights have surfaced in such managerially-oriented guides as those on organization as an art form by James
Kuhn (1975); on creativity in business by Mike Ray & Co. (Catford and Ray 1991; Goleman, Kaufman, and Ray 1992;
Ray and Myers 1986); on imagination in qualitative research by Penny Oldfather and Jane West (1994); on leadership as
an art by Max DePree (1989), reminiscent in DePree’s view (1992) of that practiced by the leader of a jazz band; and on
“jamming” or the jam session as a metaphor for business creativity developed by John Kao (1996).
Indeed, the explicit focus on “Jazz Improvisation as a Metaphor for Organization Theory” reached a sort of crescendo in a
symposium on “Jazz as a Metaphor for Organizing in the 21st Century” held at the 1995 Academy of Management
National Conference in Vancouver and represented by a subsequent special issue of Organization Science (October 1998).
Contributions to this symposium and to the special issue that followed drive home the fruitfulness and fertility of the jazz
metaphor as a way of capturing relevant organizational phenomena – many of them directly related to chaos-andcomplexity theory. Thus, Karl Weick (1998) explores “Improvisation as a Mindset for Organizational Analysis” – a
theme that, in marketing, has also pervaded the recent work by Chris Moorman and her colleagues (Moorman and Miner
1998). Akin to the description offered earlier, in which Thesis Æ Antithesis Æ Synthesis Æ New Thesis or Structure Æ
Departure Æ Reconciliation Æ Emergent Structure, Weick (1998) views jazz improvisation as a dialectical process –
analogous to that found in organizations – in which “order and control are breached extemporaneously … and a new order
created” (p. 543) to achieve “construction that sounds logical in an unexpected way” (p. 547) or, in short, “an emerging
structure” (p. 547):
My bet is that improvising is close to the root process in organizing and that organizing itself consists
largely of the embellishment of small structures…. Improvisation may be part of the infrastructure
present in all organizing (p. 553).
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Weick (1998) explicitly suggests that “improvisation shares an important property with phenomena encompassed by
chaos theory” (p. 546) – namely, sensitive dependence on initial conditions – and explains the construction of a jazz solo
via the repetition of melodic motifs in a way that accounts for their tendency to exhibit aspects of self-similarity (p. 547).
Mary Jo Hatch follows with an exploration of the jazz metaphor that draws on the analogy between the activities of a jazz
band and those characterizing a dynamic open complex adaptive system (DOCAS):
If you look at the list of characteristics that are associated with the 21st century organization, you find
concepts like flexible, adaptable, responsive to the environment, loose boundaries, minimal hierarchy.
When you look at the list for a second, if you’re interested in jazz, you recognize that all of those ideas
could as easily be associated with a jazz band as a 21st century organization. And so the idea of
comparing these two worlds seems like a sensible one (p. 557).
Frank Barrett and Ken Peplowski (1998) stress the role of structure (such as the chord changes to the tune “All Of Me”) in
establishing “a non-negotiable framework that constrains what the soloist can play” (p. 559), while William Pasmore
(1998) emphasizes that, as in a good jazz solo, “Learning how to be flexible or innovative in ways that ‘fit’ takes time and
knowledge of the whole organization” (p. 563):
The structure of the jazz organization is a set of agreements that empowers people to behave in a flexible
fashion, but always within the bounds of control provided by those agreements…. In conclusion, it seems
that jazz is designed and intended to allow maximum flexibility within a minimum framework of
commonality (p. 564).
Eli Berniker (1998) adds a nice embellishment on the jazz metaphor when he expands it to differentiate the roles of
managers (the musicians themselves) and employees (those who dance to the music) (p. 583) in a process whereby
“coherence emerges” (p. 585). Echoing my earlier comments, Mirvis (1998) draws on a kind of dialectical view in which
“the new is latent in the old and seems to emerge ‘naturally’ through the creative resolution of contrary forces” (pp. 586587) so that the “paradoxical pairing of tight-and-loose … seems an important contributor to successful sequencing of
planned serendipity” (p. 590). And tying the role of improvisation directly to the nature of chaos, Crossan (1998) tellingly
develops implications concerning the need for creatively adaptive flexibility:
chaos theory … reminds us that beyond a certain point, increased knowledge of complex, dynamic
systems does little to improve our ability to extend the horizon of predictability of those systems. We can
know, but we cannot predict. Hence, having the capacity to respond in a spontaneous fashion is
critical…. Interpreting the environment, seeing it in its full richness and complexity, is one of the critical
challenges facing organizations. Organizations are often plagued by the inability of their members to
break out of familiar patterns of interpreting customer needs, or competitive responses…. Expanding
individual and organizational ability to perceive opportunities and threats to the environment is only
valuable, however, if that new understanding is reflected in the pattern of actions of the organization: its
strategy (p. 595)…. The value of improvisation is in the potential it holds to enhance the quality of
spontaneous action…. Improvisation is more than a metaphor. Improvisation is one of the few concepts
and tools we have to develop the capacity to be innovative in the moment – a key requirement of
organizations today and in the twenty-first century (p. 598).
Finally, Barrett (1998) explores “the jazz band and jazz improvising as an example of an organization designed for
maximizing learning and innovation” (p. 605). Speaking as both a professor of systems management and a jazz pianist,
Barrett draws on his musical and academic experience to outline “Seven Characteristics of Jazz Improvisation” (p. 607)
and to relate these to a parallel set of “Implications for Non-Jazz Contexts” (p. 617). In this, he shows great sensitivity in
appreciating the challenges of (1) escaping the limits of one’s own competently patterned routines; (2) embracing errors
and turning them into opportunities; (3) establishing minimal structures that permit maximal flexibility; (4) achieving a
state of dynamic synchronization (a swinging “groove” or a “flow” experience); (5) combining materials into a sort of
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retrospective sense-making; (6) participating in a community of practice; and (7) playing both leading and supporting
roles (soloing and accompanying or “comping,” respectively). Above all, Barrett (1998) emphasizes that the jazz
improviser and manager alike face the need to see their task environment in DOCAS-related terms as “a complex adaptive
system that is constantly evolving” (p. 619).
With no specific reference to the 1995 symposium just reviewed, but with plenty of responsiveness to other works by the
various participants involved in the jazz-as-metaphor movement, Moorman and Miner (1998) define improvisation as “a
convergence of composition and execution” (p. 1), as when planning and performance or design and implementation
occur simultaneously (p. 3), focusing on situations in new product development where organizational improvisation is
more likely to occur or to be effective and describing such collective improvising holistically in DOCAS-related terms:
The pattern that arises is not a simple sum of independent improvisational actions but a collective system
of interaction that creates and enacts the scene simultaneously (p. 4)…. The joint activities of individual
people create a collective system of improvisational action (p. 5).
Moorman and Miner (1998) suggest and find mixed support for hypotheses proposing that – according to the “logic of
responsiveness” (p. 5) – the occurrence and effectiveness of such improvisation are likely to reflect the impact of
environmental turbulence, timely information flows concerning internal or external surprises, and the inhibiting-toincidence but facilitative-to-effectiveness roles of organizational memory in the form of established routines or other
structures. Similarly, Chelariu, Johnston, and Young (2002) offer a good review of the role for improvisation (as opposed
to planning) as a suitable response to rapidly changing or complex environments (where quick and novel out-of-the-box
responses are more fruitful than slower and more conventional in-the-box approaches):
It is our belief that improvisation holds hither-to-fore unexplored possibilities for managers trying to cope
with uncertain, rapidly changing and/or complex environments. In such circumstances detailed planning
may be … a waste of time and resources … dangerous … perilous (p. 146).
In sum, one theme that pervades all these discussions of the connections and parallels between jazz improvisation and
dynamic open complex adaptive systems concerns the need to reconcile, balance, integrate, synthesize, or otherwise
resolve tensions due to conflicting tendencies variously expressed as “disciplined” vs. “free,” “restrained” vs. “wild,
“focused” vs. “wide-ranging” (DePree 1992, p. 102); “disciplined self-control” vs. “free expression,” “acceptance” vs.
“defiance,” “direction” vs. “serendipity” (Kao 1996, p. 107); “control” vs. “innovation,” “pre-composed” vs.
“spontaneous,” “routine” vs. “nonroutine” (Weick 1998, pp. 548, 551); “disciplined” vs. “unfettered” (Berniker 1998, p.
583); “interdependence” vs. “autonomy,” “order” vs. “disorder,” “structure” vs. “freedom,” “control” vs. “surrender”
(Barrett 1998, pp. 611, 613, 619); or “regularity” vs. “surprise” (Goldenberg and Mazursky 2002, p. 35). In this
connection, Goldenberg and Mazursky (2002) subscribe to a viewpoint expressed by Boden (1993), as follows:
Boden [1993] indicated the necessary balance between surprise and regularity that corresponds to our
own approach: “Unpredictability is often said to be the essence of creativity. But unpredictability is not
enough. At the heart of creativity lie constraints: the very opposite of unpredictability. Constraints and
unpredictability, familiarity and surprise, are somehow combined in original thinking” (Boden 1993,
quoted by Goldenberg and Mazursky 2002, p. 35).
With these ideas in mind concerning the analogies between jazz improvisation and the DOCAS-oriented view of business
in general or marketing in particular, let us now turn to some brief discussions of key concepts related to chaos, fractals,
and complexity.
CHAOS, FRACTALS, AND COMPLEXITY
Dynamic Open Complex Adaptive System or DOCAS
In my view, the single most important idea in all of chaos-and-complexity theory involves the concept of a dynamic open
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complex adaptive system or DOCAS (Capra 1996, pp. xix, 27, 46, 304; Coveney and Highfield 1995, p. 5; Flake 1998,
pp. 2, 229; Holland 1995, pp. xviii, 1, 10, 41; Holland 1998, pp. 225, 238, 242; Kauffman 1995, pp. 24, 52; Lewin 1999,
pp. x, 103, 111, 197; Waldrop 1992, pp., 11, 28, 31, 39, 64, 120, 147). As illustrated in Figure 2, the DOCAS describes
some phenomenon viewed as a system of inter-related parts or a network of nodes in which – as for a Gestalt – the whole
differs from the sum of its parts: Usually Whole > Sum(Parts) (positive synergy) or, sometimes, Whole < Sum(Parts)
(negative synergy). Such a DOCAS is open to inputs, influences, and/or impacts from its environment. Indeed, as these
environmental threats and opportunities change dynamically, the DOCAS adapts in ways that may have complex
consequences.

FIGURE 2
A Dynamic Open Complex Adaptive System (DOCAS)

Part

Part

Part

Environment

For a relatively straightforward example from the world of music in general and jazz in particular, consider the case of a
grand piano in a room with varying temperature and humidity. As a system of inter-connected parts, shown in Figure 3,
the piano contains 88 keys controlling (63x3) + (17x2) + 8 = 231 strings with each string tuned in a pattern of intricate
inter-relationships known as the equally-tempered scale (which, unlike the pure temperament or acoustical correctness of
just intonation, makes it possible to play in all keys). Because there are twelve semi-tone intervals in an octave and
because an octave involves a doubling of the tonal frequency, each semi-tone represents a ratio of 21/12 or 1.0594631
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(Sullivan 1985, p. 44). For example, as indicated in Figure 3, the interval of a fifth (say, from C’ to G’) involves seven
semi-tones or a frequency ratio of 1.05946317 = 1.498307. Similarly, the interval of a fourth (say, from G’ to C’’)
involves five semi-tones or a frequency ratio of 1.05946315 = 1.3348399. Combining these two intervals produces an
octave (say, from C’ to C’’) for which the relevant frequency ratio is 1.059463112 = 1.498307 x 1.3348399 = 2.000000.
This equal temperament embodies a balance that entails a web of intricate tensions arising between potentially clashing
tones adjusted by means of deliberate distortions via a set of compromises in which, ultimately, every string is equally out
of tune but the whole ensemble of notes can be played in a way that permits transposition between keys because all equal
intervals (say, C’ to G’; D’ to A’; E’ to B’) embody the same frequency ratios (Sullivan 1985). If even one of the piano’s
231 strings were changed by a tiny amount, the entire instrument would need to be retuned. With variations in the
environment – say, fluctuations of heat and humidity due to varying weather conditions, as shown in Figure 3 – various
strings will inevitably change their pitches slightly or pop out of tune, requiring constant readjustment of the entire
complex system. Further, in response to another kind of environmental change, accompanying one instrument as opposed
to another – say, a vibraphone set at A = 442 cycles per second versus A = 440 cps – will necessitate retuning every string
on the piano. Along similar lines, an environmental threat to the vibraphone itself – say, a thoughtless dinner-party guest
who runs his car keys across the vibes in a way that puts just minuscule scratches on several bars – will throw the entire
instrument completely out of tune, necessitating a return visit to the manufacturer.
FIGURE 3
A Dynamic Open Complex Adaptive System
Involving the Inter-Relationships Among Parts
Subject to Environmental Influences

Weather
G’ =
1.498307 C’

C’’ =
1.3348398 G’

C’’ = 2.000000 C’
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Interactions, Feedback Effects, Networks, and Nonlinearities
Because the parts of a DOCAS interact and because such interactions include positive and/or negative feedback effects via
the mutual interdependence of nodes connected together in networks of inter-relationships, the behavior of the DOCAS is
characterized by complex nonlinearities (Capra 1996, pp. 46, 59, 82, 124, 299; Coveney and Highfield 1995, pp. 9, 58,
130, 138, 302, 320, 330; Flake 1998, pp. 2, 57, 182, 310; Gleick 1988, p. 305; Holland 1995, pp. 5, 7, 16, 23, 41; Holland
1998, pp. 121, 127, 225; Kauffman 1995, pp. 49, 59, 99; Lewin 1999, p. 11; Waldrop 1992, pp. 17, 53, 65, 138, 333).
These nonlinearities tend to invalidate conventional models intended to capture the behaviors of various systems by using
sets of linear equations. They also introduce holistic phenomena and/or nonrecursive effects that make the specific
behavior of actual systems difficult or impossible to predict.
Such unpredictable feedback effects are illustrated by the contrast drawn in Figure 4 between a thermostat (negative
feedback) and a guitar amplifier (positive feedback). The negative feedback embodied by the thermostat keeps the room’s
temperature within a highly predictable range. Specifically, when cold air from the window cools off the thermostat, it
turns on the heat – which, in turn, warms up the thermostat and causes it to turn off the heat … and so on ... in a pattern of
homeostatic equilibrium. By contrast, via positive feedback, sound from the guitar’s amplifier agitates its strings,
producing more sound – which, in turn, causes more agitation of the strings … and so on … in a crescendo of escalating
noise that is as unpredictable as it is potentially deafening.
FIGURE 4
Negative Feedback (Thermostat) and Positive Feedback (Guitar)
Negative Feedback (Thermostat)

Positive Feedback (Guitar)

Pursuing our musical example, consider the adventures of a musician playing the aforementioned piano in the context of a
jazz quintet. Suppose that the drummer in the group starts to play a little louder (as drummers invariably seem to do).
The pianist might respond by playing a bit more heavily. This feedback loop might continue for a while – especially
when the guitarist chimes in by cranking up the volume control on his amplifier – until, perhaps, interactions in the form
of scowls from the bassist or vibraphonist (who can’t play any louder) might slow down or even reverse the process. The
final volume of sound that results from this complex network of nonlinear relations – potentially ranging from a
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cacophonous din (in which the pianist pounds his fingers to a bloody pulp on the keyboard) to a subtle whisper (barely
audible to the audience) – is essentially … unpredictable.
Sensitive Dependence on Initial Conditions or SDIC – the Butterfly Effect
Because of such complex interactive feedback-driven nonlinearities, small changes of one variable in a DOCAS can
produce major differences in the system’s behavior over time (Capra 1996, p. 134; Coveney and Highfield 1995, p. 169;
Flake 1998, pp. 156, 169, 204; Holland 1995, pp. 5, 165; Kauffman 1995, pp. 17, 74; Lewin 1999, p. 11; Lorenz 1993, pp.
8, 14, 32, 102, 136; Selten 2001, p. 29; Waldrop 1992, pp. 30, 65). In other words, the eventual outcome of a system’s
behavior is highly responsive to very minor variations in its initial state and therefore, again, inherently impossible to
predict. This sensitive dependence on initial conditions or SDIC has also been called the “butterfly effect” whereby –
colloquially, as illustrated by Figure 5 – a moth flapping its wings in Brazil can cause a tornado in Texas.
FIGURE 5
The Butterfly Effect

To pursue the example mentioned earlier and speaking of tornadoes, if you give our percussionist a new sizzle cymbal or
our vibraphonist a new pair of harder mallets, the sound level of the jazz group may be totally disrupted in ways that
cannot be predicted. As the vibraphonist’s volume increases, other members of the group play louder in a manner that
causes still others to adjust accordingly. Meanwhile, the drummer’s new high-frequency sizzle might inspire the piano to
play in a lower register, interfering with the bass. Perhaps the bassist responds by playing a more free-form pattern of
rhythmic punctuations that cause the vibraphonist to lose the tempo in ways that encourage the drummer to beat out his
cymbal tap all the more insistently … and so on … in a hurricane-like cycle of SDIC.
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Determinism with Unpredictability
These SDIC or butterfly-effect properties mean that – even though a system follows a simple set of rules that shape the
details of its behavior deterministically – the actual outcomes of that behavior may remain highly unpredictable (Flake
1998, pp. 3, 137, 150, 197; Gleick 1988, pp. 8, 18, 79, 251; Lewin 1999, p. 11; Lorenz 1993, pp. ix, 4, 10, 79, 86, 113,
136; Waldrop 1992, p. 65; Wolfram 2002, p. 750). Thus, over time, the weather results from a highly deterministic set of
physical forces at work, yet its state on any given occasion in the long-term future – or, sometimes, even in the short-term
future – defies our powers of prediction, making long-range weather forecasts essentially worthless. Figure 6 illustrates
this point by charting the average daily wind in New York City’s Central Park for the 31 days of December 2001. Aside
from a slight upward drift, no discernible pattern appears. The same sort of deterministic-yet-unpredictable outcomes
characterize the behavior of (say) traffic jams or stock prices.
FIGURE 6
Unpredictability of a Deterministic System:
Average Daily Wind in NYC (Central Park) During December 2001
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Obviously, the same may be said for any phenomenon that depends, even in part, on the weather – such as the tuning of
our highly complex and most problematic piano. Moreover, a change in the tuning of the piano will require retuning the
guitar and bass – possibly breaking a string or causing some other structural damage. Meanwhile, the retuned instruments
will now clash with the vibraphone, which has metal bars that cannot be tuned except by technicians at the factory.
Again, the effect on the sound and timbre of the musical group follows deterministic natural laws but remains essentially
unpredictable.
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Phase Space or State Space
The progress of a system over time may be characterized by a phase space or state space in which each of N variables that
characterize the system is viewed as an axis in a space of N dimensions with the state of the system at time t represented
by the coordinates that give its location in the N-dimensional space (Capra 1996, pp. 130, 202; Coveney and Highfield
1995, p. 161; Flake 1998, p. 142; Gleick 1988, pp. 30, 133, 265; Kauffman 1995, p. 75; Lorenz 1993, p. 41). As the
system progresses over time, it traces a path or trajectory through this phase space or state space, as characterized by its
positions at t, t+1, t+2, … t+T. Figure 7 shows such a state space for the weather data described previously. This time,
the average temperature and wind for Central Park during December 2001 appear as a path through the relevant twodimensional phase space, from t = 1 to t = 31. Again, it seems apparent that no discernible pattern exists.
FIGURE 7
Phase Space: Daily Average Temperature (X) and
Wind (Y) in NYC (Central Park) During December 2001
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In line with our musical example, a single-note melody played by our jazz pianist on his difficult-to-tune piano could be
diagrammed as a path over time through a three-dimensional state space in which one axis represents pitch, a second
represents duration, and a third represents loudness. Similar trajectories through phase space could be constructed to
represent harmony, rhythm, or other aspects of the musical fabric. Figure 8 shows the notes played by a vibraphonist on
the tune “Bags’ Groove” by Milt Jackson. The piece follows a twelve-note cycle with the relevant pitches and their
durations represented on the horizontal and vertical axes, respectively.
FIGURE 8
Phase Space: The Melody To “Bags’ Groove” (Milt Jackson)
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Point, Periodic, and Strange Attractors
The nature of these paths through state space may be characterized by various types of attractors (Capra 1996, p. 202;
Coveney and Highfield 1995, p. 161; Flake 1998, pp. 140, 186; Gleick 1988, p. 167; Kauffman 1995, pp. 77, 211; Lewin
1999, p. 20; Lorenz 1993, p. 41; Waldrop 1992, p. 226). On a point attractor, the system settles down to one stable state
that does not change over time – just a single position in phase space. On a periodic attractor, the system’s states follow a
cycle that repeats ad infinitum, as in the melody to “Bags’ Groove” shown in Figure 8. On a strange attractor – in a
pattern of seeming randomness or chaos, reminiscent of that shown for New York’s wind and temperature in Figure 7 –
the system hops around from one position to another in such a way that its location at any given moment in time cannot be
predicted, but the general shape of the positions over time follows some sort of coherent pattern (Gleick 1988, pp. 133,
150, 266; Lorenz 1993, pp. 50, 176; Flake 1998, pp. 160, 176, 186, 197). One strange attractor – developed by Lorenz to
characterize the unpredictable behavior of the weather – happens to resemble a butterfly and therefore provides a
particularly vivid example of the so-called butterfly effect (Gleick 1988, p. 28; Coveney and Highfield 1995, p. 171;
Lorenz 1993, pp. 15, 141; Flake 1998, p. 170). Colloquially, it makes sense to regard the state of the system as
unpredictable (the weather) but the strange attractor as stable (the climate). A version of the Lorenz Attractor – based on a
modification of the stereo pair provided by Flake (1998, p. 170) – appears in Figure 9 as a 3-D anaglyph suitable for
stereographic viewing with red-blue glasses. This illustration improves greatly in vividness, clarity, and depth when
viewed stereoscopically (Holbrook 1997b, 1997c, 1998a, 1998b).
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FIGURE 9
Lorenz “Butterfly” Attractor:
Red-Blue Anaglyph
(Available from Author Via E-Mail at
mbh3@columbia.edu)

In terms of our musical example, a vibraphonist repeating the same note over and over (as some occasionally do) would
correspond to a point attractor (Lionel Hampton on a bad day); constant recycling of the same four-bar phrase in a twelvebar blues would resemble a periodic attractor (Milt Jackson playing the repetitive melody to “Bags’ Groove”); on
onslaught of completely random-seeming notes might follow a strange attractor with some sort of global shape but no
local predictability (Bobby Hutcherson in one of his more uninhibited free-jazz moments).
Classes I, II, III, or IV and Phase Transitions at the Edge of Chaos
The attractors just described reflect the existence of four classes that have been used to categorize systemic behavior
(Coveney and Highfield 1995, pp. 100, 169, 273; Flake 1998, p. 237; Waldrop 1992, pp. 226, 293; Wolfram 2002, p.
234). Class I refers to a stable state that does not change (point attractor). Class II refers to a repeating cycle (periodic
attractor). Class III refers to fully chaotic or random-seeming behavior (strange attractor). But, in between Classes II and
III, Class IV describes a system poised between order and chaos – a system far from equilibrium and at the point of phase
transition that exists in a state of dynamic tension as true complexity on the (b)order at the edge of chaos (Capra 1996, p.
203; Flake 1998, pp. 135, 237, 244, 334, 424, 430; Kauffman 1995, pp. 26, 48, 58, 86, 211, 223, 230; Lewin 1999, pp. 10,
17, 44, 48, 53, 187, 201; Lorenz 1993, pp. 69, 143).
I would view a constantly surprising yet harmonically structured jazz improvisation as a conspicuous example of Class IV
– an unpredictable chorus of musical inspiration that contains constant melodic surprises within a clearly discernible
overarching harmonic structure (an inspired solo by Milt Jackson, Gary Burton, Victor Feldman, Lem Winchester, Joe
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Locke, or countless others). For many jazz listeners – as captured by the dialectic model presented earlier (Figure 1) –
true beauty lies at this delicately balanced edge of chaos. Further, rhythmically, a similar dynamic appears to characterize
the phenomenon known as “swinging” or finding a “groove.” For example, Figure 10 shows a series of drum accents
associated with the sort of relaxed rhythmic springiness found in the bossa nova. The four equally-spaced beats of
measures A through D are represented by a series of letter-number pairs (A1, A2, A3, …, D4). The drum accents tend to
fall between these beats in patterns of five against eight (top row) or three against four (bottom row). These syncopations
set up a rhythmic tension that propels the music forward. Again, the creative process seems to involve a dialectic in
which a thesis (the four-four meter) and antithesis (patterns involving three or five equally spaced accents that clash with
the underlying pulse) are reconciled within the bossa-nova rhythm (in a manner that “swings” or establishes a “groove”).
Within the literature on chaos-and-complexity science, comparable views have been expressed by, among others, Flake
(1998, pp. 135, 427, 429); Kelly and Allison (1999, p. 227); Lesmoir-Gordon, Rood, and Edney (2000, p. 161); Lorenz
(1993, p. 150); and Waldrop (1992, p. 193).
FIGURE 10
Drum Accents and the Essence of Swing
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Dissipative Structures, Self-Organized Criticality, Sand Piles, Power Laws, and True Complexity

Such a Class IV system, far from equilibrium at the edge of chaos, is sometimes characterized as a dissipative
structure subject to self-organized criticality (Capra 1996, pp. 49, 86, 161, 169, 177; Coveney and Highfield
1995, pp. 160, 183, 187, 233, 275; Flake 1998, p. 334; Kauffman 1995, pp. 21, 28, 52, 205, 212, 233, 243;
Waldrop 1992, p. 305). One example is a sand pile in which, as sand continues to trickle onto the top, we
observe general stationarity interrupted periodically by avalanches large and small. These cataclysms or
catastrophes follow a power law in which their frequencies show an inverse exponential relationship to their
sizes – as represented by a declining straight line on log-log graph paper. In other words, enormous avalanches
are unpredictable, very rare, and extremely devastating; small ones are quite common and not so serious.
Similar power laws – also known as the Zipf or Pareto distribution (Adamic n.d.) – characterize real snow
avalanches as well as a variety of other phenomena such as earthquakes and forest fires (Birkeland and Landry
2002). Indeed, Peters, Hertlein, and Christensen (2002) view rain storms as “earthquakes in the sky” that reflect
“the tendency of slowly driven nonequilibrium systems to be poised at a critical state without the need of any
fine tuning” (see also Dickman 2002). I have pursued this suggestion via two analyses shown in Figures 11 and
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12. Figure 11 shows what appears to be a clear power law for precipitation (thousandths of inches) in 173
worldwide cities on Sunday, December 15, 2002. Figure 12 shows a comparable power law for day-by-day
precipitation (thousandths of inches) in New York City’s Central Park during the year 2000. Some writers
believe that systems at the edge of chaos are properly regarded as those characterized by true complexity – that
is, a precarious balance of order and chaos – and that such systems are best suited to evolve adaptively.
FIGURE 11
Power Law For Precipitation in 173 Worldwide Cities,
Sunday, December 15, 2002
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The musical group referred to earlier may exemplify the characteristics of a dissipative structure at the edge of chaos.
Perhaps the hot-tempered guitarist is prone to unpredictable temper tantrums, but maybe these occasional outbursts
provide a sort of energizing tension that fosters the quintet’s creativity. Or maybe the drummer sometimes gets lost and
begins to clap his high hats on the first and third instead of the second and fourth beats of the measure, precipitating a
rhythmic ambiguity that catapults the vibraphonist to imaginatively elevated flights of fancy. Or maybe the pianist forgets
the chord changes from time to time, bringing the whole enterprise crashing down in a cataclysm of confusion. All such
phenomena suggest that – in jazz, as elsewhere – the creative process embodies a delicately poised state of self-organized
criticality balanced on the brink of disorder or the (b)order – miraculously coherent for a while, but always in danger of
falling apart catastrophically.
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FIGURE 12
Power Law For Precipitation in NYC (Central Park)

During 2000 (Local Climatological Data, www.bnl.gov/climate/data)
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Adaptive Evolution
Adaptive evolution of the DOCAS occurs insofar as its states are successfully modified in ways that enhance its chances
for success (Axelrod 1997, p. 4; Capra 1996, p. 223; Coveney and Highfield 1995, pp. 11, 121, 126, 335; Flake 1998, pp.
3, 182, 303, 337, 356, 415; Hammerstein 2001, p. 79; Holland 1995, pp. 9, 43; Kauffman 1995, pp. vii, 6, 135, 150; Payne
and Bettman 2001, pp. 123, 141; Todd 2001, p. 51). In the classic Darwinian formulation, such modifications stemmed
from random mutations that were in turn subjected to a process of natural selection via the mechanism embodied by
survival of the fittest. However, recent thinkers have suggested that this Darwinian view needs revision in ways that
reflect the emergence of order (discussed in the next section).
Thus, for our illustrative group of jazz musicians – like those proverbial monkeys with their typewriters – the strategy of
plucking and pounding their instruments at random in hopes of accidentally generating a masterpiece that will survive
critical scrutiny would probably fail (the arguable success of Ornette Coleman to the contrary notwithstanding).
Adaptive Evolution Via Emergent Properties, Order for Free, Self-Organization, Autocatalysis, or Autopoiesis and
Natural Selection
Recent thinkers have suggested that the hit-or-miss process of random mutations followed by selective advantage could
never have evolved the complex forms of life observed on the planet today in the amount of time available over the course
of biological history. Such thinkers replace random mutations with the mechanism of emergent properties whereby a
DOCAS shows a tendency toward generating order for free via a process of self-organization, autocatalysis, or autopoiesis
This focus on emergence is probably the single most frequently articulated theme found in the literature on complexity
science (Axelrod 1997, pp. 4, 41, 124, 151, 153; Capra 1996, pp. 37, 52, 80, 85, 97, 162, 194, 205, 221, 226, 266; Cohen
and Stewart 1995; Coveney and Highfield 1995, pp. 2, 7, 13, 89, 150, 192, 198, 210, 232, 281, 295, 330; Flake 1998, pp.
3, 182, 229, 236, 248, 261, 266, 275, 309, 313, 335; Hammerstein 2001, p. 73; Holland 1995, pp. 93, 139, 156; Holland
1998, pp. 1, 5, 14, 42, 45, 56, 82, 115, 140, 189, 208, 218, 225, 230, 242; Johnson 2001, pp. 11, 19, 74, 82, 89, 133, 226;
Kauffman 1995, pp. vii, viii, 8, 23, 44, 58, 62, 74, 83, 104, 112, 115, 150, 185, 189, 274, 279, 304; Lewin 1999, pp. 12,
25, 38, 96, 176; Seeley 2001, p. 250; Waldrop 1992, pp. 34, 82, 88, 118, 124, 149, 188, 220, 257, 288, 303; Wolfram
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2002, pp. 223, 337, 453). This conceptualization again stresses a holistic view (Whole > Sum(Parts)) in which order
emerges from the complex interactions within a network of systemic relationships. Presumably, via an advantage for
those best equipped to reproduce, natural selection then acts on the self-organized wholes generated in this manner to
foster the process of adaptive evolution.
It goes without saying that – for various inanimate systems such as those found in the physical environment or for various
biological systems such as those characterizing animal species – adaptive evolution or emergent self-organization tends to
occur without any conscious awareness or purposeful intent on the part of the objects or participants involved. To
attribute intentionality to such a process of “nature red in tooth and claw” would be to commit a teleological fallacy.
Nonetheless, there is the hope that what natural systems accomplish by means of essentially bloody and violent processes
(survival of the fittest), human systems may sometimes achieve by means of foresight and planning or, in short, by means
of appropriate strategy formulation. Hence, we shall often speak of business managers engaged in solving marketing
problems or artists involved with creating jazz or other artforms in ways that imply a purposeful participation in shaping
the process of adaptation via the achievement of emergent order. In this sense, metaphors relating complex systems from
the physical or biological realms to those from the human realms of management or artistic creation often go beyond the
strict limits of the underlying analogies by implying that human systems reflect the intentions and purposes of their
participants. In a sense, human intentions become part of the relevant systems under observation.
One example of self-organized order-for-free in nature appears in the structure of a nautilus seashell. As shown in Figure
13, the relevant spiral follows a contour of perpendicular lines constructed – according to the Fibonacci series – with
lengths equal to 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, …, etc. Notice that the ratio of successive values in this series approaches the
“golden mean” whereby (a+b)/b = b/a = 1.618.
FIGURE 13
Nautilus Seashell As Self-Organized Order
Emerging from Lines Constructed Via the Fibonacci Series

Similar logic – as depicted in Figure 14 – has been found to describe the structure of the piano keyboard. Thus, the Cmajor scale begins with two whole steps (1 + 1 = 2) that comprise a major third (3) as part of a triad including the fifth (5)
that provides the tonal center for the octave (8) consisting of twelve half-step intervals encompassed by thirteen notes
(13). And, while playing with the numerology of the piano keyboard, notice that there are (count ‘em) five (5) black keys.
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FIGURE 14
Piano Keyboard As Embodying Aspects of the Fibonacci Series
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To get a sense of what all this means in terms of our illustrative musical metaphor, take a trip to a good record store such
as the Tower Records downtown near New York University or uptown near Lincoln Center in New York City. Have a
look at CDs in the jazz bins by artists who flourished during the 1950s and who still enjoy a steady sale of their reissued
recordings even today. There, to pursue our present theme, you will find albums by jazz groups whose collective musical
interactions gave birth to emergent order in the form of wholes vastly greater than the sums of their parts. For example,
you will encounter Kind of Blue by Miles Davis & Co.; Fontessa by the Modern Jazz Quartet; At Basin Street by Max
Roach and Clifford Brown with Sonny Rollins; Dave Digs Disney by the Brubeck Quartet featuring Paul Desmond; A
Love Supreme by John Coltrane; and Undercurrent by Bill Evans and Jim Hall. To say that the magical autopoietic
beauty of these creations has survived the test of time, that they have begotten innumerable imitative offspring, and that
the collection of available recordings has evolved to a higher level as a result would be putting it mildly.
The Fitness Landscape
Such a process of adaptive evolution can be envisioned as a movement of the relevant organism, species, organization,
community, or other object of interest in a space reminiscent of the phase space described earlier but now characterized by
evaluative content. Specifically, we may envision a fitness landscape of N dimensions where each dimension describes
some feature or characteristic of the relevant object; where the object’s present position specifies its current set of features
or characteristics; where any given position is characterized by an evaluative measure of the object’s performance,
success, or fitness; where that fitness, success, or performance measure is represented by the height or elevation of the
landscape at that position; and where the object prospers to the extent that it attains a peak position on its fitness landscape
(Axelrod 1997, pp. 23, 72, 77; Coveney and Highfield 1995, pp. 108, 124, 134, 227; Flake 1998, pp. 324, 349, 389, 399,
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419; Hammerstein 2001, p. 78; Holland 1995, p. 68; Johnson 2001, p. 171; Kauffman 1995, pp. 26, 142, 149, 169, 175,
180, 192, 205, 212, 246; Lewin 1999, pp. 57, 206; Selten 2001, p. 30; Waldrop 1992, pp. 189, 310). Clearly, a simple
hill-climbing approach may result in the attainment of only a local optimum. Hence, the challenge facing natural
evolutionary adaptation in general is to attain the global peak that maximizes one’s fitness for survival, while that of
human problem solving in particular – pushing beyond the analogy with inanimate or insentient systems – is to move
purposefully toward the highest level of performance.
We might illustrate the notion of a fitness landscape by means of a trajectory that characterizes the solution to the familiar
missionaries-and-cannibals problem. Suppose that three missionaries (M) and three cannibals (C) are on the right bank of
a river and are equipped with a canoe that holds, at most, two passengers. Their problem is to transport themselves to the
left bank, subject to the restriction that NM missionaries must never be left alone with NC cannibals where NC > NM (for
fear that the more numerous cannibals would eat the smaller number of missionaries). If an arrow represents a trip from
the right to the left bank (<=IJ=) or from the left to the right bank (=IJ=>) by IJ, then the solution is given by the
following set of logistics: <=CC=; =C=>; <=CC=; =C=>; <=MM=; =CM=>; <=MM=; =C=>; <=CC=; =C=>; <=CC=.
As shown by Figure 15, this sequence of transporting the cannibals and missionaries across the river is characterized by a
changing number of Ms (horizontal axis) and Cs (vertical axis) on the left bank. Figure 15 represents our progress toward
a solution as a path through a fitness landscape in which we climb to the highest elevation at C = 3 and M = 3.
FIGURE 15
Fitness Landscape For the Missionaries-and-Cannibals Problem
(Arrows = Path, Size = Elevation)
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In connection with our musical example, let us envision the great tenor saxophonist Coleman Hawkins performing “Abide
With Me” at a recording date with Thelonious Monk for Riverside Records in 1957. Presumably, Thelonious picked this
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ancient Protestant hymn because, appealing to his sly sense of humor, it had been written a hundred years earlier by one
William H. Monk, a namesake if not exactly a progenitor. Thelonious arranged this piece in traditional four-part harmony
for trumpet, alto sax, and two tenors. The rendition is quite short – fifty-one seconds – containing only the orchestrated
melody played once by the horns. But when Coleman Hawkins gets to his harmony note on the second syllable of
“helpers” in the musical phrase set to the words “when other helpers,” we can explain what happens only by envisioning
his path as something like a hill-climbing trajectory upwards on a fitness landscape toward a peak of the most sublime
musical transcendence. Imagine a solution space of three dimensions – pitch, loudness, and tone. Think of Hawkins as
searching for the perfect position – the peak elevation – just the right note in such a fitness landscape. And listen as he
lands on the biggest, the fattest, the sweetest, the most tremulously-sensitive and vibrato-enriched G-natural that you have
ever heard. That one note – glorious in its harmonic fit, powerful in its slightly elevated volume, and magnificently
poignant in its richly-quivering almost-sobbing urgency – epitomizes the highest peak of musical expressiveness, a
pinnacle on the fitness landscape of a classic jazz performance.
Hierarchically Nested Levels
The systems, networks, or holistic combinations described thus far can occur at any level of hierarchical organization
within an overall nested structure. As shown by Figure 16, these hierarchically nested levels range from the atom to the
molecule to the cell to the organism to the species to the community to the ecosystem to the biosphere to the cosmos
(Capra 1996, pp. 28, 34; Flake 1998, pp. 231, 251, 418, 429; Holland 1995, pp. 12, 34, 41; Holland 1998, pp. 8, 129, 191,
200; Kauffman 1995, pp. vii, 15, 69, 129, 189, 209, 287; Lewin 1999, p. 182; Waldrop 1992, p. 88). At any given level of
organization, via the nesting of systems within systems, a DOCAS will be composed of lower-level micronetworks and
will, in turn, be embedded within a higher-level macrostructure. The problem is to relate these multiply nested and
interwoven systems so that, via modifications in the lower-level micronetworks (the parts), the DOCAS (the whole)
evolves to achieve a better fit with the higher-level macrostructure (the surrounding context) – which is in turn composed
of other DOCAS-level networks, giving rise to processes of coevolution.
In line with our musical illustration, a jazz performance is nothing if not an intricately interwoven complex of nested
subsystems, systems, and suprasystems. If we take, say, one chorus of the jazz quintet’s performance of “Indiana” as the
focal system of interest, we recognize at once that it builds upon an integration of various subsystems – the vibraphonist’s
statement of an improvised melody; the guitarist’s contrapuntal lines; the pianist’s supportive chordal comping; the
bassist’s steady harmonic foundation; the drummer’s energizing rhythmic pulse – all combining to create a systemic
musical moment that in turn networks with other musical moments to create a suprasystem that progresses through a
structure building toward the ultimate transformation into “Donna Lee” during the last chorus. The applause at the end
may be regarded as a measure of environmental fit. In a sense, the macrostructure has spoken.
Coevolution on Mutually Interdependent or Reciprocally Deformed Fitness Landscapes
The hierarchical organization just described means that each object’s macrosystem, comprising its fitness landscape, is
composed of other objects. Hence, as one object evolves via advantageous movements on its fitness landscape, the other
objects coevolve by making the requisite adjustments via changes that then feed back their effects on the adaptive
evolution of the original object in question. In this way, responding to feedback loops via adaptive coevolution, each
object attains an ecological niche provided by the mutually accommodative coevolutionary adaptations of other objects
(Capra 1996, pp. 110, 227, 301; Coveney and Highfield 1995, p. 247; Flake 1998, pp. 183, 341; Holland 1995, pp. 23, 28,
152; Kauffman 1995, pp. 14, 27, 187, 207, 215, 221, 225, 246, 277, 292; Waldrop 1992, p. 259, 266, 310). From the
perspective of any one coevolving object, this process may be conceived as moving toward a peak on a continuously
shifting fitness landscape that is reciprocally deformed by the process as it unfolds over time. Thus proceeds the
coevolutionary dance between such predator-prey coadaptors as (say) the cheetah and the gazelle, the frog and the fly, the
rabbit and the fox, or the moth and the bat. Perhaps my favorite example, as illustrated in Figure 17, concerns the sweettasting viceroy butterfly on the left, which has reduced its attractiveness to hungry birds by coevolving a pattern of wing
markings that strongly resembles the black-and-orange coloring of the foul-tasting monarch butterfly on the right (Holland
1995, p. 28; Waldrop 1992, p. 177).
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FIGURE 16
Hierarchically Nested Levels
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FIGURE 17
Coevolution of Viceroy and Monarch Butterflies
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To pursue our musical illustration and again assuming some purposefulness in human creative activities, imagine yourself
in the role of the vibraphonist playing an improvised solo in the jazz quintet described earlier. While seeking a peak on
your own personal fitness landscape, you must all the while remain sensitive to how that peak shifts in response to
reciprocal interactions with other members of the group, who simultaneously navigate on their own fitness landscapes.
Perhaps a phrase you play inspires the pianist to chime in with a particularly succulent chord that strongly implies a
substitute modulation pushing you in the direction of a musical phrase a half-step higher than you had originally planned.
This quick adaptation causes the countermelody from the guitar to sound off-key, requiring a quick adjustment on his part,
while the bassist follows along swiftly and the drummer punctuates the musical moment with a giant explosion on his
crash cymbal. But now the musical fabric has been dramatically modified, and you must accommodate this alteration by
extemporizing a revised phrase that gets you back to the dominant chord where you need to land en route to the tonic,
while the other musicians make complementary adjustments accordingly. Thus unfolds the jazz performance in an almost
miraculous festival of coevolutionary musical adaptations on reciprocally shifting fitness landscapes. When it works, to
repeat, we say that the music “swings”; that the musicians are “takin’ care of business”; or that they have found a
“groove.”
The Ecological Perspective and Deep Ecology
The aspects of a DOCAS discussed thus far cohere under the umbrella concept of the ecological perspective viewed as an
approach that emphasizes the systemic relationships within and between organisms, species, products, organizations,
networks, or other objects and the environments, ecosystems, biosphere(s), or cosmos in which they struggle to survive
(Axelrod 1997, p. 27; Capra 1996, pp. xviii, 3, 33, 100, 214, 296, 304; Coveney and Highfield 1995, pp. 234, 332; Flake
1998, pp. 180, 356, 419; Gigerenzer 2001, pp. 37, 47; Gigerenzer and Selten 2001, p. 9; Gleick 1988, pp. 59, 315; Holland
1995, pp. 9, 33, 101, 158, 169; Kauffman 1995, pp. 14, 130, 207, 212, 246, 281, 302; Lewin 1999, pp. 85, 108, 181, 206;
Martignon 2001, p. 147). Among other benefits, from the vantage point of a particular DOCAS, the ecological
perspective alerts us to the importance of the relationship between any object of interest and the environment in which it
may gain a sustainable advantage by attaining its ecological niche. Such ecological niches are illustrated by the
conceptual map of environmental habitats pictured in Figure 18. Here, the habitats of interest vary on two key dimensions
– temperature (warm/cool) and food (land/water providing leaves/fish). Certain species are best suited to survive in
surroundings that offer particular combinations of temperature and food. Hence, as shown in Figure 18, we find giraffes
in Africa, elk in Canada, sea gulls on the Isle of Capri, and penguins in Antartica. These are locales in which the
abundance of the habitat matches the species’ needs for survival. The population densities of these species are distributed
accordingly in the ecological fitness landscape.
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FIGURE 18
The Ecological Niche
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More macroscopically – when applied to areas of concern involving human intentions and purposes – the view
characterized as deep ecology suggests that the ultimate interconnectivity extending throughout the ecosystem, biosphere,
or cosmos raises profound ethical issues that result from the manner in which the actions of any one part, unit, or
individual affect all the others. Such ethical issues relate lower-level phenomena to the higher-level imperatives of the
overarching system. On moral grounds, viewed from a human perspective, the survival of a system may require
sacrificing aspects of its subsystem(s) for the sake of the suprasystem. Think of tobacco products (second-hand smoke).
Think of SUVs (dangerous, fuel-inefficient, and emissions-laden). Think of certain military initiatives that work against
the common good (unfavorable responses from potential allies).
One might imagine that it would be hard to relate this perspective of deep ecology to the musical illustration pursued
heretofore. But one would be wrong to think this when we need look no farther than the words to the aforementioned
hymn “Abide With Me” – written by Henry F. Lyte in 1847 and later set to the tune by William H. Monk alluded to
earlier. In the second chorus of this venerable anthem, viewing the lyrics metaphorically, we gain a powerful sense of
how the endurance of a suprasystem may require the transformation of a focal system via the extinction of one or more
subsystem(s):
Swift to its close ebbs out life’s little day.
Earth’s joys grow dim; its glories pass away.
Change and decay in all around I see.
O, Thou who changest not, abide with me!
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Self-Similarity and Fractal Geometry
The hierarchically-nested organizations actually found in nature – leaves, trees, ferns, cauliflowers, snowflakes, seashells
– show rather remarkable geometrical shapes and visual patterns that bear little resemblance to the highly regular squares,
circles, and triangles familiar from traditional geometry but that instead display the characteristics represented by fractal
geometry (Capra 1996, p. 138; Coveney and Highfield 1995, pp. 169, 341; Flake 1998; Gleick 1988, pp. 99, 114, 231,
311; Lesmoir-Gordon, Rood, and Edney 2000; Mandelbrot 1982). Such shapes tend to be embedded in patterns of selfsimilarity wherein higher levels of nested organization resemble the lower levels from which they are composed (Flake
1998, pp. 3, 59, 73, 83, 93, 99, 116, 149, 156, 236; Gleick 1988, pp. 86, 92, 95, 103; Hofstadter 1979; Lesmoir-Gordon et
al. 2000, pp. 25, 42, 63, 93, 97, 147, 156, 163; Lorenz 1993, p. 170; Wolfram 2002, p. 187). For example, any section
from the coastline of Great Britain resembles the lower-level subsections from which it is constructed and which, in turn,
resemble even smaller sub-subsections and sub-sub-subsections – leading, ultimately, to the conclusion that the coastline
of England is infinite in length. Beyond such mind-teasing paradoxes, fractal geometry studies the ways in which these
hierarchically-embedded patterns of self-similarity are generated. For example – if we start with a horizontal line; divide
it into three equal segments; remove the middle segment and replace it with two segments of the same length in the shape
of an upside-down “V”; repeat the process on each of the four newly created subsegments; repeat it again on each of the
sixteen newly created sub-subsegments; and keep reiterating this substitution over and over at increasingly lower nested
levels, in perpetuity – we will generate a figure sometimes known as the Koch Curve that is characterized by perfect selfsimilarity and that bears a remarkable resemblance to the aforementioned coastline (Flake 1998, pp. 66, 71). Other
substitution methods produce comparable results that strongly resemble real snowflakes, leaves, trees, ferns, seashells, and
so forth. Two illustrations appear in Figure 19, in which fern-like and snowflake-like objects are constructed by means of
self-similar substitutions, using the Java Applets provided by Flake (1998) at the Website that accompanies his book
(mitpress.mit.edu/books/FLAOH/cbnhtml/java.html).
Music in general and jazz in particular rely heavily on the principle of self-similar organization. For example, as lovingly
detailed by Hofstadter (1979), the compositions by J. S. Bach – especially his fugues – follow intricately nested patterns
of construction in which a melodic theme (a fugal subject) is repeated in a different key (imitation), played against itself in
two or more different keys simultaneously (stretto), slowed down (augmentation), speeded up (diminution), turned upside
down (inversion), or even played backwards (retrograde motion). In other words – though it is not possible to push down
to the level of detail that characterizes a coastline or a snowflake – self-similarity prevails at different levels of the musical
structure. Comparable aspects of self-similar construction appear in the melodic sequences improvised by certain highly
gifted jazz musicians such as (among others) Paul Desmond – a manner of playing made all the more remarkable because
it involves extemporaneous spontaneity rather than methodical planning – in which a melodic phrase is first stated; next,
repeated in another key; then, reiterated but with a slight modification; again, reprised and transposed in its modified
form; … and so on … throughout a lengthy passage of an unfolding self-similar structure. For example – in four
successive measures, over the chords Em7-A7; Dm7-G7; Gm7-C7; C7#5-Fmaj7 – one might improvise the following melodic
line composed of four phrases built from quarter notes and (underlined) whole notes: E-G-B-D-Db; D-F-A-C-B; D-F-BbA-G; C-E-Ab-G-F. Playing these notes on the piano and/or transcribing them onto music paper will immediately reveal
their aural and/or visual pattern of self-similarity. Figure 20 – a phase space based on pitch and duration, constructed in
the manner familiar from Figure 8 – clearly indicates the self-similarity of the first two melodic phrases: E-G-B-D-Db Æ
D-F-A-C-B, played over the chords Em7-A7 Æ Dm7-G7.
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FIGURE 19
Self-Similarity in the Construction of a Fern and a Snowflake
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FIGURE 20
Self-Similarity in an Improvised Melodic Phrase
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The Julia and Mandelbrot Sets
One visual type of complex fractal design depends on complex numbers of the form Z = X + iY [where i = (-1)1/2] that,
when plotted on two axes representing X (the real axis) and Y (the imaginary axis), produce self-similar pictures of the
Julia Sets or J-Sets for which Zt+1 = Zt2 + C (with C = XC + iYC, with a different Julia Set for each specification of C, and
with the X and Y coordinates for a given C and its various Z-values plotted as black/white if Zt+n does/doesn’t remain
finite as n approaches infinity) (Capra 1996, p. 146; Flake 1998, p. 121; Gleick 1988, p 222). Meanwhile, the Mandelbrot
Set or M-Set (with Z0 = 0, with Z1 = C, with Zt+1 = Zt2 + C, and with the black/white value for each C plotted graphically
in a comparable manner) reveals extraordinarily rich and (some believe) beautiful patterns of self-similarity at any level of
pictorial magnification – including the appearance of the M-Set within itself at increasingly lower levels of self-similar
organization (Capra 1996, p. 148; Flake 1998, pp. 110, 114, 125, 432; Gleick 1988, pp. 223, 228, 240; Lesmoir-Gordon et
al. 2000, pp. 69, 91, 97).
Some have presented J-Sets and M-Sets via pictorial diagrams that possess a startling visual beauty and that vividly
illustrate their hierarchically embedded self-similarity (Flake 1998, pp. 116, 124; Gleick 1988, p. 114; Lesmoir et al.
2000, p. 87; Mandelbrot 1982; Peitgen and Richter 1986). Figure 21 – again constructed with the help of the Java Applets
provided by Flake (1998) at the Website that accompanies his book (mitpress.mit.edu/books/FLAOH/cbnhtml/java.html)
– depicts one Julia Set at six successive levels of detail chosen to emphasize the remarkable degree of self-similarity that
persists as we zoom in on increasingly deeper levels of the underlying structure. As indicated by Figure 21, this pattern of
self-similarity continues … forever. Similarly, Figure 22 – also constructed with the help of Flake’s Java Applets – shows
the Mandelbrot set at nine successive levels of magnification. Again, when applied to the left-hand nodule at each level,
Figure 22 indicates a startling degree of self-similarity at increasingly deeper degrees of detail.
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FIGURE 21
A Julia Set (Top) At Six Successive Levels of Detail (Bottom)

FIGURE 22
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The Mandelbrot Set (Top) At Nine Successive Levels of Detail (Bottom)
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Because the Julia or Mandelbrot Set is primarily a visual construction – whose self-similarity is evident at increasingly
infinitesimal degrees of detail, with no lower limit – the relevance to music might not seem immediately obvious.
However, like the J- and M-Sets, music does appear on the printed page – namely, as notes on the musical staff. Here, the
note clusters may reveal strong Gestalt-like patterns of self-similarity, already evident from the phase-space display
shown in Figure 20 and further clarified in Figure 23, where the musical self-similarity in successive two-bar phrases
practically leaps off the page. In this example, the relevant self-similarity depends not on drilling down to increasingly
smaller levels of detail (as in the J- or M-Sets), but rather on comparing phrases at comparable levels of detail across
different parts of the piece. Further – much as one observes self-similarity by examining a J- or M-Set from different
vantage points – if one turns the printed music for a melody upside down, one obtains its retrograde inversion. Indeed,
moving far beyond the intuitive point just made, Madden (1999) provides a meticulous mathematical analysis of Fractals
In Music.
FIGURE 23
Musical Self-Similarity
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Computer Simulations
Generations of the J- and/or M-Sets provide vivid visual illustrations of how deterministic rules (Zt Æ Zt+1) can produce
unpredictable behavior that nonetheless follows clear patterns of self-similar organization across widely different
structural levels. In general, these and other examples of chaos- and complexity-related behavior can be studied only by
developing various sorts of computer-based computations. This applies to complexity science in general, which
everywhere relies on the computational power of the digital-age (Axelrod 1997, pp. 3, 6, 21, 128, 133, 157, 168; Bass
1999; Boyd and Richardson 2001, p. 293; Capra 1996, p. 79; Coveney and Highfield 1995, pp. 15, 59, 216, 238; Flake
1998, pp. 192, 263, 275, 384; Holland 1995, pp. 95, 109, 139, 156; Holland 1998, pp. 52, 126, 143; Johnson 2001, pp.
164, 219; Kauffman 1995, pp. 91, 176, 205, 226, 258, 268, 277, 283, 290; Lewin 1999, pp. 87, 111; McCabe and Smith
2001, p. 331; Waldrop 1992, pp. 64, 147; Wolfram 2002, pp. 6, 71, 78, 82, 88, 93, 97, 102, 108, 297, 742, 750). In
particular, because of their inherent nonlinearities, quantitative representations of DOCAS behavior do not lend
themselves to mathematically convenient closed-form solutions. Rather, their complexities require modeling via some
form of computer simulation.
It is difficult to say whether computer simulations of music have been more or less successful than those of ferns,
snowflakes, and seashells. On the one hand, just as simulated snowflakes bear an amazing resemblance to the real thing,
simulated fugues also seem remarkable in their verisimilitude. On the other hand, there does seem to be something
missing from computer-generated music – an ineffably human quality of soulful profundity or expressive subtlety that one
does not ordinarily find in snowflakes or cauliflower but does expect from (say) J. S. Bach and Igor Stravinsky or Paul
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Desmond and Sonny Rollins. Perhaps, as some would insist, it is just a matter of time until IBM or Microsoft can learn to
simulate the spark of creative genius – thereby reducing Bach, Stravinsky, Desmond, and Rollins to the artistic stature of
snowflakes and cauliflower or (it appears) chess games. But I hope not.
Simple Rules and Complex Behavior or SRÆCB
One of the most striking features of DOCAS-type networks of the kind described herein is that – even when they are
based on very simple deterministic rules – they tend to generate highly complex behavior. Because they are characterized
by nonlinearities (interactions, feedback effects, etc.), even simple rules for the phase states of a network or system can
produce highly complex and inherently unpredictable outcomes (Axelrod 1997, pp. 4, 124, 142, 168; Capra 1996, p. 151;
Coveney and Highfield 1995, p. 94; Flake 1998, pp. 197, 229, 263; Gleick 1988, p. 307; Holland 1998, pp. 3, 82, 115,
123, 132, 142, 189, 196, 238; Johnson 2001, pp. 82, 167; Waldrop 1992, p. 240, 278, 329). Indeed, Wolfram (2002) has
constructed an endlessly massive document based on the ways in which, everywhere we look, simple rules lead to
complex behavior according to a formula that I call SRÆCB (Wolfram 2002, pp. 2, 3, 4, 5, 25, 27, 55, 65, 106, 158, 164,
180, 291, 297, 321, 337, 417, 435, 539, 545, 547, 577, 631, 644, 656, 678, 694, 718, 750, 846). Examples of SRÆCB
that are familiar from the natural world around us include communities of creatures – ant colonies, bee hives, flocks of
birds – in which each individual follows just a few simple rules that, when allowed to operate at the collective level,
produce very complex patterns of behavior. Part of the challenge to complexity science involves the goal of modeling
such complex behavior, as in the computer simulations of “boids” (birdlike objects that follow very simple rules to
reproduce flocking behavior) (Flake 1998, p. 270; Waldrop 1992, p. 240). As originally developed by Reynolds (1987),
boids obey three simple rules that govern the flight of each individual member of a flock: (1) cohesion (move toward the
average position of one’s flockmates); (2) alignment (steer toward the average direction of the flock); and (3) separation
(stay away from overcrowding to avoid collisions). As implemented in an online demonstration by Pattinson (2001 @
www.abs2net.com/Robert/3d_boids/), application of these three simple rules produces the sorts of complex flocking
behavior illustrated by the three successive panels shown in Figure 24.
Again with the proviso that when speaking of human systems, we often assume a degree of intentionality or
purposefulness that goes beyond anything we would attribute to the members of (say) an ant colony or a flock of birds,
simple rules for creating music can also produce daunting levels of aural complexity. Schoenberg’s twelve-tone system is
an obvious example. One simplified enactment of its rules would proceed as follows: (1) play all twelve possible notes in
a random order without repeating any notes and call this the “row”; (2) repeat the row, but let multiple tones in randomly
determined numbers sound simultaneously for randomly determined durations to produce highly dissonant “chords”; (3)
try augmentation, diminution, inversion, and retrograde motion of the row – again, with randomly determined numbers of
clashing tones sounded simultaneously; (4) keep creating these mind-bogglingly chaotic patterns of sound until you have
driven the listener crazy. The point here is that, working with very simple rules for musical construction, a Schoenbergian
twelve-tone system tends to create aural patterns of disturbingly unassimilable complexity. Our minds comprehend that
the underlying rules are straightforward; but, hearing the results, our ears insist otherwise.
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FIGURE 24
SR ⇒ CB Via Computer Simulations of Boids

Cellular Automata
One example of SRÆCB appears in a type of computer simulation known as a cellular automaton (Axelrod 1997, pp. 154,
168; Capra 1996, p. 194; Coveney and Highfield 1995, pp. 90, 96, 104, 182, 231; Flake 1998, pp. 190, 231, 236, 245;
Holland 1998, pp. 136, 175, 194; Waldrop 1992, pp. 86, 219; Wolfram 2002, pp. 17, 24, 32, 55, 65, 158, 180, 223, 291,
321, 337, 371, 375, 378, 424, 427, 432, 436, 452, 459, 579, 637, 654, 718, 844). As an example, consider a onedimensional row of boxes whose states at a moment in time may be on (1) or off (0). Imagine that the state of a given box
at time t+n+1 depends only on the states of itself and its two immediate neighbors on each side at time t+n and that the
complete set of possible transformations from the first to the second step (i.e., from t+n to t+n+1) is described by the
following 23 = 8 combinatorial rules, designated by Wolfram (2002) as Rule 110: 111Æ_0_; 110Æ_1_; 101Æ_1_;
100Æ_0_; 011Æ_1_; 010Æ_1_; 001Æ_1_; 000Æ_0_. It can be shown that computer simulations based on the simple
deterministic system embodying Rule 110, as just described, produce patterns of complexity equivalent to those of a
universal computing machine. In other words – via a Principle of Equivalent Computational Sophistication – when
generating the phase space of a DOCAS system, even the simplest one-dimensional two-state nearest-neighbor cellular
automaton potentially produces the maximum possible level of complexity, thereby epitomizing the property of SRÆCB
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(Wolfram 2002). A demonstration of how Rule 110 illustrates the phenomenon of SRÆCB can be created by applying
the NetLogo software developed by Wilensky (2002). Such an example appears in Figure 25 where, starting with a single
active cell in the middle of the row and moving downward through six successive panels of row-by-row iterations, Rule
110 quickly generates patterns of extraordinary complexity.
FIGURE 25
Cellular Automaton Generated by Wolfram’s Rule110

Transformations and substitutions of the type just described lie at the heart of musical improvisation – as when
modulating to a different key while keeping the melodic structure constant; replacing a dominant seventh chord by a
major seventh chord built on its flatted fifth; or preceding a note in the melody with two tones a half-step above and below
it. These are simple rules, but their combined and iterated application can quickly produce musical patterns of striking
complexity. For example, as shown in Figure 26, consider the harmonic resolution G7 Æ Cmaj7 under the melody D…C… (played in whole notes). Suppose we apply the simple flatted-fifth chord substitution rule plus the simple half-step
rule. The chord progression now becomes G7 Æ Dbmaj7 Æ Cmaj7 under the melody D-Db-B-C (played in half notes). If we
keep the same chord changes and apply the simple half-step rule again, the melody now becomes D-D-C-Db-C-Bb-B-DbB-C (played in, say, eighth notes, quarter notes, and a half note) – obviously, a greatly complexified turn of phrase for the
performer and listener alike, but one at a level of computational sophistication by no means rare in a typical jazz solo.
Thus does a jazz improviser build on a comparatively small tool bag of riffs and licks by connecting and transforming
them according to simple modification rules until they stream together via iterated substitutions to create an intentionally
guided but spontaneously self-organizing pattern, an emergent order of endless complexity. Indeed, it does not seem farfetched to regard a particular musician’s set of riffs-licks-and-rules as the essence of his or her style – a life-affirming
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dissipative structure poised on the edge of chaos. For an especially helpful treatise on such principles of musical
construction in jazz, see Metzger (1996).
FIGURE 26
Transformations and Substitutions As the Basis For
Improvisation in Jazz
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Genetic Algorithms
Another type of computer simulation productively explored by complexity scientists addresses the problem of achieving
optimal evolution on some sort of fitness landscape. For example, via computer simulations known as genetic algorithms,
strings of symbols (“parents”) can be allowed to transform themselves by partitions, substitutions, and recombinations
(“children”) in ways that do/don’t meet the operative criteria for survival so that, over time, members of the population
(successive “generations”) evolve adaptively toward an optimal solution or, in other words, a peak on its fitness landscape
(Axelrod 1997, pp. 11, 17, 47, 65; Coveney and Highfield 1995, pp. 117, 121, 227, 249, 342; Flake 1998, pp. 343, 417;
Holland 1995, pp. 43, 62, 69, 80, 86; Holland 1998, p. 182; Waldrop 1992, pp. 171, 181). Applying the metaphor
literally,
Kurzke
and
Chen
(n.d.,
online
@
www2.informatik.unierlangen.de/~jacob/Evolvica/Java/CharacterEvolution/algorithm.html#fitness) provide an illustration in which random
strings of alphabetic characters evolve in the direction of matching a target string, where a perfect match constitutes
maximum fitness. Taking the phrase “Genetic Algorithms Rule!!!” as our target, Figure 27 shows how – with 10 parents
– genetic algorithms involving 50, 100, and 175 children achieved optimal fitnesses (perfect matches to the target string)
in 116, 68, and 47 generations, respectively.
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FIGURE 27
Genetic Algorithm For Creating a String of Characters That Match
Those in the String “Genetic Algorithms Rule!!!”
(Parents = 10; Children = 50, 100, 175; Generations = 116, 68, 47)

Fitness
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As a second illustration, Thompson (n.d., online @ www.see.ed.ac.uk/~rjt/ga.html) provides a genetic algorithm for
starting with 50 initial random configurations and evolving a circle – via fitness-improving single-bit mutations of a
“chromosome” based on 16 pairs of coordinates for each member of the population, where the 10 worst-fitting
configurations are replaced at each successive generation. At a rate of approximately 10 generations per second, Figure
28 shows the shape of the best-fitting configuration after 0, 1, 2, 4, and 8 minutes in a sample run that continued for
approximately 4,800 generations. As a demonstration of the genetic algorithm’s efficacy, after beginning with a highly
irregular initial configuration, the ending configuration has grown quite circle-like in shape.
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FIGURE 28
Genetic Algorithm For Creating a Circle
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A third example appears in Figure 29 and illustrates a genetic algorithm created by Rennard (2000, online @
www.rennard.org/alife/English/gavintrgb.html#rTit01) for the purpose of matching an arbitrary starting configuration
such as that shown in the upper-left corner of each panel. The four panels display the resulting populations of 24
biomorphs after 0, 5, 10, and 100 generations. Again, at the end of the 100-generation run, the 24 members of the
population have evolved to shapes that match the target configuration almost perfectly.
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FIGURE 29
Genetic Algorithm For Matching a Configuration
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It makes sense to regard the process of creating musical improvisations as unfolding in a manner analogous to that of a
genetic algorithm. Suppose that a musician starts with a string of symbols (notes on the musical staff) that embody the
melody of some familiar tune (say, “Over the Rainbow”). Like genetic material, chunks of such a string can be broken
off, modified, and recombined – as when one phrase from the piece is abbreviated, altered, and linked with another
truncated and transformed phrase. Given the underlying harmonic progression (the environmental context), such a new
musical motif (genetic mutation) either does or does not sound better than the initial melodic phrase (the original symbol
string). If worse, it gets rejected and quickly becomes extinct. If better, it survives and, in turn, gets truncated, modified,
and recombined with new material to form another phrase that may or may not climb a step higher on the evolutionary
ladder toward a fitness peak on the improvisational landscape. After incalculably many hours of practice,
experimentation, sifting, and refining – at the absolute peak of musical expression – we arrive at (say) the solo by Milt
Jackson on “Over the Rainbow” from the Modern Jazz Quartet’s Fontessa album. Recorded almost fifty years ago, such a
solo did not spring full-armed from the head of Zeus. Rather it evolved from years of playing, modifying, and
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recombining phrases that gradually adapted into an emerging order of transcendent beauty that has survived the test of
time. If jazz improvisation typically climbs around among local peaks on the fitness landscape, Milt Jackson’s “Over the
Rainbow” ascended, by comparison, to the pinnacle of Mt. Everest.
ANALOGIES WITH BUSINESS AND MARKETING
The perspectives described thus far show obvious analogies to types of DOCAS-related concepts that pervade our
thinking about applications to business in general and to marketing in particular. Let us examine some relevant examples.
Dynamic Open Complex Adaptive Systems or DOCAS
Clearly, a business firm constitutes one obvious case of a dynamic open complex adaptive system or DOCAS composed
of interacting parts that respond to a dynamically changing market environment so as to survive by adapting in ways that
attain some sort of ecological niche (Axelrod and Cohen 1999, pp. xi, 28, 153; Gladwell 2000, pp. 150, 165, 259; Lewin
1999, p. 197; Lewin and Regine 2001, pp. 6, 173, 254; Moore 1999, pp. 109, 114; Parker 2000, pp. 23, 76; Stacey,
Griffin, and Shaw 2000, pp. 85, 106, 188). Think of motels emerging with the advent of the automobile. Or the brisk
business done by gas masks in the weeks following 9/11/2001. For counterexamples, just ask Polaroid after the
appearance of the digital camera. Or Arthur Anderson after the Enron debacle. When it comes to the increasing returns to
scale evidenced by products that fit into a welcoming market environment based on a self-reinforcing critical mass of
acceptance, consider the cases of the QWERTY keyboard, the VHS format videotape, Microsoft, or fax machines. In this
connection, as an illustration of a DOCAS in action, Figure 30 depicts the role of marketing as part of a multi-level system
that operates within a firm adapting to its market environment. Notice the hierarchic layering of systemic levels (Market
> Firm > Businesses > Products > Brands > Features-Attributes-and-Benefits or FABs); the interdependence among parts
at any given level (FAB ÅÆ FAB ÅÆ FAB, Brand ÅÆ Brand ÅÆ Brand, Product ÅÆ Product ÅÆ Product,
Business ÅÆ Business ÅÆ Business); and the manner in which each lower level is open to reciprocal influences and
impacts at the next-highest level (Market ÅÆ Firm ÅÆ Businesses ÅÆ Products ÅÆ Brands ÅÆ FABs).
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FIGURE 30
Marketing As Part of a Dynamic Open Complex Adaptive System (DOCAS)
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Nonlinearities, SDIC, Butterfly Effects, and Determinism with Unpredictability
Because, like any other DOCAS, the interconnected parts of the organization interact in networks of inter-relationships
incorporating feedback, the resulting nonlinearities lead to highly unpredictable outcomes characterized by SDIC or
butterfly effects (Axelrod and Cohen 1999, pp. 1, 14, 65; Gladwell 2000, pp. 5, 11, 29, 55, 68, 80, 96, 131, 140, 146, 183,
257; Kelly and Allison 1999, pp. 5, 12; Lewin and Regine 2001, pp. 7, 21, 29, 79, 154, 178, 255; Moore 1999, pp. xi, 28,
44; Stacey et al. 2000, pp. x, 8, 85). Change the brewing process for Schlitz Beer ever so slightly, and the next thing you
know, the whole company may go extinct. Lose Latrell Sprewell to a hand injury, and the New York Knicks may go
down in flames. Or, as shown in Figure 31, alter the formula for Coca-Cola by a tiny amount and disaster followed by
major readjustments may ensue. In market research, New Coke tasted better than both Old Coke and Pepsi. But
customers reacted with horror, forcing the company to reintroduce the “classic” formulation and eventually producing an
increased market share for New Coke and Classic Coke combined.
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FIGURE 31
New Coke As a Butterfly Effect
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Phase Space, Dissipative Structures at the Edge of Chaos, and Power Laws
More generally, aspects of the organization’s outcomes may move through various kinds of phase spaces – for example,
the business cycle or the product life cycle (PLC) – where optimum performance requires the maintenance of an energyabsorbing dissipative structure, involving continual innovations and showing a creative balance of order and disorder at
the edge of chaos (Kelly and Allison 1999, pp. 4, 227, 239; Lewin 1999, p. 201; Lewin and Regine 2001, pp. 28, 272).
Beyond the cataclysm associated with New Coke, keeping the brand alive at the mature stage of its PLC has required a
constant infusion of differentiated forms – Diet Coke Æ Caffeine-Free Diet Coke Æ Lemon Coke Æ Vanilla Coke Æ …
Æ Diet Caffeine-Free Vanilla Coke. In other markets, patterns of sales and/or market popularity often follow the sorts of
power laws associated in nature with avalanches and rainstorms. Thus, as one illustration of the sand-pile phenomenon in
the market for entertainment, Figure 32 shows the power law that relates box-office grosses for motion pictures during the
Thanksgiving weekend of 2002 to an exponentially declining frequency of occurrence (a straight line on log-log paper).
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FIGURE 32
Power Law For Motion-Picture Box-Office Grosses
During Thanksgiving Weekend of 2002
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Similar results across a variety of motion-picture box-office data have been described at length by De Vany and Walls
(1999). A second example pertains to the frequency of compact discs by vibraphonists listed by www.cdnow.com and
www.amazon.com. Again, as shown by Figure 33, the frequency of vibraphonist listings declines exponentially with their
number (a linear log-log relationship).
Adaptive Evolution
Viewed in terms of a dialectic, a creative breakthrough at the edge of chaos – whether a new flavor of Coca-Cola, the
blockbuster movie Titanic, or the sixty-first available recording by the vibraphonist Gary Burton – represents a synthesis
(complexity) that reconciles a thesis (order) with its antithesis (disorder). Within this context, via its business strategy
(again, assuming aspects of human intentionality), the successful firm or other strategic business unit evolves adaptively
in a direction that enhances its chances for survival (Axelrod and Cohen 1999, pp. 4, 33, 117; Flake 1998, pp. 182, 357;
Gladwell 2000, pp. 105, 178; Lewin and Regine 2001, pp. 6, 22, 26, 95; Stacey et al. 2000, p. 39). In this spirit, Palm
Pilot produces not just the Models III, V, and VII but also the m100, m595, 1000, 5000, m105, m125, m130, m500, m515,
i705, and Tungsten T, just to name a few. The second-generation version of Minolta’s digital Dimage X camera – the
Dimage Xi – increased resolution from 2.2 to 3.2 megapixels, added various other settings and features (such as the ability
to produce a mini-photo for e-mailing), and jacked up the price to roughly double its former level.
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FIGURE 33
Power Law For Vibraphonists Listed By
WWW.CDNOW.COM and WWW.AMAZON.COM
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The Ecological Perspective
Here as elsewhere, the ecological perspective emphasizes the ultimate goal of survival (rather than, say, the mere
maximization of profits, CEO salaries, or shareholders’ wealth) via adaptation within an ecosystem that represents a
confluence of threats and opportunities from many different aspects of the environment (that is, demands made by the
interests of many different stakeholders ranging from customers to competitors to suppliers to employees to government
agencies to society at large) (Axelrod 1997, p. 27; Coveney and Highfield 1995, p. 126; Flake 1998, p. 180; Kauffman
1995, p. 14; Lewin 1999, p. 206; Lewin and Regine 2001, pp. 24, 47, 52, 220, 321; Moore 1999, pp. 66, 71, 89; Parker
2000, pp. 30, 67, 76, 85, 120, 130, 180, 192, 200, 223; Stacey et al. 2000, p. 39). It avails little to be at the helm of (say)
Enron – maximizing executive compensation like crazy – if the company dies and you go to jail. Paradoxically, the more
success your company enjoys today – that is, the better its fit with the relevant environmental pressures – the more
vulnerable it becomes to extinction resulting from changes in the environment (Coveney and Highfield 1995, p. 234).
Figure 34 portrays this Paradox of Success as a flow diagram indicating the pressure to adapt that results from
environmental change. This pressure increases with better original adaptive fits, leading to greater vulnerability to
extinction as the result of a changing environment. Colloquially, this problem corresponds to that of climbing out on a
limb or burning your bridges behind you. Think of Polaroid and the displacement of instant by digital pictures or even
Kodak and the likely ultimate demise of film photography.
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FIGURE 34
The Ecological Perspective and the Paradox of Success
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Self-Organization, Emergent Order, Hierarchical Levels, and the Fitness Landscape
Besides highlighting the survival-related strategic questions just reviewed and the profound ethical issues raised by deep
ecology, the ecological perspective embraces the emergence of newly self-organized systems at various positions up and
down the hierarchically nested levels of market activity (Axelrod and Cohen 1999, pp. 15, 19; Flake 1998, p. 254; Kelly
and Allison 1999, pp. 4, 133; Lewin and Regine 2001, pp. 22, 25, 44, 142, 243, 259, 281; Moore 1999, pp. 125, 152, 179;
Stacey et al. 2000, pp. x, 8, 106, 146, 182). Figure 35 represents the interfacing of these levels in a manner consistent
with the DOCAS-oriented ecological perspective portrayed earlier in Figure 16.
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FIGURE 35
Hierarchically Nested Levels of Market Activity
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Across levels – still assuming the participation of human decision makers – the relevant emergent properties or
autopoietic offerings are intended to improve the brand’s, product’s, business’s, firm’s, industry’s, or economy’s position
on its fitness landscape (Axelrod and Cohen 1999, p. 49; Kauffman 1995, pp. 26, 193; Kelly and Allison 1999, pp. 30,
203; Lewin and Regine 2001, p. 53; Moore 1999, pp. 133, 148; Parker 2000, pp. 17, 139; Stacey et al. 2000, p. 44). At
the level of the firm, standard operating procedures or other organizational characteristics grow, fail, get modified, falter,
benefit from further tweaking, and so on, in a pattern of emergent self-organization. At the level of the strategic business
unit, there arise such innovations as (say) HDTVs from Sony or the Segway sold by www.amazon.com. At a more microlevel of hierarchical organization pertinent to the product category and to issues that concern branding – pursuing the
familiar spatial metaphor of the fitness landscape – we may extend the same logic to the prototypical problem of brand
positioning. Here, a strategy for the design and positioning of a branded offering seeks to attain an optimal position in a
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market space – for example, a differential advantage characterized by unique proximity to the ideal point of a viable target
segment in the absence of competing offerings in nearby locations – say, new mint-flavored gel with cavity prevention,
tartar control, and breath freshening from Crest or a safer SUV from Volvo. As an illustration, Figure 36 depicts a
hypothetical market space for SUVs – with the perceived positions of several makes (Chevy, Chrysler, Ford, Lincoln,
Mercedes, Pontiac, Volvo) shown on two axes representing consumers’ perceptions of two key features-attributes-benefits
or FABs (luxury and safety); with a hitherto unsatisfied market segment (say, affluent parents with multiple children or
APMC) whose ideal point (IAPMC) lies in the upper-right region of the market space (luxurious safety); and with the recent
positioning strategy of the Volvo SUV appealing to that segment in a manner that potentially conveys a differential
advantage.
FIGURE 36
Hypothetical Market Space For SUVs: The Volvo Strategy
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Coevolution on Mutually Interdependent or Reciprocally Deformed Fitness Landscapes
If the attractiveness of each potential positioning strategy is conceived as its elevation on a fitness landscape, the
positioning problem reduces to that of finding the highest performance peak. However, the strategy pursued by one brand
will affect the success contours of competing brands, whose subsequent adaptations will create sequences of coevolution
on reciprocally deformed fitness landscapes that reflect the various patterns of mutual interdependence (Kauffman 1995,
pp. 27, 212, 217, 246, 279, 292; Kelly and Allison 1999, pp. 16, 87; Lewin and Regine 2001, p. 55; Stacey et al. 2000, pp.
118, 151, 156). Consider, for example, what happens when Colgate responds to an initiative from Crest by introducing its
own repositioned formulation that fights cavities, plaque, gingivitis, halitosis, and tooth fungus or ponder the possibilities
when Gleem, Ultra-Brite, and Close-Up combine to convince some socially-conscious segment of consumers that what
really matters is a blindingly bright smile full of glistening white teeth. In connection with our hypothetical market space
for SUVs, shown in Figure 36, contemplate the impact on the fitness landscape for Volvo when Mercedes introduces a
redesigned SUV that is safer and more luxurious; when Ford convinces a cost-conscious segment of the SUV market that
what truly counts is a low sticker price at 0.0% financing; or when some hitherto unanticipated competitor such as (say)
Toyota adds a new fuel-efficiency dimension to the market space for SUVs by introducing a hybrid gas-electric model of
SUV that gets 65 miles per gallon. If the market space shown in Figure 36 were to morph into one based on cost and fuel
efficiency, Volvo would face the need to navigate a very different fitness landscape. In other words, the positions of
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competing brands and ideal points move around on dimensions of the market space that may themselves be changing.
Thus, each brand depends on a constantly shifting ecological niche created by the key underlying FAB-based dimensions
of the market space, the strategic postures of other brands, the ideal points of consumers, and other environmental threats
or opportunities – any and all of which tend to change on a continuous basis – as when some resourceful microbiologist
discovers a new ingredient that will ratchet dental care to a new level of efficacy or some ingenious automotive engineer
invents a car that will run on sea water (though the fact that bottled water is more expensive than gasoline might give us
pause in assessing the latter example).
Self-Similarity
For all these reasons, the strategic imperatives pursued at various organizational levels show high degrees of selfembedded logic or self-similarity in which essentially comparable strategic thinking (the fitness landscape, the spatial
metaphor) prevails within various nested networks up and down the overall organizational structure (Kelly and Allison
1999, pp. 15, 92; Lewin and Regine 2001, p. 182). As illustrated by Figure 37, the FABs (e.g., flavor, caffeine, ease of
preparation) compose the brand (e.g., Maxim); the brands (e.g., Maxim, Sanka, Maxwell House) occupy the product
category (e.g., coffee); the products (e.g., coffee, cereal, cheese) constitute the business (e.g., Kraft- General Foods); the
businesses (e.g., Kraft-GF Foods, Philip Morris Cigarettes, and – until May of 2002 – Miller Beer) make up the firm (e.g.,
The Altria Group – formerly, Philip Morris, Inc. – otherwise known as “the largest consumer packaged goods company on
earth”). Omitted from the diagram for lack of space are the higher self-similar levels of hierarchic nesting in which firms
populate industries; industries build national economies; and national economies participate in the global marketplace.
All considered, we find levels upon levels of levels – all structured in descending patterns of self-similar subsystems.
Simple Rules Producing Complex Behavior (SRÆCB) and Computer Simulations
As elsewhere, at every nested level, we must search for the simple rules that determine the complex behavior of the whole
according to SRÆCB (Axelrod 1997, p. 168; Lewin and Regine 2001, p. 27; Stacey et al. 2000, p. 143). Unfortunately, in
marketing systems, we see plenty of CB (complex behavior) and know very few SRs (simple rules). Here, as elsewhere,
computer simulations may offer insights and/or guidance (Bass 1999; Flake 1998, p. 192; Kauffman 1995, pp. 170, 268).
Cellular Automata – For example, to represent the diffusion of an innovation (cf. Axelrod 1997, pp. 145, 152;
Goldenberg, Libai, and Muller 2001b) we might envision using a two-dimensional cellular automaton – with each cell’s
or household’s future decisions to buy (1) versus not to buy (0) dependent on the current states of (say) that cell or
household and its eight immediate neighbors. The complex behavior of such a simulation over time might shed light on
the nature of the adoption process – say, in the case of a new type of yogurt (Dannon’s La Crème) or an innovative homeentertainment product (TiVo or Replay). For example, Figure 38 shows the results of simulations based on a 41x41 twodimensional cellular automaton designed by Wilensky (1998a) in the spirit of John Conway’s “Game of Life”
(ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/models/Life). In my application of Wilensky’s NetLogo “Life” Model, a cell or household
remains unchanged at time t+1 if 2 or 6 of its neighbors have bought the innovation at time t (status quo). If 3, 4, or 5 of
its neighbors have bought at time t, the household buys at time t+1 (bandwagon effect). The household does not buy if 0
or 1 of its neighbors have bought (unpopularity effect) or if 7 or 8 of its neighbors have bought (uniqueness effect).
Figure 38 shows the beginning and ending configurations after 100 iterations for random starts with 25, 50, and 75 percent
adopters. In each case, the final penetration rate converges on an equilibrium at slightly greater than 50 percent – 52, 55,
and 54 percent, respectively. Apparently, the aforementioned rules for neighbor-influenced adoption imply a steady state
of about fifty percent diffusion.
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FIGURE 37
Self-Similarity In Hierarchically Nested Levels of Marketing Activity
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FIGURE 38
Two-Dimensional (41x41) Cellular Automaton With
25%/50%/75% Initial Configurations (Randomly Assigned) and
Ending Configuration (After 100 Iterations)
Where the State of a Cell at Time t+1 (St+1) Depends on the
Number of Its Neighbors That Are Active at Time t (Nt) Such That
St+1 = 1 if Nt = 3,4,5; St+1 = St if Nt = 2,6; or St+1 = 0 if Nt = 0,1,7,8

25% → 52%

50% → 55%

75% → 54%

As another illustration, Figure 39 shows the results of a cellular automaton designed by Wilensky (1998b) to represent the
flow of interpersonal influence via word of mouth. Known as “Rumor Mill,” this NetLogo model starts with a random
100x100 configuration of N individuals who each communicate with a randomly chosen one of M neighbors at each time
period. With N = 0.5% and M = 8, Figure 39 shows the spread of word-of-mouth influence after 10 periods (27.2%), 20
periods (74.1%), and 30 periods (91.9%). As indicated by the diagram, full penetration occurs after 80 periods (100%).
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FIGURE 39
Word Of Mouth Modeled By a Two-Dimensional Cellular Automaton (100x100)
Where Each Active Cell in an Initial Random Configuration (0.5% of the Population)
Influences One of Eight Neighbors Chosen Randomly (With 10/20/30 Iterations)

10X

27.2%

20X

30X

74.1%
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Genetic Algorithms – We might imagine genetic algorithms suited to solving the optimal positioning problem as the
marketing strategies of competing brands coevolve over time – by developing, say, a revised design, pricing, and
communication strategy for a new product such as HDTV that has, thus far, failed to move rapidly up its adoption curve
(cf. Flake 1998, pp. 361, 370). One marketing-related area in which genetic algorithms have already met with some
success is the so-called Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). Here, the challenge is to find the shortest route between N
destinations such that each is visited once and only once. A systematic search for the optimal solution would require
considering N! possibilities. Unfortunately, as N increases, N! quickly becomes an astronomical number. For example,
with N = 25, N! = 1.5511 x 1025 – a very large number, to put it mildly, and vastly beyond the time and speed capabilities
of even the most powerful computer. Hence, genetic algorithms have been designed to find “good enough” solutions to
the TSP. Figure 40 shows the results for a 100-city TSP based on the genetic algorithm programmed by Sengoku (1993,
online @ www.cse.uta.edu/~cook/ai1/lectures/applets/gatsp/TSP.html). Starting with an arbitrary configuration of 100
destinations, the initial solution entails a distance of 9.1267. After 1,033 generations, a near-optimal solution has reduced
the distance to 8.4667.
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FIGURE 40
Genetic Algorithm To Solve Traveling-Salesman Problem For 100 Cities
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Future Hopes and Guiding Metaphors
At best, such applications as those just reviewed have reached only a fairly primitive stage of development. But they offer
great hope for the future refinement of powerful explanatory and problem-solving techniques. In the meantime, it seems
fair to conclude that DOCAS-related concepts from chaos theory, fractal geometry, and complexity science resonate
loudly with the dominant metaphors – especially those referring to spatial navigation on a fitness landscape – that guide
our thinking on problems related to marketing strategy in general and to the positioning problem in particular.
CODA: THE MARKET FOR MUSIC
And what about our musical illustrations? Are there senses in which the logic just described fits the market for music?
You bet there are!
In a sense, aided by an inexhaustible supply of aspiring musical performers, the record industry cranks out endless mutant
variations on its tried-and-true formulas for success, hoping to evolve something a little bit different that can jump to a
higher elevation on the popularity frontier – Britney Spears yesterday, Eminem today, Dido or Vanessa Carleton or whoknows-who tomorrow. Huge percentages of these new offerings fail and get put out of their misery, mercifully becoming
extinct and all-too-soon forgotten. But a shining few ratchet their way upwards on the pop topography, hitting the charts
and commanding recognition or even adulation for a season or two.
Only a tiny handful of these climb to true fitness peaks on the musical landscape or soundscape, surviving long enough to
produce offspring and to coevolve upwards toward the aesthetic pinnacles at the highest levels of artistic success. Who
today still listens to even such comparatively illustrious temporary triumphs as “How Much Is That Doggy in the
Window?” by Patti Page, “Karma Chameleon” by Boy George, or “Girls Just Want To Have Fun” by Cyndi Lauper?
How many will still be listening to Charlotte Church by the time she reaches twenty years old? How rare is a masterpiece
that survives the test of time such as “West End Blues” by Louis Armstrong or “Avalon” by Benny Goodman or “Now’s
the Time” by Charlie Parker or “Georgia” by Ray Charles – from over seventy, sixty, fifty, and forty years ago,
respectively?
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If the marketing of music is compared to the history of evolution – as, indeed, it should be if we subscribe to the DOCASrelated tenets of chaos theory, fractal geometry, and complexity science – then Page, George, and Lauper resemble the
now-extinct dinosaurs while Armstrong, Goodman, Parker, and Charles represent … humanity. Here, obviously, I refer to
our “finer” human qualities rather than to our “all too human” foibles or our “only human” tendencies toward selfdestruction. Deep ecology tells us that – much as we ordinary homo-sapiens creatures have managed to prosper during
our brief moment in the ecological sun – Armstrong and Goodman, Parker and Charles, Jackson and Desmond, Monk and
Hawkins have carved their sublime niches atop the musical soundscape as highly-evolved inextinguishably-shining
emblems of the human spirit. They represent the essence of the marketing to which we might aspire even while they
transcend the marketing that we might reasonably hope to achieve.
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APPENDIX
This Appendix continues our survey of the relevant literature on chaos-and-complexity theory while shifting our focus
toward a consideration of which sources seem particularly useful or useless as targets for further exploration by interested
readers. As a survey intended to help the reader decide what works do and do not merit further investigation, the
Appendix primarily pursues a book-by-book rather than a topic-by-topic focus. This organizational plan aims at placing
the important themes, ideas, and discoveries in the context of the works by those who have made major contributions to
the field of complexity science. More specifically, as previewed earlier in the Executive Summary, the Appendix follows
a structure composed of five major parts, as follows.
CONTENTS OF THE APPENDIX
Part 1: Background Materials on Chaos, Complexity, and Fractals
Section 1.1: James Gleick on Chaos
Section 1.2: Mitchell Waldrop on Complexity
Section 1.3: Fritjof Capra on the Web of Life
Section 1.4: Roger Lewin at the Edge of Chaos
Section 1.5: Coveney and Highfield on the Frontiers of Complexity
Section 1.6: Steven Johnson on Emergence
Section 1.7: Sardar-and-Abrams on Chaos and Lesmoir-Gordon & Co. on Fractal Geometry
Part 2: From the Horse’s Mouth
Section 2.1: Edward Lorenz on Chaos
Section 2.2: Stuart Kauffman’s Home in the Universe
Section 2.3: John Holland on Hidden Order
Section 2.4: John Holland on Emergence
Section 2.5: Robert Axelrod on the Complexity of Cooperation
Section 2.6: Stephen Wolfram on a New Kind of Science
Part 3: Managerial Self-Help Books on the Business Applications of Complexity Science
Section 3.1: Axelrod and Cohen on Harnessing Complexity
Section 3.2: Lewin and Regine on Weaving Complexity
Section 3.3: Kelly and Allison on the Complexity Advantage
Section 3.4: Stacey, Griffin, and Shaw on Complexity and Management
Part 4: At the Fringes of Chaos and Complexity
Section 4.1: Gigerenzer, Selten, & Co. on Bounded Rationality
Section 4.2: Geoffrey Moore on Crossing the Chasm
Section 4.3: Malcolm Gladwell on the Tipping Point
Section 4.4: Phil Parker on Physioeconomics
Part 5: Pick of the Litter-Ature – Gary Flake on the Computational Beauty of Nature
Section 5.0: Gary Flake on Computation, Fractals, Chaos, Complex Systems, and Adaptation
Section 5.1: (I) Gary Flake on Computation
Section 5.2: (II) Gary Flake on Fractals
Section 5.3: (III) Gary Flake on Chaos
Section 5.4: (IV) Gary Flake on Complex Systems
Section 5.5: (V) Gary Flake on Adaptation
Section 5.6: Flake’s Epilogue and My Conclusion
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Preview
Part 1 of the Appendix provides background concerning the development of chaos-and-complexity science. Specifically,
it reviews the admirably encyclopedic and beautifully written contributions by James Gleick (1988) on Chaos, by Mitchell
Waldrop (1992) on Complexity, by Fritjof Capra (1996) on The Web of Life, and by Roger Lewin ([1992] 1999) on Life at
the Edge of Chaos. It also considers the fine overview of Complexity by Coveny and Highfield (1995) and the highly
readable discussion of Emergence by Stephen Johnson (2001). Finally, it covers the skimpy crib notes on Chaos by
Sardar and Abrams (1998) and the surprisingly helpful introduction to Fractal Geometry by Lesmoir-Gordon & Co.
(2000). Overall, Part 1 gives a feel for the broad outlines of chaos- and complexity-related phenomena and imparts some
sense of how chaos-and-complexity studies have developed over the past couple of decades, as covered by authors with
refined journalistic instincts and reader-friendly writing styles.
In Part 2 of the Appendix, the book-review essay turns to more narrowly focused discussions emerging straight from the
“horse’s mouths” of those individuals intimately involved in the chaos-and-complexity research project itself.
Specifically, Part 2 investigates six works by five titans – focusing on contributions to the study of Chaos by Edward
Lorenz (1993); insights on the Laws of Self-Organization and Complexity from Stuart Kauffman (1995); research by John
Holland on Hidden Order (1995) and Emergence (1998); the complexity-based studies of Cooperation by Robert Axelrod
(1997) as represented in Agent-Based Models of Competition and Collaboration; and the blockbuster book on A New Kind
of Science from Stephen Wolfram (2002).
Part 3 of the Appendix pays particular attention to areas of application wherein the lessons of chaos theory and complexity
science appear in the form of management self-help books or other treatises designed as responses to the perennial
managerial request: “Show Me the Money.” Here, Axelrod and Cohen (1999) offer an especially valuable guide to
Harnessing Complexity. By contrast, we find reason to complain about the shallowness of the work by Lewin and Regine
(2001) on Weaving Complexity and Business and by Kelly and Allison (1999) on The Complexity Advantage. More
helpful insights stem from complexity-sensitive readings of issues bearing on Complexity and Management by Stacey,
Griffin, and Shaw (2000).
As implied by the targeting toward a popular audience of the management-related books just mentioned, ideas on chaos,
complexity, and related topics have begun to achieve a wide currency – complementing or even supplanting such older
notions as the systems view or the ecological perspective and beginning to suffuse regions of the literature where they are
not necessarily the main topic of concern. From that perspective, Part 4 of the Appendix considers a few books that have
recently borrowed from complexity science while pursuing issues that lie primarily in adjacent areas of inquiry – in other
words, at the fringes of chaos-and-complexity theory. We proceed from the most micro- to the most macro-levels of
analysis – that is, from accounts of individual behavior to those concerned with the global environment. This progression
takes us from the role of Bounded Rationality in a book on psychology edited by Gigerenzer and Selten (2001); to a focus
on the adoption-and-diffusion of innovations found in Crossing the Chasm by Geoffrey Moore ([1991] 1999) and in The
Tipping Point by Malcolm Gladwell (2000); to a treatise on the relevance of Physioeconomics by Phil Parker (2000).
Finally, many time-pressed readers will want to seek the “royal road” to knowledge in the areas of chaos theory,
complexity science, and such related topics as fractal geometry. In that direction, Part 5 of the Appendix examines and
recommends a rather spectacular volume by Gary William Flake (1998) entitled The Computational Beauty of Nature.
This work, as will become clear from our review, provides a thorough introduction to computer-based studies of Fractals,
Chaos, Complex Systems, and Adaptation. It packs about as much information and about as many epiphanies into one
text as we could reasonably hope to encounter and thereby provides a fitting conclusion to this book-review essay on
dynamic open complex adaptive systems, butterfly effects, self-organizing order, coevolution, the ecological perspective,
fitness landscapes, market spaces, emergent beauty at the edge of chaos, and all that jazz.
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Purpose of the Appendix
The primary purpose of this Appendix is to provide a helpful introduction to various aspects of the literature on chaosand-complexity theory, as viewed by the authors of key books on the subject. In this direction, we confront a rather
voluminous set of writings that few nonspecialized readers will have the time, energy, or money to explore in their
entirety. Thus, I assume that – faced with such limitations – many readers might appreciate an overview that covers key
contributions to complexity science in a way that conveys the essence of each author’s work while distilling those ideas
that speak most directly to the business and marketing community.
Inevitably, we shall find that some books are more worthwhile than others – either because of their general excellence or
because of their heightened relevance to issues of special concern to particular members of the audience. Readers of the
Appendix will presumably take a primary interest in deciding which authors to peruse in greater depth. For this reason, in
the belief that author-specific commentaries will prove most useful to those trying to get the flavor of a particular work in
deciding whether to pursue it at greater length and expense, I shall mostly follow a book-by-book rather than a topic-bytopic plan of organization.
This organizational plan further reflects the premise that important ideas are best studied in the context of the works by
those who have developed them most industriously, advocated them most passionately, and explained them most
carefully. Even at the expense of some repetition, it makes sense to study the principle concepts, themes, and discoveries
where they arise in the publications of those who have made major contributions to the field of complexity science.
In sum, I intend the Appendix as an author-focused description of some key contributions to the literature on chaos theory,
fractal geometry, and complexity science rather than as a general topic-by-topic coverage of the major concepts involved.
To repeat, this organizational plan reflects the premise that important ideas are best studied in the context of the works by
key thinkers on these topics. I also assume that readers might want to examine a comparatively brief précis of a given
book before deciding whether to pursue that work at greater length by reading the original in its entirety – highly
recommended in some cases, but not in others, as we shall see.
As mentioned in the main body of this book-review essay, I am not the only one to have noticed the significant
implications of ideas from complexity science and their applicability to our conceptualization of business and marketing
as we move into the new millennium. Others such as Ian Wilkinson and Jacob Goldenberg – cited at length in the main
text – have begun to examine the relevance of DOCAS-related concepts from chaos-and-complexity theory to business
and marketing. Indeed, the former has trumpeted the call for more detailed applications to the analysis of marketing
dynamics (Hibbert and Wilkinson 1994) and market networks (Wilkinson and Young 2002).
By contrast, in what follows, I shall focus primarily on the chaos- and complexity-related literature that has emerged in
the form of general books devoted to these themes. Indeed, there now exists a rapidly blossoming literature on the topics
of chaos and complexity, aimed at elucidating these concepts and at transporting the relevant insights from DOCAS-based
areas of inquiry into the realm of corporate practice where we can – what else? – make money from them. Some of these
works amount to little more than fashionable popularizations. Others offer potentially useful observations and revelations.
Others fall short of fulfilling their sometimes rather grandiose promises. Still others provide a profoundly valuable
grounding in chaos-and-complexity science.
Let us see if we can sort them out.
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PART 1: BACKGROUND MATERIALS ON CHAOS,
COMPLEXITY, AND FRACTALS
Section 1.1: James Gleick on Chaos
Though the aforementioned Douglas Hofstadter (1979) might justifiably lay claim to being the first to move toward a
popularization of ideas drawn from chaos theory, James Gleick (1988) – who acknowledges the influential contributions
of Hofstadter – probably deserves credit for providing the loudest early wake-up call in his best-selling book on Chaos:
Making a New Science. Gleick’s book reads like something of a “page turner” or “pot boiler” in that he presents a rather
chatty account of interviews conducted with some of the major pioneers in chaos theory, especially those who have hung
around the Center For Nonlinear Studies at Los Alamos, New Mexico. However, on close inspection, it appears that most
of Gleick’s descriptions of key concepts are revealing and insightful. Apparently, he is a journalist who listens carefully
and checks his interpretations for accuracy.
In terms of content, Gleick defines chaos as “a science of the global nature of systems” that “makes strong claims about
the universal behavior of complexity” and focuses on “looking for the whole” (p. 5). In terms of methods, he emphasizes
the procedures associated with simulations and fractals: “Chaos has created special techniques of using computers and
special kinds of graphic images, pictures that capture a fantastic and delicate structure of underlying complexity” (p. 4).
Perhaps the most fundamental insight to be gleaned from chaos-related studies is that “The simplest systems” – that is,
those composed of the most straightforward and deterministic rules for inter-relations among participating agents – “are
now seen to create extraordinarily difficult problems of predictability” (p. 8). In particular, “The modern study of chaos
began with the creeping realization in the 1960s that … Tiny differences in input could quickly become overwhelming
differences in output” (p. 8). This phenomenon of sensitive dependence on initial conditions (SDIC) leads Gleick to begin
with a discussion of the aforementioned butterfly effect.
This focus draws attention to the work of Edward Lorenz, the MIT meteorologist (portrayed later in this essay at greater
length) whose computerized weather simulations led to the realization that even a small rounding error in inputs could
produce “catastrophic” variations in output patterns (p. 17). Besides proving that long-range weather forecasting is
fundamentally impossible – something most of us have suspected many times after leaving home without our umbrellas,
on the advice of the weatherman, only to encounter a torrential downpour later in the day – Lorenz realized that “any
physical system that behaved periodically would be unpredictable” (p.18). Using a system of three simple nonlinear
equations, he produced essentially unpredictable outcomes governed by sensitive dependence on initial conditions (SDIC)
(p. 23). He announced the butterfly effect in a paper delivered in 1979 and entitled “Predictability: Does the Flap of a
Butterfly’s Wings in Brazil Set Off a Tornado in Texas?” (p. 322). Coincidentally, when Lorenz had plotted the results of
his three equations as coordinates in a three-dimensional state space or phase space, the pattern over time traced a path
that circled back on itself without ever repeating – “a kind of double spiral in three dimensions” wherein “The shape
signaled pure disorder, since no point or pattern of points ever recurred” even while “it also signaled a new kind of order”
(p. 30). Others dubbed this convoluted map the Lorenz attractor (p. 31). Undeniably, with its double wing-shaped
extensions, it bears a strong visual resemblance to … a butterfly (p. 28).
Viewing chaos theory as a Kuhnian paradigm shift (p. 37), Gleick goes on to document further “discoveries that paralleled
Lorenz’s” (p. 44), such as those of the mathematician Stephen Smale whose studies of dynamic systems represented by
differential equations (p. 46) – harking back to the work by Henri Poincaré – developed the possibility of order and
disorder, regularity and irregularity, coherence and turbulence, occurring together via a system that was “locally
unpredictable, globally stable” (p. 48). Playing with “topological transformations of shapes in phase space” (p. 50),
Smale created a visual representation that not even the master journalist can describe coherently:
His innovation – an enduring image of chaos in the years that followed – was a structure that became
known as the horseshoe…. The process mimics the work of a mechanical taffy-maker, with rotating arms
that stretch the taffy, double it up, stretch it again, and so on until the taffy’s surface has become very
long, very thin, and intricately self-embedded…. The horseshoe provided a neat visual analogue of the
sensitive dependence on initial conditions…. Pick any two nearby points in the original space, and you
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cannot guess where they will end up…. Two points that happen to lie nearby will have begun arbitrarily
far apart…. It’s the paradigm shift of paradigm shifts (Gleick 1988, pp. 51-52).
Clear? I don’t think so. I can accomplish something similar with an eggbeater in a bowl of vegetable soup – potentially
whipping up the random letters until they spell “I AM A MATHEMATICAL TOPOLOGIST” – but I still cannot take
credit for having precipitated a paradigm shift. Hence, I don’t “get” Gleick’s description of this important innovation.
Nonetheless, I am willing to cut Gleick some slack because the rest of his book makes a lot of sense.
Especially sense-making is Gleick’s description of how ecology as a field of study that “treated populations as dynamical
systems” was “destined to play a special role” in “the emergence of chaos as a new science in the 1970s” (p. 59). In this
direction, sets of differential or difference equations – used to model biological processes involving feedback loops (e.g.,
the population of gypsy moths) – can produce stability, oscillations, or instability (p. 61). One such type of equation – the
logistic difference equation of the form Xt+1 = rXt(1 – Xt) – fascinated the biologist Robert May, who systematically
varied the parameter r and observed the resulting patterns of behavior, further analyzed by the mathematician James
Yorke in his paper on “Period Three Implies Chaos” (p. 73):
Where the parameter [r] is low (left), the population becomes extinct. As the parameter rises (center), so
does the equilibrium level of the population. Then, as the parameter rises further, the equilibrium splits in
two…. The population begins to alternate between two different levels. The splittings, or bifurcations,
come faster and faster. Then the system turns chaotic (right), and the population visits infinitely many
different values (p. 71).
In such patterns, May saw a profound message: “simple deterministic models could produce what looked like random
behavior” where this behavior “actually has an exquisite fine structure, yet any piece of it seemed indistinguishable from
noise” (p. 79): “It was time to recognize that … No matter how elaborate linear mathematics could get … it inevitably
misled scientists about their overwhelmingly nonlinear world” (p. 80).
Drawing pictures of that “overwhelmingly nonlinear world” has become a major preoccupation of chaos theorists, among
whom there has been none more clairvoyant than the legendary ex-IBM guru Benoit Mandelbrot (p. 83). Mandelbrot’s
own scholarly publications have acquired a well-deserved reputation for esoteric impenetrability. As a service to you –
Dear Reader – while preparing this book-review essay, I waded through the magnum opus by Mandelbrot (1982) on The
Fractal Geometry of Nature and found – trust me – that his cerebrations are as unfathomable as we might have imagined
in our worst-case ultra-DOCAS nightmare. Suffice it to say, following Gleick (1988), that – when playing around with
data for cotton prices during the 1960s – Mandelbrot noticed the “astonishing result” that “curves for daily price changes
and monthly price changes matched perfectly” (p. 86). In other words, he observed a form of self-similarity at different
levels of scale. Similarly, at IBM, Mandelbrot modeled transmission errors and found a scale-invariant self-similarity
phenomenon: “On scales of an hour or a second, the proportion of error-free periods to error-ridden periods remained the
same” (p. 92). The contours of a natural coastline show comparable self-similarity phenomena in which “the degree of
roughness or irregularity looks the same no matter how much the image is magnified” (p. 95). Indeed, because of this
property, the length of the coast of (say) Britain is, in a sense, infinite: “Mandelbrot found that as the scale of
measurement becomes smaller, the measured length of a coastline rises without limit, bays and peninsulas revealing eversmaller subbays and subpeninsulas – at least down to atomic scales” (p. 96). This description perfectly matches our
experience of walking around the harbor at Annapolis, MD one warm and sunny summer afternoon in 2001 – back and
forth and back and forth in an endlessly zigzagging pattern until we were almost comatose with fatigue and yet had
advanced only about a half-mile from the center of town.
So I am a Mandelbrot believer – all the more so when I contemplate his work in introducing the concept of fractals.
Analogous to the coastline problem, a “Koch snowflake” is constructed from a triangle, with a new triangle added at the
midpoint of each side and then another new triangle added at the midpoint of each new side … and so on until, at the
limit, “an infinitely long line surrounds a finite area” (p. 99) with self-similarity preserved at every level via “a repetition
of structure on finer and finer scales” (p. 100). This notion of self-similarity thus turns out to be a key concept:
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Above all, fractal means self-similar…. Self-similarity is symmetry across scale. It implies recursion,
pattern inside pattern…. Monstrous shapes like the Koch curve display self-similarity because they look
exactly the same … at smaller and smaller scales. Self-similarity is an easily recognizable quality. Its
images are everywhere in the culture (p. 103).
As Gleick (1988) shows, chaos-friendly theorists began to see fractals everywhere: cloud formations (p. 107), the
circulation system (p. 108), earth quakes (p. 109). Ultimately, “fractal came to stand for a way of describing, calculating,
and thinking about shapes that are irregular and fragmented, jagged and broken-up”: “A fractal curve implies an
organizing structure that lies hidden among the hideous complications of such shapes” (p. 114). Further, “The structures
that provided the key to nonlinear dynamics proved to be fractal”: “Researchers were convinced … that Mandelbrot’s
new geometry was nature’s own” (p. 114).
That said, in a sequence of strikingly beautiful images, Gleick (1988) takes us on a journey into the levels of detail
embedded within the famous Mandelbrot Set, wherein we see how the patterns of self-similarity emerge at each
successively more fine-grained level of scale to the point at which the last frame reflects a magnification of about one
million and yet remains self-similar to the pattern shown at the outset (pp. 114, ff.). Also, not inconsequentially, the
mathematical aesthetics represented by fractals show parallels with viewpoints brought to bear on the arts in recent years,
especially those reflecting the postmodern turn from modernism. In this connection Gleick (1988) quotes Gert
Eilenberger, a physicist commenting on the nature of beauty:
Our feeling for beauty is inspired by the harmonious arrangement of order and disorder as it occurs in
natural objects – in clouds, trees, mountain ranges, or snow crystals. The shapes of all these are
dynamical processes jelled into physical forms, and particular combinations of order and disorder are
typical for them (p. 117).
For Gleick, “In terms of aesthetic values, the new mathematics of fractal geometry brought hard science in tune with the
peculiarly [post]modern feeling for untamed, uncivilized, undomesticated nature” (p. 117).
The work on fractals gives a foretaste of the perplexities that arise as chaos theory extends its inquiries into the realm of
strange attractors (p. 133). If one imagines a phase space – that is, a spatial representation of a dynamic system
characterized by variables plotted on axes as they change over time – then the outcome might be (say) a fixed point (one
stable position) or (say) a limit cycle (a sequence of positions that repeats itself). Each of these represents a type of
attractor or a basin of attraction for the dynamic system of interest. A third possibility – as in the weather system
simulated by Lorenz – is that the system of interest fails to settle down, but rather spins on and on without ever repeating
itself in a pattern that David Ruelle and/or Floris Takens labeled a strange attractor (p. 133). Strange attractors appear
with particular vividness in Poincaré maps:
To see the structure within, a computer can take a slice through an attractor, a so-called Poincaré section.
The technique reduces a three-dimensional picture to two dimensions. Each time the trajectory passes
through a plane, it marks a point, and gradually a minutely detailed pattern emerges (p. 143).
The astronomer Michel Hénon did something like this with the orbits of stars (p. 146), showing “complicated mixtures of
stability [represented by a continuous, connected curve] and chaos, represented by regions of scattered points” (p. 148).
Inspired by these observations and by the contributions of Lorenz and Smale, Hénon developed a mapping based on two
simple difference equations: Xt+1 = Yt + 1 – 1.4Xt2 and Yt+1 = 0.3Xt (p. 149). This mapping produced a banana-shaped
strange attractor (p. 150) in the sense that “Given any number of points it is impossible to guess where the next will
appear – except, of course, that it will be somewhere on the attractor” (p. 150).
According to Gleick (1988), the discovery of strange attractors produced a sort of scientific frenzy. The idea of an orderly
disorder or a pattern in chaos altered the very sensibility of the scientific enterprise:
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As an element in the world revealed by computer exploration, the strange attractor began as a mere
possibility…. Soon, when scientists saw what computers had to show, it seemed like a face they had been
seeing everywhere, in the music of turbulent flows or in clouds scattered like veils across the sky. Nature
was constrained. Disorder was channeled, it seemed, into patterns with some common underlying
theme…. Later, the recognition of strange attractors fed the revolution in chaos by giving numerical
explorers a clear program to carry out. They looked for strange attractors everywhere, wherever nature
seemed to be behaving randomly (p. 152)…. An attractor like Lorenz’s illustrated the stability and the
hidden structure of a system that otherwise seemed patternless…. Scientists who saw these shapes
allowed themselves to forget momentarily the rules of scientific discourse. Ruelle, for example: “I have
not spoken of the esthetic appeal of strange attractors…. A realm lies there of forms to explore, and
harmonies to discover” (p. 153).
Further understanding of dynamic systems emerged from the work of the particle physicist Mitchell Feigenbaum (p. 157).
At Los Alamos, as described by Gleick (1988), Feigenbaum played with the equation for a parabola: Y = r(X – X2)
(identical, if X = Xt and Y = Xt+1 to Robert May’s difference equation for population growth) (p. 166). Letting Y be the
new value for X and repeating the calculation “endlessly as a feedback loop” (p. 166), one finds that – at different levels
of the parameter r – the output reaches a steady state, oscillates, or changes chaotically (p. 167): “With low parameters …
a stable fixed point…. With higher parameters … oscillation between two points…. But beyond a certain point …
chaos” (p. 169). Further, as r increases, the oscillations split into first two cycles, then four cycles, then eight, then
sixteen, etc. (p. 171). Feigenbaum calculated the r-values at which such splittings occur and discovered that they are
related by a multiplicative constant: 4.6692016090 (p. 172). This meant that “Some regularity lay beneath the turbulent
surface of the equation” (p. 172). Feigenbaum found the same regularity for the equation Xt+1 = r sin(pi) Xt (p. 173). And
for other functions (p. 173). In short, everywhere he looked: 4.6692016090 (p. 174). Gleick (1988) emphasizes the deep
significance of this result:
Something in the heart of these very different equations, repeating over and over again, created a single
number. He had stumbled upon something … perhaps a new law of nature…. When order emerged, it
suddenly seemed to have forgotten what the original equation was (p. 174)…. “It completely changes
what it means to know something.”… His discovery of universality meant that … nature had pulled back
a curtain for an instant and offered a glimpse of unexpected order (p. 175).
Feigenbaum realized that the underlying functions were recursive or self-referential and therefore depended on “the way
one function could be scaled to match another” (p. 179). Accordingly, “He applied the mathematics of renormalization
group theory, with its use of scaling to collapse infinities into manageable quantities” (p. 179) and, ultimately, built “a
universal theory” that “expressed a natural law about systems at the point of transition between orderly and turbulent” (p.
180). In Gleick’s appraisal, “Feigenbaum had discovered universality and created a theory to explain it” – namely,
“structures in nonlinear systems that are always the same if you looked at them in the right way”: “That was the pivot on
which the new science swung” (p. 183).
Feigenbaum’s theoretical concepts received empirical support from, among others, Albert Libchaber’s experiments in
fluid mechanics (p. 204) when “Libchaber’s spectrum diagrams showed vividly the precise pattern of period-doubling
predicted by theory”: “Feigenbaum’s scaling theory predicted not only when and where the new frequencies would arrive
but also how strong they would be – their amplitudes” (p. 207). Further, computer simulations produced comparable
results (p. 209). And – as so often happens – such findings concerning “the new … geometry with precise scaling” (p.
211) attained greater imaginative force when investigators learned to represent them in vivid pictorial images.
Gleick (1988) details some of these pictorial representations via a link drawn by Michael Barnsley between Feigenbaum’s
results and the fractal patterns of Benoit Mandelbrot mentioned earlier (p. 215). Consider the representation of a complex
number (X + iY) on a pair of coordinates – the complex plane – where the horizontal and vertical dimensions indicate the
X- and Y-values, respectively (p. 215). Using Newton’s method, John Holland mapped solutions to such problems as
“the cube root of –1” and found that points representing beginning approximations that are “attracted” to one as opposed
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to the other root and that if two answers are mapped in the complexity plane, the boundary between these two regions has
the properties of a fractal structure (p. 220).
Most spectacularly, the Mandelbrot set itself (p. 222) – encapsulating a large class known as Julia sets (p. 222) – uses
different colors to map the starting points that do and do not explode toward infinity when computing the following
complex number (C) recursively: Ct+1 = C0 + Ct2. Those starting positions of C0 that recursively produce finite outcomes
at large values of t are in the Mandelbrot set (p. 223). Mapping this iteratively derived set in the complex plane using
finer and finer grids of starting positions produces a fractal pattern of multi-leveled self-similarity, as described and
pictured earlier (pp. 114 ff.). In sum:
For the Mandelbrot set, the calculation was simple, because the process itself was so simple: the iteration
in the complex plane of the mapping z Æ z2 + c. Take a number, multiply it by itself, and add the original
number (p. 227)…. Each foray deeper into the Mandelbrot set brought new surprises…. The set did
prove to contain, when magnified enough, rough copies of itself, tiny buglike objects floating off from the
main body, but greater magnification showed that none of these molecules exactly matched any other….
mathematicians [Dousady and Hubbard] proved that any segment – no matter where, and no matter how
small – would, when blown up by the computer microscope, reveal new molecules, each resembling the
main set and yet not quite the same. Every new molecule would … reveal molecules tinier still, always
similar, never identical, fulfilling some mandate of infinite variety, a miracle of miniaturization in which
every new detail was sure to be a universe of its own, diverse and entire (pp. 228-229).
Rhapsodic though it may sound, this verbal depiction of the Mandelbrot Set or M-Set pales in comparison to the real thing
when experienced visually. For that purpose, the reader must examine the sequence of pictures in which Gleick (1988)
successively zooms in on finer and finer levels of detail – expanding each until the overall magnification from start to
finish, across six iterations, is about a million-fold (pp. 114 ff.). The high-quality graphics of Gleick’s book – harking
back to an age in which publishers did invest some financial resources in the products they produced (thank you, Penguin)
– makes this tour through increasingly buried levels of the M-Set a rather breathtaking visual expedition.
As proof for the visual impact of this particular pudding, Heinz-Otto Peitgen and Peter H. Richter created artworks for
exhibition and sale based on the M-Set (p. 229; see Peitgen and Richter 1986). Gleick (1988) offers a nice description of
how to create such artworks – for example, by assigning different colors (red, green, orange, blue) to the number of
iterations needed for the computation to pass a certain cutoff (say + 2 in either the real or imaginary component) (pp. 231232): “The colors reveal the contours of the terrain just outside the set proper” (p. 232). To repeat, the key characteristic
of the M-Set and its boundaries, as just described, is self-similarity across scales of computation: “The people who looked
at such pictures saw that all the scales had similar patterns, yet every scale was different” (p. 231). Aestheticians would
call this phenomenon unity-in-variety – regarded by many as the essence of beauty.
Notice that major interest in mapping the M-Set focuses on behavior of the computations at the boundary where “the
points … are balanced between competing attractors, one at zero and the other … at a distance of infinity” (p. 232).
Scientists such as James Yorke pursued the project of mapping such fractal basic boundaries (p. 233). In the case of
Peitgen and Richter (1986), such a mapping of phase transitions in magnetization led to “pictures of such boundaries”
displaying a “peculiarly beautiful complexity” and rooted at the center by a deeply embedded replica of … the
Mandelbrot set (Gleick 1988, p. 236). Meanwhile, Michael Barnsley developed a “chaos game” aimed at constructing
fractal patterns comparable to those found in nature – the replicate of a black spleenwort fern, for example (p. 237).
Based on such demonstrations, one forms the impression that the M-Set exists as a universal foundation for nature,
waiting to be unveiled at every turn (p. 240).
As work of this type unfolded, other scientists gathering at the Santa Cruz branch of the University of California system
participated in group activities nicknamed “The Dynamical Systems Collective” (p. 248). People like Doyne Farmer
emphasized that, though deterministic and bound by simple rules, nonlinear systems – meaning those involving
interdependence among components and/or feedback effects – “could bounce around in an apparently random way”: “It
seemed like something for nothing, or something out of nothing…. The system is deterministic, but you can’t say what
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it’s going to do next” (p. 251). In other words, a structure to disorder, a pattern in irregularity – “spontaneous emergence
of self-organization”: “Here was one coin with two sides. Here was order, with randomness emerging, and then one step
further away was randomness with its own underlying order” (p. 252).
Applying Claude Shannon and Warren Weaver’s information theory (p. 255), Santa Cruzians such as Robert Shaw
viewed “strange attractors” – by virtue of their power to create unpredictability or, in other words, to raise entropy – as
“engines of information” (p. 258). Working with data for the time intervals between drops of a dripping faucet (p. 263),
Shaw & Co. produced a set of three differential equations to characterize the implicit chaos involved (p. 264). Further,
Shaw created a phase space in which the X and Y axes represented the time intervals between the present and succeeding
pair of drips, respectively (p. 265). Slow flow of the water led to a steady state. Increasing the rate of flow produced
period-doubling (p. 265). Faster rates gave strange attractors (p. 266) – especially when viewed in three-dimensional
phase space with three successive intervals represented (p. 266). Thus, the Sanata Cruzians “learned how to retrieve
strange attractors from all kinds of systems”: “It was a matter of embedding the data in a phase space of enough
dimensions” (p. 266). In sum,
Floris Takens, who had invented strange attractors with David Ruelle, independently gave a mathematical
foundation for this powerful technique of reconstructing the phase space of an attractor from a stream of
real data. As countless researchers soon discovered, the technique distinguishes between mere noise and
chaos, in the new sense: orderly disorder created by simple processes. Truly random data remains spread
out in an unidentified mess. But chaos – deterministic and patterned – pulls the data into visible shapes
(pp. 266-267).
Coming to a section in which Gleick (1988) begins to push toward (even) larger implications, we encounter some
comments on the nature of artificial intelligence and possible inferences considering the structure of the human mind:
“Their fractal structure offered the kind of infinitely self-referential quality that seems so central to the mind’s ability to
bloom with ideas, decisions, emotions, and all the other artifacts of consciousness” (p. 299). Further, we encounter a
larger connection with the essence of beauty as depending on “Pattern born amid formlessness: that is biology’s basic
beauty and its basic mystery” (p. 299). On the latter theme, I am struck by some illustrative pictures from Theodor
Schwenk showing that “a rod drawn through viscous fluid causes a simple, wavy form”: “If drawn several times, more
complicated forms arise” (p. 296). Here, I am powerfully impressed by the strong resemblance that these “fluid” pictures
bear to photographs I have recently taken of reflections in water – often of boats, posts, or other stationary objects
mirrored imperfectly in slight ripples on an otherwise calm water surface. These photos capture patterns of self-similarity
remarkably like those displayed by Schwank via Gleick (1988, pp. 296-297). I conclude that fractal-like patterns illustrate
this concept of beauty as dependent on “Pattern born amid formlessness” (p. 299).
So where does all this ultimately lead? In his concluding chapter, Gleick (1988) speculates on “Chaos and Beyond.”
Specifically, He contrasts the old/new beliefs about the nature of chaos-and-complexity, as follows: (1) simple systems
produce simple/complex behavior; (2) complex systems give rise to complex/simple behavior; and (3) the laws of
complexity hold locally/universally (p. 304). The new theory of chaos constituted an end to reductionism (p. 304), a new
attention to nonlinearities (p. 305), and ubiquitous recognition of phenomena showing SDIC (p. 311). Some have debated
the questionably appropriate implications of the word chaos itself, when used to describe “irregular, unpredictable
behavior of deterministic, nonlinear dynamical system” (p. 306) or “magnificent edifices of complexity without
randomness” (p. 306). But, most importantly, chaos-and-complexity scientists from different disciplines have come to
view science as a “shared enterprise”:
Physicist or biologist or mathematician, they believed that simple, deterministic systems could breed
complexity; that systems too complex for traditional mathematics could yet obey simple laws; and that,
whatever their particular field, their task was to understand complexity itself (p. 307).
Fractal patterns emerge, for example, in a snowflake, in a tree branch, in a bolt of lightening, in the human circulatory
system (p. 311). On a larger level, Gleick envisions applications to the study of evolution in hopes of finding “universal
mechanisms for adaptation”: “Those who make such models quickly see structures that replicate themselves, compete,
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and evolve by natural selection” (p. 314). In short, according to Joseph Ford, “Evolution is chaos with feedback” (p. 314):
“God plays dice with the universe…. But they’re loaded dice” (p. 314).
Gleick (1988) ends with an example that will concern us much in what follows – namely, the implications of chaos theory
for the study of ecology in general and epidemiology in particular (p. 315). For example, William Schaffer has used
“strange attractors to explore the epidemiology of childhood diseases” (p. 315): “Although the attractor is chaotic, some
predictability becomes possible in light of the deterministic nature of the model” (p. 316). More recently, Schaffer has
applied this “transition from traditional science to chaos” (p. 316) to ecological studies of insects. As a description of
Schaffer’s transformation and as a shining illustration of Gleick’s skill as a writer, his book ends with the following
superbly evocative clarion call to an awakening:
Schaffer had a sabbatical year coming. He … applied for a Guggenheim Fellowship. Up in the
mountains, he knew, the ants changed with the season. Bees hovered and darted in a dynamical buzz.
Clouds skidded across the sky. He could not work the old way any more.
Following in the tradition so ably established by James Gleick (1988), various other journalists have contributed
worthwhile and reader-friendly accounts of developments in chaos theory and complexity science. These include
Mitchell Waldrop (1992) on Complexity: The Emerging Science at the Edge of Order and Chaos; Fritjof Capra (1996) on
The Web of Life: A New Scientific Understanding of Living Systems; Roger Lewin (1999) on Complexity: Life at the
Edge of Chaos; Peter Coveney and Roger Highfield (1995) on Frontiers of Complexity: The Search For Order in a
Chaotic World; Steven Johnson (2001) on Emergence: The Connected Lives of Ants, Brains, Cities, and Software;
Ziauddin Sardar and Iwona Abrams (1998) on Introducing Chaos; and Nigel Lesmoir-Gordon, Will Rood, and Ralph
Edney (2000) on Introducing Fractal Geometry. I shall review each of these before proceeding to a consideration of more
learned treatises by some of the key players more directly involved in the scientific enterprise itself.
Section 1.2: Mitchell Waldrop on Complexity
As a former senior writer for Science magazine with a doctorate in elementary particle physics, Mitchell Waldrop (1992)
was uniquely suited to bringing the key concepts of complexity theory to a wide audience in his beautifully written book
on Complexity: The Emerging Science at the Edge of Order and Chaos. In a sense, in writing this engaging book,
Waldrop adopted the ostensible mission of doing for complexity what Gleick had done for chaos – namely, investing the
effort to explain it by putting it into the context of the key personalities involved. Hence, again, we find a chatty narrative
based on interviews with a conspicuous cast of characters – this time, illustrious personages often associated with the
work of the Santa Fe Institute.
Waldrop (1992) articulates the key ideas of complexity science as early as the third page of his brief introduction:
independent agents that interact; resulting patterns of self-organization; adaptation as part of an ecosystem; dynamism as
captured by fractals; and other phenomena that appear at the edge of chaos (pp. 11-12). These phrases all involve ideas
espoused at the “movement’s nerve center” – “a think tank known as the Santa Fe Institute” (p. 13) and devoted to
developing “the sciences of the twenty-first century” (p. 13).
Picking up the tale with the work of the economist Brian Arthur (p. 15), Waldrop plunges us into the trials and tribulations
of a harried academic who worries about his career and the acceptance of his ideas in the scholarly community. Those
ideas, it turns out, revolve around various aspects of complexity science in general and Arthur’s advocacy of “a principle
known as ‘increasing returns’” (p. 17) in particular. The term increasing returns suggests that – typical of an interactive,
nonlinear system with positive feedback – success feeds on itself. Size breeds more size. To quote the King James
Version, “To them that hath shall be given” (p. 17), or – as Billie Holiday put it in “God Bless the Child” – “Them that’s
got shall get.” For example, Beta was technically better than VHS, but the latter format enjoyed an early advantage in
sales of VCR machines, leading to the availability of more movies to rent, reinforcing the sales advantage of VHS, further
encouraging the availability of VHS-format software, and so on, in a recursive self-reinforcing cycle of success (p. 17).
All this was part of Arthur’s proto-Irish rebellion against the neoclassical economic assumptions of perfect rationality and
all the rest (p. 23). With a background in operations research before switching to economics, Arthur brought “‘time
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delayed’ control theory” (p. 25) to bear on economic problems and conceived of economics as involving patterns of
interconnectivity (p. 28) in the manner of “a living system” (p. 31) under the sway of forces in such a way that “small
chance events are magnified, exploited, built upon” (p. 30) – in other words, subject to SDIC – as opposed to the static,
machinelike, dead “imaginary world of perfect equilibrium” (p. 30).
Falling under the sway of the Belgian physicist Ilya Prigogine, Arthur began to see order and structure everywhere in the
world around him, where “a system can spontaneously organize itself into a whole series of complex structures” (p. 33).
Indeed, following Prigogine, he came to realize that “The economy is a self-organizing system” (p. 34). In that system,
Arthur saw the role of positive feedback (leading to increasing returns) overcoming that of negative feedback (leading to
diminishing returns) (p. 34). To repeat, think of VHS versus Beta. Think of the QWERTY keyboard versus better layouts
that would have permitted faster typing (p. 35). Think of self-reinforcing centers of activity such as Silicon Valley or
Boston’s Route 128 (p. 36). Think of gasoline as opposed to steam engines (p. 40). Or think of Microsoft’s
demonstrably-awful but market-dominating Windows, Word, and/or Internet Explorer versus software that actually works
as intended without crashing, processes verbal materials efficiently without seizing control, and/or surfs the Web
smoothly without polluting the desktop (p. 42). Each case of positive returns to scale or self-reinforcing feedback hinges
on the SDIC principle: “Increasing returns can take a trivial happenstance – who bumped into whom in the hallway,
where the wagon train happened to stop for the night, where Italian shoemakers happened to emigrate – and magnify it
into something historically irreversible” (p. 36). In the words of complexity theory: “The important thing is to observe
the actual living economy out there”: “It’s path-dependent, it’s complicated, it’s evolving, it’s open, and it’s organic” (p.
39). In short, it’s a dynamic open complex adaptive system or a DOCAS.
Waldrop explains all this in the manner of an adventure story featuring Brian Arthur against the academic powers that be
– at first losing, but eventually reigning triumphant. The triumph part hinges on Arthur’s invitation to visit at the Santa Fe
Institute (SFI), “a small, private organization set up by the physicist Murray Gell-Mann and others to study aspects of
complex systems, by which they meant … anything with lots of strongly interacting parts” (p. 53). As voiced by George
Cowan, President of the SFI, complexity science – by contrast with the more reductionistic approach of traditional science
– pursues “a more holistic approach” (p. 60): “Everything affects everything else, and you have to understand that whole
web of connections” (pp. 60-61).
Study of such dynamic open complex adaptive systems (DOCASs) had been greatly facilitated by the advent of
increasingly powerful computer simulations (p. 64) and the consequent development of nonlinear dynamics as a
description of “very complex systems” in which “the whole really can be greater than the sum of the parts” (p. 64). The
relevant nonlinear phenomena include feedback loops (as in economic booms or busts); self-organizing patterns (as in
zebra stripes); sensitive dependence on initial conditions (as in the butterfly effect); ultimate unpredictability (as in chaos)
within a patterned structure (as in a strange attractor) (pp. 65-66); emergent properties (as in the mind); and phase
transitions (as in water becoming vapor) (p. 82); self-organizing phenomena (as in the rise and fall of civilizations);
cellular automata (as in the computer simulation of a DOCAS) (pp. 86-87); and – most of all – emergence:
In particular, the founding workshops made it clear that every topic of interest had at its heart a system
composed of many, many “agents.” These agents might be molecules or neurons or species or consumers
or even corporations. But whatever their nature, the agents were constantly organizing and reorganizing
themselves into larger structures through the clash of mutual accommodation and mutual rivalry. Thus,
molecules would form cells, neurons would form brains, species would form ecosystems, consumers and
corporations would form economies, and so on. At each level, new emergent structures would form and
engage in new emergent behaviors. Complexity, in other words, was really a science of emergence (p.
88).
This science of complexity (p. 89) lends itself to the study of problems in economics and provides a nurturing
environment for the work of Brian Arthur. At Santa Fe, for example, Arthur meets Stuart Kauffman, whose work on the
development of embryos as self-consistent networks “resonated strongly with Arthur’s ideas on the self-consistent,
mutually supportive webs of interactions in human societies” (pp. 100-101). Kauffman turns out to be a crusader for the
concept of order as “a kind of deep, inner creativity that is woven into the very fabric of nature” (p. 102) to be studied via
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“the natural laws of complex systems” (p. 109). Working with genetic analogies to neural networks, genetic networks,
Kauffman has investigated aspects of “emergence, the incessant urge of complex systems to organize themselves into
patterns” (p. 118). Kauffman immediately grasps the concept of positive feedback as the basis for increasing returns in
economics, though failing to see what’s so new about it (p. 118). In other words, Arthur’s ideas fit right in with the
general concepts of dynamic open complex adaptive systems or DOCASs:
Technology … is … like an evolving ecosystem…. Technology forms a highly interconnected web – or
… a network … all interconnected and growing…. along with the car come paved roads, gas stations,
fast-food restaurants, motels, traffic cops, and traffic lights. A whole new network of goods and services
begins to grow, each one filling a niche…. Indeed, said Arthur, this process is an excellent example of
what he meant by increasing returns: once a new technology starts opening up new niches for other
goods and services, the people who fill those niches have every incentive to help that technology grow
and prosper (p. 119)…. So this idea about technological webs was very much in keeping with his vision
of a new economics (p. 120).
All this DOCAS-related thinking has strong parallels to Kauffman’s concept of an autocatalytic set: “Order for free.
Order emerging spontaneously from molecular chaos and manifesting itself as a system that grows. The idea was
indescribably beautiful” (p. 124). This idea also tends to shake up the basic Darwinian concepts of evolution by
suggesting that self-organized systems precede the work of natural selection: “The real key was to get an entity that could
survive and reproduce; after that, evolution could do its work in comparatively short order” (p. 124). If true, this account
of the origin of life means that “life had not been just a random accident, but was part of nature’s incessant compulsion for
self-organization” (p. 125). Thus do the laws of complexity theory unite such otherwise diverse disciplines as economics
and genetic biology:
An autocatalytic set can undergo exactly the same kinds of evolutionary booms and crashes that an
economy does … upheaval and change and enormous consequences flowing from trivial-seeming events
– and yet with deep law hidden beneath (p. 126).
Indeed, Kauffman compares such revelations to “the closest I’ve ever come to a religious experience” (p. 133).
Interestingly, when Arthur presents his ideas – anathema to traditional economists – to the physicists, biologists, and other
natural scientists gathered at the SFI, they tend to greet his concepts as highly plausible: “Increasing returns, positive
feedback, nonlinear equations – to them it was familiar stuff” (p. 138). Arthur’s career and reputation are “made” – not
by convincing the more traditional economists directly, but rather “by physicists convincing the economists that what I
was doing was bread and butter to them” (p. 139). In the view of Waldrop (1992), the gods of interdisciplinary research
had smiled (p. 143).
Sketchy though it may be, this summary of the adventures of Brian Arthur indicates the essence of the narrative style
adopted by Waldrop (1992) in Complexity. His discursive strategy rests on telling a chronological story of the SFI by
focusing on certain key characters, throwing them together, and letting their interpersonal relations form the stream of the
unfolding saga. Part novelistic, part journalistic, part scientific, this manner of writing – earlier pursued by Gleick (1988)
– offers an entertaining and reader-friendly approach to hitting the high points of DOCAS-related concepts stemming
from the science of complexity.
Waldrop (1992) next turns to the activities of John Holland – a Professor of Psychology, Electrical Engineering, and
Computer Science at the University of Michigan – in other words, a polymath of the highest order. Holland, too, sees the
economy as “an example par excellence” of what the SFI calls a complex adaptive system (CAS) (p. 145) or what I call a
dynamic open complex adaptive system (DOCAS) – involving interacting agents that evolve, via adaptation toward
emergent patterns, to fill niches, “each one of which can be exploited by an agent adapted to fill that niche” (p. 147).
Understandably, given his variegated technical background, Holland has pushed hard in the direction of modeling such
DOCAS processes on the computer, where “to really get a deep understanding of the economy, or complex adaptive
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systems in general, what you need are mathematics and computer-simulation techniques that emphasize internal models,
the emergence of new building blocks, and the rich web of interactions between multiple agents” (p. 147). Holland might
be viewed as the daddy of emergence – that is, the concept that a DOCAS tends to evolve toward self-organization into
adaptive patterns – so much so that this theme has tended to dominate the work of the SFI: “Holland’s personal
intellectual agenda – to understand the intertwining processes of emergence and adaptation – essentially became the
agenda of the institute as a whole” (p. 149).
Over a long career – powerfully impressed by such advances as Arthur Samuel’s checker-playing algorithm (p. 157),
Donald Hebb’s concept of cell assemblies (p. 158), John von Neumann’s view of computers as automata (p. 161), R. A.
Fisher’s genetic theory of natural selection (p. 163), and Allen Newell and Herbert Simon’s description of problem
solving as a search through the vast problem space of possible solutions guided by various heuristic rules of thumb (p.
168) – Holland has been playing with such applications as computer-simulated neural networks (p. 159) and ultimately
genetic algorithms in which, something like a “simulated ecosystem” (according to a “biological analogy”), programming
solutions tend to “evolve” (p. 171). Specifically, in a genetic algorithm, fragments of programs are randomly broken
down and paired (mutated and crossed-over), tested for fitness, and allowed a higher probability of survival according to
how well they perform – after which they are again split, combined, tested for fitness, allowed to survive, and so on, via
an evolutionary adaptive process in which program performances are ratcheted up until near-optimal solutions result (pp.
171-173). Holland sums all this up in his schema theorem, “the fundamental theorem of genetic algorithms”: “in the
presence of reproduction, crossover, and mutation, almost any compact cluster of genes that provides above-average
fitness will grow in the population exponentially” (p. 174).
At the University of Michigan, Holland joins with two political scientists (Michael Cohen and Robert Axelrod), a
philosopher (Arthur Burks), and an evolutionary biologist (William Hamilton) to form the so-called BACH group (based
on the initials of their last names, but nonetheless reminiscent of the work on J. S. Bach by another BACH affiliate,
Douglas Hofstadter [1979]). Over the years, working with the BACH group, Holland evolves DOCAS models that
involve thinking ahead – that is, that depend on prediction and feedback (p. 176) – to account for processes of adaptive
evolution. One particularly beautiful example focuses on the cagey deception practiced by the viceroy butterfly (yet
another butterfly – along with Lorenz’s butterfly-shaped strange attractor and his butterfly-caused tornado in Texas – to
reckon with in the annals of chaos-and-complexity theory):
The viceroy is a striking, orange-and-black insect that is apparently quite succulent to birds – if only they
would eat it. But they rarely do, because the viceroy has evolved a wing pattern that closely resembles
that of the vile-tasting monarch butterfly, which every young bird quickly learns to avoid. So in effect …,
the DNA of the viceroy encodes a model of the world stating that birds exist, that the monarch exists, and
that the monarch tastes horrible. And every day, the viceroy flutters from flower to flower, implicitly
betting its life on the assumption that its model is correct (pp. 177-178).
I find this example inspiring, though it does seem to me that it would be better to be truly vile-tasting (the offensive
monarch) than merely vile-looking (the deceptive viceroy). At any rate, Holland makes the obvious analogy – of primary
interest to managerially concerned readers – with the business corporation (p. 178). Specifically, a standard operating
procedure (SOP) emerges to distill wisdom concerning what actions work well under what conditions: “If the situation is
ABC, then action XYZ is a worthwhile thing to do and will lead to good results” (p. 178). Companies that adapt by
evolving effective SOPs tend to be the ones that survive so that, via this process, “an agent can improve its internal
models”: “It simply has to try the models out, see how well their predictions work in the real world, and – if it survives
the experience – adjust the models to do better the next time” (p. 179). This is the basic principle behind genetic
algorithms; but it fits DOCAS-related cases ranging in scope from the DNA molecule to the business organization to the
culture as a whole.
Further, as modeled by Holland, the adaptation principle fits the case of cognitive learning. Essentially, as Waldrop
(1992) tells it, Holland combined if-then rules (decision heuristics) and neural networks (interdependent agents) with the
genetic algorithm (creative variation) to produce DOCAS-mimicking computer-simulated adaptive agents (p. 181, p.
188)): “He was still convinced that concepts had to be understood in Hebbian terms, as emergent structures growing from
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some deeper neural substrate that is constantly being adjusted and readjusted by input from the environment” (pp. 183184).
As it develops, this phenomenon of (re)adjustment depends on a process directly analogous to a profit-oriented
marketplace (p. 187) – a process of exploration and exploitation combined – wherein the simulated adaptive agent
produces variations in solutions (exploration) that survive to the extent that they obtain rewards from the environment
(exploitation) (p. 188): “The upshot was that the population of rules would change and evolve over time, constantly
exploring new regions of the space of possibilities” (note the landscape metaphor) (p. 189). Via this approach, “Holland
could make an adaptive agent that not only learned from experience but could be spontaneous and creative” (p. 189).
In work at Michigan with two psychologists (Richard Nisbett and Keith Holyoak) and a philosopher (Paul Thagard),
Holland built “a general cognitive theory of learning, reasoning, and intellectual discovery” (p. 193) based on the three
key principles underlying his adaptive agent: “namely, that knowledge can be expressed in terms of mental structures that
behave very much like rules; that these rules are in competition, so that experience causes useful rules to grow stronger
and unhelpful rules to grow weaker; and that plausible new rules are generated from combinations of old rules” (p. 193).
In other words, thought itself – including the proverbial Eureka Experiences of the insight-or-epiphany variety – depends
on DOCAS-related aspects of emergence.
In the story unfolded by Waldrop (1992), it does not take Brian Arthur long to figure out that John Holland’s ideas bear
considerable relevance to his emerging DOCAS-related view of economics. Indeed, past caring about what his economics
colleagues think of his refractory approach, Arthur now veers toward thinking of the SFI as his “place to come home to”
(p. 197). Such impressions are further strengthened by Arthur’s exposure to the ideas of Holland’s student Chris Langton
on artificial life (p. 198). After a long and hair-raising account of Langton’s personal trials and tribulations – including a
near-fatal hang-gliding accident that forces him to rebuild both his wounded body and his shattered mental faculties more
or less from scratch – Waldrop settles into an account of Langton’s research on computer-created life forms.
After some work as a practicing anthropologist on “The Evolution of Belief” (with beliefs-encoded-in-language viewed as
analogous at the cultural level to genes-encoded-in-DNA at the level of biology), Langton turns to work on artificial life
(p. 215). Inspired by John Conway’s computer-simulated Game of Life (p. 201) and by John von Neumann’s
observations on “Self-Reproducing Automata” (p. 217), Langton begins playing with cellular automata (p. 219). Such a
model consists of numerous cells (Ci,t) arrayed in a spatial configuration. At each successive moment in time (t), each cell
(i = n) makes a state transition to one of a finite number of new states (Cn,t+1), depending on the states of its surrounding
neighbors (Ci,t, i =/= n) (p. 219). A state-transition table provides the rules that tell each cell what state to change to, given
the configuration of states among the cells in its neighborhood (p. 220). Such cellular automata have the power to
reproduce themselves – self-reproduction once “considered to be an exclusive characteristic of living things” (p. 220). By
dint of long hours spent working through the night, Langton succeeds in creating “the simplest self-reproducing cellular
automaton ever discovered” (p. 221). The moment has the character of the most profound revelation – almost biblical, in
Waldrop’s description:
All told, says Langton, it was about two months from the time he first read von Neumann until he finally
got what he wanted. One night, he says, the pieces just finally came together. He sat staring at loops that
extended their arms, curled those arms around to form new, identical loops, and went on to form still
more loops ad infinitum. It looked like the growth of a coral reef. He had created the simplest selfreproducing automaton ever discovered. “I had this incredible – volcano of emotion,” he says. “This is
possible. It does work. This is true. Evolution made sense now. This wasn’t an external program that
just manipulated a table. This had closure on itself, so that the organism was the program. It was
complete (p. 221).
When Langton pursues his studies in a computer-sciences program at the University of Michigan, he comes upon the
work of the physicist Stephen Wolfram. Wolfram has divided cellular automata rules into four universality classes: a
point attractor leading to a fixed outcome (Class I); a periodic attractor with an oscillating pattern (Class II); strange
attractors with a chaotic pattern of unpredictability (Class III); and an unnamed class producing “coherent structures that
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propagated, grew, split apart, and recombined in a wonderfully complex way … like … the Game of Life” (Class IV) (p.
226). Langton begins programming his cellular automaton with varying levels of the parameter lambda where lambdai,t+1
= P(Ci,t+1 is alive) (p. 228). Langton explores the range 0 < lambda < .50 and finds that, as lambda increases, the system
moves from Class I to Class II to Class III. But, at a range in between Classes II and III – at a critical value of lambda =
0.273 – he finds Class IV:
He was flabbergasted. Somehow, this simpleminded lambda parameter had put the Wolfram classes into
exactly the kind of sequence he’d wanted – and had found a place for the Class IV rules to boot, right at
the transition point:
I & II Æ “IV” Æ III
Moreover, that sequence suggested an equally provocative transition in dynamical systems:
Order Æ “Complexity” Æ Chaos
Where “complexity” referred to the kind of eternally surprising dynamical behavior shown by the Class IV
automata (p. 228).
Such a phenomenon resembles a phase transition – as when ice (Class I) Æ water (Class II) Æ vapor (Class III) – with
Class IV corresponding to … what? So Langton begins studying the physics of phase transitions in the molecular
structure of liquids. He comes across the phenomenon of second-order phase transitions in which “order and chaos
intertwine” in an “intricate dance of structures that grew and split and recombined with eternally surprising complexity”
(p. 230) and where, to continue the analogy for the case of physical matter:
Solid Æ “Phase transition” Æ Fluid (p. 230).
Langton names this phenomenon the edge of chaos (p. 230). He begins to think that the analogy between phase
transitions (physics) and classes (cellular automata) relates to the stages of computation – Halting Æ “Undecidable” Æ
Nonhalting – and that these parallels are, in turn, connected to the nature of life itself, viewed as an embodiment of
information processing:
Too static Æ “Life/Intelligence” Æ Too noisy (p. 234).
In sum, Langton – who, by the way, at this point is still working on his doctorate at Michigan – has produced a striking
vision of phase transitions as a link between computation and life itself:
Langton decided: “solid” and “fluid” are not just two fundamental phases of matter, as in water versus
ice. They are two fundamental classes of dynamical behavior in general – including dynamical behavior
in such utterly nonmaterial realms as the space of cellular automaton rules or the space of abstract
algorithms. Furthermore, he realized, the existence of these two fundamental classes of dynamical
behavior implies the existence of a third fundamental class: “phase transition” behavior at the edge of
chaos, where you would encounter complex computation and quite possibly life itself…. Langton had …
this irresistible vision of life as eternally trying to keep its balance on the edge of chaos, always in danger
of falling off into too much order on one side, and too much chaos on the other. Maybe that’s what
evolution is, he thought: just a process of life’s learning how to seize control of more and more of its own
parameters, so that it has a better and better chance to stay balanced on the edge (pp. 234-235).
Given these insights, Langton fits right in with the guys at the Los Alamos Center for Nonlinear Studies (LACNS) (p.
236). The intellectual ferment at LACNS – bringing together the giants in the field for seminars, conferences, colloquia,
and so on – is pretty heady. Langton has a sense of “Go, Go, Go, Yes, Yes” (p. 239). One Japanese scientist writes him a
letter comparing LACNS to his experience in Hiroshima when we dropped the first atomic bomb (p. 240).
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Meanwhile, back at the ranch (SFI, not far from LACNS), we find John Holland and Brian Arthur fascinated by the work
by Craig Reynolds on “boids” – a computer simulation of flocking behavior in birds, not to mention herds of sheep or
schools of fish (p. 240). The interesting thing about the remarkably realistic results produced by Reynolds’ flocking
simulator is that each boid follows just three simple local rules of behavior: (1) maintain a minimum distance from other
boids; (2) match velocities with other boids in the neighborhood; and (3) move toward the center of the cluster of boids (p.
241). Yet, from these simple rules at the local level, flocking appears as an emergent phenomenon at the global level (p.
242). This, of course, is the essence of a (dynamic open) complex adaptive system or (DO)CAS: simple local
reductionistic rules for interactions among agents Æ emergence of nonlinear holistic outcomes showing sensitive
dependence and patterns of unpredictability.
Instead of emphasizing decreasing returns, static equilibrium, and perfect rationality, as in the classical
view, the Santa Fe team would emphasize increasing returns, bounded rationality, and the dynamics of
evolution and learning. Instead of basing their theory on assumptions that were mathematically
convenient, they would try to make models that were psychologically realistic. Instead of viewing the
economy as some kind of Newtonian machine, they would see it as something organic, adaptive,
surprising, and alive. Instead of talking about the world as if it were a static thing buried deep in the
frozen regime …, they would learn to think about the world as a dynamic, ever-changing system poised at
the edge of chaos (p. 252).
Meanwhile, John Holland himself is working on models of evolution as involving “more than just random mutation and
natural selection” – namely, as involving emergence and self-organization (p. 257). Holland’s approach now includes the
phenomenon of coevolution – that is, movements of an agent toward peak positions in a fitness landscape that changes
depending on what other agents do (p. 259). Coevolution emphasizes the mutual interdependency of adapting agents –
with clear implications for (say) the business in an environment of competitors and channel members or the brand in a
market space of competing offerings, some complements and some substitutes (cf. Stacey, Griffin, and Shaw 2000):
In the natural world it has produced flowers that evolved to be fertilized by bees, and bees that evolved to
live off the nectar of flowers. It has produced cheetahs that evolved to chase down gazelles, and gazelles
that evolved to escape from cheetahs. It has produced myriad creatures that are exquisitely adapted to
each other and to the environment they live in. In the human world, moreover, the dance of coevolution
has produced equally exquisite webs of economic and political dependencies – alliances, rivalries,
customer-supplier relationships, and on and on (Waldrop 1992, p. 259).
So Holland produces Echo, the computer-simulation model of an ecosystem in which “digital organisms roam the digital
environment in search of the resources they need to stay alive and reproduce” (p. 260). Simulated agents wander through
the space, compete for resources, attack competitors, do or don’t dominate, and survive only if they collect enough
resources to reproduce themselves – more or less the way things happen in a real self-contained ecosystem (p. 261). Such
a model explains both an arms race at one extreme and symbiosis at the other (p. 262). It also connects with game theory
in general and with the prisoner’s dilemma game – as studied, for example, by Holland’s colleague in the BACH group at
Michigan, Robert Axelrod (1984) – in particular (Waldrop 1992, p. 263).
Axelrod has shown that a simple tit-for-tat strategy – proposed by Anatol Rapoport, in which a player starts by
cooperating and thereafter just does whatever its opponent has done (cooperate or defect) on the preceding move (p. 264)
– tends to dominate more complex and less “nice” strategies: “The conclusion was almost inescapable,” turning Leo
Durocher on his head, “Nice guys … finish first” (p. 264). Via Echo, Holland successfully demonstrates “both the
evolution of cooperation and the evolution of predator-prey relationships simultaneously” (p. 266). Echo is cool and,
Holland acknowledges, a lot like … a video game (p. 267).
Impressed by such developments and overcoming his profession’s built-in biases against computer simulations, the
economist Brian Arthur also begins to engage in computer experiments (p. 268). Collaborating with Holland and Richard
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Palmer, Arthur builds an artificial stock market (p. 269) that ultimately produces satisfyingly realistic booms and busts,
“bubbles and crashes” (p. 274).
Meanwhile – all this time, now turning forty and still working on his doctorate – Chris Langton has been investigating
artificial life (p. 277). One key DOCAS-related insight in this direction is the observation that “living systems always
seem to emerge from the bottom up” (p. 278). Hence, “complex behavior need not have complex roots”: “Indeed,
tremendously interesting and beguilingly complex behavior can emerge from collections of extremely simple
components” (p. 279). This applies to the behavior of cellular automata, to flocks of boids, to the structure of plants (pp.
279-280), according to a theme “heard over and over again” at the SFI – namely, that “the way to achieve lifelike
behavior is to simulate populations of simple units instead of one big complex unit [using] local control instead of global
control [where] the behavior emerge[s] from the bottom up, instead of being specified from the top down” (p. 280). Put
differently, every DOCAS involves a computation in which a genotype (G = simple low-level rules) unfolds into a
phenotype (P = emergent self-organization) (p. 281). G does not predict P – the undecidability theorem, considered “one
of the deepest results of computer science” (p. 281). Further, knowing P does not permit inferring G. Only trial-and-error
– as in Holland’s genetic algorithm – can find a specific G that produces a particular P (p. 282).
By now, these aspects of complexity science have gone well beyond chaos theory in that, as explained by Doyne Farmer
of the so-called Dynamical Systems Collective:
I got pretty much bored with chaos…. Chaos theory by itself didn’t go far enough. It told you a lot about
how certain simple rules of behavior could give rise to astonishingly complicated dynamics. But despite
all the beautiful pictures of fractals and such, chaos theory actually had very little to say about the
fundamental principles of living systems or of evolution. It didn’t explain how systems starting out in a
state of random nothingness could then organize themselves into complex wholes. Most important, it
didn’t answer his old question about the inexorable growth of order and structure in the universe (pp. 287288).
Farmer responds to the latter question by searching for a counterpart to the second law of thermodynamics – that is, “some
law that would describe the tendency of matter to organize itself” (p. 288).
Here, one key is the phenomenon of emergence wherein “by constantly seeking mutual accommodation and selfconsistency, groups of agents manage to transcend themselves and become something more” (p. 289). That “something
more” could be a molecule, a flock, a market, a culture, an ecosystem (pp. 288-289). All are explained by various
connectionist models – neural networks, genetic algorithms, autocatalysis: “Underlying them all is the same node-andconnection framework” (p. 290). Everything depends on the connections, which can be changed by altering their strength
(exploitation) or by adding new ones (exploration) [where the latter sounds, to me, like a limiting case of the former] (p.
291). Further, the emergence of (say) life or (say) mind seems to depend on “a certain kind of balance between the forces
or order and the forces of disorder” (p. 293) – what Chris Langton calls the edge of chaos – the point of phase transition
where you find true complexity (p. 293).
Farmer provides some homely illustrations drawn from the everyday world of social behavior. For example, totalitarian
governments do not work well. Neither does complete anarchy. Rather, a healthy society must “keep order and chaos in
balance” – operating, in effect, amidst “complexity at the edge of chaos” (p. 294). The hope is that, someday, we will
understand this thin but immense edge of chaos well enough to explain (say) evolution or the origins of life (p. 299).
Stuart Kauffman pushes in this direction when developing a view of evolution that assumes an interdependency of selforganization and natural selection at the edge of chaos (p. 303). In Per Bak’s analogy, the edge of chaos resembles a sand
pile (self-organized) at which an avalanche (chaos) may occur at any moment – and, indeed, does occur according to an
empirically well-established power law wherein “the average frequency of a given size of avalanche is inversely
proportional to some power of its size” (p. 305). So this analogy leads Kauffman to recognize that you can tell if a system
is at the edge of chaos by whether the sizes of its changes follow a power law (p. 308).
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Based on all this Kauffman models ecosystems involving coevolution, as for the frog (length of tongue) and the fly (speed
of flight). Drawing on the familiar spatial metaphor, he sees these creatures as moving toward peaks in fitness landscapes,
but where the landscapes are coupled, so that the peak for one agent (say, the frog) moves with the position of the other
agent (say, the fly) (p. 310; again cf. Stacey et al. 2000). When simulating such a DOCAS, Kauffman finds – guess what
– the same three regions that Langton has observed: order, chaos, and an edge-of-chaos phase transition in between (p.
311). If valid, such a view would explain any coevolving ecosystem – any DOCAS – economic systems included (p.
313).
Waldrop (1992) wraps up with some farther-ranging comments on such topics as “The Tao of Complexity” (p. 324).
Here, quite literally, we find Brian Arthur driving off into the sunset:
Shortly before Christmas of 1989, as Brian Arthur drove West from Santa Fe with a car packed full of
books and clothes for his return home to Stanford, he found himself staring straight into a spectacular
New Mexico sunset that bathed the desert in a vast red glow (p. 324).
Behind him, he leaves not only the state of New Mexico but also the state of economics, which has been transformed
through the work by himself and others at the SFI.
Not only economics but any number of other fields have been transmogrified by the growing realization that relevant
phenomena are less like (say) the movements of a clock than they are like (say) the growth of a fern or the flight of a flock
of birds. Indubitably, these phenomena are messy. In this sense, complexity science begins with the realization that
“Hey, I can start with this amazingly simple system, and look – it gives rise to these immensely complicated and
unpredictable consequences” (p. 329). As in Eastern philosophy, Arthur says, “As we begin to understand complex
systems, we begin to understand that we’re part of an ever-changing, interlocking, nonlinear, kaleidoscopic world” (p.
333). Or, if not Eastern, then Heraclitian (like the words to the popular song, “Everything Must Change”) – as when
noticing that “the world is in a constant state of flux”; that “You can never step into the same river twice”; and that
“Everything Moves” (pp. 335-356).
It might seem unsatisfying to end our discussion of Waldrop (1992) with the words of a Greek philosopher who died fifty
years before the birth of Plato. Perhaps this is why Waldrop himself concludes with a strangely attractive piece of news.
Past the age of forty, Chris Langton – the father of artificial life, a major figure in DOCAS circles, and truly a legend in
his own time – finally gets … his long-delayed but more-than-well-deserved Ph.D. (p. 358).
Section 1.3: Fritjof Capra on the Web of Life
We might wonder whether to classify The Web of Life by Fritjof Capra (1996) under the heading of a journalistic
popularization or in the category that includes scientific treatises. After all, Capra earned his Ph.D. in theoretical physics
from the University of Vienna and has spent time doing scientific research in high-energy physics at various universities
in the USA and abroad. However, Capra has long shown a decidedly reader-friendly penchant for making his scientific
ideas accessible to a wider audience in such popular books as The Tao of Physics, The Turning Point, and Uncommon
Wisdom. So, focusing on his virtues of clear exposition and colorful prose, it makes sense to include his work on A New
Scientific Understanding of Living Systems among those intended to introduce the layperson to the wonders of chaos,
fractals, and complexity science. Toward this end, Capra (1996) has produced a highly readable and generally engrossing
book – one thoughtfully organized by themes rather than by personalities – that may well be the single most accessible
general introduction to these topics. Marketers should find The Web of Life particularly valuable because it hammers
away at the theme of ecology – an essential viewpoint or, indeed, the crucial perspective needed to understand how
marketing phenomena fit into a concept of the firm as a dynamic open complex adaptive system (DOCAS).
As in his other works, Capra (1996) tackles broad issues that border on the philosophical in their range and impact – for
example, the Big Question, “What Is Life?” (p. xviii). He seeks answers to such questions in the intricacies of chaos
theory, fractals, complexity science, and other viewpoints that push us toward a DOCAS-oriented “ecological worldview”
(p. xviii). Thus, as his motivating challenge, he adopts the mission of proposing “an overall synthesis that integrates the
new discoveries into a single context and thus allows lay readers to understand them in a coherent way” (p. xviii). In a
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sense, the present work extends and expands the author’s chapter from The Turning Point on “The Systems View of Life”
(Capra 1982). It incorporates newer ideas from chaos and complexity theory to construct a complex interconnected web
of a book via which, as in any DOCAS, Capra hopes to create “a whole that is more than the sum of its parts” (p. xix).
Capra begins with a consideration of “The Cultural Context” in general (Part One) and with a focus on a “New Paradigm”
– namely, “Deep Ecology” – in particular (Chapter 1). In this connection, he notes the emergence of a “new conception
of life” (p. 3) that has brought an awareness of “environmental concerns,” “systemic problems,” and ecological aspects of
“the biosphere and human life” to the forefront (p. 3). Putting it politely, our relentless progress toward global disaster
requires some sort of new worldview – a “change of paradigms” needed for guidance “if we are to survive” (p. 4). This
ecologically-inspired problem of achieving “sustainable communities” shapes the book within an overarching
consciousness in which the name of the game is survival – survival of the planet and survival of the living creatures that
dwell upon the earth (p. 4).
Any time somebody mentions the notion of a scientific paradigm, you can bet that a discussion of the work by Thomas
Kuhn (1970) is sure to follow. After these obligatory references (p. 5), Capra (1996) settles into a description of what he
means by the new paradigm that he calls “Deep Ecology” (p. 6). Specifically, deep ecology embodies a “holistic
worldview, seeing the world as an integrated whole rather than a dissociated collection of parts” in a way that “recognizes
the fundamental interdependence of all phenomena” and how such phenomena are “embedded” in the “natural and social
environment” (p. 6). Following the Norwegian philosopher Arrne Naess and going beyond “shallow” ecology (which
tends to be anthropocentric in focus), “deep” ecology sees humans as just one part of the ecosystem (thereby moving
toward a macro-DOCAS-oriented view):
Deep ecology does not separate humans – or anything else – from the natural environment. It sees the
world not as a collection of isolated objects, but as a network of phenomena that are fundamentally
interconnected and interdependent. Deep ecology recognizes the intrinsic value of all living beings and
views humans as just one particular strand in the web of life (p. 7).
Right from the start, then, Capra insists on the spiritual component of his worldview. Deep ecology involves a sense of
connectedness among all things and a sense of interdependence between each creature and the rest of the cosmos (p. 7).
Pushed in this direction, deep ecology borders on the disappearance of the self-other dichotomy often described as a
feeling of ecstasy or rapture. Capra further anticipates possible alliances between “deep ecology” and “social ecology” –
concerned with resisting various exploitative structures of domination (paternalism, racism, capitalism, etc.). One such
viewpoint – namely, “ecofeminism” – pushes the link between deep and social ecology in the direction of a concern for
the prototypical exploitation of women and nature by men (p. 9). Here, Capra links the turn toward deep ecology and its
cognate offshoots as entailing a commitment to values that emphasize integration (conservation, cooperation, partnership)
as opposed to self-assertion (expansion, competition, domination) or, in short, networks as opposed to hierarchies (p. 10).
Thus, deep ecology makes various ethical commitments concerning a value-laden approach to science – not to mention a
morally responsible approach to marketing – rooted in a view that “the deep ecological, or spiritual, experience [of] nature
and the self are one” (pp. 11-12). This ethical connection has inspired such terms as “the greening of the self” (Joanna
Macy); “transpersonal ecology” (Warwick Fix); and “eco-psychology” (Theodore Roszak) (p. 12). Such perspectives put
life at the center of our ecological concerns and consider the life sciences as central to our understanding of reality (p. 13).
With these words of inspiration to entice us, Capra next launches an historical account of “The Rise of Systems Thinking”
(Part Two) – designed to impart a deep sense of what we mean by the concept of the dynamic open complex adaptive
system or DOCAS. He begins with a shift of focus “From the Parts to the Whole” (Chapter 2). In this connection, he
unleashes a stream of homologies of the following form:
Traditional View
parts
mechanistic
atomistic
reductionistic

Systems View
whole
organismic
holistic
ecological
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classical
Galileo / Descartes / Newton
analytic / dissection
homeostasis
individual properties
hierarchies
clockwork or watchmaker
classical physics
elementary components
traditional psychology
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form / pattern / quality
romantic
Blake / Goethe / Kant
contextual / integration
self-organization
emergent properties
networks
the web of life or Gaia hypothesis
quantum mechanics
relationships or connections
Gestalt psychology

Capra traces the development of these and other contrasting ideas, seen as a constant tension that has pervaded debates
underlying the development of scientific thinking for hundreds of years. All this leads in the direction of “systems
thinking,” summarized as follows:
A system has come to mean an integrated whole whose essential properties arise from the relationships
between its parts, and “systems thinking” the understanding of a phenomenon within the context of a
larger whole…. To understand things systemically literally means to put them into a context, to establish
the nature of their relationships (p. 27).
A further point of supreme importance concerns the nesting of systems within systems in embedded networks of
relationships:
Indeed, an outstanding property of all life is the tendency to form multileveled structures of systems
within systems. Each of these forms a whole with respect to its parts while at the same time being a part
of a larger whole. Thus cells combine to form tissues, tissues to form organs, organs to form organisms.
These in turn exist within social systems and ecosystems. Throughout the living world we find living
systems nesting within other living systems (p. 28).
Within this context, as originally developed 150 years ago, “ecology” refers to “the science of relations between the
organism and the surrounding outer world” – where, as recently as 100 years ago, the “outer world” was first described as
the “environment” (p. 33). The term “ecosystem” is even more recent – less than 70 years old – and refers to “a
community of organisms and their physical environment interacting as an ecological unit,” thereby embodying “a systems
approach to ecology” (p. 33). It seems amazing that ideas of such central importance to our current ways of thinking are
so recent in origin. But there you have it. And, now that we have finally seen the light, it would be difficult to regard the
world as anything other than a network of embedded, nested, and mutually interacting holistic systems:
The new science of ecology enriched the emerging systemic way of thinking by introducing two new
concepts – community and network. By viewing an ecological community as an assemblage of
organisms, bound into a functional whole by their mutual relationships, ecologists facilitated the change
of focus from organisms to communities and back, applying the same kinds of concepts to different
systems levels…. So there are three kinds of living systems – organisms, parts of organisms, and
communities of organisms – all of which are integrated wholes whose essential properties arise from the
interactions and interdependence of their parts (p. 34).
In sum, the web of life is a surprisingly old idea with a surprisingly new formulation, in contemporary ecology, as nested
networks – networks of networks of networks … or systems of interconnected nodes in which each node is itself a system
of interconnected nodes and so on … forever (p. 35).
Parenthetically, I might point out that, in my view, it makes sense to regard marketing in a similar light – that is, as nested
networks of networks. At one level, we can speak of the economic environment. Within that, we may ask questions
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about corporate strategy. At the next-lowest level, questions arise concerning the strategic postures of individual
businesses within the firm. Below that, similar issues concern the nature of specific brand-positioning strategies. And,
even more specifically, comparable concerns address the formulation of detailed strategies for product design, advertising,
channels, pricing, and so forth. The point, of course, is that each of these problems can be viewed in terms of nested
systems interconnected to form higher-level nested systems. Such systemic embedding is the essence of the ecological
view writ large.
Meanwhile, Capra (1996) takes the emphasis on networks in the direction of a further account of “Systems Theories”
(Chapter 3). Here, the three key catchwords are “connectedness, relationships, and context” (p. 36). I would be hardpressed to tell you the difference between “connectedness” and “relationships.” So why not just boil it down to two key
catchwords: “connectedness” within a “context”? Or, better yet, a “configuration” of “connectedness” within a “context”
– in the sense that the “configuration” implies that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts (p. 36). Further, these
systemic wholes are nested within other systemic wholes in such a way that the systemic wholes at any particular level
exhibit “emergent properties” (p. 37). Put differently, connectedness gives rise to configurations that emerge within a
context. Ultimately, in an insight that Capra attributes to Heisenberg’s quantum physics, each whole consists of parts that
are themselves wholes consisting of parts … so that, in the end, “there are no parts at all” (p. 37). I must admit that, even
after thinking about systems for over thirty years, I had never viewed the matter in quite this way. In short, the parts go
away and everything becomes systems of connections, interrelationships, or networks (p. 39). Thus, the “bootstrap”
formulation by Geoffrey Chew “accepts no fundamental entities whatsoever”: “The material universe is seen as a
dynamic web of interrelated events” (p. 39). These events belong to different levels, but “none of these levels is any more
fundamental than the others” (p. 39).
Related concepts concern cybernetics, feedback loops, process thinking, and the openness of systems to external impacts
(p. 42) – all systematized during the 1960s via the introduction of Ludwig von Bertalanffy’s “General Systems Theory”
(p. 46). By recognizing the openness of systems – which “feed on a continual flux of matter and energy from their
environment to stay alive” (p. 48) – open systems theory moved beyond the focus of classical thermodynamics on closed
systems, which (as the celebrated second law tells us) will move ineluctably toward increases of entropy or disorder until
they die (p. 48). So, as later reformulated in Ilya Prigogine’s concept of self-organizing dissipative structures, open
systems may move toward an increase in order … or life (p. 49).
All of which leads Capra to consider “The Logic of the Mind” (Chapter 4). As an entry to this topic, he describes Norbert
Wiener’s cybernetics and its foundational concepts of feedback, self-regulation, and (later) self-organization (p. 52).
According to Capra – when Wiener and his pals (John von Neumann, Claude Shannon, Warren McCulloch, Gregory
Bateson) turned to an investigation of the mind, even while various frictions developed within the group (sparked, in part,
by their varying commitments to military applications) – insights began to multiply (p. 55). All kinds of contributions
blossomed forth – ranging from von Neumann’s seminal forays into computer science to Bateson’s double-bind theory of
schizophrenia (p. 55). In this connection, Capra reviews the concept of a (negative) feedback loop (p. 56) as a selfregulatory mechanism (p. 57) and the key to homeostasis (p. 58) as embodied by “the nonlinear network patterns that are
characteristic of living systems” (p. 59). Conversely, some (positive) feedback loops lead to runaway effects via selfreinforcement or vicious cycles (p. 59). Capra links the concept of (negative) feedback to various self-regulatory
processes found in social systems such as Adam Smith’s invisible hand, the U.S. Constitution’s checks and balances, and
the Hegelian or Marxian dialectic (p. 62): “The phenomena described by these models and metaphors all imply circular
patterns of causality that can be represented by feedback loops, but none of their authors made that fact explicit” (p. 62).
Meanwhile, the other type of (positive) feedback embodies an even older aspect of folk wisdom associated with the
vicious circle, the self-fulfilling prophesy, or the bandwagon effect (p. 63). To this, I would add the arms race or military
escalation, which appears to be an especially vicious form of viciousness at the present moment in time. Circa 1960, Ross
Ashby applied cybernetic theory to the brain and advanced cognitive science in the direction of a “computer model of
mental activity” (p. 66). Here, Capra’s comments deserve careful attention, for he regards the claims made by Herbert
Simon, Allen Newell, and other such illustrious proponents of the information-processing approach to cognitive science as
“outrageous” and “absurd” (p. 66) insofar as they represented an over-enthusiastic adherence to “the computer as a
metaphor for the human brain” (pp. 66-67). Capra comments sardonically on the tendency for the thinkers of each age to
compare natural phenomena to the operating principles of their favorite machines. Thus, in retrospect, Simon & Co. find
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“an interesting parallel in the enthusiasm of Descartes and his contemporaries for the clock as a metaphor for the body”
(p. 67). To this, though Capra fails to mention it, we might add the Victorian fascination with plumbing and Freud’s
consequent celebration of a hydraulic model of the psyche as working something like a toilet with a septic tank that
occasionally backs up! In sum,
Since von Neumann and the early cyberneticists believed that the human brain, too, processes
information, it was natural for them to use the computer as a metaphor for the brain and even for the
mind, just as it had been for Descartes to use the clock as a metaphor for the body (p. 67).
At this point, Capra unleashes an anti-reductionist diatribe that, had it appeared twenty years earlier, could have served as
a screed for the emerging focus in consumer research on the experiential view of consumption:
Human intelligence is utterly different from machine … intelligence … but interacts with the environment
by continually modulating its structure. Moreover … human intelligence, human memory, and human
decisions are never completely rational but are always colored by emotions, as we all know from
experience…. Certain tasks should never be left to computers…. The tasks include all those that require
genuine human qualities such as wisdom, compassion, respect, understanding, or love (p. 68)…. The
now outdated view of human beings as information processors … continually reinforces erroneous
mechanistic concepts of thinking, knowledge, and communication. Information is presented as the basis
of thinking, whereas in reality the human mind thinks with ideas, not with information…. Ideas are
integrating patterns that derive not from information but from experience…. All meaningful knowledge
is contextual knowledge, and much of it is tacit and experiential (p. 70).
These claims on behalf of holistic (versus reductionistic) approaches to integration (versus analysis) of contextually
embedded (versus isolated) networks (versus modules) require substantiation, of course, and therefore lead Capra to a
further consideration of “The Pieces of the Puzzle” (Part Three). First, he delves into more detailed descriptive material
concerning “Models of Self-Organization (Chapter 5). In this connection, Capra reviews the systems-oriented
engineering and systemic management approaches developed during the 1960s and 1970s by Jay Forrester, Hans Ulrich,
and others (p. 76). He also reviews the critiques of systems thinking that appeared in the late-1970s, followed by the
advent of computer-simulation models capable of capturing the relevant feedbacks and nonlinearities during the 1980s (p.
79). His key point is that many such advances have depended on the concept of self-organization (p. 80). Recalling the
aforementioned tension between substance and form, he sees the awakening interest in self-organization as the outcome of
a dialectic process: “The key to a comprehensive theory of living systems lies in the synthesis [integration] of those two
very different approaches, the study of substance (or structure) [thesis] and the study of form (or pattern) [antithesis]” (p.
81). The relevant patterns, involving configurations of relationships, are destroyed if an organic whole is dissected or
analyzed into isolated parts (p. 81). (Recall Wordsworth’s famous line, “We murder to dissect.”) These patterns embody
networks characterized by interactive interrelationships, feedback loops, or other nonlinearities and capable of selforganization (p. 82): “The pattern of life … is a network pattern capable of self-organization” (p. 83). Warren McCulloch
and Walter Pitts described models of the brain as a neural network during the 1940s, and when computer models of such
networks began to appear a decade later, scientists observed the spontaneous emergence of ordered patterns via processes
of self-organization (p. 84). Ross Ashby and Heinz von Foerster latched onto the idea of self-organization (p. 84) until,
by the 1970s and 1980s, models of self-organizing systems blossomed forth (p. 85). Capra encapsulates such more
advanced models of self-organization as follows: “Summarizing …, we can say that self-organization is the spontaneous
emergence of new structures and new forms of behavior in open systems far from equilibrium, characterized by internal
feedback loops and described mathematically by nonlinear equations” (p. 85). One example is Ilya Prigogine’s
“dissipative structures” (p. 86) – open systems that evolve in response to positive feedback loops to maintain themselves
in “a stable state far from equilibrium” (p. 89). Hermann Haken showed that such dissipative structures characterize the
phenomenon of Light Amplification through Stimulated Emission of Radiation or LASERs (p. 90). Manfred Eigen
applied similar concepts of molecular self-organization via “hypercycles” to speculate about the “origin of life” (p. 92).
When applied to the process of cognition and other aspects of living creatures by Humberto Maturana and Francisco
Varela, self-organization became a process of circular self-referencing associated with “self-making” or “autopoiesis” (p.
97), viewed as “the organization common to all living systems” in which “the entire network continually ‘makes itself’” in
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that “the product of its operation is its own organization” (p. 98). Pushing toward broader frontiers, James Lovelock
formulated his Gaia Hypothesis – named for the Greek goddess of the Earth – “a model that is perhaps the most surprising
and most beautiful expression of self-organization … the idea that the planet Earth as a whole is a living, self-organizing
system” (p. 100). In work with Lynn Margulis, Lovelock emphasizes the processes whereby the Earth achieves selfregulation: “According to Lovelock and Margulis, similar feedback cycles – interlinking plants and rocks, animals and
atmospheric gases, microorganisms and the oceans – regulate the Earth’s climate, the salinity of its oceans, and other
important planetary conditions” (p. 106). To demonstrate this logic, Lovelock built his Daisyworld model in which
coevolving numbers of white and black daisies serve to keep the temperature of the environment constant: “Feedback
loops that link environmental influences to the growth of daisies, which in turn affect the environment, are an essential
feature of the Daisyworld model” (p. 109). Later versions, incorporating rabbits to eat the daisies and foxes to eat the
rabbits, have achieved even higher levels of self-regulation (p. 110).
Technical details on the construction of complexity models – including those intended to represent dynamical systems,
chaos theory, fractals, and other aspects of complexity – appear in Capra’s comments on “The Mathematics of
Complexity” (Chapter 6). The “new” mathematics is devoted to capturing the nonlinear phenomena that had been
neglected by the more traditional or classical approaches (p. 123). In such newer approaches, simple deterministic rules
can yield unpredictably random-seeming behavior; yet apparent chaos may reveal a deeper patterned order that the new
mathematics makes visible (p. 123). In this connection, Capra reviews multiple ideas that have become familiar to
students of complexity science. These include:
Interactive Feedback Loops of the form Xt+1 = f(Xt) – e.g., the logistic mapping, Xt+1 = kXt(1 – Xt) for 0 < Xt < 1
(p. 124)
Phase Space as a description for the states of a system over time by representing its trajectory via the sequential
positions of two or more variables (p. 130) where such a trajectory may be a point attractor (stable
equilibrium), a periodic attractor (repeating oscillations), or a strange attractor (borderline chaos) (p. 132)
The Butterfly Effect due to SDIC in a manner that makes prediction impossible (the wing flapping in Brazil that
causes a tornado in Texas), as in the case of the Lorenz attractor (which happens to resemble a butterfly)
(p. 134)
The Distinction between Quality and Quantity, as in the ability to describe qualitative features (such as the shape
of an attractor) even when a system is characterized by chaos in a quantitative sense (the inability to make
accurate predictions) (p. 135)
Fractal Geometry as a description of the nested self-similarity found in the natural irregular shapes of the world
around us – such as cauliflowers, clouds, and shorelines (p. 138) – where strange attractors turn out to be
“exquisite examples of fractals” (p. 139), where the coastline of England can be thought of as infinite (p.
139), where repeated iterations of a simple substitution can produce a self-similar snowflake (p. 140) or
the diagram of a fern (p. 141)
Complex Numbers of the form Z = X + iY [where i = (-1)1/2] that when plotted on axes representing X (the real
axis) and Y (the imaginary axis) produce self-similar pictures of the Julia Sets for which Zt+1 = Zt2 + C
(with C = XC + iYC, with a different Julia Set for each specification of C, and with the X and Y values for
a the various Zs plotted as black/white if Zt+n does/doesn’t remain finite as n approaches infinity) (p. 146)
and/or the Mandelbrot Set or M-Set (with Z0 = 0 and with the black/white value for each C plotted
graphically in a comparable manner) (p.148) – revealing extraordinarily rich patterns of self-similarity at
any level of pictorial magnification (p. 149) so that “a journey into the Mandelbrot set, seen best on
videotape, is an unforgettable experience” in which “every now and then we make an eerie discovery – a
tiny replica of the whole Mandelbrot set buried deep inside its boundary structure” (p. 150)
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After commenting appreciatively on “these hauntingly beautiful pictures of swirling spirals, of whirlpools generating
seahorses, or organic forms burgeoning and exploding into dust” (p. 150), Capra concludes his discussion of the new
mathematics with the following summary:
Thus fractal geometry, like chaos theory, has forced scientists and mathematicians to re-examine the very
concept of complexity. In classical mathematics simple formulas correspond to simple shapes,
complicated formulas to complicated shapes. In the new mathematics of complexity the situation is
dramatically different. Simple equations may generate enormously complex strange attractors, and
simple rules of iteration give rise to structures more complicated than we can even imagine (p. 151).
The next issue – explored in connection with “The Nature of Life” (Part Four) – is whether such complex models can help
us understand “the living world around us” (p. 153) by addressing the question “What is life?” (p. 157). Here, Capra
proposes “A New Synthesis” (Chapter 7) that refers explicitly to the dialectical integration [the synthesis] that reconciles a
“pattern (or form, order, quality)” [the thesis] with a “structure (or substance, matter, quantity)” [the antithesis] (p. 159).
Here, I find his choice of the word “structure” – intended to mean “the physical embodiment of [a] pattern of
organization” (p. 159) – to be somewhat unfortunate in that, to me, structure implies shape, form, organization, order,
configurality, or – in short – all the things that Capra wishes to convey by the term “pattern.” In my view, “substance”
would have been a far clearer term for the concept that Capra wants to cover. At any rate, in pursuit of his dialectic,
Capra proposes three criteria for living systems – pattern, structure, and process – as embodied by autopoiesis, dissipative
structure, and cognition (p. 161).
Specifically, as studied by Maturana and Varela, autopoiesis describes how a “network continually makes itself” (p. 162)
– as in the case of a plant cell – whose “autopoietic, self-making nature” (p. 167) Capra describes in some detail to convey
the operation of a system that is open to inputs from the environment but “organizationally closed”:
This organizational closure implies that a living system is self-organizing in the sense that its order and
behavior are not imposed by the environment but are autonomous. This does not mean that they are
isolated from their environment. On the contrary, they interact with the environment through a continual
exchange of energy and matter. But this interaction does not determine their organization – they are selforganizing. Autopoiesis, then, is seen as the pattern underlying the phenomenon of self-organization, or
autonomy, that is so characteristic of all living systems (pp. 167-168).
Meanwhile, as emphasized by Prigogine, dissipative structure represents the openness of a system to inputs of energy and
matter (p. 169). As one example, a vortex funnel in a stream of flowing water self-organizes to form a stable spiral
structure (p. 169). Think of whirlpools in the bathtub, not to mention hurricanes and tornadoes (p. 170). If pushed, such a
system may reach a “bifurcation point” and make a transition to a “new attractor” representing a new “trajectory in phase
space” (p. 171).
Finally, cognition – seen as “the process of life” – describes a “new concept of mind” in which “mind – or, more
accurately, mental process – is immanent in matter at all levels of life” (p. 172). Developed independently by Gregory
Bateson and Humberto Maturana, this new concept of mind finds mental processes in any system capable of making
decisions or solving problems (p. 173). For example, “When [Bateson] looked at the living world, he saw its organizing
activity as being essentially mental” (p. 174). Meanwhile, Maturana and Varela’s “Santiago theory” identifies “cognition,
the process of knowing, with the process of life” (p. 174). The mental process of interest could be embodied by a person,
a plant, a bacterium, or any other organic system. Capra considers the implications quite revolutionary:
The Santiago theory provides, in my view, the first coherent scientific framework that really overcomes
the Cartesian split. Mind and matter no longer appear to belong to two separate categories but are seen as
representing merely different aspects, or dimensions, of the same phenomenon of life…. In the Santiago
theory the relationship between mind and brain is simple and clear…. Mind is not a thing but a process –
the process of cognition, which is identified with the process of life. The brain is the specific structure
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through which this process operates. The relationship between mind and brain, therefore, is one between
process and structure (p. 175).
Beginning with the second of the two criteria just described, Capra next turns to a more detailed exploration of
“Dissipative Structures” (Chapter 8). (The first of the two criteria – autopoiesis or self-making – reappears, out of order,
in the following chapter.) Ludwig von Bertalanffy referred to systems that take in flows of energy and resources from
their environments as “open systems” (p. 177). Subsequent ecologists noticed how forms of matter that get “recycled” as
the waste products of one species (e.g., oxygen from plants, carbon dioxide from people) become energy sources for
another (e.g., oxygen for people, carbon dioxide for plants) in a manner such that “the ecosystem as a whole generally
remains without waste” (p. 177). Pushed to higher levels, the food cycle or food web conforms to the Gaia Hypothesis
based on “the complex interweaving of living and nonliving systems throughout the biosphere” (p. 179). Ilya Prigogine’s
“dissipative structures” go beyond open systems in that they include “the idea of points of instability at which new
structures and forms of order can emerge,” thereby shifting the focus “from equilibrium to nonequilibrium”: “The key to
understanding dissipative structures is to realize that they maintain themselves in a stable state far from equilibrium” (p.
180). In the case of living organisms, this is equivalent to saying that they are alive (far from equilibrium) rather than
dead (in equilibrium) (p. 181). The fact that such dissipative structures are far from equilibrium means that they are
subject to high degrees of nonlinearity or chaos (p. 182), making specific predictions of their behavior impossible (p.
183), even while they show overall patterns of order (p. 185). The emphasis in classical thermodynamics on how any
engine runs down (p. 185) gives way to an emphasis on “a living world unfolding toward increasing order and
complexity” (p. 185). Ludwig Boltzman identified entropy with disorder and characterized the movement of a system
from order to disorder as a movement from an unlikely to a likely state (p. 188). The celebrated Second Law simply
means that a system will tend to move toward the state of maximum probability – i.e., maximum disorder or maximum
entropy (p. 189). This law applies to closed systems moving toward equilibrium (p. 189). By contrast, Prigogine’s
dissipative structures involve phenomena far from equilibrium characterized by feedback loops and other nonlinearities
(p. 189). An open microsystem of interest may increase in order (decrease in entropy) by dissipating disorder (entropy) to
the larger macrosystem in which it is embedded (so that the entropy of the overall macrosystem does increase) (p. 189).
Put differently: “According to Prigogine, dissipative structures are islands of order in a sea of disorder, maintaining and
even increasing their order at the expense of greater disorder in their environment” (p. 189). In sum,
In the new science of complexity, which takes its inspiration from the web of life, we learn that
nonequilibrium is a source of order…. In living systems the order arising from nonequilibrium is far
more evident, being manifest in the richness, diversity, and beauty of life around us. Throughout the
living world chaos is transformed into order (p. 190)…. Thus self-organization, the spontaneous
emergence of order, results from the combined effects of nonequilibrium, irreversibility, feedback loops,
and instability (p. 192).
This theme of self-organization rises to the fore in Capra’s discussion of “Self-Making” (Chapter 9). Maturana and
Varela explored the concept of autopoiesis by means of a computer simulation using a cellular automaton (p. 194).
Originally invented by John von Neumann to represent the process of self-duplication (p. 195), cellular automata provide
a convenient way to study dynamic systems that unfold over time (p. 195). Capra admits that the rules governing the
Maturana-Varela automaton were “quite elaborate”; but, in essence, they modeled a “network of interactions” that
exhibited “autopoietic patterns” (pp. 197-199). The more important point is that, subsequently, many kinds of simulations
using cellular automata and other sorts of computer programs have demonstrated “that these mathematical models can
spontaneously generate complex and highly ordered patterns, exhibiting some important principles of the order found in
living systems” (p. 199). In particular, such models have informed the work by Stuart Kauffman at the Santa Fe Institute
(p. 199). For example, in a network of nodes, each connected to three other nodes, one could define a rule that a given
node will be on (off) at the next step if at least two (fewer than two) of its neighbors are on at the current step (p. 201). A
system involving six such nodes can be in any of 26 states, viewed as 64 possible positions in a 6-dimensional phase space
(p. 201). The step-by-step evolution of the system generates a “trajectory in that phase space” (p. 202), characterized by a
stable state (point attractor) or at least – since, with a finite number of possible states, the system must eventually repeat
itself – by an oscillating sequence (periodic attractor) (p. 202). The periodic attractor represents a “basin of attraction” (p.
202). Kauffman describes those with very long cycles as “chaotic” (p. 202). If N is the number of nodes and K is the
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number of links to each node, order begins to appear as K approaches 2 and/or if the switching rules are more biased
toward higher probabilities P of one outcome than another (say, P[1] >> 0.50) (p. 203). As K is tuned in the direction of 2
or P rises above 0.50, the system moves from total chaos to total order, passing through a “boundary region” or “transition
state” that Kauffman refers to as “the Edge of Chaos” (p. 203):
Kauffman’s central hypothesis is that living systems exist in that boundary region near the “edge of
chaos.”… Thus natural selection may favor and sustain living systems “at the edge of chaos,” because
these may be best able to coordinate complex and flexible behavior, best able to adapt and evolve (p.
204).
Using such binary networks, Kauffman has successfully modeled the process of adaptive biological evolution (p. 205).
Predictions from his models have shown a good correspondence with evidence from the natural world, as in the log-log
relationship across species between the number of genes and number of cell types (p. 207). Keep in mind that the systems
view recognizes the existence of nested networks such that cells form organisms that form populations that form species
that form ecosystems – with the systemic properties of the DOCAS evident at every level of organization. However,
Capra admits that autopoiesis is less well understood in (say) the more macro-level social domain than in (say) the more
micro-level cellular domain (p. 209). He finds some progress in the concept, emphasized by Niklas Luhmann, of social
autopoiesis as involving communication, with people as nodes and conversations as links (p. 212). A marketer will
immediately think of word-of-mouth as a spur to the diffusion of innovations and will hope for rapid success with this line
of investigation. Meanwhile, at an even more macro level, Capra returns to the “Gaia System,” which – thanks to the
work by Lovelock and Margulis – can make some claim to autopoiesis insofar as it is self-bounded, self-generating, and
self-perpetuating (pp. 214-215). In sum:
The central characteristic of the autopoietic system is that it undergoes continual structural changes while
preserving its web-like pattern of organization (p. 218)…. As a living organism responds to
environmental influences with structural changes, these changes will in turn alter its future behavior. In
other words, a structurally coupled system is a learning system. As long as it remains alive, a living
organism will couple structurally to its environment (p. 219).
Capra sees autopoiesis as a key to unlocking the old debate about determinism and free will. The behavior of the living
organism is determined by various rules and complex patterns. Yet it is free in two senses – first, in the sense that it is
self-determined via autopoiesis and, second, in the sense that it is inherently unpredictable (pp. 220-221). In short, “the
theory of autopoiesis shows that creativity – the generation of configurations that are constantly new – is a key property of
all living systems” (p. 221).
Telling the story of such living systems next concerns Capra in his comments on “The Unfolding of Life” (Chapter 10).
Here, he shows how our concept of evolution is itself changing under the influence of complexity science. The standard
150-year-old Darwinian theory relies on two key mechanisms – namely, “random mutation” and “natural selection,”
combining to encourage reproduction of the fittest and therefore survival of some species by means of adaptation (p. 223).
Mendel gave reason to think that a mutation in genes could be passed on to future generations so that the neo-Darwinian
view placed a heavy emphasis on random genetic changes followed by natural selection of those that fostered survival and
reproduction (p. 224). This neo-Darwinian perspective is flawed, however, because its reductionistic reliance on chance
variations in single genes makes it impossible to explain the development of complex structures such as (say) the eye (p.
225). The more recent view, strongly influenced by thinkers like Stuart Kauffman, sees the genome as “a self-organizing
network capable of spontaneously producing new forms of order” (p. 226). First, order emerges; then, natural selection
may or may not find adaptive advantage in that novel structure. For Kauffman, “Evolution is … emergent order honored
and honed by selection” (p. 226). Further, via a process of coevolution, the evolution of any one species is shaped by an
environment that is itself changing due to the adaptations of other species: “Thus our focus is shifting from evolution to
coevolution – an ongoing dance that proceeds through a subtle interplay of competition and cooperation, creation and
mutual adaptation” (p. 227). According to Capra, microbiologists have identified three mechanisms for the creation of
changes that may or may not afford adaptive advantages – first and least important, the random mutation of genes (p.
228); second, the recombination and transmission of genes (p. 229); third, symbiogenesis, wherein previously independent
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organisms cooperate to form new composite entities (p. 231). In sum, as shown by authors such as Lynn Margulis and
Dorion Sagan, “The evolutionary unfolding of life over billions of years is a breathtaking story [driven] by the creativity
inherent in all living systems, expressed through three distinct avenues – mutations, the trading of genes, and symbiosis”
(p. 232). Following Margulis and Sagan, Capra chronicles this “breathtaking story” in some detail (p. 233) – starting 4.5
billion years ago, with the formation of the planet from molten lava during the prebiotic age and the gradual cooling of the
chemical soup from which complex molecules of increasing diversity emerged as self-organizing systems (p. 235);
moving 3.5 billion years ago, with the appearance of life in the form of the first autopoietic bacterial cells and the
development of photosynthesis, into the age of the microcosm (p. 236); and continuing 1.5 billion years ago, with the age
of the macrocosm that, thanks to the symbiotic merging of species (p. 244), eventually saw the invention of sexual
reproduction (p. 245) and the appearance of various creatures such as plants, fungi, and animals (p. 247) with the earliest
animals appearing in water about 700 million years ago (p. 250), coming ashore as amphibians about 500 million years
ago (p. 251), transforming into reptiles-lizards-snakes-and-dinosaurs (p. 253), evolving as mammals about 200 million
years ago (p. 254), giving rise to primates about 65 million years ago (p. 255), branching off into chimpanzeesorangutans-and-humans about 4 million years ago (p. 256), giving birth to “Lucy” (Australopithecus afarensis) about 3
million years ago (p. 257), and eventually producing the Homo sapiens about 100,000 years ago (p. 260). All this tends to
make us feel somewhat small in the general span of events and rather inconsequential in the broader scope of things. But
we feel a lot smaller and even more inconsequential when we contemplate the analogy drawn by David Brower, who
points out that – if the creation of the Earth had taken the six days reported in the Bible – the story would start at midnight
on Sunday; the first bacterial cells would appear on Tuesday at 8:00 am; the first marine animals would show up on
Saturday at 1:30 am; the mammals would arrive at 5:30 pm.; and the modern human species would rear its head at about
10 seconds before midnight on the sixth and last day (p. 262).
For anyone who wants to think of people as in any way venerable, that’s the bad news. The good news is that the old
guys from 30,000 years ago picked up their paints and charcoals and created artistic masterpieces on the walls of the caves
at Chauvet in southern France (p. 262). In other words, our prehistoric ancestors were creative thinkers. So – under the
heading of “Bringing Forth a World” (Chapter 11) – Capra turns to a consideration of this life-giving process of cognition,
knowing, or mind (p. 265). As noted earlier, Capra and other recent writers identify cognition or mind with the “process
of life” – as when (say) the Santiago theory views mental processing as the “breath of life” (p. 265). However, such views
move beyond the computer-like model of the brain as an information-processing machine that held sway fifty years ago
(p. 266). Rather, current views see the mind in terms of connectionist models that generate emergent properties (p. 266).
Starting with a view of the brain as a neural network, the Santiago model sees cognition as an autopoietic self-generation
and self-perpetuation (p. 267) where “the life process consists of all activities involved in the continual embodiment of the
system’s (autopoietic) pattern of organization in a physical (dissipative) structure” (p. 267). Such a mental system is
structurally coupled to its environment and undergoes “continual structural changes while preserving its weblike pattern
of organization” (p. 267). Via such structural changes, the act of cognition “brings forth a world”: “Cognition, then, is
not a representation of an independently existing world, but rather a continual bringing forth of a world through the
process of living” (p. 267). Obviously, this constitutes an expanded view of “cognition” as “an integral part of the way a
living organism interacts with its environment”: “It does not react to environmental stimuli through a linear chain of
cause and effect, but responds with structural changes in its nonlinear, organizationally closed, autopoietic network” (p.
269). In Bateson’s quaint analogy (mentioned earlier by Capra), if you kick a stone, it reacts predictably (say, by skidding
across the sidewalk); if you kick a dog, she responds unpredictably (say, by biting your foot) (p. 219). Notice that, in this
view, emotions – being part of how we respond to the environment – are also part of the cognitive domain (p. 269). Also
notice that the Santiago theory fits with postmodern conceptions of knowledge as involving access to a truth rather than
the truth – that is, not as providing a “representation” of the world, but rather as constructing a world that, via the
influence of linguistic communities, may be shared with others (p. 270). Put differently, we must reject the notion that
“information” exists as a ready-made “representation” (p. 271) and must instead realize that, with the help of language
and other communication, we abstract information from the “context” of the “cultural network” in which it is embedded
(p. 272). Unlike the blind abstractness of a computer, “Human decisions are never completely rational but are always
colored by emotions, and human thought is always embedded in the bodily sensations and processes that contribute to the
full spectrum of cognition” (p. 275). Indeed, following the work by Terry Winograd and Fernando Flores, Capra
questions the concept of computer “intelligence”:
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The very essence of intelligence is to act appropriately when a problem is not clearly defined and
solutions are not evident. Intelligent human behavior in such situations is based on common sense,
accumulated from lived experience. Common sense, however, is not available to computers because of
their blindness of abstraction and the intrinsic limitations of formal operations, and therefore it is
impossible to program computers to be intelligent (pp. 275-276).
All this, to repeat a point mentioned earlier, clarifies the relationship between the mind and the brain. The mind is a
process of cognition or … life. The brain is a structure for performing that process (p. 279). The two meet via a
relationship between process and structure. It follows that other kinds of structural networks can also think – say, the
immune system (p. 279) or the “psychosomatic network” that connects the nervous, endocrine, and immune systems (p.
283). Think of peptides. Following Candace Pert’s work on peptide receptors, Capra suggests that “Ultimately …
cognition is a phenomenon that expands throughout the organism, operating through an intricate chemical network of
peptides that integrate our mental, emotional, and biological activities” (p. 285).
Pushing cognition in the direction of reflexivity, we encounter the phenomenon of consciousness or self-awareness – that
is, “Knowing That We Know” (Chapter 12). This potential for reflexivity – this self-awareness, this consciousness – is,
we believe, one thing that distinguishes us as “higher animals” (p. 287) and, chez Santiago, is closely tied to language and
other communication viewed as a structurally coupled coordination of behavior with other organisms (p. 287).
Apparently, for certain African parrots engaged in mating rituals, birdsongs work this way, with each couple forming its
own unique duet (p. 287) – sort of like Gary Burton and Makoto Ozone playing as a duo or Milt Jackson and John Lewis
in the Modern Jazz Quartet. Again, reflexivity appears in the sense that, according to Maturana, language exists only
when there is communication about communication (p. 288). Paraphrasing loosely, when my cat meows because he
wants to go outside, that’s communication. When my cat hisses to indicate annoyance that I have ignored his meowing to
go outside, that’s language. Otherwise reasonable people (who do not know my cat) disagree about whether animals can
engage in this sort of reflexive communication (they can), but almost everyone agrees that language is a specialty of us
human guys and gals (i.e., that we excel in this capacity). Consciousness arises, according to Capra (following Maturana),
when we use language to refer to ourselves (p. 290). Meanwhile, Varela has asked questions about what constitutes a
coherent experience – finding the answer in cell assemblies that represent integrated mental states composed of
perceptions, memories, and emotions (p. 292). Such experience-defining cell assembles reside not in one or another part
of the brain but rather in the synchronizations of complex webs of neural networks: “It is the manifestation of a particular
cognitive process – a transient synchronization of diverse, rhythmically oscillating neural circuits” (p. 293). But, as the
locus of such experiences, what is the “self” that “self-awareness” is “aware” of being conscious of? The answer offered
by the Santiagoans is that, like any other cognition, the self is also constructed and has no real existence outside our selfconstruction thereof (p. 295). Clearly, by recognizing our inextricable embeddedness in the web of relations around us,
this realization implies an ethically profound shift in our thinking:
This, then, is the crux of the human condition. We are … self-aware, aware of our individual identity –
and yet when we look for an independent self within our world of experience we cannot find any such
entity…. To overcome our Cartesian anxiety, we need to think systemically, shifting our conceptual
focus from objects to relationships (p. 295)…. To regain our full humanity, we have to regain our
experience of connectedness with the entire web of life. This reconnecting, religio in Latin, is the very
essence of the spiritual grounding of deep ecology (p. 296),
Inquiring further in the direction of implications for ethics or social responsibility, from the perspective of deep ecology,
Capra proposes the need to use our knowledge of ecosystems to guide the creation of sustainable human communities –
those that can “satisfy our needs and aspirations without diminishing the chances of future generations” (p. 296). In such
a view, knowing how to live sustainability is the “essence of ecoliteracy” (p. 298). As guidance, Capra identifies five
basic principles of ecology needed to foster systemic survival.
1. interdependence – whereby “All members of an ecological community are connected in a vast and intricate
network of relationships, the web of life “ (p. 298) via multiple feedback loops that create nonlinear
patterns of response (p. 299)
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2. cyclical flow of resources – in which nutrients are recycled so that the waste of one species becomes food for
another (p. 299) or, conversely, the outputs of one market-driven entity may threaten the survival of
another, making the necessity of examining such externalities a critical but oft-neglected component of
social policy (p. 300)
3. partnership and cooperation – as in coevolution in which the adaptations of multiple species are mutually
interdependent (p. 301)
4. flexibility – via the continual adjustment to feedback in response to constantly changing conditions (p. 302)
5. diversity – involving pluralistic resilience in the sense that a “diverse ecosystem” tends to contain “many
species with overlapping ecological functions that can partially replace one another” (p. 303).
Notice that, fundamentally, these five principles embody and elaborate on our guiding view of an organization as a
dynamic open complex adaptive system or DOCAS – (1) interdependent or complex; (2) cyclical or open; (3) cooperative
or adaptive; (4) flexible or dynamic; and (5) diverse as just one system in a network of manifold interconnected systems.
For Capra, such an ecological view provides a key to our hopes for survival:
As our century comes to a close and we go toward the beginning of a new millennium, the survival of
humanity will depend on our ecological literacy, on our ability to understand these principles of ecology
and live accordingly (p. 304).
Section 1.4: Roger Lewin at the Edge of Chaos
Like the books by James Gleick (1988), Mitchell Waldrop (1992), and Fritjof Capra (1996), a classic work by Roger
Lewin (1992) on Complexity: Life at the Edge of Chaos – now in its second edition (Lewin 1999) – makes effective use
of a journalistic approach featuring a strong emphasis on clear writing and a compelling story line. Because Lewin
traverses much of the same terrain covered by Gleick, Waldrop, and Capra, I shall treat his text with somewhat greater
brevity – but with no less admiration – than the three preceding accounts.
Lewin (1999) cites a definition of a complex system by the editors of Science as “one whose properties are not fully
explained by an understanding of its component parts” (p. x) and, referring primarily to studies in economics and finance,
suggests that “the world of business has been among the most enthusiastic in embracing the relevance of complexity
science thinking” (p. x). In the direction of applying complexity science to business problems, Lewin pursues a narrative
style of discourse, reporting visits and conversations with distinguished contributors to the field, such as various members
of the renowned Santa Fe institute. For example, once again, Chris Langton at the SFI takes a stab at sorting out the
much-debated distinction between chaos and complexity:
“Chaos and complexity are chasing each other around in a circle trying to find out if they are the same or
different,” responded Chris Langton…. “Totally ordered over here…. Totally random over here….
Complexity happens somewhere in between.… It’s a question of structure, of organization…. The
science of Complexity has to do with structure and order” (p. 10).
Through the words of Langton and others, Lewin unfolds the familiar story about how complex systems depend on
nonlinear interactions among their components; how their sensitive dependence on initial conditions produces the
butterfly effect and leads to “notorious unpredictability” (p. 11); how “chaos is a subset of complexity” (p. 12); how
“From the interaction of the individual components down here emerges some kind of global property up here, something
you couldn’t have predicted from what you know of the component parts” (pp. 12-13); and how – reminiscent of Adam
Smith’s “invisible hand” – “In industrial societies, the aggregate behavior of companies, consumers, and financial markets
produces the modern capitalist economy” (p. 13).
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Members of the SFI are much concerned with mapping phase transitions: “As you approach a boundary and cross it, you
suddenly get a phase change…. I see everything through phase transition glasses” (p. 17). Think of water to ice, bull to
bear market. They also dwell on attractors, “strange” or otherwise: “Most complex systems exhibit what mathematicians
call attractors, states to which the system eventually settles, depending on the properties of the system … periods of stasis
punctuated by periods of change” (pp. 20-21). Think of business cycles.
Elsewhere, Stuart Kauffman tells Lewin about self-organization: “There is ‘order for free’ out there, a spontaneous
crystallization of order out of complex systems” (p. 25). Brian Goodwin describes morphogenesis in which “Local rules
generate global order…. It’s an emergent property of dynamical systems” (p. 38). All this goes beyond Darwin – a way
of speeding up the process of evolution by natural selection: “If the new science of Complexity succeeds,” says
Kauffman, “it will broker a marriage between self-organization and selection” (p. 43).
Kauffman also warms to the phrase, “the edge of chaos” (p. 44) – referring to the boundary at which disorder transitions
into order, unpredictable chaos into structured complexity – in short, designating what I would call a (b)order (p. 44). At
this edge or (b)order, as noted earlier, Stephen Wolfram found a fourth type of complex system:
Mathematicians already knew that many dynamical systems exhibit three classes of behavior: fixed
point, periodic, and chaotic. When Wolfram tested cellular automata behavior, he found these same three
classes…. But he also came across a fourth type – class four – which was intermediate between chaotic
and fixed periodic behavior (pp. 48-49).
Exploring Class IV, Chris Langton finds a unique topography where “as you leave ordered territory and enter a region of
chaos you traverse maximum computational capacity, maximum information manipulations” (p. 50): “we were talking
about moving from one region to another, crossing a no-man’s land, where chaos and stability pull in opposite directions”
(p. 51).
Viewed metaphorically, this notion of a (b)order or a location between order and disorder has captured a sense of the
boundary at which maximum creativity emerges and has thereby established a link between creativity and complexity, as
expressed in further conversations with Norman Packard:
Whereas Chris [Langton] had termed the transition point “the onset of chaos,” Norman coined the phrase
“the edge of chaos.” It is much more evocative, and brings forth images of being poised in space,
tentative, dangerous even, yet full of potential. Like all powerful phrases, the edge of chaos has stuck,
and has become iconic for the immanent creativity of complex systems (pp. 53-54).
Speaking of borders, boundaries, and edges, the topological framework calls up the notion of a fitness landscape, which
Lewin (1999) attributes to the geneticist Sewell Wright in the late 1930s (p. 57) and which has so entertained complexity
theorists via the problem of avoiding local optima to attain the true globally optimizing fitness peak (p. 59). All this
applies, of course, to systems at all levels along the continuum from the most micro to the most macro.
Concerning the macroscopic extreme, Lewin visits the naturalist Tom Ray for a crash course on the ecology of “how the
forest works as a whole” (p. 85) and how such ecological processes can be modeled on the computer (p. 87) by means of
creating an electronic “analogue for space in a real ecosystem” (p. 93) so as to explore “In the context of dynamical
systems … what global patterns would emerge from the operation of local rules, the variation and selection” (p. 93). In
Ray’s virtual world, Tierra, coevolutionary populations of predators and their prey rise and fall in the by-now familiar
manner of dynamic open complex adaptive systems. “What you’re seeing is the emergence of global patterns from simple
rules … The notion of something deep as an organizing force” (p. 96), says Ray, paraphrasing the DOCAS mantra and
adding that “if Tierra is telling anything, it’s telling us that the dynamics of complex systems can produce patterns we
would not have predicted” (p. 103).
Then there’s old Jim Lovelock – described by Lewin (1999) as “the man whom much of the biological community regard
as the devil incarnate, a threat to the integrity of true science” (p. 107) – who lives reclusively in the wilderness of Conan
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Doyle’s English countryside and who gets credit for inventing the notorious Gaia Hypothesis. According to this concept,
everything – the ecosystem, the entire globe, all aspects of the biological and physical worlds – everything pulses “as a
single organism” (p. 108). Pushing the DOCAS logic to the extreme, the Gaia Hypothesis – named after the Greek
Goddess of the Earth (p. 113) – sees the whole universe as one big embodiment of the dynamic characteristics embodied
by complex adaptive systems to produce global homeostasis as an emergent property (p. 111). Some view this as hard
science – especially when Lovelock produces convincing computer simulations, always the methodological trump card for
DOCAS disciples. Others see Gaia as “an appeal to mysticism” (p. 128).
Meanwhile, nearer to the microscopic end of the naturalistic spectrum, Dan Dennett applies complexity theory to the
problem of explaining human consciousness (p. 155), viewing the sense of self as an emergent property that – dependent
on the simultaneous firings of disaggregated but connected neurons – reflects “the emergence of coherence from a
massively parallel processing machine” (p. 156). If this sounds like another machine-based analogy, recall Marvin
Minsky’s delightful description of the human brain as “a computer made of meat” (p. 160).
More globally – toward bridging the micro-to-macro gap – consider Norman Packard’s view of consciousness as “just one
part” of the massive information processing that occurs “throughout the entire biosphere” (p. 170) where, as its “unique
contribution” to understanding consciousness, “the science of Complexity could … place consciousness into the larger
puzzle of information processing in the biosphere” (p. 170). If – recalling Johnson (1997, 2001) or Seeley (1995) – this
helps you make the conceptual leap from information networks to ant colonies, you are not alone. Thus, Lewin (1999)
finishes with a visit to Edward O. Wilson, whose studies of ant colonies offer “about as striking a demonstration of
emergence as you could hope for” (p. 176).
In all this, Lewin (1999) sees “a new push toward a holistic view of nature” (p. 181) – consistent with the Gaia Concept
and receptive to the idea that complexity theory describes what Brian Goodman calls “the meaning in life, the generation
of order, the generation of pattern, the quality of the organism” (p. 182) or what Stuart Kauffman describes as “a deep
theory of order in life across the entire spectrum, from the origin of life itself, through the dynamics of evolution and
ecosystems, through complexity in human society, and, yes, on a global scale, that of Gaia” (p. 182). Still yakking away
with Chris Langton at Santa Fe, Lewin (1999) ends on a rather beautiful metaphor based on an experience that Langton
had while scuba diving in Puerto Rico at the edge of the continental shelf:
“We were in about sixty feet of water, and we swam to the edge, and looked over it. It just dropped away,
a slope of about eighty degrees, and you could see that the slope was teeming with life, finally
disappearing into darkness. The image stuck: life thriving at the edge, and I’ve thought about it many
times since, kind of iconic for the creativity at the edge of chaos.”… Chris’s image was indeed powerful.
And it turns out to be more than mere iconography, because there is good evidence that evolution is
particularly innovative in such waters, poised between the chaos of the near shore and the frigid stability
of the deep ocean. Here, at any rate, the abstract edge of chaos and the physical edge meld as one,
creative as image and as reality (p. 187).
When Gaia and the Edge of Chaos thus achieve rapprochement – when we fleetingly glimpse the essence of creativity (p.
190) in “the notion of emergence” as “the principal message of the science of Complexity” (p. 191) – can anyone
seriously doubt that applications to business will follow as the night the day? These Lewin (1999) presents in preliminary
form via an appendix, co-authored with Birute Regine, entitled “On the Edge in the World of Business.” Here, Lewin and
Regine contribute a paragraph that sounds like a syllabus description for the approach I used to take when I taught the
introductory course in marketing strategy – except that, in those days, I had never heard of “complexity science”:
Complexity science has many different avenues of study, but the one most relevant to understanding
organizational dynamics – within companies, and in the web of economic activity among them – is the
study of complex adaptive systems. As we have seen, complex adaptive systems are composed of a
diversity of agents that interact with each other, mutually affect each other, and in so doing generate
novel, emergent, behavior for the system as a whole. The system is constantly adapting to the conditions
around it, and over time it evolves. Business organizations are also complex adaptive systems, in which
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the agents are people, and the interactions are relationships among them. In today’s fast-changing
business environments, companies will survive only if they are able constantly to adapt and evolve
through operating optimally as a complex adaptive system (pp. 197-198).
This perspective acknowledges that “The notion of using ecosystems as a metaphor for business systems, while once
considered bizarre by most managers, is now becoming more common, as the network character of the new economy is
becoming ever more apparent” (pp. 203-204). Here, one wonders where “most managers” were when people like Wroe
Alderson (1957) were talking about dynamic open systems back in the 1950s with reference to environmentalism in
general and to the survival value of an ecological niche in particular. Recollection of Alderson’s contributions suggests
that, in the marketing literature, the DOCAS perspective has been around for a long time, way too long to be considered
“bizarre.” But never mind. Today, the challenge is to move the business organization toward the level of creativity that
occurs on the (b)order at the edge of chaos (p. 201) and toward the ecological niche in the economic web where resides a
sustainable peak on the fitness landscape (pp. 206-207). Pushing us in that direction poses a challenge to which Lewin
(1999) rises with great conviction. Lewin and Regine (2001) continue the discussion in a book described at some length
later in this Appendix.
Section 1.5: Coveney and Highfield on the Frontiers of Complexity
Another worthy contender in the popularization-of-chaos-and-complexity sweepstakes is the book by two British authors,
Peter Coveney and Roger Highfield (1995) – the first a research scientist in chemistry, the second an award-winning
journalist – entitled Frontiers of Complexity: The Search For Order in a Chaotic World. Because this excellent review
again covers much of the same ground already chronicled in the works of Gleick (1988), Waldrop (1992), Capra (1996),
and Lewin (1999), I shall again treat it fairly selectively, avoiding needless repetition wherever possible. I should note at
the outset that the work by Coveney and Highfield (1995) shares with Capra (1996) at least one major scholarly strength
missing from the other treatments covered thus far – namely, an organization by key topics and concepts rather than by a
chronology of institutions and the characters involved therein. Thus, though the tone remains reader-friendly, the content
reads more like a serious academic presentation and less like a comparatively chatty and enjoyably personal gossip
column.
Coveney and Highfield (C&H) credit Alan Turing and John von Neumann – two geniuses who perished at tragically early
ages (the first by his own hand, the second from illness) – as the founding fathers of complexity theory, encapsulating
their contribution as “the quest to see the forest for the trees, distill unity from diversity, and seek an account of the
emergence of organization” (p. 2). Certainly, this general description jibes with the accounts by other journalists already
encountered. Further, it prepares the way for a description of what C&H call the secret art (p. 5).
This secret art (a term borrowed from Immanuel Kant) – a science of the dynamic open complex adaptive system
(DOCAS) – constitutes “a new branch of science” that attempts “to demonstrate why the whole universe is greater than
the sum of its many parts, and how all its components come together to produce overarching patterns” (p. 5). More
specifically, C&H offer the following definition:
Within science, complexity is a watchword for a new way of thinking about the collective behavior of
many basic but interacting units, be they atoms, molecules, neurons, or bits within a computer. To be
more precise, our definition is that complexity is the study of the behavior of macroscopic collections of
such units that are endowed with the potential to evolve in time. Their interactions lead to coherent
collective phenomena, so-called emergent properties that can be described only at higher levels than those
of the individual units. In this sense, the whole is more than the sum of its components, just as a van
Gogh painting is so much more than a collection of bold brushstrokes (p. 7).
C&H emphasize the interdisciplinary character of complexity science – how it cuts across chemistry, physics, computer
sciences, biology, economics, and even the arts (p. 9). Two ingredients needed for complexity to emerge are time (the
irreversibility of events) and nonlinearity (due to interactions and feedbacks whereby small changes at one level produce
large changes at another) (p. 9). Another key idea involves the Darwinian notion of evolution as adaptation that permits
survival of the fittest – as found, for example, in the DOCAS-based genetic algorithms (p. 11). Where traditional
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scientific approaches are reductionistic (p. 12), complexity science is holistic and geared toward the understanding of
emergent properties (p. 13) – life, for example, or the consciousness of the mind (p. 14). In an attempt to understand such
DOCAS-related phenomena, complexity science relies heavily on computer simulations of the systems in question (p. 15).
Indeed, with the increased use of parallel processing, computers themselves have come to function more and more like the
DOCAS phenomena that they model (p. 16).
So C&H begin with a consideration of computers and of the conceptual foundations of mathematics. Here, they gravitate
quickly – as did Hofstadter (1979) – to the work of Kurt Gödel, who showed in 1930 that, within any mathematical
system, certain statements exist that cannot be proved or disproved within that system: “In effect, Gödel showed the
inevitability of finding paradoxes in arithmetic that are the equivalent of the statement ‘this sentence is false’” (p. 28) (the
so-called “liar’s paradox,” celebrated at length by Hofstadter [1979]). This inconsistency-or-incompleteness theorem was
so distressing to mathematicians, imply C&H, that it drove Gödel to paranoia and an untimely demise: “Believing that
there was a plot to poison him, he starved himself … to … death” (p. 28). Meanwhile, Alan Turing showed that certain
numbers are not computable (p. 31) and later died by eating an apple he had laced with cyanide (p. 3) – the poignant
implication, again, being that such discoveries of breakdowns in formal logical systems are so profoundly distressing to
oneself and so troublesomely threatening to others as to be bad for one’s physical and mental health. Added to these and
other “tears in the very fabric of mathematics” (p. 34) was the discovery of problems that are intractable in the sense that,
in principle, they cannot be solved in a feasible period of time – for example, the traveling-salesman problem of finding
the shortest route to visit a list of cities: “For just twenty-five cities the number of possible journeys is so immense that a
computer evaluating a million possibilities per second would take 9.8 billion years … to search through all of them” (pp.
35-36). (So, as I used to threaten my sales-management class, for your homework assignment…. ) Given such
limitations of mathematics and formal logic, we turn increasingly to numerical solutions performed on the computer.
For C&S, fond as they are of aesthetic metaphors, if math and logic are the (ultimately inadequate) Artist’s Code (p. 18),
then computers are the Artist’s Palette (p. 43). Because “nature’s complexity defies the capabilities of [formal]
mathematics,” it follows that “The digital computer is essential for our exploration of universal mathematical principles
underpinning complex phenomena” (p. 44). So C&H chart the development of the computer from the abacus (Middle
Ages) to the slide rule (Sixteenth Century) to the gadgets dreamed up by Gottfried Wilhem von Leibniz (Seventeenth
Century) to the engines invented by Charles Babbage (Nineteenth Century) – when he was not too busy campaigning
against the playing of bagpipes in public (an early and eminently sensible manifestation of a concern for social policy in
marketing) – all in a whirlwind account that somehow manages to incorporate the love life of Lord Byron’s daughter,
Babbage’s friend, the Countess of Lovelace (pp. 45-52). C&S take us, also, from the Boolean algebra of true-false
statements to the information theory of Claude Shannon to the digital signals of electronic computers, all in the space of
just a few paragraphs (pp. 52-55). Somewhat breathless, we arrive back at Turing and von Neumann (p. 56) and at the
developments that led, most recently, to the computer architecture that we know today.
Fascinated by the “differential equations that describe the flow properties of a fluid” (p. 57), von Neumann dealt, in effect,
with a DOCAS phenomenon characterized by nonlinearity due to negative (stabilizing) and positive (destabilizing)
feedback: “Within a fluid, a combination of positive and negative feedback effects intertwine to create the endless swirls,
eddies, and smaller vortices of turbulence” (p. 58). So von Neumann addressed both the problem of computer design and
the problem of modeling DOCAS-based nonlinearity: “Von Neumann recognized that a computer could act as an
indispensable tool for exploring fluid dynamical complexity” and for revealing “order in the mayhem of fluid dynamics”
(p. 58).
The upshot is that “today people working in all areas of complexity use computers in an experimental capacity for gaining
insights where no other routes are possible” (p. 59). Thanks to Moore’s Law – that speed and capacity double every
eighteen months (p. 65) – computers have progressed at an astonishing rate. Expressing such astonishment requires the
sort of journalistically smile-inducing flair that C&H display to a high degree: “This development is unrivalled in other
fields of human endeavor; if automobiles had undergone similar improvements, today a Cadillac would sell for less than a
penny, or it would be capable of a peak speed in excess of 1% of the speed of light, or one gallon of gas would suffice for
about ten trips to the Moon” (p. 68). By my calculation, “1% the speed of light” would be about 6.7 million miles per
hour. So, relative to (say) real-world Cadillacs, modern computers are … pretty fast. Newer developments such as
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parallel processing (p. 69), fuzzy logic (p. 74), fiber optics (p. 76), and quantum computers (p. 78) keep this forward
progress moving at a breathtaking pace. Imagine the speed of that Cadillac doubling every year and a half for the next
decade. By the end of ten years, it would be traveling at over 650 million miles per hour – roughly the speed of light.
So math won’t solve all our problems. But computers, with their heuristic numerical approaches, are as fast as a fish.
What else is new? In response to that implicit question, C&H next launch into a much more targeted account of the
DOCAS-related phenomena that serve as our major topic of interest. Specifically, they describe the nature of complexity
as follows: ”the common underlying theme linking nature’s complexity with computation depends on the emergence of
complex organized behavior from the many simpler cooperative and conflicting interactions between the microscopic
components concerned, whether they are atoms, bits of logic, or spinning electrons” (p. 89). Colloquially, to repeat, our
task is “to devise ways of seeing the forest for the trees” (p. 89).
Toward this end, for example, John von Neumann had pushed the computer in the direction of designing self-reproducing
cellular automata (p. 90) of the type that – as described earlier and as refined by Stanislaw Ulam – uses simple local rules
to make the state of each spatially positioned cell at a moment in time dependent on the states of its neighbors at the
preceding moment (p. 91). Further developed by John Holland and by John Conway in his “Game of Life” (p. 94),
cellular automata showed how a “combination of a few [simple local] rules could produce complex global patterns” (p.
94). A cellular automaton is a kind of computation that can simulate a wide variety of naturally occurring phenomena:
biological evolution, chemical reactions, the growth of crystals, the formation of snowflakes, the spread of forest fires,
economic competition, cultural trends, and so on (p. 96). Recall, for example, that Goldenberg et al. (2001b) have
described an application to modeling the adoption and diffusion of product innovations.
In connection with cellular automata, C&H review Stephen Wolfram’s four aforementioned classes – (I) fixed, (II)
repeating, (III) chaotic, and (IV) complex – the latter (IV) poised between (II) and (III) at the (b)order on the edge of
chaos, as in the “Game of Life” (pp. 100-101). Thanks to further developments by Norman Margolus, Tommaso Toffoli,
and others, the day approaches when we shall all be able to enjoy playing with a cellular automaton as part of our
everyday world in the form of a “robot kitten” (p. 103) (non-allergenic, I hope). Usefully, C&H provide illustrations of
other practical applications for cellular automata – for example, to model the hardening of cement (p. 104), to represent
the process of annealing (p. 107), or to solve the traveling-salesman problem (p. 110). Here as elsewhere, recalling the
concept of the fitness landscape, we find the ubiquitous Metaphor of Spatial Destination – my term for the logic expressed
by the following description:
Nature provides us with a powerful metaphor for expressing the quest for an optimum solution to these
types of problems: the hunt for the tallest peak or deepest valley in a rolling landscape…. A “cost” or
“fitness” function … measures how good any particular solution is…. Then the problem … is best
depicted as a landscape of potential solutions where the height of each feature is a measure of its cost [or
fitness]. This undulating landscape is called the search space (p. 107)…. Such optimization problems
are difficult because the mathematician or computer scientist faces the same problem as a myopic
mountaineer searching for Everest in the Himalayas (p. 108).
From cellular automata, C&H leap to a discussion of genetic algorithms (p. 117) of the type developed by John Holland
(portrayed at greater length later in this Appendix). Essentially, these genetic algorithms apply a sort of “Digital
Darwinism” (p. 117) via which solutions evolve adaptively toward improved performance (p. 118). As in biological
evolution – viewed as an adaptive attainment of an ecological niche or as the achievement of a peak in the environmental
fitness landscape – the genetic algorithm relies on an analogous evolutionary process:
Evolution has two essential components: selection and reproduction. Selection is a filter that determines
by competition which individuals within a population survive to reproduce. Reproduction permits
innovation through the alteration of genetic traits and thus provides a route for the evolution of
increasingly successful individuals. Just as breeding and selection have allowed us to “optimize” the
appearance of a rose and the quality of wool on a sheep, Holland realized that it should be possible to use
a mixture of innovation and filtering to optimize the solution to a complex problem (p. 121).
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As developed by Holland, the genetic algorithm allows mutations (changes in genes) and crossovers (new combinations of
genes) to occur, each to be tested for fitness and selected (or not) accordingly (p. 122). C&H provide an excellent
schematic diagram and explanation of this process (pp. 123-124).
Here, we should pause to note the clear parallelism between the relevant fitness-landscape metaphor and the problem of
attaining an optimal position for a firm’s new offering in the market space: “In this way, a combination of innovation
(mutation, crossover, and so on) and selection (retaining only the fitter chromosomes within the population) converges
generation by generation on the optimum solution” (pp. 124-125). For both the genetic programmer and the marketing
strategist, “Nature is concerned with that which works”: “Nature propagates that which survives” (p. 126). In short, the
survival-oriented ecological perspective is the name of the game.
Logic similar to that of genetic algorithms also appears in the development of neural networks (p. 126). Building from the
early work in the 1940s by Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts on nervous systems, by Norbert Wiener on cybernetics,
and by Donald Hebb on cell assemblies in the brain, neural networks pursue an analogy with the structure of the human
cerebrum:
In the brain, a neuron receives signals from other neurons through a web of gossamer connections called
dendrites. The neuron sends out spikes of electrical activity through a thin strand called an axon. In turn,
each axon sprouts into many fine branches; each branch ends in a structure called a synapse that can pass
on a signal to a neighboring neuron. Learning occurs when connections between brain cells sprout,
wither, or alter in strength (p. 130).
Frank Rosenblatt, for example, designed a perceptron for recognizing alphabet letters based on the principles of neural
connectivity plus feedback (p. 132). David Rumelhart and James McClelland improved the performance of Rosenblatt’s
design via their multilayer perceptron (p. 134), which C&H depict as a search through an error landscape whose
dimensions reflect the weights or strengths of inter-neuronal connections (p. 134). The connectionist perspective reflected
in neural networks embodies a structure in which “simple units … can influence each other over very large distances” (p.
136). Such structures mirror the process of associative memory by capturing “the way we as humans store and access our
memories” (p. 137). Such interconnectivity with feedback implies massively nonlinear effects (p. 138), though these may
tend toward coalescing toward a basin of attraction (p. 139), one such attractor being “the deepest valley on the error
landscape” (p. 140) – or, conversely, the highest peak in the solutions space. C&H discuss marketing-related applications
to product design (p. 141) and finding optimal routes for traveling salesmen (p. 148), as well as uses for modeling the
stock market (p. 142), grading pork (p. 147), and (always a favorite) predicting the setting time of cement (p. 144).
Turning to Nature’s Artistry (p. 150), C&H examine how the aforementioned DOCAS-related approaches can be used to
model the self-organizing patterns found in natural processes. These include the emergent properties of “phenomena
arising from the collective interactions of large numbers of particles” (p. 151). By contrast with the entropic condition of
death – the fixed point attractor associated with the second law of thermodynamics (p. 152) – the DOCAS-related
perspective celebrates life and necessitates a turn toward nonequilibrium thermodynamics (p. 153), a subset of nonlinear
dynamics (p. 154), as developed by Ilya Prigogine and René Lefever (p. 159) in their “Brusselator” model of an
autocatalytic process (where feedback from an agent reinforces its own production) (p. 160). C&H plot such DOCASrelated self-organizing behavior in a phase space showing how a bifurcation point occurs where a fixed-point attractor
changes to a limit cycle (p. 161). This bifurcation reflects the shift from Class I to Class II. A further shift to Class III
appears as the system is driven toward higher levels of chaos (p. 169), though C&H take pains to point out that the
outcomes only “appear” chaotic (p. 168) because – in the classic manner of self-similar fractals – they represent windows
of regularity embedded within larger windows of regularity (p. 169).
This puts C&H in mind of the work by Edward Lorenz (further described later in this Appendix) on sensitive dependence
(p. 169), the butterfly effect (p. 170), the butterfly-shaped Lorenz-discovered strange attractor (p. 171), and the fractal
property of self-similarity (p. 172) wherein we find “patterns within patterns within patterns” (p. 173). C&H describe
how such chaotic processes can be simulated via cellular automata to model chemical reactions, spots/stripes on
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cheetahs/zebras, or swirls on sea shells (p. 182). Other natural patterns appear in such catastrophes as avalanches,
earthquakes, and stock-market crashes (p. 183) – as modeled by Per Bak’s simulations of sand piles that tend to reach a
state of self-organized criticality (p. 187) in which avalanches follow the aforementioned power law, with the frequencies
of events inversely proportional to an exponential function of their sizes (p. 183). Researchers have found similar patterns
in volcanoes, forest fires, and economies (p. 188).
Indeed, as emphasized by C&H, such processes are thought to be essential to the emergence of life itself or Life As We
Know It (p. 190). As opposed to the popular reductionist view of molecular biology – say, dividing a phenomenon up
into its genetic components – the DOCAS approach pursues a holistic focus on self-organization and evolution (p. 192).
Because life involves “highly improbable, low-entropy, orderly states of affairs” exhibiting “Organized complexity” (p.
194), the DOCAS perspective views life as the product of “evolving systems” involving “interactions between individuals
and with their environments” (p. 194) – in other words, as an emergent property. Here, the argument becomes a bit
speculative but all the more exciting for that:
Drawing on the principles of chemical self-organization, we can speculate about the recipe for life to
emerge. If a suitable feedback mechanism was operating in the prebiotic soup on the early earth that
could account for nonlinearities, then the general conditions were ripe for self-organization. For instance,
if a molecule in that soup catalyzes its own replication, then nonlinear feedback, the hallmark of selforganization, would very likely have emerged…. A key ingredient of the prebiotic soup then becomes a
self-replicating molecule (or molecules) that catalyzes its own production (p. 198).
The work of Stuart Kauffman at the SFI has simulated the relevant process in a manner that C&H summarize as follows:
Life is driven by a set of chemical processes far from equilibrium. To maintain these processes, all
organisms are open systems; their complexity is founded on feedback involving catalytic molecules that
assist reactions without being destroyed in the process. One metabolic or regulatory pathway may
produce a molecule that accelerates other pathways, which, through a huge amount of interlinked,
intertwined, and interdependent chemistry, may end up supporting the original pathway (p. 207).
The DOCAS-related view shines forth clearly here, complete with all its essential ingredients – interdependence, openness
to external pressures, feedback, nonlinearities, adaptation. Humberto Maturana and Francisco Varela call such a
phenomenon autopoietic – a process in which “self-replication occurs within well-defined boundaries” (p. 210).
Computer simulations of such inherently nonlinear processes as morphogenesis (p. 216), heartbeat arrhythmia (p. 218),
and colonies of such hymenoptera as bees, wasps, termites, or ants (p. 222) show the emergence characteristic of selforganizing systems.
Another application – originally suggested by John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern in their theory of games – has
dealt with the emergence of cooperation in the presence of competition via the work on the prisoner’s dilemma game by,
among others, Robert Axelrod (1984). This game mirrors a widespread problem – that of social traps or the tragedy of the
commons – in which “individual ambition can lead to collective misery” (p. 224). Each prisoner has an incentive to
defect by betraying the other, even though both would be even better off if they cooperated. As noted earlier, Axelrod
showed that Rapoport’s tit-for-tat strategy (punish defection, reward cooperation) dominated all others. Naturally
occurring examples have appeared among the Bushmen of Africa (p. 225) and among the coral fish off Panama (p. 226).
In short, “In terms of ecosystems, tit-for-tat is robust” (p. 226). Using the genetic algorithm, Axelrod has evolved finetuned strategies that resemble but marginally outperform tit-for-tat (p. 227). Again, the spatial metaphor surfaces:
“Axelrod’s game-playing provides fascinating insights into the evolution of strategy. In effect, his study depicts the
game-theoretic problem as the search for high points in a fitness landscape” (p. 227).
Subsequently, Martin Nowak and Karl Sigmund have shown that, when uncertainty (the tendency to make mistakes) is
introduced, a “Pavlov” strategy (win stay, lose shift) tends to dominate (p. 229). Further, using a version of the prisoner’s
dilemma game modeled by a cellular automaton, Martin Nowak and Robert May have represented cooperators (same vs.
changing) and defectors (same vs. changing) by colors (blue, green, red, yellow) to create visual displays of striking
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complexity and beauty (Plate 8b), described by C&H as “a fantastic kaleidoscope of gorgeous pattern, suggestive of
Persian carpets, lace doilies, and rose windows” (p. 231). Such spatial representations indicate how “Throughout the
evolutionary history of life, cooperation among a huddle of smaller units such as cells led to the emergence of more
complex structures” so that “cooperation and the self-organization become as essential for evolution as for natural
selection” (p. 232).
Such outcomes resemble the self-organized criticality, mentioned earlier in connection with the work of Per Bak and
furthered by the insights of Christopher Zeeman, that leaves a system open to catastrophe (p. 233). Ironically, those
agents or species that are best adapted are the most likely candidates for extinction if the environmental circumstances
permitting their survival happen to change:
One corollary is that species with many biological connections and dependencies, resulting from such
factors as food chains, predator-prey and parasite-host relationships – that is, those with a high degree of
complexity – are more sensitive to fluctuations that perturb the dynamics and thus are more likely to be
part of the next avalanche to extinction” (p. 234).
I consider this to be an invaluable lesson for business managers and marketing strategists. Specifically, the more
successful your current strategy – the stronger your firm’s ecological niche or the more secure your brand’s market
positioning – the more vulnerable you are to environmental changes (new competitors, say, or changes in customer
values) that might erode the basis for your adaptive advantage. Because of the nature of dynamic open complex adaptive
systems, environmental change poses its biggest threats to those who are currently performing best. Colloquially, as
many a cynic would have it, no good deed goes unpunished.
However, as noted earlier, James Lovelock and his concept of Gaia (named after the ancient earth goddess) suggest that
life and its environment evolve together as one elaborately interconnected superorganism (p. 234). Gaia gives us some
hope that – via feedback-induced homeostasis of the overarching ecology – the larger-level environmental system might
evolve in ways supportive of the smaller-level organizational system (agent, organism, firm, species, etc.) (p. 235). As
fans of concepts based on “nonlinear complexity” leading to “spontaneous self-organization,” C&H regard Lovelock’s
ideas as “plausible” (p. 236). Nonetheless, viewed by some as “vague” or even “mystical,” Lovelock was forced to
rename his theory “geophysiology” because the scientific journals would not publish anything that went by the esoteric
name of “Gaia” (p. 236). The editors of these journals had better hope that the Earth Goddess is not angry. After all, as
Gaia-inspired thinkers are well aware, it’s not nice to fool with Mother Nature.
By analogy with Gaia, forms of artificial life (AL) may be constructed as emergent properties that evolve within computer
simulations (p. 238). In contrast to more traditional views, the approach known as strong ALife contends that such
computer applications are actually alive (p. 239). One’s position on this issue tends to hinge on one’s definition of life (p.
241). By some standards, for example, computer viruses appear to be alive: “They can reproduce themselves, they store
information, and have metabolism in the sense that they pirate the working of a host” (p. 241). But, at present (thank
heavens), they do not evolve and, hence, lack one of the key criteria normally associated with a living DOCAS (p. 242).
On another front, the efforts of the botanist Aristid Lindenmayer led to astonishingly realistic simulations of plant growth
(p. 244) via techniques now used by film-animation laboratories to design computer graphics for producing visual images
of trees and flowers (p. 245). Further progress in AL will require the ability to generate mutations that evolve via natural
selection permitting survival of the fittest (p. 247). Here, we again encounter the familiar spatial analogy wherein
“evolution is rather like the many other hard optimization problems …, with the added complication that the fitness
landscape (valleys and mountains) is itself coevolving …, leading to a system that arguably represents the apotheosis of
complexity” (p. 247).
In this direction, David Jefferson has used genetic algorithms to devlop AntFarm – “a computer program that simulates
the evolution of foraging strategies in artificial ant colonies” (p. 249). Meanwhile, in a simulation of evolution called
Tierra, Thomas Ray “has created the first example of artificial evolution based on Darwinian principles” (p. 253). Based
on his ability to evolve computer algorithms that win the competition for CPU resources, Jefferson concludes that “it is
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rather easy to create life”: “Evidently, virtual life is out there, waiting for us to provide environments in which it may
evolve” (p. 259). Other models of virtual creatures represent the flower-seeking behavior of honey bees (p. 261), the
schooling behavior of fish (p. 262), and the heat-avoiding habits of cockroaches (p. 265).
Such approaches depend on evolving computer software rather than writing it from scratch (p. 268). Toward this end,
using cellular automata, some have found that complex systems tend to occupy Wolfram’s Class IV region – an “elusive
mixture of yin and yang” (p. 272), a critical regime “between order and deterministic chaos” (p. 272) – associated with a
transition point “at the edge of chaos” (p. 273) so as to balance “the yin of apparent mayhem with the yang of selforganization” (p. 273). Again, according to Chris Langton, “if living systems perform complex computations in order to
survive, evolution under natural selection would tend to favor systems near the border between ordered and chaotic
behavior – at the ‘edge of chaos’”: “the conditions for life are optimal when apparently random behavior coexists with
more regular dynamics” (p. 274). Stuart Kauffman has suggested that Per Bak’s self-organized criticality describes a
similar process of an entire ecosystem coevolving to “a state poised at the edge of chaos” (p. 275). And, in less wellpublicized work that corrects for some problems with the approach based on cellular automata, Jim Crutchfield has
developed a way to show that “statistical complexity is maximized somewhere between order and randomness”:
“computational capability is maximized in the regime intermediate between order and randomness” (p. 275).
From investigations of artificial life, C&H move to a consideration of “the supreme manifestation of complexity in
nature” (p. 278) or of “the cathedral of complexity” (p. 279) – namely, the human brain with its mysteries of learning and
consciousness. In this regard, C&H follow other contemporary thinkers in conceiving of how such mental phenomena as
memory or consciousness emerge from the self-organized complexity of interconnected neurons acting together (p. 281).
The number of these connections is about one thousand million million or 1015 (p. 283). So the key question concerns
how they evolve with adaptive advantages that enhance fitness for survival (p. 283).
Connected by “a dense jungle of synapses” (p. 288), the firing of a neuron is “an emergent, nonlinear property of its
design and interactions with other neurons” (p. 288) – with some signals boosting, others inhibiting, the probability that a
neuron fires (p. 289) – so that “The output of a neuron depends crucially on the timing and type of signals it receives” (p.
289). These “connections between the neurons during learning … underpin the emergent properties of networks of
neurons, which in turn underpin the emergent properties of networks of networks – that is, the global properties of the
brain itself” (p. 294). This process reflects the mechanisms underlying the cell assemblies proposed by Donald Hebb and
how these embody the learning of associations from everyday experience:
The most important emergent property of such detailed brain activity is that experience of the real world
strengthens and weakens synaptic connections between brain cells…. During learning, synaptic
connection strengths would be increased if a neuron fires at the same time as one or more neurons
connected to it…. Action potentials not only carry signals between neurons, their metabolic wake also
alters the circuits over which they are transmitted…. Because of this plasticity, or adaptability, of neural
connections, instruction by the world enables the brain to self-organize networks for recognizing
objects…. The result of these underlying molecular mechanisms is that the structure of the brain adapts
to reflect the connections between events in the real world (p. 295).
Such a process is essential to the formation of memory and the generation of meaning (p. 296). Though purely theoretical
at the start, over time, Hebb’s original concepts have been supported by subsequent empirical work (p. 297). Further, they
bear an obvious similarity to certain DOCAS-related ideas – as when a memory is viewed as a basin of attraction for the
recall of interconnected information (p. 301).
Extrapolating from all this, computational neuroscience has developed the so-called connectionist paradigm, as in the
parallel processing systems represented by the artificial neural networks of Rumelhart and McClelland’s multilayer
perceptrons (mentioned earlier):
Artificial neural networks mimic the brain’s complexity through their nonlinearity and high degree of
interconnectivity among their nodes. Like the brain, they are inherently parallel devices that can do many
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things concurrently. Qualitatively, their processors behave like neurons and the connections between
them act like synapses. Any “programming” of such a net consists of rules to alter the all-important
strengths of connections between processors. And the “programs” that solve various problems emerge
within such networks spontaneously (p. 302).
Scientists have come to regard this sort of connectionist model as the key to an understanding of consciousness:
“Artificial neural networks and parallel processing consistently feature in many current efforts to pin down the
phenomenon of consciousness” (p. 320). In short, consciousness is viewed as a property that emerges from the
multifarious interactions among interconnected parts of the brain (p. 320).
Here, a key question concerns whether we can artificially simulate consciousness (p. 320). Using arguments based on the
principle underlying Gödel’s undecidability theorem, Roger Penrose and others have argued against the possibility of
artificial consciousness. Michael Arbib, among others, has replied that brain-like neural networks are not subject to
Gödel’s conclusions because they “are not intended to be logical inference engines but machines that interact with and
explore the world”: “In the jargon, these machines are ‘situated’ so that they can constantly match their behavior to that
of the world” (p. 323). Unlike Gödel’s closed mathematical systems, the essence of the brain as a complex adaptive
system is its dynamic openness to inputs from the environment (i.e., its status as a DOCAS).
In searching for final conclusions and following Freeman Dyson, C&H expand on Gödel’s theorem to suggest that truth
can be determined only by considering its meaning in a larger context (p. 330). In other words, “we must try to
understand the world in more global terms, through the interactions between its components” (p. 330). This is the essence
of a DOCAS. From this perspective, life is an emergent property (p. 330). So is a human being or a mind, a species or an
ecosystem (p. 331). All are “highly interconnected webs … ruled by subtle nonlinear feedback effects” (p. 331).
Again we find the observation (especially crucial to the perspective of business) – here, attributed to Robert May, Martin
Nowak, and David Tilman – that the more well-adapted you are at present, the more you need to worry that future
environmental change will threaten your long-run survival: “the group’s model predicts that the most successful
competitors – organisms that often play a dominant role in the ecosystem – are most likely to vanish” (p. 332). Put
differently, successful survivors have an enormous incentive to protect the environment on which their survival is based,
lest that basis be eroded with disastrous consequences: “Lovelock’s concept of Gaia provides a metaphor that eloquently
demonstrates that destroying our environment is tantamount to destroying ourselves” (p. 332).
Turning from the natural sciences to the world of the humanities, C&H borrow the concept of memes from Richard
Dawkins to argue that ideas (hit tunes, clothing fads, slang, new gadgets, managerial buzz words) spread in the manner of
a virus according to a connectionist process analogous to an epidemic (p. 334; cf. Moore 1999 and Gladwell 2000,
discussed later in this Appendix). In between natural science and the humanities, economics has reluctantly begun to
acknowledge that it studies complex adaptive systems whose dynamics depend on the financial survival of the fittest (p.
335). For example, Robert May has adapted DOCAS-related methods from biology to investigate fluctuations in the
stock market (p. 336). Here, “Part of the trick … is to develop methods for detecting the fingerprints of chaos in
apparently random data”: “Such work has helped to provide the all-important evidence that the complex behavior of
financial markets is predictable to some extent” (p. 336). Others have applied game theory to competitive strategy (p.
336). Still others have applied DOCAS-based models to examine various social phenomena such as population growth,
collective behavior, and the formation of communities (p. 337).
In these concluding paragraphs, Coveney and Highfield (1995) range over a wide variety of material, limning a veritable
smorgasbord of DOCAS-related phenomena: the Internet (p. 338); the arts in general (p. 339); dramatic productions in
particular (p. 340); the popularity of posters and graphic prints based on fractal patterns having “an intrinsic beauty that
engenders a response in many akin to that experienced by observing nature and human works of art, whether realistic or
abstract” (p. 341); and – Hey! – the design of shampoo bottles (p. 342). C&H give special attention to the artworks of
Karl Sims produced by means of genetic algorithms that allow for the survival of the most aesthetically appealing designs
(p. 342). Again, I am forcefully struck – even startled – by the degree to which one of these Simsian creations (Plate 12b)
resembles my own photographs of complex patterns reflected in water.
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Near the end, waxing philosophical, Coveney and Highfield (1995) ask a rhetorical question that should solidify the
importance and generality of the topics so admirably covered by their excellent treatise: “What subject other than
complexity has something to say on such a diverse range of issues from emergence, life, and intelligence, through beauty
and art, to death and extinction” (p. 343)? Serious contemplation of this question should convince virtually all of us –
from whatever discipline – that, like it or not, we shall need to embrace the science of chaos and complexity. To speed
our progress, Coveney and Highfield (1995) have offered an exceedingly valuable introduction that should also serve as a
source of insight and inspiration.
Section 1.6: Steven Johnson on Emergence
High on the insight-and-inspiration continuum, I would place the book by the popular writer Steven Johnson (2001) on
Emergence: The Connected Lives of Ants, Brains, Cities, and Software. Those who recall the earlier treatise by Johnson
(1997) on the mind-shaping and sensibility-defining influence of the Interface Culture surrounding the new information
technologies will correctly anticipate a clarity and vigor of writing style that few dealing with essentially technical
material have managed to muster.
In Emergence, Johnson (2001) presents a wonderfully lucid account of how systems as seemingly diverse as an urban
society, an ant colony, a human brain, or a slime mold organize themselves into structures with remarkable problemsolving capacities. Composed of interacting parts – people, ants, neurons, or cells, with each separate participant
following only the most simple rules of behavior – such systems manage to self-organize into emergent patterns of
successful adaptation:
Such a system would define the most elemental form of complex behavior: a system with multiple agents
dynamically interacting in multiple ways, following local rules and oblivious to any higher-level
instructions. But it wouldn’t truly be considered emergent until those local interactions resulted in some
kind of discernible macrobehavior … a higher-level pattern arising out of parallel complex interactions
between local agents (p. 19).
Thus does global behavior arise out of interactions among its component parts (p. 82). The slime mold finds its way
through a maze (p. 11). The ant colony locates the shortest route to a food supply (p. 74). The brain recognizes a face (p.
133). The city self-organizes into neighborhoods (p. 89) and develops an artist enclave, a financial center, or a diamond
district (p. 91, p. 107). Among the more interesting aspects of Johnson’s analysis is his view of the environment as an
embodiment of information and of the city as a gigantic information-storage and -retrieval device (p. 108).
Such phenomena lend themselves to computer simulation via routines like Mitch Resnick’s StarLogo – a “tool for
visualizing self-organizing systems” (p. 164) – say, a forest fire, a traffic jam, or a flock of birds: “At its core, StarLogo is
optimized for modeling emergent systems …, and so the building blocks for any StarLogo program are familiar ones:
local interactions between large numbers of agents, governed by simple rules of mutual feedback” (p. 167).
And, speaking of computer simulations, we here encounter a self-consciously explicit use of the spatial metaphor
mentioned earlier in connection with the evolutionary imperative of attaining an optimal location or an ecological niche:
Imagine the space of all possible … programs spread out like a physical landscape, with more successful
programs residing at higher elevations, and less successful programs lurking in the valleys. Evolutionary
software is a way of blindly probing that space, looking for gradients that lead to higher elevations (p.
171).
The challenge in such a fitness landscape is to find the proverbial Mt. Everest. For Johnson, the final stage of all this
appears when we intentionally build emergent systems to organize multifarious aspects of our lives – choosing a new CD,
creating an artwork, finding a mate, browsing the World Wide Web (p. 21, p. 124). The various approaches to
recommender systems, such as the collaborative filtering method developed by Patti Maes and her colleagues at MIT,
promise to do exactly that (p. 207). (For further discussion of these and other intelligent agents, see Johnson 1997,
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Chapter Six.) When collaborative filtering is applied to a television-selection device such as TiVo or Replay, each viewer
will become a self-organized personal programmer (p. 212). Advertising will either disappear for lack of an audience or
find a way to weave itself into the viewer’s programming tastes via product placements, improved entertainment value, or
better targeting (p. 214).
Here, Emergence concludes where Interface Culture began – with a vision of society as transformed by the relevant
technologies, as self-organized in every area of cultural tastes, with the Web viewed as “the largest and most advanced
man-made self-organizing system on the planet” (p. 226):
Think of the media world as a StarLogo simulation…. It begins with … a million free-floating agents,
roaming aimlessly across the landscapes like those original slime mold cells. All chaos, no order. And
then, slowly, clusters begin to form, shapes emerging out of the shapelessness (p. 219)…. Many appear
based on patterns in our cultural tastes that we never knew existed, because we lacked the tools to
perceive them…. These new shapes will be like the aggregations of slime mold cells that we first
encountered at the very beginning of this book…. they will be like the neighborhoods of Paris or New
York City. They will be like those other shapes because they will be generated by the same underlying
processes: pattern-matching, negative feedback, ordered randomness, distributed intelligence (p. 220).
Section 1.7: Sardar-and-Abrams on Chaos and Lesmoir-Gordon & Co. on Fractal Geometry
For those who can’t be bothered with the rather lengthy treatments of chaos and complexity provided by the likes of
Gleick (1988), Waldrop (1992), Capra (1996), Lewin (1999), Coveney-and-Highfield (1995), or Johnson (2001), Totem
Books offers a couple of entries in their series of Science/Study Guides that may prove attractive. In general, this series
appears to be dedicated to the proposition that the more a topic becomes esoteric and difficult, the more it deserves
dumbed-down coverage in an easily accessible form. Thus, various Totem guides cover such themes as Quantum Theory,
Postmodernism, Marx, Wittgenstein, Semiotics, Ethics, Cultural Studies, and … modestly enough … The Universe –
probably, I would guess, in something less than the degree of depth that one might expect from a full-fledged college or
graduate-level course devoted to the relevant issues. These works are to their topics what Cliff Notes are to Moby Dick
and Great Expectations or what the Classics Illustrated comic books are to Ivanhoe and The Odyssey.
In this spirit and of particular pertinence to our present concerns, we encounter Totem guides on the subjects of
Introducing Chaos by Ziauddin Sardar and Iwona Abrams (1998) and Introducing Fractal Geometry by Nigel LesmoirGordon, Will Rood, and Ralph Edney (2000). At the risk of too greatly simplifying what has already been leveled to its
lowest common denominator, I shall offer just a few brief comments on each of these introductory texts.
Sardar-and-Abrams on Chaos – Introducing Chaos by Sardar-and-Abrams (1998) provides graphic displays and very
brief descriptions intended to cover the essence of chaos in a manner palatable to the layman-in-a-hurry. It is the sort of
volume that a speed-reader could pick up at the airport bookstore and finish while the plane is still taxiing on the runway
before takeoff.
In short order, we learn that “The phenomenon of chaos is an astounding and controversial discovery” – a point
emphasized by a strange character wearing an even stranger seashell-like hat with a cartoon bubble suggesting that “If
chaos theory fulfills its potential, it will dramatically change the way we view the natural world and ourselves” (p. 5).
This change will encompass a conception of the universe as “at once deterministic and … capable of … unpredictability”
(p. 6). This perspective, rather vaguely, has something to do with a shift from Euclidean to fractal geometry (p. 8). It
hinges on “The ability of simple models … to generate highly irregular behavior” (p. 9).
After some basic definitions – variables, systems, (non)linearity, (a)periodicity – and one priceless quote to the effect that
“Change is inevitable, except from a vending machine” (p. 11), Sardar-and-Abrams (S&A) give us a fuzzy diagram of
Robert May’s logistic equation with an unintelligible description of period doubling (p. 18), a puzzling account of
nonlinear feedback (p. 21), a vague explanation of sensitive dependence as the “signature of chaos” (p. 26), and a brief
capsule history of Benoit Mandelbrot’s futile attempts to make sense on the subject of fractals and related topics (p. 28).
In the latter connection, S&A revisit such ideas as the infinite coastline of Britain (which they do manage to demonstrate
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convincingly), fractional dimensionality (which they are not alone in their inability to explain with clarity), self-similarity
(which they somehow manage to obfuscate beyond redemption), and the ubiquity of fractals in nature (which they
imprecisely suggest with the help of that same androgynous seashell-wearing cartoon character lasciviously inviting the
reader to “Come over and see my fractals sometime,” p. 36).
From there, it’s on to Edward Lorenz and his sensitive dependence (p. 43), his strange attractors (p. 45) in phase space (p.
47), and his combination of the two – metaphorically speaking – to yield the “butterfly effect” (p. 55). Next, it’s David
Ruelle on turbulence (water running rapidly from the tap or butterfly-shaped smoke pluming into the air from the cigarette
of the she-male cartoon, p. 60); more on the bifurcations in Robert May’s logistic population equation (hardly clarified by
their description as the “snake in the mathematical grass,” p. 64); a baffling evocation of the constant discovered by
Mitchell Feigenbaum (which the authors seem to believe will gain in meaning if they carry it out to ten decimal places –
4.6692016090 – but which they never explain in any intelligible way, p. 66); Ilya Prigogine and his dissipative structures
(capped by another delicious quote to the effect that “Time is what keeps everything from happening at once,” p. 71); Li
and Yorke’s period-three chaos (which, in the hands of S&A, remains as mysterious as ever); and – just when you
thought it was safe to go back into the turbulent but strangely attractive waters of “chaos” – a discouraging confession that
it would really make more sense to call all this “complexity” (viewed as a “balance of order and chaos” located at the
“edge of chaos,” p. 82).
This appearance of complexity (a.k.a. the DOCAS view) opens the door to self-organization – as in a flock of birds or an
economy based on market exchanges (p. 83). If complexity comes, can adaptation (p. 84), Gaia (p. 85), and the Santa Fe
Institute (p. 86) be far behind? And don’t forget those managerially reassuring practicalities – as embodied in the userfriendly term coined by Anderla, Dunning, and Forge – namely, “chaotics”: “Together, chaos and complexity spell
chaotics” (p. 88). Hey, chaotics explains everything from supernovas (p. 89) to planetary orbits (p. 90) to quantum
physics (p. 98) to … well … economics (p. 106).
In the latter connection, S&A revisit Brian Arthur’s theme of increasing returns (p. 108), expressed (very approximately
and rather clumsily) as follows:
Computers, software, fiber optics, and telecommunications equipment, medical electronics and
pharmaceuticals are all subject to increasing returns (p. 112)…. Positive feedback drives up sales once a
threshold in economy has been reached and the market has been driven to a threshold of education and
promotion. As more people adopt a specific technology, the more it improves and the more attractive it
looks to the designers/adopters and to would-be manufacturers and sellers (p. 113).
Think of VHS (p. 114). Think of Microsoft (p. 117). Then apply your chaos-inspired insights to management (p. 118);
get hip to the butterfly effect (p. 121); and realize that “forecasting has to be a holistic and continuous process with
feedback, sensitive dependence and nonlinear developments kept firmly in view” (p. 123). Is this a polite way to rephrase
our dawning awareness concerning the impossibility of long-term forecasting? Apparently so if we think, for example, of
the weather – with its strange attractor (climate) and its quintessential long-term unpredictability (p. 146).
By this point – as S&A turn their increasingly scattered attention to such topics as post-normal science (p. 156); the use of
fractals in Islamic art (p. 161); and a Taoist view of the world as kaleidoscopic (p. 165) – the formerly androgynous
seashell lady, I’m noticing, has begun to look way better and has even started to resemble Miss Universe (p. 150) or one
of those strangely attractive women in Henri Matisse’s The Dance (p. 166). At the end, we learn with a small shock that
this cyborg-like character is a real person (Teresa Frodyma, playing the role of Cordiallia Cauliflower and probably
drawing up the papers for a lawsuit even as we speak), who has been egregiously ill-served by Iwona Abrams in her
capacity as “illustrator and printmaker … Graduated from the Krakow Academy of Fine Arts in Poland and the Royal
College of Art in London” (p. 176). And Ziauddin Sardar? Well, he is a self-described journalist who – you guessed it –
lives “on the edge of chaos” (p. 176). Over the edge, I would say.
In short, the common denominator of everything said so far about the exegesis created by Sardar-and-Abrams (1998) is
that if you did/didn’t understand a particular concept before your exposure to Introducing Chaos, you will/won’t
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understand it when you have finished. Any increment to your knowledge of chaos comes mostly from the convenience of
having your favorite chaos-related topics listed for easy review. Could any set of crib notes do more?
Lesmoir-Gordon, Rood, and Edney on Fractal Geometry – Apparently, Yes! Thus – turning to Introducing Fractal
Geometry by Nigel Lesmoir-Gordon, Will Rood, and Ralph Edney (2000), whose none-too-promising credentials mostly
include experience in film production, animation, and graphic illustration – we find an altogether more satisfactory
presentation, in both style and content, than that which characterized the earlier volume on chaos. Overall, the
descriptions are more clear and the visual displays more informative than in the preceding work. Indeed, Fractal
Geometry by Lesmoir-Gordon & Co. strikes me as everything a good introduction should be – concise and suitable for the
layperson, yet vivid and thorough enough to provide some real insights.
L-G & Co. begin with a pep talk on the importance of fractals as “a revolutionary breakthrough in our comprehension of
reality” (p. 3). As established by Benoit Mandelbrot and others, nature is not smooth in the manner of Euclidean
geometry (squares, circles, and triangle) but rather has rough edges (p. 6) in the manner of the shapes described by fractal
geometry (the structure of a tree, mountain, or bolt of lightening). These fractal shapes are “detailed at all scales” (p. 7)
and are characterized by “self-similarity” (p. 25) – as in the Cantor Set (which is built from scaled-down copies of itself,
p. 20) or the Koch Curve (which places triangles on triangles in an endless iteration, p. 26) – both of which give rise to
non-integer or fractional dimensionality (p. 27).
L-G & Co. explain this difficult concept of the fractional Hausdorff dimensionality very nicely. Specifically, an Ndimensional shape contains MN 1/M-sized copies of itself (e.g., a cube in three dimensions contains 23 or eight 1/2-sized
copies of itself and 33 or 27 1/3-sized copies of itself). Extrapolating, a Koch Segment contains four 1/3-sized copies of
itself; so its dimensionality (N) is given by 4 = 3N or log(4) = log(3N) or log(4) = Nlog(3) or log(4)/log(3) = N = 1.26 (p.
28). You won’t find this tricky concept of fractional dimensionality explained anywhere else with greater clarity. I
promise.
Indeed, L-G & Co. give us a handy heuristic for estimating the fractal dimensionality of a curve: Place the curve on an
MxM grid (A) and a 2Mx2M grid (B) of the same size; count the number of cells the curve passes through in each grid
(CA and CB); and compute log(CB/CA)/log(2) ~ N (p. 30, my terminology). All this leads to the conclusion that – because
of its fractal nature – the coastline of Britain, as you measure it at smaller and smaller scales, is infinite (p. 35) and has a
fractal dimension, like the Koch Curve, of about 1.26 (p. 37).
Similarly, L-G & Co. show how fractal patterns such as the Sierpinski gasket (p. 39) bear a strong resemblance to (say)
Celtic art (p. 41) and to the structure of (say) a fern (p. 42) – all this depending on self-similar iteration at smaller scales of
measurement, comparable to the half-circle extensions used to construct a seashell-like shape (p. 42). Further, fractals are
strange attractors that – given their ubiquity in nature – are really not so “strange” after all (p. 45).
L-G & Co. then provide an admirably clear account of the logistic equation Xt+1 = rXt(1 – Xt) (p. 54, my notation); its
application to population dynamics; and Robert May’s discovery of bifurcation points and period doubling – as when
plotting the iteratively generated values starting at X = 0.2 for r = 3.5 (p. 60), nicely diagrammed in a manner that
illustrates the self-similarity of the underlying pattern (p. 63). Further, L-G & Co. explain the Feigenbaum constant in a
manner that the lay reader might actually stand some chance of comprehending: namely that – if successive bifurcations
in the aforementioned equation or in other natural phenomena occur at t+x, t+y, and t+z – then [(t+y) – (t+x)]/[(t+z) –
(t+y)] Æ 4.669201660910 as t increases (p. 64, my notation).
The authors then turn to a consideration of complex numbers of the form X + iY [where i = (-1)1/2] (p. 68); their
representation in a complex plane defined by X- and Y-axes (p. 69); and the mapping of the Mandelbrot Set (M-Set) for
which Zt+1 = Zt2 + C (with Z0 = 0 and with C chosen arbitrarily over a wide range of values). With an arbitrary initial
value of C and with Zt plotted iteratively, one produces a Julia Set tending to show a high level of self-similarity (p. 87).
Moreover – as t increases for each initial value of C, with the X- and/or Y-value(s) in Zt diverging toward infinity
(disconnected Julia Set) or not (connected Julia Set) – if one plots these disconnected/connected C-values as white/black,
respectively, one obtains the M-Set (p. 91) with (again) its striking degree of recursively embedded self-similarity, as
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beautifully illustrated by mappings of the M-Set boundary at increasing levels of magnification or zooming-in (p. 93).
Indeed, “Tan Lei proved that the M-set is asymptotically similar to Julia sets near any point on its boundary” –
establishing not only a mathematical but also a visual connection between the two (p. 93). L-G & Co. demonstrate how
zooming in on the boundary of the M-Set shows self-similar patterns of startling beauty (p. 97), though the economies of
their black-and-white presentation preclude the sort of dazzling color extravaganzas provided by some of the authors
reviewed earlier (e.g., Gleick 1988; Coveney and Highfield 1995).
All this leads to a consideration of the remarkable ubiquity of fractal patterns in nature – in mountain ranges, the fronds of
a fern, or the circulatory system (p. 100); in the shapes of land masses or cloud formations (p. 101); in the spread of a
forest fire (p. 102) or an epidemic (p. 103); in the electro-plating process (p. 104) or the viscous fingering of a liquid (p.
105); in the growth-by-aggregation of coral, trees, or snowflakes (p. 106); in the structure of our lungs or brains (p. 108);
in bone fractures (p. 119) and the rhythm of heartbeats (p. 120); in the composition of polymers and ceramic materials (p.
121); in the “organic” and “very beautiful” patterns that characterize the flocking of birds, the shoaling of fish, or the
movements of human crowds (pp. 130-131); in the night sky (p. 132) and the structure of the universe (p. 135); in various
practical applications such as image compression (p. 140), data storage (p. 142), or scenery animation (p. 142); in tracking
the stock market (p. 144), wherein “movements of a stock or currency all look alike when a market chart is enlarged or
reduced so that it fits the same time and price scale” (p. 147) and wherein the parts-whole relationship shows a high level
of “self-affinity” (p. 148) that can be modeled by a mathematical generator (p. 150). Here, with obvious relevance to
business, “The beauty of fractal geometry is that it makes possible a model general enough to reproduce the patterns that
characterize portfolio theory’s placid markets as well as the tumultuous trading conditions often encountered” (p. 152).
And, speaking of beauty, let us not forget the application of fractals to art and their relevance to the aesthetic aspects of
design – as found, for example, in Buddhist mandalas (p. 154); in the self-similar patterns of Islamic decorative art of the
type that appears in mosaics or carpets (p. 156); in Celtic artifacts (p. 157); in Japanese seascapes (p. 158); in the drawings
by M. C. Escher or the paintings by Jackson Pollock (p. 159); in the “1/f noise” that characterizes both natural sounds
such as waterfalls or bird songs and musical pieces such as those by Bach or the Beatles and that involves “the same
dynamic balance between predictability and surprise, between dull monotony and random discord” (p. 161, where we note
a strong echo of the viewpoints expressed so influentially by Meyer [1956, 1967]); in the successfully self-similar
architectural design of (say) a gothic cathedral (p. 163) or the Paris Opera House (p. 164) or the Eiffel Tower (p. 165), as
compared with the drab boxiness of the Bauhaus School (p. 162). In short, wherever you look in the world of the arts …
fractals.
The beauty of the book by Lesmoir-Gordon & Co. (2000) is that it gives us plentiful examples, all with a wholesomely
intuitive appeal, while also providing enough of the underlying mathematical logic that we can begin to appreciate the
important fundamental mechanics of fractal phenomena in the world around us. This kind of introduction temptingly
invites us to inquire further – indeed, pushing us in the direction of turning to books authored by the real scientists who
have developed chaos-and-complexity theory. Accordingly, in Part 2, we shall turn to some of the works by those who
have given us overviews written by the original thinkers themselves, telling it straight “from the horse’s mouth.”
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PART 2: FROM THE HORSE’S MOUTH
Section 2.1: Edward Lorenz on Chaos
To supplement the introductory reviews described at length in Part 1 of this Appendix, various scientists who have
themselves contributed to the chaos-and-complexity revolution have written their own personal accounts of chaos and/or
complexity theory. Usually, these adopt a somewhat more idiosyncratic viewpoint than would be expected of a more
general introductory text, often focusing narrowly on key aspects of the author’s own contributions or on those closely
related to his particular interests. Such books include the following (considered roughly in chronological order): The
Essence of Chaos by Edward Lorenz (1993); At Home in the Universe by Stuart Kauffman (1995); Hidden Order by John
Holland (1995); Emergence by John Holland (1998); The Complexity of Cooperation by Robert Axelrod (1997); and A
New Kind of Science by Stephen Wolfram (2002). A consideration of these works will occupy us for this and the next
five sections of Part 2, beginning with the work by Edward Lorenz (1993) on The Essence of Chaos.
Lorenz (1993) describes his work on chaos from the perspective of one who pioneered this field of inquiry. Hence, his
presentation reads a bit like a detective story, albeit from a considerably more learned point of view. He begins by
defining chaos as “seemingly random and unpredictable behavior that nevertheless proceeds according to precise and
often easily expressed rules” (p. ix). Here, he emphasizes that he uses the term not in the sense of its colloquial
implications of “randomness” (p. 3) or “disorganized systems” (p. 4) but rather “to refer collectively to processes … that
appear to proceed according to chance even though their behavior is in fact determined by precise laws” (p. 4).
Lorenz (1993) is especially interested in dynamical systems that vary progressively over time and whose state at a
moment in time is specified by numerical values for a set of variables (p. 8). In such dynamical systems, two “almost
identical” states may be followed at a later time by “two states bearing no more resemblance than two states chosen at
random” – a situation that Lorenz, quite influentially, refers to as sensitively dependent on initial conditions (p. 8).
Indeed, ultimately, he takes this sensitive dependence on initial conditions (SDIC) as his definition of chaos (p. 8). Such
sensitive dependence implies “the impossibility of making perfect predictions” (p. 10) – as in the path of a steel ball in a
pinball machine (p. 11) or the failure to make accurate long-range weather forecasts (p. 12). Following Gleick (1988),
many people refer to sensitive dependence as the butterfly effect (p. 14). This term, it turns out, involves some ambiguity.
One interpretation hinges on the title of a paper delivered by Lorenz in 1972: “Does the Flap of a Butterfly’s Wings in
Brazil Set Off a Tornado in Texas?” (reproduced in this book as Appendix 1). Another interpretation stems from the
strange attractor in the shape of a butterfly, discovered by Lorenz and widely reproduced by others such as Gleick (1988).
Either way, it seems, Lorenz (1993) deserves credit as the father of the butterfly-effect concept and speaks with authority
when he suggests that “Perhaps the butterfly, with its seeming frailty and lack of power, is a natural choice for a symbol
of the small that can produce the great” (p. 15). In this spirit, a butterfly (foreground) in front of the Planet Earth
(background) adorns the cover of this book.
Meanwhile, the origins of the term chaos itself – such origins being something that appears to fascinate Lorenz (1993) –
appear to lie in a 1975 paper by Tien Yien Li and James Yorke called “Period Three Implies Chaos” (p. 20), but were
solidified via the popularization by Gleick (1988) (p. 21). Lorenz excels at providing examples of chaos in action (p. 25).
These include a simulated skier or sled descending a path filled with moguls (p. 32), for whom tiny differences in starting
points lead to wide variations in final positions (p. 33). Here, to repeat, “an essential property of chaotic behavior is that
nearby states will eventually diverge no matter how small the initial differences may be” (p. 32).
In some dynamic systems, however, states tend to “occur again and again” and are called attractors (p. 41). When such a
dynamic system is represented in phase space to show the sequence of its state variables over time (p. 41), such a “chain
of points” or orbit (p. 42) could occur at a single location (stability) or along a recurring cycle (periodicity) or along a
continuously varying path that never repeats (chaos). As named by David Ruelle and Floris Takens, the cross-section of
such an attractor – a Poincaré mapping – is a strange attractor if it represents the latter case (i.e., lack of repetition in the
Poincaré section) (p. 48): “A strange attractor, when it exists, is truly the heart of a chaotic system” (p. 50). For example,
a climate would be the strange attractor for the weather – that is, “the set of weather patterns that have at least some
chance of occasionally occurring” (p. 50).
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Lorenz (1993) also describes bifurcations – changes in which a system makes a transition from steady to periodic or from
periodic to chaotic … or back again (p. 69). Bifurcation diagrams show sequences of bifurcations that occur as a system
parameter varies over a range of values (p. 70). Of particular interest are period-doubling bifurcations, in which the
periodicity of a system doubles as the value of a variable increases (p. 71). Lorenz assures us that “Sequences of perioddoubling bifurcations, ending in chaos, are ubiquitous features of dynamical systems” (p. 71). But, unfortunately, he does
not explain this phenomenon clearly enough to permit the non-specialist reader to make much sense of it.
From here, Lorenz (1993) turns to an example to which most of us can relate more easily – namely, as a meteorologist, his
specialty … the weather. In response to the age-old question of why we cannot forecast the weather more accurately, he
replies – in effect – that, well, it’s because the weather is so complex: “the atmosphere [is] an intricate dynamical system,
and … its irregularities are manifestations of chaos” (p. 79). I, personally, would be willing to accept this assertion as
quite obvious at face value. But Lorenz makes a real story out of it – beginning with the difference between dynamic
meteorology (which treats the atmosphere as a dynamic system) and synoptic meteorology (which maps the weather and
looks for developing patterns) (p. 82). To oversimplify a bit, the dynamicist tries to calculate the weather, whereas the
synoptician uses today’s westward-moving weather in Pennsylvania to predict tomorrow’s in New York (p. 84). The
predicament of the former reminds us of the old joke about the economist who loses his friend’s telephone number and
spends the rest of the day trying to estimate it. Apparently, the dynamic meteorologist is not much more successful.
Thus, Lorenz takes pains to convince his readers that the weather is one terrifically complex dynamic system, whose
chaotic nature foils any attempt at long-range prediction via even the most advanced modeling or simulation (p. 86).
Toward the end of this discussion, for those still not convinced, he describes a weather model in the form of a dynamic
system based on five million variables (p. 101). Such a model can produce good short-range forecasts. But, because the
atmosphere is chaotic, the system shows sensitive dependence, and this butterfly effect imposes serious limits on the
accuracy of its long-range forecasts (p. 102). Lorenz concludes that “Perhaps the principal lesson is that we still have
much to learn about what can happen in chaotic dynamical systems with many interconnected parts” (p. 108).
From the weather, Lorenz (1993) proceeds to other examples of chaos – described as “a few scenes from the drama of our
growing awareness of chaos” and geared toward the realization that chaos may be found “lurking almost everywhere” (p.
113): “phenomena governed by relatively uncomplicated laws, often expressible as deterministic mathematical equations,
need not behave in the predictable manner that the laws or equations might lead one to expect” (p. 113). Chaos lurks, for
example, in the simulations of planetary movements designed by George William Hill (p. 114); in the analyses of
Poincaré, who was fond of beginning sentences with “La prediction devient impossible…” (p. 118); in the weather (p.
119); in the pinball machine (p. 120); in George David Birkoff’s systems of equations to represent dynamic processes (p.
121); and in Stephen Smale’s horseshoe-shaped transformations of a square (p. 125).
Lorenz (1993), I am sorry to say, describes all this in a far from lucid manner. But he gains greater clarity when he turns
to his own adventures in chaos while working in the Department of Meteorology at MIT. Specifically, while investigating
a system of equations for the computer-based simulation of weather patterns, Lorenz used a trial-and-error approach to
find parameters that would give the nonperiodic behavior he sought (p. 133). More or less by accident, he discovered that
if the input values differed by just a trivial rounding error, the outputs diverged so as to differ totally:
The initial round-off errors were the culprits; they were steadily amplifying until they dominated the
solution. In today’s terminology, there was chaos…. It soon struck me that, if the real atmosphere
behaved like the simple model, long-range forecasting would be impossible (p. 136).
Lorenz (1993) also describes his discovery of the butterfly-shaped strange attractor (p. 141). And, for a homely touch, he
explains how to make a water wheel out of paper cups and a lazy Susan (p. 144) so as to illustrate the phase-transition
phenomenon wherein the wheel spins “clockwise for a while and then counterclockwise for a while” (p. 143).
Lorenz (1993) then turns to counts of references to his own work in the Science Citation Index (p. 145) as an indication of
the fact that chaos-related ideas have begun to gain wide acceptance – “the idea that chaos was something to be sought
rather than avoided” (p. 146). In this connection, Lorenz notes the interdisciplinary thrust of these developments:
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Perhaps the more distinguishing feature of the outburst was its spread from one field of endeavor to
another. From mathematics, astronomy, and the earth sciences, a general awareness of chaos soon
invaded physics, chemistry, and the life sciences, and ultimately the social sciences and the arts (p. 147).
As examples, he cites the aforementioned work of the mathematical biologist Robert May on population dynamics (p.
147); that of the chemist Otto Rössler on a model of chemical reactions represented by a system of three differential
equations (p. 148); and that of various others on everything from predator-prey coevolution to heartbeat arrhythmia to
business cycles (p. 149). With relevance to the arts, he notes the example of theme-and-variation or structure-departurereconciliation in music: “Listen to almost any major work of Brahms – the third movement of his First Symphony, for
example – and you will hear him say something and then say it a bit differently the second time, and still differently the
third time” (p. 150; again, for the classic statement of these music-related insights, see Meyer [1956, 1967]).
Lorenz (1993) concludes with some remarks on nonlinearity, complexity, fractals, and related themes. After noting that
“though chaos demands nonlinearity, nonlinearity does not ensure chaos” (p. 163), he turns to a consideration of the
Mandelbrot Set (M-Set) in what has to be the least intelligible description of this fractal pattern that I have yet
encountered (pp. 163-164) – not counting that by Mandelbrot (1982) himself, of course. Such passages illustrate a rather
frustrating aspect of the Lorenz style: almost trivially simplistic statements followed by bewilderingly impenetrable
elaborations.
One can only speculate how helpful this book might have been if its author had held himself to the standard of clarity
throughout. As an example of writing in the service of clarification, when describing the concept of a fractal as a system
with fractional dimensionality (p. 170), Lorenz (1993) gives an illustration – both verbal and visual – that makes this
concept of fractional dimensionality at least moderately accessible, though not as clear as the explanation offered by
Lesmoir-Gordon & Co. (2000, p. 27, discussed earlier):
Consider, for example, the result of starting with a single square, and then successively dividing every
square into four smaller squares and discarding each upper-right new square as it is produced. The first
step will produce a fat letter “L,” the second will produce a staircase with four steps and a square hole,
and the end result … will be a set of line segments forming nested isosceles triangles…. we would have
to triple the number of squares at each step. It follows that if d is the dimension, 2d = 3, so that d = 1.586
(Lorenz 1993, p. 169). [Actually, d = 1.5849625 ~ 1.585; but let’s not be picky.]
In other words, the dimensionality (d) is the power to which 2 (the doubling on each dimension) is raised to capture the
multiplication by 3 (the tripling) of elements that occurs at each successive stage in generating the fractal pattern. Though
still somewhat elusive, this explanation offers at least a conscientious attempt to elucidate the nature of fractional
dimensionality. Lorenz also explains how fractals of the type just described display the property of self-similarity in
which “pieces, when suitably magnified, will each become identical to the whole system” (p. 170). And he follows this
with clear instructions for drawing various fractal trees that virtually anyone with a sharp pen, a ruler, a protractor, and far
more patience than I happen to possess could easily follow (pp. 174-177). Lorenz concludes with a tidbit intended to tie
fractals to chaos theory – namely, the provocative revelation that “strange attractors are fractals” (p. 176). Anyone
understanding the author’s tortured effort to demonstrate this point convincingly must have a mind far more profound than
mine. But, hey, it’s complicated. What else would you expect from complexity science?
Section 2.2: Stuart Kauffman’s Home in the Universe
In At Home in the Universe, Stuart Kauffman (1995) offers another viewpoint on complexity science from the perspective
of one who, thanks to his central role at the Santa Fe Institute, has been at the center of developments in this field. Indeed,
Kauffman might well be the most oft-cited and frequently-quoted participant in the accounts by those writing about chaos
and complexity for the popular press. So his views on the topic deserve our most careful attention.
The main focus of Kauffman’s book appears in its subtitle: The Search for Laws of Self-Organization and Complexity.
Indeed, Kauffman’s main contribution stems from his conviction that all the order we see in the world around us cannot
have come from the process of natural selection working on random mutations but must instead have originated in the
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tendency for systems to self-organize. To the Darwinian emphasis on a two-fold process of random mutation and natural
selection, Kauffman adds a revised story based on self-organization plus reproduction and survival of the fittest.
Kauffman (1995) announces this major theme as early as the first paragraph of his “Preface,” making it clear (rather
poetically) that he feels uncomfortable with the Darwinian assumption that we and the world around us are “accidents”:
As Darwin taught us, the order of the biological world evolves as natural selection sifts among random
mutations for the rare, useful forms. In this view of the history of life, organisms are cobbled-together
contraptions wrought by selection, the silent and opportunistic tinkerer. Science has left us as
unaccountably improbable accidents against the cold, immense backdrop of space and time…. Thirty
years of research have convinced me that … natural selection is important, but … Another source – selforganization – is the root of order (p. vii).
Five key features of At Home in the Universe appear in this brief Ansatzpunkt. First, we note the gracefulness of
Kauffman’s prose style – learned yet clear, precise yet rich in allusive and figurative language. Of those who have made
seminal scientific contributions to chaos-and-complexity theory, Kauffman clearly ranks as the flat-out best writer.
Second, we note the almost visceral aversion that Kauffman feels toward the premise that “we” biological creatures are
just “contraptions” created by a “tinkerer” against a “cold, immense backdrop” – the connotations at work here being
those of discomfort and disapprobation or what he later characterizes as a “spiritual hunger” (p. 4). Third, we note,
Kauffman brings the massive force of his brilliant scientific mind – bolstered by “thirty years of research” – to bear on the
examination of these issues in depth. Fourth, we note, the explanatory mechanism that Kauffman substitutes for random
mutations hinges on the power of “self-organization.” Here, he focuses on the complexity theorist’s fascination with the
nature of a dynamic open complex adaptive system (DOCAS) – with how the parts combine and interact to produce a
whole characterized by emergent properties – where “the complex whole may exhibit properties that are not readily
explained by understanding the parts” (pp. vii-viii): “The complex whole, in a completely nonmystical sense, can often
exhibit collective properties, ‘emergent’ features that are lawful in their own right” (p. viii). Fifth, we note, Kauffman
shows a deep concern for the whole hierarchy of forms – the progression from “molecules” to “cells” to “organisms” to
“markets and economies” to “ecosystems” to “the biosphere” (p. vii) – that characterizes the structure of the universe in
which he seeks to find us a home. Kauffman places humankind in the context of the complexity scientist’s answer to the
age-old concept of the Chain of Being. Rather than seeing us as having snuck in like accidental intruders, he wants us to
feel like welcome guests to whom the universe has flung open its doors and said, in effect, “Come on in, I was expecting
you.” In his words, “If I am right, this underlying order, further honed by selection, augurs a new place for us – expected,
rather than vastly improbable, at home in the universe in a newly understood way” (p. viii).
From the start, Kauffman (1995) makes it clear that he sees himself as embarked on a kind of spiritual quest – a “search
for the sacred” (p. 4) that will confront “the fundamental issues facing humanity” (p. 4) to help us “recover our sense of
worth” (p. 5) by regaining for us a “Home in the Universe” (Chapter 1). Pursuing this metaphor, he sees our “loss of
paradise” (p. 5) as beginning with the Copernican attack on the geocentric or terrestriocentric view that placed the planet
Earth at the center of the solar system and its replacement by a heliocentric view that put the sun at the hub of the earth’s
orbit (p. 5). Next, Newton came alone and showed that the universe and everything in it worked pretty much like a clock
(p. 6). Then, Darwin claimed that – just like tadpoles and monkeys – we are nothing but the product of accidental
mutations followed by eons of surviving as the fittest (p. 6). No wonder we feel a “moral anguish” accompanied by “a
broader quest to reinvent the sacred in our secular world” (p. 6). Kauffman summarizes such thoughts, in his
characteristically colorful prose, as follows:
Random variation, selection sifting. Here is the core, the root. Here lies the brooding sense of accident,
of historical contingency, of design by elimination. At least physics, cold in its calculus, implied a deep
order, an inevitability. Biology has come to seem a science of the accidental, the ad hoc, and we just one
of the fruits of this ad hocery. Were the tape played over, we like to say, the forms of organisms would
surely differ dramatically. We humans, a trumped-up, tricked-out, horn-blowing, self-important presence
on the globe, need never have occurred. So much for our pretensions; we are lucky to have our hour. So
much, too, for paradise (p. 7).
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Kauffman promises to counter all this with a scientifically-grounded faith based on demonstrations that the cheerless
Darwinian view is … well … “wrong” (p. 8). In its place, Kauffman preaches a doctrine based on the notion – rooted in
complexity theory – that order emerges spontaneously and is only later subjected to the forces of natural selection via
reproduction of the fittest. Herein lies the crux of his argument throughout the entire book:
For, as we shall see, the emerging sciences of complexity begin to suggest that the order is not all
accidental, that vast veins of spontaneous order lie at hand. Laws of complexity spontaneously generate
much of the order of the natural world. It is only then that selection comes into play, further molding and
refining…. I believe that this emergent order underlies not only the origin of life itself, but much of the
order seen in organisms today…. If all this is true, what a revision of the Darwinian worldview will lie
before us! Not we the accidental, but we the expected (p. 8).
Kauffman points out that the organized life we observe in the world around us tends to fly in the face of the gloomy
predictions made by the Second Law of Thermodynamics (p. 10). Indeed – very suddenly, during the Cambrian explosion
some 550 million years ago – most of the major phyla sprang forth in need of ecological niches in which to survive (p.
13). Of special interest to marketers, Kauffman compares this widespread emergence of organized forms with the process
of technological innovation in which (say) a bicycle first appears in a variety of shapes (big front wheels with tiny back
wheels, etc.) until, after winnowing the offerings most fit for survival, the selection process gradually settles down to
fairly marginal improvements on the few remaining designs (p. 14). Here, Kauffman explicitly draws the parallels that
connect marketing strategy with ecological evolution:
The parallels between branching evolution in the tree of life and branching evolution in the tree of
technology bespeak a common theme…. Conflicting design criteria, in organism or artifact, create
extremely difficult “optimization” problems – juggling acts in which the aim is to find the best array of
compromises. In such problems, crudely designed major innovations can be greatly improved by
dramatic variations on the new theme. Later on, as most of the major innovations have been tried,
improvements dwindle to mere fiddling with the details. If something like this is true, then evolution’s
cadences may find echoes in the evolution of artifacts and cultural forms we human tinkerers create (p.
14).
As one key to this evolutionary process, Kauffman stresses the concept of coevolution in which one species depends on
the niche created by other species that, in turn, depend on the niches created by it (p. 14). In essence, the progress of a
dynamic open complex adaptive system (DOCAS) depends on its ability to participate successfully in this coevolutionary
process – leading, overall, to an intricate ecosystem that represents a phenomenon of collective emergence (p. 15). This
coevolutionary impetus applies at all levels of the universal order – from frog to fern to “the latest partnership between
drug giant and small biotech firm”: “And, somehow, the burgeoning diversity of the Cambrian – where each new species
offers a novel niche or two to the others that feed on it, flee from it, or share with it – looks rather like the burgeoning
diversity of an economic system in which each new good or service affords a niche or two for other goods or services,
whose providers thereby make a living” (pp. 15-16). Kauffman searches for general laws that govern such phenomena.
These laws represent Kauffman’s quest for an explanation of order in the universe – which, as previously mentioned, he
sees as “a mystical longing, a sacred core” (p. 20) and which he is careful to distinguish from the sort of predictions that
chaos theory has demonstrated to be impossible because of such phenomena as the sensitive dependence on initial
conditions (SDIC) or the butterfly effect (p. 17). Such laws pertain to nonequilibrium systems or dissipative structures of
the type studied by Ilya Prigogine (p. 21). Often, the algorithms for such systems are “incompressible” – that is, cannot be
solved analytically but must instead be executed step-by-step to see where they will lead (p. 22). This again precludes
prediction but does not rule out the possibility of explanation based on the discovery of “deep and beautiful laws
governing that unpredictable flow” via a “theory of emergence” (p. 23).
Kauffman appears to deserve credit for coining a synonym for emergence that has found its way into many of the
published works on complexity science – namely, “Order for Free” (p. 23). The concept of order for free refers to the
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familiar idea of a DOCAS or Gestalt in which a whole is “greater than the sum of its parts” (p. 24) so that life “is not to be
located in its parts, but in the collective emergent properties of the whole they create” (p. 24). Kauffman contends that
such emergent order arises naturally and spontaneously within a complex adaptive system by means of its selforganization (p. 25). This is what he refers to as “order for free”: “Order, vast and generative, not fought for against the
entropic tides but freely available, undergirds all subsequent biological evolution” (p. 25).
Further, Kauffman believes that such ordered systems exist at the edge of chaos, poised near a phase transition where their
survival potential is maximized (p. 26). In this connection, he revives the metaphor of the fitness landscape – so
reminiscent of the marketing-related concept of a brand-positioning strategy – in which an organism, population, species,
or other object of interest moves through a space characterized by performance peaks and valleys of different heights and
depths toward higher performance peaks that afford the greater survival potential (p. 26). Quite importantly – just as any
DOCAS such as a business firm must adapt to the reciprocally adaptive strategies of its competitors – the processes of
coevolution that characterize any fitness landscape mean that, from the perspective of any one participant, the landscape
itself constantly adjusts to the behaviors of the other participants: “In coevolving systems, each partner clambers up its
fitness landscape toward its fitness peaks, even as that landscape is constantly deformed by the adaptive moves of its
coevolutionary partners” (p. 27). Here, quite explicitly, Kauffman draws on the metaphor introduced by Adam Smith:
“As if by an invisible hand, each adapting species acts according to its own selfish advantage, yet the entire system
appears magically to evolve to a poised state where, on average, each does as best as can be expected … Yet … is
eventually driven to extinction, despite its own best efforts, by the collective behavior of the system as a whole” (p. 27).
All this clarifies the connection with business and marketing, where “Like coevolutionary systems, economic systems link
the selfish activities of more or less myopic agents”: “as if by an invisible hand, the system may tune itself to the poised
edge of chaos where all players fare as well as possible, but ultimately exit the stage” (p. 28). Kauffman further
characterizes the edge of chaos as comparable to the sand-pile model proposed by Per Bak and his colleagues to capture
the notion of self-organized criticality in which many small avalanches and fewer larger ones will occur dependably but
unpredictably according to a power law at the heart of “Sandpiles, self-organized criticality, and the edge of chaos”: “If I
am right, the very nature of coevolution is to attain this edge of chaos, a web of compromises where each species prospers
as well as possible but where none can be sure if its best next step will set off a trickle or a landslide” (p. 29).
Spinning out his theory on “The Origins of Life” (Chapter 2) – after reviewing such precursors as Henri Bergson’s élan
vital, Hans Dreisch’s entelechy, Gregor Mendel’s genetic discoveries, Stanley Miller’s experimental creation of amino
acids, Watson and Crick’s breakthroughs concerning the DNA double helix, and Thomas Cech’s work with RNA
molecules acting as enzymes that catalyze reactions (ribozymes) – Kauffman (1995) argues that the more recent of such
accounts, though improving on the inadequacies of the earlier ones, fail to explain why “all living things seem to have a
minimal complexity below which it is impossible to go” (p. 42): “In short, the nude RNA or the nude ribozyme
polymerase offers no deep account of the observed minimal complexity of all free-living cells” (p. 43). Further, following
arguments compiled by Robert Shapiro, Kauffman contends that the chances of creating a functioning enzyme by chance
over the entire course of evolution are so tiny as to render the accidental appearance of life impossible (p. 44). He
provides some mathematical details to bolster this impossibility thesis, but I actually prefer the power of his visual
metaphor: “the likelihood of the event [as an accident] was comparable to the chances that a tornado sweeping through a
junkyard might assemble a Boeing 747 from the metals therein” (p. 45). Faced with such impossibilities, Kauffman
concludes that earlier thinkers have omitted an important explanatory component – namely, the power of self-organization
in which “metabolic networks … can spring full-grown from the primordial soup” (p. 45). “Order for free, I call it,” he
says, adding, “If I am right, the motto of life is not We the improbable, but We the expected” (p. 45).
Pursuing this logic of “We the Expected” (Chapter 3), Kauffman (1995) proposes what he himself regards as a “renegade
view” – namely, that “life is a natural property of complex chemical systems, that when the number of different kinds of
molecules in a chemical soup passes a certain threshold, a self-sustaining network of reactions – an autocatalytic
metabolism – will suddenly appear” (p. 47), emerging as “a natural phase transition” (p. 48). The heart of Kauffman’s
argument depends on the well-known interactive, mutually dependent, feedback-sensitive properties of a dynamic open
complex adaptive system (DOCAS). In this spirit, he diagrams a “simple autocatalytic set” in which (given an external
food supply), two molecules interact to produce additional molecules that reinforce the interactions by which each other
are generated (p. 49). Kauffman sees such a “self-maintaining and self-reproducing metabolism” as the key to the
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“emergence of life” (p. 50). Being open (e.g., taking in food or energy from the environment), a DOCAS does not
necessarily gravitate toward entropy (randomness) or equilibrium (death) the way a closed thermodynamic system does
(according to the Second Law). As a DOCAS, a living organism is an “open thermodynamic system … persistently
displaced from chemical equilibrium” (p. 52) – that is, a dissipative structure engaged in the exchange of matter and
energy with the environment (p. 53). To shed light on such phenomena, Kauffman produces a “toy problem” (p. 54)
based on the number of connections among buttons achieved by different numbers of randomly assigned threads. It
transpires that, when the ratio of threads to buttons reaches 0.50, a sudden phase transition occurs in which the number of
connected pairs jumps from roughly 10 to roughly 80 percent. Kauffman intends this toy problem as an analogy with the
phase transition involved in the emergence of life (p. 58). Indeed, to a marketer, his diagram of this phenomenon bears an
almost spooky resemblance to the Product Life Cycle or PLC (p. 57). Could it be that word-of-mouth connections
(threads) among consumers (buttons) produce a similar sort of sudden discontinuous jump that accounts for the rapid
growth period (phase transition) of the PLC (emergence of life)? Just a speculation on my part, but tantalizing
nonetheless. Extending the buttons-and-threads formulation to the context of chemical reactions (p. 59), Kauffman
develops a network model that represents a “web of interlinked reactions” (p. 59). This constitutes an abstract system that
resembles an autocatalytic process. The abstract nature of this network supports Kauffman’s claim to have shown “that
the spontaneous emergence of self-sustaining webs is so natural and robust that it is even deeper than the specific
chemistry that happens to exist on the earth; it is rooted in mathematics itself” (p. 60). Kauffman’s tightly constructed
chain of arguments shows how such an autocatalytic process could unfold on earth, as beautifully encapsulated by the
following deft summary:
As the diversity of molecules in our system increases, the ratio of reactions to chemicals, or edges to
nodes, becomes even higher. In other words, the reaction graph has ever more lines connecting the
chemical dots. The molecules in the system are themselves candidates to be able to catalyze the reactions
by which the molecules themselves are formed. As the ratio of reactions to chemicals increases, the
number of reactions that are catalyzed by the molecules in the system increases. When the number of
catalyzed reactions is about equal to the number of chemical dots, a giant catalyzed reaction web forms,
and a collectively autocatalytic system snaps into existence. A living metabolism crystallizes. Life
emerges as a phase transition (p. 62).
Kauffman sees the story just told and its representation via an abstract schematic network as an example of his
“Unrepentant Holism” (p. 69) – that is, his belief that a whole consists of parts that combine to sustain the whole. He
traces this idea back to Immanuel Kant – correctly implying that it applies to many levels of life in the universe and
concluding that “the concept of catalytic closure in collectively autocatalytic sets of molecules will begin to appear as a
deep feature of the laws of complexity, reemerging in our understanding of ecosystems, economic systems, and cultural
systems” (p. 69).
In this spirit, Kauffman (1995) pushes toward telling the story of other types of “Order for Free” (Chapter 4).
Specifically, he asks how an autocatalytic system of the type just described can achieve some sort of internal homeostasis
rather than exploding toward chaos as proponents of SDIC or butterfly effects would anticipate (p. 74). Toward this end,
Kauffman introduces a view of the autocatalytic mechanism as a network of electric lights characterized by a state space
that registers the on-off condition of each bulb. If there are N bulbs, then the relevant number of possible state spaces is
2N (p. 75). The state of each bulb at time t+1 can be described by Boolean rules that depend on the states of K other bulbs
to which it is connected at time t (p. 76). Similarly, by specifying vectors of possibilities, the whole network can be
described in this manner (p. 77). Because 2N is a finite number, the cycle of states must eventually repeat itself via a state
cycle (p. 77), though the period of repetition may vary from short (e.g., with small N) to hyperastronomical (e.g., with
large N) (p. 78). As we know from chaos theory, the state cycle for a particular initial configuration is its attractor (p. 78).
Such attractors can be the source of a stable state cycle exhibiting homeostasis in the sense that it returns to the same state
cycle after a small perturbation (p. 79). This kind of homeostasis, Kauffman asserts, is needed for the emergence of life
(p. 79).
Kauffman reports that thirty years of research have determined that whether a network of the type just described reaches a
stable cycle with homeostatic properties depends on two factors: (1) first, the number of connections at each node (K); (2)
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second, the biases exerted by the Boolean rules themselves by virtue of the percent (P) of the Boolean conditions that
produce the most frequent outcome (p. 81).
(1) First, his major finding from three decades of work is that with K = 2 connections for each node in the
network, it tends to settle into a state cycle equal to the square root of the number of nodes or N1/2 (p. 83).
In his example, with 100,000 nodes and K = 2 connections for each, this would imply 2100,000 possible
states and yet a typical state cycle of only 100,0001/2 = 317. At which point, Kauffman lets loose with a
sentence that – because it expresses such a feeling of joyful exuberance – is my favorite in the book. “I
hope this blows your socks off,” (p. 83), he says. By which, he means that “Here is, forgive me, stunning
order” (p. 83). The network has squeezed itself into a tiny fraction of its state space on the order of
1/299,998: “Here, in this class of open thermodynamic systems, the spontaneous dynamics drive the system
into an infinitesimal corner of its state space and hold it there, quivering for an eternity” as an impressive
example of “Order for free” (p. 83).
(2) Second, if P is the fraction of the Boolean conditions that yield the most frequent response, as suggested by
Bernard Derrida and Gerard Weisbuch, then the system moves from chaos toward order as P increases
from 0.50 to 1.0 (p. 85).
The roles of K and P in determining whether the system behaves chaotically or in accord with a stable state cycle suggest
the presence of a phase transition comparable to that found for the buttons-and-threads problem (p. 86). This transition
occurs in the region of complexity at the edge of chaos: “near this phase transition, just at the edge of chaos, the most
complex behaviors can occur – orderly enough to ensure stability, yet full of flexibility and surprise” (p. 87). Says
Kauffman, “this is what we mean by complexity” (p. 87). Here, Kauffman advances the importance of Chris Langton’s
hypothesis that networks poised at the edge of chaos – just between chaos and order – are best able to carry out complex
behavior of the type that we associate with life (p. 90). Indeed, Kauffman suggests that complex systems exist at the edge
of chaos because they tend to evolve in that direction (p. 90). In this connection, Kauffman presents evidence from
computer simulations of Boolean networks playing games against each other that shows them evolving toward the edge of
chaos (p. 91). By my lights, this evidence is a bit sketchy. But it does suggest some support for what Kauffman describes
as “a potential universal law [that] is best held as a fascinating working hypothesis” (p. 92).
In reflecting on “The Mystery of Ontogeny” (Chapter 5), Kauffman (1995) again proposes a “heretical view” (p. 99) –
namely, that we can model ontogeny as a process of genetic regulation governed by a Boolean network (p. 99) or, more
specifically, as N genes with Boolean rules based on K connections (p. 100). Kauffman hypothesizes that, based on this
genetic regulatory network, a given cell will behave according to the attractor that governs its state space (p. 102). In
order for the system to converge on an orderly state cycle, it again suffices that K be small (i.e., via low connectivity) or
that P be high (e.g., via a “canalyzing” rule such as the Boolean “OR” function, which specifies many different conditions
that lead to the same outcome) (p. 104). In short, Kauffman hypothesizes that “cell types are attractors in the repertoire of
the genomic network” (p. 107). If true, this hypothesis would explain how it happens that genomic networks lie in the
ordered regimes of their state spaces so as to behave as certain types of cells (pp. 106-107). As evidence, Kauffman
shows that – making reasonable assumptions – his hypothetical cells would move through their state cycles with a timing
comparable to that observed in real cells or, as he puts it, “cycle times exactly in the biological ballpark” (p. 107). He
presents graphs to demonstrate that – again, in support of his hypothesis – across various organisms, cell-cycle times tend
to increase as the square root of their numbers of genes (p. 108). Further in accord with the hypothesis, across species, the
numbers of cell types increase with the square roots of the numbers of genes per cell (p. 109). Observing the orderliness
of this relationship, one tends to agree with Kauffman that “It is hard not to be impressed” (p. 110). From all this,
Kauffman again concludes that – in contrast with the Darwinian dogma based on natural selection among random
mutations – we must entertain a theory based on “two sources of order”:
if ever we are to attain a final theory in biology, we will surely, surely have to understand the
commingling of self-organization and selection. We will have to see that we are the natural expressions
of a deeper order. Ultimately, we will discover in our creation myth that we are expected after all (p.
112).
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The kind of self-organized order that Kauffman (1995) envisions requires molecular diversity from which to build, and
under the fanciful heading “Noah’s Vessel” (Chapter 6), he puts forward a theory of “supracriticality” in the biosphere as
“the same kind of phase transition to connected webs of catalyzed reactions that we found may have pushed molecules
into living organizations in the first place” (p. 114): “the biosphere as a whole may be collectively autocatalytic and –
somewhat like the nuclear chain reaction – collectively supracritical, collectively catalyzing the exploding diversity of
organic molecules we see” (p. 115). Balanced against the subcriticality of individual cells, the resulting tension between
sub and supracriticality unleashes the creative force that populates the biosphere. But this raises the question of “how a
supracritical biosphere can be made of subcritical cells” (p. 122). The key idea here is that subcritical cells interact to
create the molecular diversity of a supracritical community, evolving toward a balance on the subcritical-supracritical
boundary (p. 126). If the local ecosystem veers too far toward the supracritical region, extinctions will occur; if it lapses
into subcriticality, immigration of other species will occur. Hence, Kauffman proposes,
We have a candidate for a biological law. The twin pressures from the supracritical regime toward the
subcritical regime and from the subcritical regime toward the supracritical regime may meet in the
middle, at the boundary between subcritical and supracritical behavior…. Ecosystems may evolve toward
the subcritical-supracritical boundary!… A further conclusion: while each ecosystem is itself on the
boundary …, by trading their stuff they collectively produce a supracritical biosphere, one that inexorably
becomes more complex (p. 129).
Thus, if I understand Kauffman correctly, we have subcritical species at a lower level, a supracritical biosphere at a higher
level, and – in between – ecosystems riding the boundary between sub and supracriticality in creative response to the
tension that pervades the interactive connectivity of the overall network. But that is mostly my paraphrase, not his. His
own summary comes across as a little more colorful than mine in its figurative use of language:
We tell a tale of cells, of life-forms, always hitching up their pants, always putting on their galoshes,
always doing their local, level best. We tell a tale of humble wisdom, for each creature evolving as best it
can, inevitably creates the conditions of its own ultimate elimination (p. 130).
The verbal playfulness evident in this paragraph sets the stage for Kauffman’s discussion of “The Promised Land”
(Chapter 7), which begins with a tribute to the essence of Homo ludens – that is, “man the playful” – focusing on “the
most precious creative core of humanity” (p. 131). Or, as Yogi Berra says, when you come to a fork in the road, … take
it. Such reflections lead Kauffman (1995) toward a focus on applied molecular biology in general and on gene cloning in
particular (p. 132). The basic idea of applied molecular evolution is to generate a gazillion molecular forms in search of
those with practical benefits – (say) as new medicines, drugs, vaccines, etc. – while (we hope) suppressing those that are
toxic (p. 135): “Make enough molecules and select something that works” (p. 135). If this sounds a little like throwing it
up against the wall and seeing what sticks or raising it up the flagpole and seeing who salutes, Kauffman gets a bit more
precise about the science of narrowing the search involved. Specifically, toward solving this needle-in-a-haystack
problem, Kauffman suggests a key-lock-key analogy. For example, someone with a given disease produces antibodies;
randomly generated peptides that bind these particular antibodies might then be used to create a vaccine. Our ears prick
up when Kauffman voices his hopes for such methods. “May such work eventually eliminate even the thought of
biological warfare” (p. 138), he says:
Biotechnology companies and drug companies … are starting to invest money in the new approach to
drug discovery: don’t try to design your molecule. Be smart by being dumb. Make enormous libraries of
molecules and learn to select what you want (p. 140).
To focus this problem further – following work by his colleagues Alan Perelson and George Oster – Kauffman returns to
a spatial metaphor, analogous to the concept of the fitness landscape, by describing a shape space in which the position of
a molecule on N features defines its position in an N-dimensional terrain (p. 142). Neighboring shapes form a ball of
similar molecules – which may function similarly in medical applications. A finite number of such balls fills the shape
space; hence, a finite number of (say) 100 million antibody molecules can serve as a sort of “universal toolbox” from
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which an immune system can select (p. 143). Comparable logic applies to the task space of catalytic enzymes (p. 144).
What interests me most in this discussion is not so much the biological details (which, Kauffman admits, are speculative)
but the overarching concept of a search through a fitness landscape – call it “shape space” or “task space” or whatever.
As noted earlier, this spatial metaphor is a pervasive theme in discussions of every kind of DOCAS.
The fitness-peak metaphor takes over and assumes control in Kauffman’s comments on “High-Country Adventures”
(Chapter 8). Here, developing the central insight of Darwin concerning the struggle of each organism to attain a niche
that permits survival of the fittest, Kauffman (1995) rephrases the more recent metaphor for such an evolutionary process:
Later biologists … would invent the image of an adaptive landscape whose peaks represent the highly fit
forms, and see evolution as the struggle of populations of organisms driven by mutation, recombination,
and selection, to climb toward those high peaks…. Life is a high-country adventure (p. 149).
Again, because the analogy with marketing strategy in general and brand positioning in particular appears so clear and
forceful, it behooves us to pay careful attention to this insightful metaphor. Specifically, Kauffman revisits the fitness
landscape as part of his project for grafting self-organization and the emergence of order onto the Darwinian processes of
random mutation and natural selection (p. 150). Kauffman insists on the point that the mutation-plus-selection concept
represents the central canon or standard view of contemporary biologists (p. 150). All the more reason, it appears, for
Kauffman to delight in offering his own “renegade views” (p. 151). In this connection, he confidently asserts, “Darwin’s
assumption … was almost certainly wrong” (p. 152). Pursuing the spatial metaphor, he presents the problem as follows:
Adaptation is usually thought of as a process of “hill climbing” through minor variations toward “peaks”
of high fitness on a fitness landscape. And natural selection is thought of as “pulling” an adapting
population toward such peaks (p. 154).
Kauffman’s point is not that the concept of the fitness landscape is wrong, but rather that if systems really groped their
way through this space by trying out random variations and making incremental improvements step-by-step, the progress
of evolution would have taken an impossibly long amount of time (p. 155). Equally problematically, the fitness landscape
might contain multiple suboptimal peaks so that the evolving organism would arrive at a local maximum and get stuck (p.
161). As an illustration, Kauffman considers a genotype space based on Boolean combinations of four genes in a
hypercube with all sixteen possible combinations at its sixteen corners (p. 165). Each of the sixteen genotypes is assigned
a fitness score at random (p. 166). An adaptive walk through such a random fitness landscape will get stuck at a local
peak (p. 167). Colloquially, recalling the old joke about the motorist and the farmer in Maine, “Random landscapes are a
bit like hitchhiking in New England: you can’t get there from here” (p. 168).
But, fortunately, things are not as bleak as that because most evolution occurs on correlated fitness landscapes – that is on
landscapes in which neighboring locations tend to have similar elevations (p. 169). Here, Kauffman introduces an “NK
model” that exactly parallels the general problem of product design in marketing strategy (p. 170). Specifically, he
assumes that an organism (cf. a product) has N traits or genes (cf. features) that have two possible states (cf. zero-one
levels) whose contributions to fitness (cf. preference) depend, via epistasis or epistatic coupling (cf. gestalt effects) on the
states of K other traits or genes (cf. configural interactions). If this NK model does not resonate in a way that gets the
marketing researcher’s attention, nothing in the realm of complexity science will. At this point, however, Kauffman’s
example becomes more abstract. Because biologists do not currently have catalogs of all the relevant epistatic couplings
for any real problem and because he seeks general laws rather than specific solutions, he models epistasis by assigning the
relevant fitness scores at random (p. 171). In such a model, the fitness contribution of any one gene (feature) depends on
the states of K+1 genes (features), including itself, so that the number of relevant possibilities for each gene (feature) is
2K+1 (p. 172), each of which receives a random fitness (preference) score (say, from 0.0 to 1.0). From these conditional
gene-specific (feature-specific) scores, Kauffman derives a mean fitness contribution (preference) for each of the 2N
possible overall organisms (product designs). These mean fitness contributions (preferences) occupy the 2N vertices of an
N-dimensional state space or fitness landscape characterized by local peaks and by one global optimum (ideal point).
According to Kauffman, increasing K (the degree of epistasis) boosts the ruggedness of the terrain (the number of local
peaks), making the process of evolution (product design) ever more difficult (p. 173). (In other words, complex feature
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interactions greatly complicate the problem of optimal product design.) With K = 1 (no interconnectivity), evolution
toward the single highest peak is very rapid. With K = N-1 (maximum epistasis), evolution completely breaks down (p.
174). Tuning K from 0 to N-1 produces degrees of ruggedness that lie between these two extremes (p. 175). Computer
simulations show that, as K is tuned in the range 0 < K < N-1, the degree of peak clustering declines (i.e., the mean
distance of suboptimal peaks from the optimal peak gets smaller) (p. 176). Further, these computer simulations show a
striking regularity – namely, that at moderate degrees of ruggedness, the highest peaks are approached from the largest
number of starting positions (p. 178). This nontrivial finding gives us hope in the sense that – for moderately rugged
terrains (intermediate levels of epistasis) – organisms (product designs) beginning at random starting positions have a
greater-than-chance probability of evolving toward optimal levels (ideal points). However, the simulations also show that
– for moderate K – as fitness improves, the number of directions uphill falls by a constant fraction so that the number of
random trials needed to find an improvement increases exponentially (p. 179). And here, Kauffman explicitly states the
parallel with product design:
We have just seen an utterly fundamental property of very many rugged fitness landscapes. The rate of
improvement slows exponentially as one clambers uphill. This is no mere abstraction. We will find that
such exponential slowing is characteristic of technological as well as biological evolution…. Why?
Because both biological evolution and technological evolution are processes attempting to optimize
systems riddled with conflicting constraints…. Optimal solutions to one part of the overall design
problem conflict with optimal solutions to other parts of the overall design problem (p. 179).
Thus, we get Diet Coke with … aspartame. Or high-performance Hummers that guzzle gasoline and pollute the
environment. Hey, given the complexities involved, maybe it is not so easy to build a better mousetrap after all! In sum:
Organisms and artifacts evolve on rugged landscapes as a result of such conflicting constraints. In turn,
those conflicting constraints imply that as adaptive searches climb higher toward the peaks, the rate of
improvement slows exponentially (p. 180).
For biological organisms, navigating on moderately rugged terrains, sexual reproduction causes genetic recombinations
that may or may not move upward on the fitness landscape (p. 180). In other words, recombinations of parental genotypes
permit hopping around in biological space in ways that may escape local peaks: “Recombination allows an adapting
population to make use of large-scale features of the landscape to find high peaks” (p. 181). This system improves on one
benefiting only from random mutations. Or, in Kauffman’s cheerful terms, “No wonder most species are sexual” (p. 182).
All this shows why the simple Darwinian concept of random mutation plus natural selection will not work. Thus,
Kauffman again gravitates toward the conviction that the doctrine of random mutations needs help – namely, help in the
form of self-organization as a prelude to natural selection via reproduction of the fittest (p 185). First, we need some sort
of spontaneously emerging order. Second, we need to subject the resulting self-organized variations to the forces of
natural selection. Third, we need to recognize the role of historical accident in which “History arises when the space of
possibilities is too large by far for the actual to exhaust the possible” (p. 186) – a nicely spun turn of phrase if ever there
was one! Fourth, during evolution, the epistatic couplings of evolving organisms (products) may themselves change –
meaning that the success of evolution works to deform the fitness landscape on which that evolution continues (p. 187).
(In the context of product design, think of changes in consumer tastes or alterations in competitive responses.) So,
organisms (products) and the landscapes on which they evolve (market spaces) are engaged in a process of coevolution in
which emergent order via self-organization may work to give some new variation (differentiated offering) a leg up on the
evolutionary ladder (p. 188):
If this view is roughly correct, then precisely that which is self-organized and robust is what we are likely
to see preeminently utilized by selection. Then there is no necessary and fundamental conflict between
self-organization and selection. These two sources of order are natural partners (p. 188)…. Then we are
not merely tinkered-together contraptions, ad hoc molecular machines. The building blocks of life at a
variety of levels from molecules to cells to tissues to organisms are precisely the robust, self-organized,
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and emergent properties of the way the world works…. And so we are the locus of law…. We, the
expected. We, at home in the universe (p. 189).
The analogies between biological and technological evolution continue to occupy Kauffman (1995) as he turns to a more
explicit consideration of “Organisms and Artifacts” (Chapter 9). Here – even while acknowledging the difference
between strategic foresight or what he calls “intention” and adaptive genetic diversity – he emphasizes the similarities
between biology and technology:
Both organisms and artifacts confront conflicting design constraints. As shown, it is those constraints that
create rugged fitness landscapes. Evolution explores its landscapes without the benefit of intention. We
explore the landscapes of technological opportunity with intention, under the selective pressure of market
forces. But if the underlying design problems result in similar rugged landscapes of conflicting
constraints, it would not be astonishing if the same laws governed both biological and technological
evolution. Tissue and terracotta may evolve by deeply similar laws (p. 192).
In this connection, Kauffman explores two aspects of rugged-but-correlated landscapes – namely, the tendencies for
successive improvements to be increasingly less dramatic and for the rate of new improvements to slow down (p. 192).
First, Kauffman shows that, on a rugged-but-correlated NK landscape, if one makes long jumps in search of
improvements, the number of tries needed for each successive improvement doubles (p. 193). Further, as N increases, the
fitness attained after a given number of long-jump tries tends to decline (p. 194). The implication of this is that, as fitness
increases, it pays to search closer to home in hopes of moving toward a local optimum (p. 196). Kauffman claims that
technological progress works roughly the same way:
a number of my economist friends tell me that the known data show this pattern again and again . After a
fundamental innovation is made, people experiment with radical modifications of that innovation to find
ways to improve it. As better designs are found, it becomes progressively harder to find further
improvements, so variations become progressively more modest (p. 202).
From a marketing-oriented viewpoint, for example, consider the variety of forms that proliferated in the early days of
automobiles – the Model-T Ford versus the Stanley Steamer. As brilliantly demonstrated by the recent film Far From
Heaven, some variety still held sway during the 1950s – the Chevy Bel Aire versus the fin-tailed Cadillac. But a dreary
sameness has since descended upon us: the near-indistinguishability between a Chevrolet, Pontiac, Buick, and soon-tobe-extinct Oldsmobile. (Thank heavens for the lingering vestiges of diversity in the VW Beetle and Chrsyler PT Cruiser!)
Second, Kauffman also believes that movements on the rugged-but-correlated NK landscape explain the pervasiveness of
the well-known learning curve, whereby costs decline at (say) 20 percent with (say) each doubling of output. This
phenomenon would result from the aforementioned tendency for successive improvements to be more modest and/or more
scarce (p. 204). Indeed, learning shows a reliable tendency to level off with increased trials (p. 205) – the BCG
Experience Curve being one well-worn example familiar to marketers. Computer simulations show that the NK model
generates results that follow the anticipated power law – namely, a constant percentage decline in costs as trials double,
producing a straight line on log-log graph paper (p. 205). Hence, Kauffman concludes that the parallels between
biological and technological evolution reflect the likelihood that all these phenomena involve searches for highest peaks
on rugged-but-correlated fitness landscapes (p. 205).
Turning his attention to larger ecosystems, Kauffman (1995) focuses on the nature of coevolution in what he calls “An
Hour Upon the Stage” (Chapter 10). The essence of a coevolving ecosystem is that “Each organism lives in the niche
created by the artful ways of other organisms”: “Each seeking its own living blindly creates the modes of living for
others” (p. 207). In other words, the name of the game is interdependence; the prize for success is survival; the penalty
for defeat is extinction. Speaking of which, Kauffman reports an estimate from the paleontologist David Raup that 99.9
percent of the species that have ever lived on earth are now extinct (p. 208). All this occurs on three levels. At level one,
species evolve by finding niches among other species on their fitness landscapes. At level two, the fitness landscapes
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themselves change due to the reciprocal adaptations of other species so that the fitness landscape for one species is
deformed by the adaptive moves of another species wherein, in Kauffman’s delightful phraseology, “Species coevolve on
coupled dancing landcapes” (p. 208). At level three, due to changes in the ways that species interact, the rugged-yetcorrelated natures of the fitness landscapes change overall so that coevolution itself evolves (p. 208). All this again recalls
Adam Smith and his Invisible Hand in that natural selection – operating at the level of the individual organism – produces
phenomena that appear at levels one, two, and three for the species, ecosystem, and coevolutionary process, respectively
(p. 209).
In this connection, Kauffman considers the work on population dynamics by theoretical biologists such as A. J. Lotka and
V. J. Volterra – as in a simple predator-prey model of grass (which grows), rabbits (who eat grass), and foxes (who eat
rabbits). Given equations that express the trend in each species as a function of the sizes of the other two species, the
model predicts that the system will evolve either toward a constant population for each species (a steady state) or a pattern
of oscillation (a limit cycle) (p. 210). Clearly, such oscillations occur in the real world – as when the Gypsy Moths come
and go in the Pocono Mountains of Pennsylvania during successive years. Also, population dynamics can show sensitive
dependence on initial conditions or butterfly effects – small changes in the number of one species that produce explosive
alterations in the population of another species (p. 211). In short, mutually interdependent species – connected via
competing or symbiotic roles in the food web of an ecosystem – may settle into steady states, limit cycles, or chaos (p.
211). Replace “species” and “ecosystems” with “products” and “markets,” and the same logic applies to the economy of
goods and services familiar to marketers.
Ecologists such as Stuart Pimm have built models in which ecosystems with multiple species evolve via movements on a
“community landscape” (p. 212). This work shows that the metaphor of spatial positioning applies at the level of the
ecosystem as a whole (analogous to the market space) and that outcomes depend on the sequence in which species enter
the system (analogous to such phenomena as the first-mover advantage) (p. 212). Because of tight interconnectivity,
extinction of one species may result in avalanche-like extinctions of other species – calling to mind the power-law
distributions of the aforementioned sand-pile models (p. 212). Specifically, if numbers of extinctions are plotted against
sizes of extinctions on log-log paper, Pimm’s data produce the kinds of straight lines reflective of power laws (p. 213),
leading Kauffman to conclude that “The results of Pimm and his colleagues may be very important and very general” (p.
212). One such result is that – because an ecosystem itself evolves toward higher levels of community fitness – as
additional species are introduced, it becomes harder and harder to add new species (p. 214). Again, Kauffman mentions
Adam Smith’s Invisible Hand as an analogous phenomenon (p. 215). In a marketing ecosystem, this finding is
reminiscent of wondering whether we really need another brand of laundry detergent, cigarettes, or cold cereal.
Via coevolution – in what Kauffman calls the “coevolutionary dance” (p. 215) – mutually interdependent species
(predator, prey, host, parasite) occupy reciprocal niches in the ecosystem (p. 215). Plants use the carbon dioxide that
animals give off to produce the oxygen that in turn supports the animals. Or, in Kauffman’s more colorfully trenchant
expression, “We all swap our stuff” (p. 215). In this connection, Kauffman notes the ubiquity of what the paleontologist
Lee Van Valen calls the “Red Queen Effect” – that is, recalling Alice In Wonderland, the need to run faster and faster just
to stay in the same place (p. 216). In marketing, by analogy, we find Coca-Cola needing to introduce more and more
varieties of Coke (say, lemon- or vanilla-flavored) just to maintain its constantly threatened market dominance. Kauffman
makes the link between biology and economics quite explicit:
Coevolution, in a generalized sense, is occurring in our economic and cultural systems as well. The
goods and services in an economic web exist only because each is useful in either the fabrication or the
creation of another good or service, as an intermediate good, or is useful to some ultimate consumer.
Goods and services “live” in niches created by other goods and services…. It seems clear that at least an
analogy exists between the unrolling panorama of interacting, coevolving species – each coming into
existence and making a living in the niche afforded by the other species, each becoming extinct in due
course – and the way that technological evolution drives the speciation and extinction of technologies,
goods, and services…. I suspect that biological coevolution and technological evolution … may be
governed by the same or similar fundamental laws (p. 217).
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Such considerations lead Kauffman in the direction of reflections on game theory in general and the prisoner’s dilemma in
particular (p. 217). The celebrated Nash equilibrium (in which every player acts so that each is better off than with any
other strategy) offers one view of the Invisible Hand, but one that may be suboptimal for the system as a whole (p. 218).
Think of Garrett Hardin and the Tragedy of the Commons (all those individually prospering but collectively starving
sheep). Think of Ford Motors and Firestone (combining to screw the customer and then blaming each other). However,
as shown by Robert Axelrod (reviewed at length later in this essay), defect-defect outcomes may give way to cooperatecooperate outcomes if prisoner-dilemma games are played sequentially according to tit-for-tat strategies (p. 219).
Evolutionary biologists such as John Maynard Smith have applied game theory to show how coevolutionary ecosystems
may move toward an evolutionary stable strategy or ESS (comparable to a Nash equilibrium) or a chaotic arms race
(comparable to Red Queen behavior) (p. 220). However, Kauffman admits, we still await definitive conclusions on such
topics (p. 221). Meanwhile, he raises the possibility that coevolutionary systems may themselves evolve toward the phase
transition or boundary between ordered and chaotic regimes – that is, toward the edge of chaos (p. 221).
Here, Kauffman offers an admirably crisp summary of the conceptual framework that guides his perspective:
As we have seen, coevolution concerns populations that are adapting on coupled fitness landscapes. The
adaptive moves of one population clambering toward peaks of its landscape deform the landscapes of its
coevolutionary partners. As these deformations occur, the peaks themselves move. Adapting populations
may succeed in climbing to the peaks and remaining on them, such that coevolutionary change ceases.
Here is an ordered regime captured by Maynard Smith’s evolutionary stable strategies [ESSs].
Alternatively, as each population climbs uphill, landscapes may deform so rapidly that all species chase
after receding peaks forever in Red Queen chaos. Whether the coevolutionary process is in the ordered
regime, the chaotic regime, or somewhere in between depends on the structure of the fitness landscapes
and how readily each is deformed as populations move across them (pp. 221-222).
If this paragraph does not ring a bell with marketers contemplating the nature of competitive brand-positioning strategies,
nothing will. To illustrate, on the one hand, we see (say) the three major television networks from days of yore, stuck in a
sort of bottom-feeding ESS and competing inefficaciously with one another by serving up ever more predictable varieties
of mindless pabulum year after year. On the other hand, we have (say) the more innovative and imaginative cable
networks of today, shaking things up and changing the rules of the game from one season to the next. Kauffman leaves
little doubt that he believes the latter Red Queen scenario tends to prevail in the normal state of coevolution as (that deft
turn of phrase again) “a story of coupled dancing landscapes” (p. 222). He illustrates this perspective with a truly
delicious story about flies and frogs, notable as much for its stylistic élan as for its coevolutionary significance:
When some lucky frog, by quirk of mutational fortune, happens on a genetic mutation that gives it a
sticky tongue, the … frog population will hop … to a fitter genotype in the genotype space. Now if the
fly population remained unchanged, the frog population would climb up its froggy fitness landscape to
some local peak, and croak with joy…. Alas, the fly population, confronted with the newly arrived
sticky-tongued frogs, finds that its own landscape is now deformed…. Flies should now respond to this
novel frog gambit by developing slippery feet or even entire slippery bodies. New peaks in the fly
genotype space emerge (p. 222).
Similar comments could be made about Coke and Pepsi, Gateway and Dell, Epson and Hewlett-Packard, The Today Show
(NBC) and Good Morning America (ABC). The point, of course, is that such coevolutionary networks (no pun intended)
and their participants comprise the quintessential dynamic open complex adaptive systems (DOCASs) (p. 222).
One possible outcome – an ESS, resembling a Nash equilibrium – occurs if the system evolves to a state in which no
participant has an incentive to change (p. 223). Alternatively, the Red Queen outcome has each species continually
chasing ever-receding fitness peaks that shift due to feedback from the fitness-chasing efforts of other species (p. 223).
Kauffman asserts that, between these two regimes of order and chaos, there lies a phase transition – otherwise known as
the edge of chaos – in the direction of which coevolutionary systems tend to evolve (p. 223). Toward the end of
understanding such phenomena, Kauffman modifies his NK model to represent not just epistasis among the traits of one
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organism, but rather the interactions among the traits of multiple organisms within an ecosystem (p. 225). In other words,
he presents a formal model of coupled fitness landscapes. Specifically, he now lets the contribution of a given fly trait
depend on K other fly traits as well as on C frog traits and assigns random fitness contributions to every possible
combination thereof. Via this interdependence, the frog and fly landscapes have now been coupled so that a move on its
fitness landscape of one deforms the fitness landscape of the other (p. 225). Based on this logic, Kauffman creates
computer models with N species arranged in grids with each connected to S neighbors. Computer simulations show that
ESS tends to result if K is high (strong epistasis), C is low (weak interconnectivity), and/or S is small (little deformation)
(p. 226). Conversely, Red Queen behavior tends to occur when K is low, C is high, and/or S is large (p. 227).
Interestingly, the simulations demonstrate that – as K, C, and S are tuned – maximum fitness for all species combined
occurs at moderate levels on the order-chaos axis (p. 228). Indeed, Kauffman’s simulations suggest that “The highest
average fitness occurs precisely at the transition from order to chaos”: “So the transition between order and chaos appears
to be the regime that optimizes average fitness for the whole ecosystem” (p. 230). Further computer models show that if
K is allowed to vary, simulated ecosystems tend to evolve toward their optimal intermediate levels of K (p. 232), while
extinctions tend to follow the anticipated power-law distribution (p. 233). Kauffman regards his results as “somewhere
between intriguing and amazing” (p. 232). Specifically,
The very interesting result is that when the coevolving system can adjust its K range, it self-tunes to
values where average fitness is as high as possible; therefore, the species are least vulnerable to invasion
and extinction, so extinction avalanches appear to be as rare as possible…. After the ecosystem selftunes, the avalanches of extinction events remain a power law…. But over the same total number of
generations, far fewer extinction events of each size occur…. In short, the ecosystem self-tunes to
minimize the rate of extinction! As if by an invisible hand, all the coevolving species appear to alter the
rugged structures of the landscapes over which they evolve such that, on average, all have the highest
fitness and survive as long as possible (p. 234)…. Just at the poised position where, on average, species
are climbing to ESS slightly faster than the ESS organization is being disrupted by episodic extinction
events, fitness is optimized and the extinction rate is minimized…. Over evolutionary time, ecosystems
may self-tune to a transition regime between order and chaos, maximizing fitness, minimizing the average
extinction rate…. Players who strut and fret our hour upon the stage … may collectively, and blindly,
tune the stage so each will have the best chance at a long, long hour (p. 235).
The extinctions just referred to may be compared to avalanches in Per Bak & Co.’s sand-pile model of self-organized
criticality (p. 235). As sand trickles onto the top of the pile, avalanches occur – large and small – with a frequency
distribution that follows the power law in which, as in the case of extinctions, a straight-line relationship occurs between
size and frequency when plotted on log-log paper (p. 236). Further – like the proverbial straw that broke the camel’s back
or the ubiquitous chaos-inducing butterfly – the same grain of sand may precipitate no avalanche, a small avalanche, or a
cataclysmic avalanche (p. 236). As the sand pile sits there in a state of self-organized criticality, waiting for its next
avalanche, it resembles an ecosystem self-tuned to the edge of chaos – as found, for example, in the power-law
distributions for earthquakes, floods, motion-picture blockbusters, and other natural disasters (p. 236): “as if by an
invisible hand, ecosystems may self-tune their structure to a poised regime between order and chaos, with power-law
distributions of extinction events (p. 237). Supportive evidence comes from David Raup’s data on real extinctions during
the Cambrian period (p. 237) and from Tom Ray’s simulations of artificial life (p. 238). Further, of special interest to
marketers, Kauffman makes the analogy between natural ecosystems and human-made economic systems quite explicit.
Though he produces no data on the sizes and frequencies of extinctions among industries, firms, products, or brands, he
offers the following speculative but highly plausible comments:
What applies to organisms may also apply to artifacts…. Firms and technologies also strut and fret their
hour upon the stage, and then are heard no more…. Organisms speciate and then live in the niches
created by other organisms…. Goods and services in an economy live in the niches afforded by other
goods and services…. An economy, like an ecosystem, is a web of coevolving agents…. Joseph
Schumpeter spoke of gales of creative destruction. During such gales, new technologies come into
existence and old ones are driven to extinction (p. 240)…. Economists talk about the death rate of firms
as a function of years since founding…. The coevolutionary model … fits these facts (p. 241)….
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Organisms and artifacts may evolve and coevolve in very similar ways. Both forms of evolution … may
be governed by the same global laws. Perhaps small and large avalanches of extinction events, as
trumpeted by Schumpeter, rumble through economic systems with a power-law distribution (pp. 242243)…. If so Per Bak and his friends will have found a very wonderful law, for … a new philosophy of
life tiptoes on their mathematical sandpile…. Our smallest moves may trigger small or vast changes in
the world we make and remake together…. Consider that 99.9 percent of all species have come and gone.
Be careful. Your own best footsteps may unleash the very cascade that carries you away, and neither you
nor anyone else can predict which grain will unleash the tiny or the cataclysmic alteration (p. 243).
Does this rhetoric not carry strong resonance when we ponder, say, the extinction of Schlitz beer (after just a minor
change in its brewing practices) or the hullabaloo precipitated by the introduction of New Coke (bringing the firm to the
edge of disaster) or the imminent demise of the Oldsmobile (a venerable automotive dinosaur that appears not to have
adapted very convincingly with the times)?
Business- and marketing-related issues move even more conspicuously to center stage when Kauffman (1995) offers his
thoughts “In Search of Excellence” (Chapter 11). In this, when turning to the case of business organizations, he continues
to pursue his ecological view of coevolution in general and the metaphor of fitness landscapes in particular:
Organizations are all evolved structures…. What are the laws governing the emergence and coevolution
of such structures?… Organisms, artifacts, and organizations all evolve and coevolve on rugged,
deforming, fitness landscapes (p. 246)…. the problems confronted by an organization – cellular,
organismic, business, government, or otherwise – living in niches created by other organizations, is [sic]
preeminently how to evolve on its deforming landscape, to track its moving peaks…. Tracking peaks on
deforming landscapes is central to survival. Landscapes, in short, are part of the search for excellence (p.
247).
To model such phenomena, with an eye toward explaining the effectiveness of flatter, more decentralized organizations,
Kauffman modifies his NK model to incorporate the logic of “patches” – that is, subunits, each pursuing its own selfish
interests (p. 247). Recall that, as N and K increase, we encounter an explosion of possible states (2N) and an increase in
the number of randomly distributed local peaks (approaching 2N/(N+1) as K approaches N-1) (p. 248). Clearly, we need
some way to search the fitness landscape efficiently – a job, Kauffman proposes, for the logic of patches. Specifically, the
patch logic pursues a sort of divide-and-conquer strategy. It breaks the NK problem into subregions and tries to maximize
the performance of these subregions or “patches,” subject to the fact that they are inter-connected so that optimizing one
patch deforms the landscapes of other patches in an intricate web of mutual interdependences (p. 253). With 2N possible
combinatorial states in N-dimensional fitness space, the problem explodes exponentially as N increases. So Kauffman
and colleagues divide the N parts into patches of a certain size (where size varies systematically across trials). Their
routine randomly changes the state of one part within a given patch and accepts the change if it improves the performance
of that patch (p. 255). But, because the patches are interconnected, such a change in one patch will alter the fitness
landscapes of neighboring patches (p. 256). Hence, the patches will coevolve, and the system as a whole will roam
around on its fitness landscape in pursuit of higher and higher local optima (p. 257). A key question, of course, concerns
that of how large the patches should be for best performance of the overall system (p. 258). Computer simulations
suggest that, as K increases (i.e., more interconnections among parts), most advantageous patch size also increases (i.e.,
fewer-but-larger patches work better) and that, when attained, this most advantageous patch size tends to place the system
near its transition boundary (i.e., at the edge of chaos):
Here we have another invisible hand in operation. When the system is broken into well-chosen patches,
each adapts for its own selfish benefit, yet the joint effect is to achieve very good [results] for the whole
lattice of patches. No central administrator coordinates behavior. Properly chosen patches, each acting
selfishly, achieve the coordination (p. 262)…. As a general summary, it appears that the invisible hand
finds the best solution if the coevolving system of patches is in the ordered regime rather near the
transition to chaos (p. 264).
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With specific relevance to marketing, based on a suggestion by Larry Wood at GTE, Kauffman & Co. have designed an
NK model in which each of N sites (“providers”) interacts with K neighbors (“customers”) (p. 268). Customers tell their
providers what their response will be if the provider changes its state on the next step. Thus, each provider acts according
to self-interest, but the providers and customers are connected in a web of interdependencies. Kauffman & Co. let P
represent the fraction of its customers that a provider pays attention to (ignoring 1-P of them) and ask what happens as P
varies (p. 268). The answer is that optimum performance for the system occurs at P ~ 0.94 – implying that, overall, it is
best to ignore about 6 percent of one’s customers. From this, Kauffman extracts a prescription that (especially if we lower
P in response to other considerations) sounds highly reminiscent of market segmentation: “You should not try to please
all of the people all of the time, but you should pay attention to everyone some of the time” (p. 269). By the way, on a
comforting note, the patching logic also suggests the effectiveness of our democratic federal-state-county-municipality
patchwork form of government (p. 270). Here, the news – though anecdotal – is cheerful (p. 271).
Finally, turning to the larger picture, Kauffman (1995) addresses questions related to “An Emerging Global Civilization”
(Chapter 12). In this connection, Humberto Maturana and Francisco Varela’s concept of autopoiesis – traced by the
biologist Bill Goodwin back to the works of Immanuel Kant – comes to mind (p. 274). Autopoietic systems, as often
adumbrated in the work by Kauffman, are self-creating wholes giving birth to emergent self-organization, as in the case of
an autocatalytic system (p. 274). As for Kant, “The parts exist for and by means of the whole; the whole exists for and by
means of the parts” (p. 275). Along these lines Walter Fontana has created a form of algorithmic chemistry or “Alchemy”
in which “Symbol strings operate on symbol strings to create new symbol strings” (p. 277). Kauffman believes that
Alchemy has larger implications, beyond chemistry, for “the biological, economic, and cultural world” (p. 277). In the
case of culture, we think of Richard Dawkins and his ideas on the spread of cultural ideas or “memes.” In the case of
economics, Kauffman suggests that “symbol strings stand for goods and services in an economy – hammers, nails,
assembly lines, chairs, chisels, computers”: “Symbol strings, acting on one another to create symbol strings, will yield a
model of the coevolution of technological webs where each good or service lives in niches afforded by other goods or
services” (p. 277). In computer simulations, Fontana’s input-output interactions among symbol strings produced an
autocatalytic set (p. 279). Without getting hung up on the computer-language details, for Kauffman, the point of
Fontana’s results is that the simulations attain catalytic closure:
The whole is maintained by the action of the parts; but by its holistic catalytic closure, the whole is the
condition of the maintenance of the parts. Kant would, presumably, have been pleased. No mystery here,
but a clearly emergent level of organization is present (p. 279).
As noted heretofore, with relevance to business in general and marketing in particular, Kauffman seems especially
interested in the implications of all this for the process of “Technological Coevolution” (p. 279). In this connection,
paraphrasing, he describes how the replacement of horses by motorcars led to the substitution of gasoline for buggy whips
(p. 279). Drawing on conversations with the economist Brian Arthur, even while admitting that he himself is no
economist, Kauffman grows so bold as to assert that “the economists are not yet talking about the very facts that …
technological evolution is actually coevolution”: “Entry of the car drove the smithy to extinction and created the market
for motels” (p. 280). Here, we must partition Kauffman’s claim into two subsidiary assertions. First, he proposes that the
“economic web” consists of a “vast array of economic niches” provided by reciprocal relationships between goods and
services: “We live in a vast economic ecology where we trade our stuff to one another” (p. 281). Second, he claims that
economists have blindly ignored such aspects of “the coevolving web structure of an economy”: “The difficulty derives
from the fact that economists have no obvious way to build a theory that incorporates what they call complementarities
[and/or] production substitutes” (p. 282). I agree completely with the first assertion. But the second assertion is just plain
wrong. In 1973, Wassily Leontief won the Nobel prize for his pioneering work on Input-Output Analysis, a system
designed to explain and to predict how technological interconnections between the multi-sectored factors of production
and consumption exert endogenous pressures toward changes in the web of economic relationships precipitated by (say)
an exogenous shift in demand for one or another type of product. Though I too must admit to being no economist, I did
take a course created by Leontief (but, unfortunately, taught by someone else) when I was in college and, based on that
experience, would strongly disagree with Kauffman’s second assertion. In short, I believe that capturing the essence of
the coevolving economic ecosystem was exactly what Leontief had in mind and what he largely succeeded in
accomplishing – hence his well-deserved Nobel Prize. However, the first of Kauffman’s assertions remains a worthy
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object for study as an important target for deeper understanding. Toward this end, he proposes a new economic model in
which products (goods and services) are symbol strings that act on each other to create new symbol strings. Two symbol
strings that combine to produce a third are “complements”; two different symbol strings that can produce the same result
are “substitutes” (p. 283). If such a simulated economic system is allowed to operate, “the web structure drives its own
transformation” and we observe “the autocatalytic creation of niches” (p. 283). For example, a type of random grammar
invented by Emil Post follows rules by which input bundles of symbol strings generate output bundles of symbol strings
(p. 286). Keep in mind that, though Kauffman speaks primarily of technological systems in this context, he intends such
models to have near-universal applicability as “models of molecules, models of goods and services in an economy,
perhaps even models of cultural memes such as fashions, roles, and ideas” (p. 287). However, as his key illustration,
Kauffman produces a simulated model of “France” – based on symbol strings that stand for the French endowments of
(say) grapes, coal, iron, wool, etc. (p. 290). These strings (products) can be combined to produce other strings (forks,
spoons, axes) that can, in turn, produce still more strings (bridges, ice cream). Thus expands the technological frontier (p.
291). If we introduce consumers into such an economy, with some sort of aggregate preference function, one can
envision a technologically feasible consumption-planning horizon that stretches into the future (p. 292). Novel products
will appear; others will drop out. In general, “The goods and services in the economy not only evolve, but coevolve, for
those present must always make sense in the context of the others that already exist” (p. 292). Further, “once one sees one
of these models, the idea that the web itself drives the ways the web transforms becomes obvious”: “Once … it becomes
obvious that the economic web we live in largely governs its own directions of transformations, one begins to think it
would be very important indeed to understand the patterns in the real economic world out there” (p. 292). Amen, but why
not give Leontief credit for trying to do exactly that – with some success – while you’re at it? This Kauffman does only
rather belatedly, quite vaguely, and somewhat begrudgingly:
It is not that economists are unaware of the kinds of complementarities we have discussed. Indeed,
enormous input-output matrices of economic interaction are studied. But lacking a formalizable
framework, economists appear to have had no obvious way to build models of connections between
various economic sectors and study their implications for further diversification and economic growth.
Yet there is beginning to be evidence of the importance of these cross-connections…. Thus at least some
clues support the rather obvious idea we discuss here: the web structure of an economic system is itself
an ingredient in how that economic system grows and transforms (p. 295).
Clearly, this acknowledgment is too little, too late. It gives credence to Kauffman’s earlier defensive “Caveat”: “I am not
an economist” (p. 294). Just so. A true economist, I’ll bet, would have explained Leontief’s enormous contribution with
considerably more precision, generosity, and appreciation.
Toward the end, Kauffman becomes increasingly philosophical. He suggests that – in a post-Hegelian, post-Marxist sense
– social and cultural history might unfold according to a dialectic involving thesis, antithesis, and synthesis. This “sounds
more than a little bit like the evolution of the hundreds of millions of species … or the evolution of technologies that have
come and gone” (p. 299). Perhaps, he suggests, cultural patterns or social trends can be modeled as autocatalytic sets of
self-sustaining webs composed of what Richard Dawkins calls “memes” (p. 300).
At last, borrowing from Scott Momaday, Kauffman concludes with a plea for “Reinventing the Sacred” (p. 302). Here, he
waxes not only poetic, but spiritual as well. He longs for a sense of “humanity’s harmony with, reverence for, and awe of
nature” (p. 302). Surely, illuminated by Kauffman’s magisterial vision, the complexity of the world gives us ample
reason to revive that sense of awe. And, perhaps, Kauffman’s arguments give us some justification for considering
ourselves “at home in the universe” (p. 303). In this, making obvious a spiritual dimension that has been implicit all
along, Kauffman finds himself “heartened by a view of evolution as a marriage of spontaneous order and natural
selection” (p. 304). This, more than complexity theory, is what validates the fascinating story he tells. This, more than
science, is what justifies the sheer poetry of his book.
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Section 2.3: John Holland on Hidden Order
John Holland (1995) – charter member of the aforementioned BACH group at the University of Michigan (BurksAxelrod-Cohen-and-Holland) and key participant at the Santa Fe Institute (SFI) – weighs in with a book based on a series
of lectures given at the SFI and entitled Hidden Order: How Adaptation Builds Complexity. As explained in his Preface,
Holland focuses on “that aspect of complexity that centers on adaptation” (p. xviii) – in other words, the nature of a
dynamic open complex adaptive system (DOCAS). For the history of the SFI, Holland (1995) wisely defers to Waldrop
(1992). Holland (1995) himself delves instead into a systematic consideration of adaptation.
The relevant DOCAS could be a city (p. 1), an immune system (p. 2), a central nervous system (p. 3), or an ecosystem (p.
3). Any such DOCAS shows interactions among diverse elements with coherence under change that permits survival
according to certain general principles (p. 4). Holland sets himself the task of extracting these general principles (p. 4),
which include sensitive dependence whereby “a small input can produce major … changes” (p. 5); nonlinearities whereby
“the behavior of a whole cas [complex adaptive system, singular] is more than a simple sum of the behavior of its parts”
(p. 5); interactions among multiple agents whose behavior follows various rules (p. 7); and adaptation viewed as “the
process whereby an organism fits itself to its environment” (p. 9). In sum:
Overall, then, we will view cas [complex adaptive systems, plural] as systems composed of interacting
agents described in terms of rules. These agents adapt by changing their rules as experience accumulates.
In cas, a major part of the environment of a given adaptive agent consists of other adaptive agents, so that
a portion of any agent’s efforts at adaptation is spent adapting to other adaptive agents. This one feature
is a major source of the complex temporal patterns that cas can generate. To understand cas we must
understand these ever-changing patterns (p. 10).
In this connection, Holland (1995) describes Seven Basics that underlie any cas (his term) or DOCAS (my term).
(1) Aggregation refers to the grouping of smaller-scale objects into larger-scale categories and to “the emergence
of complex large-scale behaviors from the aggregate interaction of less complex agents” (p. 11), as in the
ant colony described by Hofstadter (1979), where hierarchical organization involves meta-levels of
higher-level aggregations composed of lower-level aggregations (p. 12).
(2) Tagging refers to key properties of an agent (pheromones, icons, logos, etc.) that direct the actions of other
agents (mating, clicking, buying, etc.): “Tags are a pervasive feature of cas because they facilitate
selective interaction” (p. 14).
(3) Nonlinearity refers to multiplicative and feedback effects (pp. 16-17) wherein – as with predator-prey
coevolution – “nonlinear interactions almost always make the behavior of the aggregate more
complicated than would be predicted by summing or averaging” (p. 23).
(4) Flows refer to movements or relationships among nodes (agents or processors) via a network of connections
(links or associations) – as with a brain, the Internet, a channel of distribution, or the ecosystem (p. 23) –
generally involving interactive and/or feedback effects (p. 25).
(5) Diversity refers to the ways in which differentiated agents fill different niches (p. 27) – as when, via
coevolution in the example described earlier, the bad-tasting monarch butterfly creates a niche for the
monarch-resembling but good-tasting viceroy butterfly (p. 28).
(6) Internal Models refer to mechanisms by which a DOCAS implicitly or explicitly anticipates the future effects
of some present action, often with implications for survival based on the selective advantage of more
predictively accurate models, as when a chess player successfully looks ahead to explore the
consequences of a particular move (p. 33).
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(7) Building Blocks refer to a decomposition of a complex phenomenon into its essential component parts (p. 34),
as when the perception of a face hinges on breaking down and recombining its key features (eyes, nose,
lips, etc.): “We gain a significant advantage when we can reduce the building blocks at one level to
interactions and combinations of building blocks at a lower level” (p. 36) – subject, of course, to the
macro-level phenomenon of “emergence in cas” (p. 36).
As a summary of these “seven basics,” consider the case of New York City – a prime example of a cas or DOCAS in
action (with the key “basics” shown in italics):
We return to New York City for a quick illustration of the outlook provided by the seven basics of the
previous chapter. Agents formed by aggregation are a central feature, typified by firms that range from
Citibank … to the corner deli…. New York City is well described by the evolving interactions of these
agents. We have only to look to advertising, trademarks, and corporate logos to see how tags facilitate
and direct these transactions. The diversity of these tags underscores the variety in the city’s firms and
activities, and the complex flow of goods into, out of, and through the city that results…. As usual,
nonlinearities lie at the center…. New York’s nonlinearities are particularly embodied in the internal
models – models internal to the firms – that drive transactions. These models range from spreadsheets to
corporate plans…. The building blocks … are combined and recombined to determine the city’s outward
appearance (pp. 41-42).
Next, Holland (1995) turns these “seven basics” to the task of understanding adaptation in a cas or DOCAS. Central to
this project is his description of the agent as a performance system (p. 43). Each agent follows certain if/then rules that
govern how it interacts with its environment (p. 44) via an input/output system that uses binary (zero-one) detectors to
decode environmental cues so as to encode these messages into actions taken by effectors (p. 45) – in other words, a
Source-Message-Receiver model of the type familiar from so many other studies of I/O-based communication systems
(Holland’s Figure 2.2, p. 45). So we can regard the agent in terms of message-processing if/then rules, where rules and
messages act either on each other or on the environment (p. 46) and where messages are viewed as strings of binary digits
(p. 48). In Holland’s conception, the agent adapts via a process of credit assignment that increases the strength of those
rules that work most usefully (p. 53) – envisioned as a bidding process in which “the size of a rule’s bid [to be posted as a
message] is determined by its strength” (p. 55), in which rules responsible for successful outcomes increase in subsequent
strength according to a process that Holland calls a bucket-brigade algorithm (p. 56), and in which rules evolve over time
toward greater specificity by expanding “from general default to specific exceptions” (p. 60). The generation of new rules
or schemata to be tested depends on combining parts of old ones in novel ways (p. 61) so that, borrowing a metaphor from
genetics (p. 62), rule combinations can be viewed as a crossing over of characteristics borrowed from their parents where
such crossover schemata are tested for fitness (strength) in terms of their survival value (usefulness) (p. 65). Duly noting
the analogy with neopositivistic falsificationism or hypothesis testing (p. 68), Holland echoes other complexity theorists
by describing the situation according to Stuart Kauffman’s familiar metaphor of a fitness landscape:
If we greatly simplify the relations between schemata, we can think of them as forming a kind of fantastic
“landscape.” Each schema is a point in the landscape, and the corresponding schema average is the
height of the landscape at that point. Our objective is to find “hills” in this landscape that are higher than
ones already explored (p. 68).
Such a search for the top of a figurative Mt. Everest is not feasible in the case of reasonably complex problems (too many
possibilities to consider) so that we are forced to adopt heuristic approaches such as the genetic algorithm (p. 69), which
proceeds by generating new schemata via random mutations and crossovers; testing these for performance; selecting the
most effective; allowing those selected to reproduce (again with mutations and crossovers); and generating-testingselecting-and-reproducing again, again, …, and again until near-optimal schemata have evolved and have come to
dominate by spreading through the population of schemata under consideration (p. 76). In sum:
Evolution continually innovates, but at each level it conserves the elements that are recombined to yield
the innovations. When a new building block is discovered at some level, it usually opens a whole range
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of possibilities because of the potential for new combinations with other extant building blocks.
Tremendous changes and advances come. The genetic algorithm, applied to rule discovery, mimics this
process but with a much simpler syntax (p. 80).
Holland (1995) illustrates such a genetic algorithm by means of an application to the prisoner’s dilemma game (p. 80) that
actually improves somewhat on the tit-for-tat strategy previously found to be near-optimal (Axelrod 1984). Holland
(1995) also reports work with Brian Arthur on the use of a genetic algorithm to simulate the stock market:
Credit assignment and the genetic algorithm soon provide each individual agent with experience-based
rules for buying, selling, and holding…. Over time …, the behavior becomes more and more
exaggerated, leading to a bubble and eventually a crash. The whole process seems quite natural, in this
framework. When we “dissect” the agents, we even find sets of rules that mimic, in this simple setup,
well-known market strategies (p. 86).
From here, Holland (1995) turns to a consideration of emergence (p. 93), seeking to model the process of adaptation and
evolution by means of “a rigorous framework that encompasses all cas” (p. 93). This search for general principles leads
him to a computer simulation known as the Echo Model (p. 95). A key aspect of such a general DOCAS model is that the
fitness of an agent must reflect the presence of other agents or, in other words, is context dependent: “the welfare of an
agent stems from its interactions rather than from some predetermined fitness function” (p. 97). In Echo, agents survive
by virtue of their capacity for amassing critical resources (p. 100). These resources (e.g., letters of the alphabet) are
combined into strings (e.g., a,b,c,d), and agents are constructed from these strings (e.g., aacbad) (p. 101). Further, these
resources are distributed spatially, dispensed by resource fountains, according to a geography in which different amounts
of different resources appear at different sites over time (p. 101) – somewhat in the manner of variations in the richness of
various habitats in ecological studies.
In the simplest model, each agent is characterized by a chromosome string (a letter sequence) and a resource reservoir
(a,b,c). An agent reproduces (fitness) only when it has collected enough resources to copy its chromosome string. It
acquires these resources from a site (the resource fountain) or from other agents (offensive-defensive competition). When
agents meet, their offensive-defensive strings or tags are matched or compared, agents acquire or lose resources and
survive to reproduce or perish accordingly (p. 105).
Various modeling complications allow agents to adhere to one another, to transform resources, and to turn parts of the
chromosome string on/off so as to simulate the capacity for engaging in different activities (p. 109). The agents interact,
adhere, mate, and/or reproduce according to whether matches occur among their tags (p. 110) – where, as with the genetic
algorithm, mutations and crossovers arise to promote agent diversity (p. 122) and where those rich in resources survive to
reproduce while others decline in number according to a random death rate (p. 123).
In further modeling extensions, agents do/don’t combine into aggregates or multiagents according to whether certain
genes in the chromosome string are turned on/off (p. 126). Following comparable rules, these multiagents then interact,
compete for resources, reproduce, combine into larger aggregates, and so on (p. 132).
The Echo Model – in one or another of its less or more elaborate forms – can be used to study such phenomena as the
emergence of organization from diverse components (p. 139). Experiments with computer simulations in which agents
interact over a spatial distribution of more-or-less resource-rich sites – exchanging resources or not, increasing resource
reservoirs or not, adhering or not, mating or not, surviving to reproduce or not, mutating via crossovers or not, migrating
or not, dying or not, and so on (pp. 146-152) – show promise in modeling such phenomena as arms races (p. 152),
predator-prey coevolution (p. 152), and sequential prisoner-dilemma games wherein agents evolve tit-for-tat strategies and
play only with other like-minded agents (p. 155). Holland (1995) sees promise for future applications to “thought
experiments” involving the computer-based modeling of emergence phenomena (p. 156) and “flight simulations” aimed at
predicting the effects of various policy interventions on systemic outcomes in (say) ecology, economics, or politics (p.
158). In the latter connection, the goals of DOCAS modeling begin to merge with those of video games – as in the case of
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SimCity: “The game itself greatly simplifies urban dynamics, but the interface is substantially more sophisticated than
that provided for extant simulations in the cas arena” (p. 158).
Anyone who has followed Holland (1995) to this point cannot fail to be a bit disappointed by the paucity of actual
findings that had emerged at the time he wrote Hidden Order:
Echo … is, to a degree, plausible. Simulator runs with the simpler Echo models have exhibited the kinds
of evolution and interaction that we observe in real cas. Preliminary runs that utilize some of the more
sophisticated mechanisms have also shown the enhancements we would expect from those mechanisms.
And several projects, some simple, some complex, are modifying Echo to use real data. But there is a
long way to go (p. 160).
One task for the future involves the development of theory – for example, insights useful in finding lever points to address
tragedy-of-the-commons problems of the type prevalent in defect-defect solutions to prisoner-dilemma games (p. 163).
One example of discovering such a point of leverage would be the identification of a resource bottleneck subject to the
principle of sensitive dependence: “Changes in a bottleneck resource often give rise to effects far out of proportion to the
change” (p. 165).
At a higher level of evolution, theory suggests ways in which agents will evolve to occupy propitiously resource-rich
ecological niches: “With some knowledge of the niche, we can say something of the form of the agent that will occupy it”
(p. 169).
As an example, biologists recently discovered a tropical flower with a throat of unprecedented depth, a
flower belonging to a genus invariably pollinated by moths. The niche provided by this flower led the
scientists confidently to predict the existence of a moth, yet to be found, with a proboscis of equally
unprecedented length (p. 169).
This is pretty much where Holland (1995) leaves us – thinking about tropical flowers, deep throats, and confidentlypredicted-but-still-to-be-discovered long-nosed moths. Heroically refraining from making “Deep Throat” jokes, we note
that – clearly – the stage is set for the appearance of a follow-up volume.
Section 2.4: John Holland on Emergence
After only two years spent in additional writing – apparently a long time in a field that moves as fast as complexity theory
– John Holland (1998) offers a sequel to Hidden Order in the form of his follow-up work on Emergence: From Chaos to
Order. In many ways, Emergence is a better book than Hidden Order – more comprehensive, more clearly written, and
more satisfying in its happier ending. Certainly, if you are forced – by time pressure, financial limitations, or
insurmountable laziness – to choose between the two, this is the one to read.
As when a seed becomes a plant or a few rules become a complicated board game, emergence is a DOCAS phenomenon
in which “much comes from little” (p. 1):
The hallmark of emergence is this sense of much coming from little…. Emergence is a ubiquitous feature
of the world around us…. We are everywhere confronted with emergence in complex adaptive systems –
ant colonies, networks of neurons, the immune system, the Internet, and the global economy, to name a
few – where the behavior of the whole is much more complex than the behavior of the parts (p. 2).
Put differently, as we have seen before, “a small number of rules or laws can generate systems of surprising complexity”
(p. 3). Again, “The classic description of agent-based emergence is Douglas Hofstadter’s 1979 metaphor of the ant
colony” in which “Despite the limited repertoire of the individual agents – the ants – the colony exhibits a remarkable
flexibility in probing and exploring its surroundings”: “Somehow the simple laws of the agents generate an emergent
behavior far beyond their individual capacities” (p. 5). In such a DOCAS, global aggregate behavior emerges from
adaptive local interactions among rule-following agents (p. 7).
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The study of emergence depends on reduction insofar as it involves breaking a DOCAS down into its component parts,
but is non-reductionistic in that it focuses not on the parts in isolation but rather on the interactions among those
components (p. 14):
Emergence, in the sense used here, occurs only when the activities of the parts do not simply sum to give
activity of the whole. For emergence, the whole is indeed more than the sum of the parts (p. 14).
Such phenomena occur at the level of the atom, the molecule, the cell, the organism, the organization, … the ecosystem
(p. 8). In short, emergence is everywhere. It’s got us surrounded. Thus, “Emergence is ever present, but protean in form”
(p. 13).
After numerous pages devoted to an overview of the general nature of models, Holland (1998) presents yet another spatial
metaphor – this one dedicated to modeling the progress of a game as a path through a decision tree showing the
permissible moves that may occur at any particular state of the system so as to represent the strategies pursued by the
players of the game (pp. 33-42): “the combined strategies select a path through the move tree that leads from the root
node to a particular leaf” (p. 39). Because the overall tree is typically far too voluminous with far too many branches to
permit any sort of complete listing of possibilities, the relevant strategies usually proceed by means of heuristics or
simplifying rules of thumb (p. 41). Players adapt to each other in a manner such that phenomena emerge (p. 42) in the
form of emergent properties (p. 45) that reflect the dynamics of player interactions (p. 45) by establishing transition
functions that specify the changes occurring from one state to the next (p. 47). The computer model of a DOCAS works
in a similar fashion – in short, like a game wherein “from any state we can construct a tree of legal alternatives” (p. 52)
and where “we choose a path through the tree of possibilities” (p. 52): “The result is a dynamic, computer-based model –
a major vehicle for the scientific investigation of emergence” (p. 52).
As a major example, Holland (1998) focuses on the development by Arthur Samuel of a computer program for learning to
play checkers (p. 53), in which the “emergence of good play is the objective” (p. 56). Samuel’s routine proceeds by
assigning each board configuration scores on various features (e.g., number of pieces ahead of the opponent), weighting
these scores by a set of feature-importance weights, and computing a valuation function (p. 61). Pieces are moved in
ways that produce the highest valuations in accord with a minimax criterion (minimizing the maximum damage an
opponent can do) – for both the player and the opponent (sometimes by means of a bootstrapping procedure in which the
program plays against itself) – with the importance weights updated over time as experience with outcomes accumulates
(p. 62) so that the valuation-function predictions improve as more and more games are played (p. 64). The proof of the
pudding is that the checkers-player routine designed by Samuel learned to beat the designer himself (p. 64).
Introducing a related approach to modeling neural networks, Holland (1998) returns yet again to the metaphor of an ant
colony as described by Hofstadter (1979), the key point being that each ant follows only a very simple rule but that
adaptive organization nonetheless emerges from the interactions among the numerous constituent ants. Holland (1998)
reminds us that “Like the ant colony, the central nervous system (CNS) is composed of numerous interacting … neurons”
(p. 82):
Individual neurons, like individual ants, have a behavioral repertoire that can be reasonably approximated
with the help of a small number of rules…. In both cases … a persistent, flexible organization emerge[s]
from relatively inflexible components (p. 82).
Briefly, neurons send out axons that make near-contact with other neurons via synapses; when enough zero-one energy
pulses from other neurons accumulate at a given neuron, it fires its own energy pulse; the more this happens, the more
interneuronal connections are strengthened with repeated use: “If we take this effect into account, we can think of the
synapses as weighted according to past experience, much like the weighted features in Samuel’s checkersplayer” (p. 85).
As modeled in the early seminal work by McCulloch and Pitts, a neuron fires if the number of pulses arriving at its
synapses during a particular time period exceeds a certain threshold (p. 87) – a simplification that has been helpful in
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modeling neural networks (p. 88) – where this threshold can be adjusted via feedback from learning “to improve the
response of output neurons to designated input patterns” (p. 90): “feedforward nets respond directly, instant by instant, to
the patterns presented, and there is a referee that indicates whether or not the correct response has been given” (p. 91).
Unlike the artificial neural networks just described, real neurons behave somewhat differently – with time-varying
thresholds, thresholds adjusting upward by fatigue, synapse weights increasing with frequency of firing – so that cell
assemblies of neurons tending to fire together tend to form (pp. 92-96) according to Hebb’s Rule: “If neuron X fires at
time t and neuron Y fires [does not fire] at time t+1, then any synapses that X’s axon makes at Y are strengthened
[weakened]” (p. 110). With learning, sequences of such cell assemblies develop (p. 111).
Quite helpfully, Holland (1998) draws out the common elements of the checkers-player and neural-network examples by
placing them in a more general context (p. 115). Briefly, multiple components follow simple rules; behave according to
strategies; interact to produce states that change over time; and thereby create the resulting emergent complexities (pp.
115-116). Relevant agent-based models would include the stock market, the ecosystem, the immune system, or (one more
time) an ant colony where “the complexity of the colony emerges from the large number of ants, and their coupled
interactions with each other and the environment” (p. 117). Because of these interactions, the behavior of the system is
nonlinear, and emergence involves a whole greater than the sum of its parts:
Emergence is above all a product of coupled, context-dependent interactions. Technically these
interactions, and their resulting system, are nonlinear. The behavior of the overall system cannot be
obtained by summing the behaviors of its constituent parts (pp. 121-122).
Key aspects of modeling emergence thus include: the state of the system (on which subsequent states depend); a game
tree involving transition functions that represent the strategies of various agents; rules that generate the behavior of agents
by specifying how each input state is processed to produce some output state, including how the agent relates to its
environment in general and to its environment of other agents in particular (pp. 123-124).
Holland (1998) uses the term constrained generating procedure (CGP) to refer to the overall setting for handling such
models (p. 125). Specifically, in CGPs:
The models that result are dynamic, hence procedures; the mechanisms that underpin the model generate
the dynamic behavior; and the allowed interactions between the mechanisms constrain the possibilities, in
the way that the rules of a game constrain the possible board configurations (p. 126).
Thus, rules specify the mechanisms for transforming inputs into outputs (p. 126); these are the primitives of the model (p.
132). Interacting mechanisms link together to form networks (p. 127); in other words, the primitives are connected to one
another (p. 132) via interface functions (p. 133) that form a lattice of interconnections (p. 135). The state of the network
at a moment in time dictates possible future states according to a precisely specified transition function (p. 128). And
hierarchical organization occurs when mechanisms are combined into hierarchies of subassemblies (p. 129). In short, to
return to yet another spatial metaphor, the transition function describes the dynamic path over time of the state trajectory
(p. 131).
One example of such a CGP is a cellular automaton (p. 136) wherein the state of a checkerboard pattern of dichotomous
cells follows a path or trajectory to a subsequent state or states according to the set of rules embodied by a precisely
specified transition function (p. 137), as in the case (mentioned earlier) of John Conway’s Game of Life (pp. 138-141).
Specifically, a given cell will be occupied at time t+1 iff it is empty (occupied) at time t and three (two or three)
immediate neighbors are occupied at time t (p. 139). To illustrate emergence rather elegantly, Holland (1998) shows how
such a simple CGP creates a glider – that is, a group of five occupied cells that first forms and then “glides” diagonally
across the space (p. 140). The persistence of such a pattern, moving in a life-like way through space, typifies the essence
of emergence in a complex system:
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The possibility of such a spatially coherent moving pattern is not something easily determined by direct
inspection of the laws of Conway’s universe. The possibility only exists because of the strongly
nonlinear interactions of the particles (states) in adjacent cells. Even if we restrict attention to the five-byfive array of cells sufficient to contain a glider, along with the immediate surround of empty neighbors,
no extant analytical technique will predict the existence of a glider pattern. We can only discover the
glider by configurations. A five-by-five array in Life has 225 ~ 32,000,000 distinct configurations, so the
task is not easy (p. 140).
This illustration demonstrates quite vividly that, in emergence, very simple rules or transition functions generate coherent
emergent phenomena due to interactions that create nonlinearities where the lower-level emergent patterns may
themselves become part of higher-level emergent phenomena (p. 142).
That said, Holland (1998) takes pains to show how the checkers-player routine and how neural networks, viewed as
illustrative models of complex systems, may be regarded as examples of CGPs (p. 143). Here, in other words, for the
ostensibly worthwhile purpose of making telling comparisons and showing illuminating commonalities, he engages in the
exercise of translating checkers and neural nets into CGP-speak. Frankly, I find these excursions into semantics and
syntax more obfuscating than helpful. I already believed that the two models were specific examples of the more general
CGP-based formulation. I still believe this after reading Holland’s laborious descriptions. But, beyond flexing a few
intellectual muscles, I have not gained much from this exercise.
More instructive, perhaps, is Holland’s brief discussion of Copycat – a model constructed by Douglas Hofstadter to create
analogies (p. 157). Copycat answers questions like “How can you change ijk to a new string in the same way that you
could change abc to abd” (p. 157)? (My guess would be ijl, but – in what appears to represent an extreme form of
intellectual one-upmanship – Holland never tells us the correct answer.) Copycat works by constructing a network of
interconnected nodes (i.e., associated concepts); grouping closely related concepts; discovering similarities between the
source and target of the analogy; and so on – all in a manner that Holland’s description renders fascinating but leaves
rather vague (pp. 157-160).
Holland (1998) next turns his attention to the problem of constructing CGPs that allow for changes in the connections
among agents – that is, that introduce variation in the form of what he calls a CGP-V (p. 162). Here, he explains, among
other things, how a CGP-V can be mapped into a cellular automaton (p. 175); how a CGP-V can model the movements of
billiard balls or hot gas particles (p. 178); and even – recalling his earlier book – how “to embed a genetic algorithm in a
cgp-v” (p. 182). However, honest to a fault, Holland (1998) also advises us that this chapter is “technical” and that “Its
lessons are repeated later on, so the reader can jump over it without an impaired ability to understand later chapters” (p.
161). Could we find a stronger incentive to moving on as quickly as possible?
Thus impelled, we arrive at an interesting quasi-philosophical discussion in which Holland (1998) espouses a sort of
modified reductionism – that is, recalling earlier material, a view in which the behavior of a DOCAS results from simple
rules for components or agents interacting in ways that produce complex emergent phenomena at a higher level (p. 189).
It now transpires, however, that we may also seek laws to account for these higher-level phenomena (p. 190). And here,
we encounter the question of how to define the relevant levels of a CGP. Holland answers this question by returning to
the idea of combining mechanisms into more complex mechanisms (p. 190), where the lower-level mechanism is
specified by a transition function that converts its current state plus the relevant inputs into the output of a future state (p.
191). When such mechanisms are connected, the composite is itself a mechanism that can be connected with other
mechanisms to form a still higher-level mechanism (p. 191). Thus, the composite mechanisms are themselves specified
by higher-level transition functions (p. 191). In short,
More generally, we can produce hierarchical definitions of cgp’s, using cgp’s defined early in the process
as building blocks for later, more complicated cgp’s. We gain, thereby, a precise notion of level (p. 192).
Returning for illustrative purposes to the checkerboard-based example of the cellular automaton, this mechanismcombination concept corresponds to a higher-level process that Holland (1998) calls tiling – that is, the grouping of
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squares to form arrays that then behave according to more complex higher-level transition functions (p. 194). In
Conway’s Game of Life, for example, each 3x3 tile would have 29 = 512 possible states; so we could use this approach to
derive the rules for forming a 3x3 glider (p. 195). However, the description at the 3x3 tiled level would be amazingly
complex, thereby motivating our desire for a reductionistic approach that describes the system (as before) in terms of
more elementary components:
What if you were presented with the tile automaton with no suggestion of its relation to Conway’s
automaton? You would be faced with trying to find regularities that would help you to understand a
transition function with more than 2,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 entries!… This transition
function, taken as fundamental, would provide an extremely complex picture…. The almost automatic
instinct of a scientist is to try to redescribe the states in terms of more elementary components, with the
objective of finding components and interactions that are simpler to describe than the original. That
objective, more than anything else, motivates scientific reductionism. It has proved a powerful technique
for both organizing knowledge and generating predictions in complex situations…. Much of the most
productive and difficult activity in basic science involves this very task: searching for reductions that
uncover previously hidden regularities (pp. 196-197).
It should be emphasized – strongly emphasized – that Holland (1998) does not here advocate the sort of simple-minded
reductionism practiced by those ultra-neopositivistic enlightenment-influenced mechanists who believed that they could
pull a system apart into its components, examine these components, and thereby understand the working of the whole
assemblage. This hope represented a fallacy brilliantly skewered by the famous lines from William Wordsworth’s “The
Tables Turned”:
Sweet is the lore that Nature brings;
Our meddling intellect
Mis-shapes the beauteous forms of things:-We murder to dissect (ll. 25-28).
Rather, Holland (1998) advocates a more refined form of reductionism that studies the parts of a system but that focuses
on the rules for their interactions so as to build up the manner in which such nonlinearities and feedback effects combine
to result in the higher-level appearance of emergent phenomena. Indeed, as I understand it, this is the whole point of
chaos-and-complexity science! Nonetheless, Holland also reminds us that we may still aspire to finding higher-level laws
to describe the behavior of combined mechanisms higher in the hierarchic structure. He illustrates this hope by
formulating coherent rules for the description of 3x3 gliders in Conway’s Game of Life and concludes that “When we
observe regularities, we can often move the description ‘up a level,’ replacing what may be difficult or even infeasible
calculations from first principles” (pp. 200-201).
As if inspired by the poetic aspects of the Wordsworth example just mentioned (but not cited by the author himself),
Holland (1998) turns his attention to a consideration of Metaphor and Invention (p. 202). Here, focusing first on scientific
innovation, he strongly emphasizes the role of imagination and creation (p. 205) and compares the process of modeling
with that of constructing a metaphor (p. 206) in that “The target model is related to an already constructed source model”
(p. 206). This describes a translation process that resembles the construction of a metaphor (p. 207) in which “Both the
source and the target are surrounded by an aura of meaning and associations”: “The metaphor causes a kind of
recombination of these auras, enlarging the perceptions associated with both the target and the source [via] connections
and interpretations that are, variously, surprising, amusing, or exhilarating” (pp. 207-208). The point, of course, is that
this “recombination of auras” – like an emergent property in any DOCAS – is greater than the sum of its parts so that, in
responding to a simple phrase such as “iceberg, emerald of the sea,” we find that “our perception of the two objects is
altered by the metaphoric conjunction” (p. 208) to produce “a profound reconception of the subject matter” (p. 209).
Thus, although Holland (1998) does not break new ground in the interpretation of poetry, he does offer a helpful emphasis
on the relation between poetry (metaphors) and science (models). In both, we find a source system (surrounded by an
aura of facts and regularities), a target system (also with various regularities in need of understanding), and a translation
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between the two (suggesting a transfer of inferences or meanings) (p. 210). Also, in both, “the result is innovation”
wherein “models and metaphors enable us to see new connections” (p. 210). Obviously, creating such models or
metaphors requires insights into patterns of source-target relationships that arise in ways only dimly understood by those
who study creativity. Good advice: immerse yourself (p. 213); let your unconscious do its work (p. 213); focus on
commonalities of neighboring phenomena (p. 213); study larger patterns and regularities (p. 214); seek to satisfice (do it
better) rather than to optimize (do it best) (p. 216); think of creativity as evolution speeded up to achieve emergence via
recombination and interaction (p. 218).
Holland (1998) finishes this discussion of creativity with a comparison between poetry and physics – finding
commonalities in their wellsprings of innovation, but also differences in their outputs in the sense that the former is “too
loose” and the latter “too tight” (p. 219). Physics involves a steadily increasing approach to ever-greater rigor; yet this
rigor entails a blindness to “the broad ill-defined domains that are so much a part of human experience – domains
characterized by words like ‘beauty,’ ‘justice,’ ‘purpose,’ and ‘meaning’” (p. 220). By contrast, “The insights of poetry
far surpass those of science in these domains” (p. 220). What Holland (1998) hopes for is a rapprochement whereby
“poetry and physics can be brought into closer conjunction”: “Perhaps there is a ‘game’ with the rigor of a cgp that
permits insightful combinations of the powerful symbols of poetry” (p. 220). If so, we infer, those adept at playing this
game – doubtless by means of computer-based modeling – may become the DOCAS-inspired savants of the future.
Holland (1998) concludes this challenging and worthwhile book by summing up key mathematical concepts (e.g., if-then
clauses); DOCAS-related concepts (e.g., state, transition function, strategy); and important general concepts (e.g., model,
agent). Using these concepts, he recapitulates how emergence occurs in a DOCAS or cas (p. 225); how the whole exceeds
the sum of its parts (p. 225); how emergent phenomena persist even when their component parts change (p. 225); the
importance of context (p. 226); adaptivity via selection for competence (p. 226); law-like behavior at the macro level (p.
227); differential persistence of more successful agents (p. 227); the scope for higher-level CGPs (p. 229) such as the
appearance of the exquisitely structured human eye via a combination of emergence with natural selection (p. 230).
Overall, the central theme is again the notion that, in a DOCAS or cas, much comes from little: “We’ve seen repeatedly
that a small set of well-chosen building blocks, when constrained by simple rules, can generate an unbounded stream of
complex patterns” (p. 238). In this connection, Holland (1998) quotes Murray Gell-Mann to the effect that “In an
astonishing variety of contexts, apparently complex structures or behaviors emerge from systems characterized by simple
rules” (p. 238). In short, it appears that emergence stems from dynamic open complex adaptive systems (p. 242).
Illustrations would include such by-now-familiar exemplars as predator-prey coevolution, prisoner-dilemma games, and
markets based on agents pursuing simple buy/sell rules (p. 242). Though previously not so familiar in the natural
sciences, emergence – in the sense of “getting more out than you put in” – is a hallmark of the arts and is almost
synonymous with the nature of a Gestalt (p. 245). Further, it appears increasingly likely that DOCAS-related concepts
will provide the key to understanding the emergence of life and of consciousness (p. 246). Science, Art, Life, Mind –
these are Big Ideas that do indeed emerge from the study of chaos-and-complexity science and from an exploration of
other DOCAS-related concepts – topics and themes in the articulation of which John Holland is a reigning master.
Section 2.5: Robert Axelrod on The Complexity of Cooperation
Robert Axelrod (1997) – another member of the aforementioned BACH Group at the University of Michigan (BurksAxelrod-Cohen-and-Holland) and also a participant at the Santa Fe Institute – has complemented the activities of his
BACH/SFI colleague John Holland by writing a book on complexity from the viewpoint of the social sciences entitled
The Complexity of Cooperation: Agent-Based Models of Competition and Collaboration. As a collection of essays that
build on the seminal contribution by Axelrod (1984) in The Evolution of Cooperation, showing the tendency for
cooperative reciprocity to evolve over time in two-person prisoner-dilemma games (PDGs), this newer work on the
Complexity of Cooperation offers a broader overview of subsequent work applying complexity theory to the social
sciences. As indicated by Axelrod (1997) in his “Introduction,” the primary tool used here is agent-based modeling
(ABM) – that is, the application of computer simulations to studying the outcomes of complex social systems involving
the interactions of many actors or agents (p. 3).
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As pursued by Axelrod (1997), consistent with other DOCAS-related analyses, the key focus of agent-based modeling
(ABM) centers on an interest in how locally interacting agents (component parts following simple rules) produce largescale emergent properties (macro-level patterns of behavior) (p. 4). This approach replaces the typical rational-choice
paradigm with a viewpoint that stresses the role of adaptation through learning at the individual level or through
differential survival and reproduction at the population level (p. 4). Because such processes involve highly complex
nonlinearities based on interactions and feedback effects, “the simulation of an agent-based model is often the only viable
way to study populations of agents who are adaptive rather than fully rational” (p. 4). Axelrod (1997) summarizes this
triple focus on cooperation, adaptation, and ABM as follows:
Taken as a whole, this book presents a set of studies that are unified in three ways. First, they all deal
with problems and opportunities of cooperation in a more or less competitive environment. Second, they
all employ models that use adaptive rather than rational agents…. Third, they all use computer
simulations to study the emergent properties of the interactions among the agents. Thus they are all
agent-based models. The simulation is necessary because the interactions of adaptive agents typically
lead to nonlinear effects that are not amenable to the deductive tools of formal mathematics (p. 6).
Toward this end, Axelrod (1997) begins by revisiting his focus on the prisoner-dilemma game (PDG). Specifically, he
applies John Holland’s genetic algorithm to an ABM of the PDG and demonstrates that, as a validation of his earlier
work, “the population evolved toward strategies that behaved very much like TIT FOR TAT, and were certainly achieving
cooperation based upon reciprocity” (p. 11). To review briefly, Axelrod’s earlier work (1984) had shown that a tit-for-tat
(TFT) strategy (cooperate with other players who have cooperated, defect against other players who have defected) –
submitted by Anatol Rapoport to a contest among a large number of learned professors of biology, physics, computer
science, etc. – outperformed other more complex strategies. Axelrod (1997) now investigates whether Holland’s genetic
algorithm can evolve a winning strategy over time and, if so, whether that strategy will resemble TFT. In this connection,
Axelrod (1997) provides an exceptionally clear summary of how the genetic algorithm works in the present context:
The first step is to specify a way of representing each allowable strategy as a string of genes on a
chromosome that can undergo genetic transformations, such as mutations. The initial population is
constructed from the allowable set (perhaps by simply picking at random). In each generation, the
effectiveness of each individual in the population is determined by running the individual in the current
strategic environment. Finally, the relatively successful strategies are used to produce offspring that
resemble the parents. Pairs of successful offspring are selected to mate and produce the offspring for the
next generation. Each offspring draws part of its genetic material from one parent and part from another
[via crossover]. Moreover, completely new material is occasionally introduced through mutation [via a
small random change in genes]. After many generations of selection for relatively successful strategies,
the result might well be a population that is substantially more successful in the given strategic
environment than the original population (p. 17).
A computer simulation of this genetic algorithm by Axelrod (1997) produces TFT-like strategies that actually perform
somewhat better than TFT in the particular environment studied, suggesting overall that TFT is a robustly successful
approach (p. 21). As a major conclusion, Axelrod returns to Sewall Wright’s conception of evolution viewed in terms of a
spatial analogy – that is, as attaining an improved position at a higher elevation on a fitness landscape:
The genetic algorithm is a highly effective method of searching for effective strategies in a huge space of
possibilities. Following Sewall Wright …, the problem for evolution can be conceptualized as a search
for relatively high points in a multidimensional field of gene combinations, where height corresponds to
fitness (Axelrod 1997, pp. 23-24).
Echoing Holland in work described earlier, Axelrod (1997) also notes a trade-off between exploitation (finding a local
optimum in the shorter run by favoring the reproduction of successful strategies) and exploration (seeking a global
optimum in the longer run by generating more crossovers-and-mutations). Further, he offers speculations on promising
future extensions, at least one of which – bearing directly on the issue of evolution to attain a better fit with an ecological
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niche – corresponds to marketing theory aimed at achieving an effective positioning strategy so as to win a differential
advantage:
When distinct ecological niches exist, a single species tends to differentiate into two or more species to
take advantage of the different opportunities offered by the different niches (p. 27).
In other words – when Coca-Cola introduces, first, Tab or Diet Coke and, then, both regular and diet Coke offered with
and without caffeine – we are witnessing something very close to the niche-attaining evolutionary process described so
insightfully by the genetic algorithm. The analogy between niches in the market space and survival of the fittest at
biologically propitious positions in the natural environment is too obvious to ignore.
Axelrod (1997) also examines the question of what happens to the strategic effectiveness of TFT in the presence of noise
– that is, when one or both players make mistakes in implementing their own strategies or in interpreting those of the
other players (p. 30). Martin Nowak and Karl Sigmund have proposed that a Win-Stay-Lose-Shift (WSLS) strategy
(sometimes called “Pavlov”) works better than TFT in such a noisy setting (p. 31). However, Axelrod (1997) shows that
modifications of TFT – a “generous” version that forgives defection part of the time and/or a “contrite” version that
cooperates part of the time to compensate for past mistaken defections – outperform the less robust WSLS approach (p.
35): “In the presence of noise, reciprocity [TFT] still works, provided it is accompanied by either generosity (some
chance of cooperating when one would otherwise defect) or contrition (cooperating after the other player defects in
response to one’s own defection)” (p. 38).
Moving to a somewhat more macroscopic level, Axelrod (1997) next investigates the emergence of norms modeled as
“solutions to dilemmas of collective action” as represented by the sort of n-person prisoner-dilemma game (n-PDG) that
would characterize such examples as Garrett Hardin’s “Tragedy of the Commons” in which, if everyone is selfish
(wanting one more goat to graze on the common pasture), all are worse off (when the whole herd overgrazes and starves
to death) (p. 41; cf. Shultz and Holbrook 1999). Here, TFT does not work because there is no way to punish a defecting
player. Hence, Axelrod (1997) explores possibilities for the development of norms focused on punishing those who do
not cooperate and metanorms focused on punishing those who do not follow the norms – that is, punishing those who do
not punish those who do not cooperate (p. 41).
Still following the assumptions of bounded rationality, Axelrod (1997) again pursues a modeling approach based on the
genetic algorithm to simulate the evolution of norms over time (p. 47). This version of the n-PDG goes beyond the
Commons Tragedy formulation by introducing the possibility of observing the behavior of non-cooperating agents (i.e.,
“boldness”) and punishing this non-cooperative behavior (i.e., “vengefulness”) (p. 49). As before, crossovers and
mutations occur among those successful agents selected for reproduction (p. 50). Simulations show that vengeful norms
(i.e., punishing defectors) sometimes do and sometimes do not evolve in such a setting (p. 52) but that, if metanorms (i.e.,
punishing those who do not punish defectors) are introduced, vengefulness increases to high levels and drives down
boldness (p. 54). This result establishes the effectiveness of self-policing (p. 55) and has obvious applications in such
areas as honor codes, non-smoking ordinances, waste-disposal violations, or other areas in which selfish interests and the
commonweal are at cross-purposes. More generally, it appears that “metanorms can promote and sustain cooperation in a
population” and that “An evolutionary approach is helpful in studying these dynamics because it can help show how
strategies change over time as a function of their relative success in an ever-changing environment of other players who
are also changing their own strategies with experience” (p. 65).
Axelrod (1997) then turns to a DOCAS-based analysis of the issues involved when agents choose sides, as when forming
coalitions. Again pursuing a spatial analogy, in work with Scott Bennett, he proposes “A Landscape Theory of
Aggregation” (p. 72). This theory addresses the question of why certain countries, organizations, or people tend to form
alliances (p. 73) or, in general, “how actors will form alignments” (p. 74). The landscape theory assumes that actors (i,j)
of different sizes (sj) have propensities to join together (pi,j); that the configuration (X) in which they are partitioned
establishes the distance between each pair (di,j); and that this combination of sizes, propensities, and distances determines
a level of frustration with a configuration (Fi(X)) for a given actor (i): Fi(X) = Sumj,i(sjpijdij(X)) (p. 75). The energy
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(E(X)) of an entire configuration (X) is then a size-weighted sum of the frustrations of the various actors: E(X) =
Sumi(sjFi(X)) = Sumi,j(sisjpijdij(X)) (p. 76).
Pursuing the spatial analogy, we can think of each possible energy level as a position in an n-dimensional energy
landscape showing the height of the energy level E(X) above the n-dimensional spatial representation of each possible
configuration X (p. 77). The problem can then be conceptualized as that of finding a minimum-energy location – that is,
the bottom of a valley – in the energy landscape or configuration space (p. 77). Such a valley in the energy landscape can
be thought of as a basin of attraction and may represent a local rather than a global minimum (p. 78). The path of a
solution, depending on its starting point, may lead to one or another local minimum (p. 79).
Again, Axelrod (1997) takes time out to credit Sewall Wright, Stuart Kauffman, René Thom, and others with developing
spatial analogies such as those represented by the valley-seeking or hill-climbing aspects of fitness landscapes (p. 79).
When viewed in the context of game theory, “Landscape theory says that the stable configurations are exactly those that
are in Nash equilibrium” in that “What landscape theory adds to game theory is a way of characterizing all possible
configurations and the dynamics among them” where “each actor responds to the current situation in a shortsighted
attempt to achieve local improvement” (p. 80).
We should again note the close analogy between the spatial metaphor on which landscape theory is based and various
aspects of marketing strategy – such as those concerned with winning a differential advantage by positioning a brand
closer than competitors to an ideal point that represents a preference peak for some actionable segment of customers. I
take this ubiquitous spatial metaphor to be a defining characteristic of marketing strategy – really, the defining
characteristic of marketing strategy, appropriately viewed as embodying the Principle of Spatial Destination. Hence, the
fitness landscape represents an obvious link between issues of concern to marketing management and those of interest to
chaos-and-complexity science.
Meanwhile, another application by Axelrod (1997) deals with the alignment of seventeen European countries in the years
preceding World War II (p. 83). Specifically, based on carefully specified measures, he calculates a propensity index for
each pair of nations (pi,j) of various sizes (si) and then performs a systematic search of energy levels (E(X)) for all 216 =
65,536 possible configurations of alignments (p. 84). His results show an almost perfect match to the alignments that
actually occurred (p. 85) and provide better predictions than those obtained with other approaches such as cluster analysis
(p. 87) or rational choice theory (p. 89).
As a related application, Axelrod (1997) next considers the problem of predicting business alliances – in this case,
tendencies of nine computer companies to join one of two coalitions competing to establish technical standards for the
UNIX operating system in 1988 (p. 95). Here, the importance of belonging to an alliance dominant in the setting of
standards is illustrated by the success of the VHS versus the Beta format in the early days of videotape technology (p. 96).
Working with several colleagues, Axelrod (1997) borrows from Brian Arthur’s concept of increasing returns (p. 97) to
suggest the advantages gained from joining together to formulate industry standards that will appeal to prospective
adopters – the purposely inefficient QWERTY keyboard, for example, which slowed down the typist in order to avoid
problems with the keys getting stuck and which was essentially accepted-because-it-was-accepted (p. 98). Hence,
alliances form to promote such standards (p. 99). Axelrod & Co. use Landscape Theory to predict alliances in the UNIX
case (p. 104). The relevant propensity measures assume an incentive to ally (not to ally) with relatively more distant
(close) rivals (p. 104). Using an energy calculation comparable to that described in the preceding paragraphs (p. 106),
Axelrod & Co. again find accurate predictions of the alliances that actually occurred (p. 113): “The success indicates that
the approach provides a practical method for suggesting which firms in an industry will ally, by using only data likely to
be available to managers or researchers faced with limited information” (p. 116).
Axelrod (1997) next turns to a project typical of the SFI approach to modeling DOCAS-related phenomena – namely, a
model intended to show how higher-level political actors can arise from simple local rules for interactions among lowerlevel actors (p. 124). Such a macro-actor might emerge as a route to preventing Garrett Hardin’s Commons Tragedy
(described earlier) via appropriate resource regulation (p. 125). In this connection, Axelrod (1997) uses a DOCAS-type
model based on “the simple dynamic of ‘pay or else’” (p. 127) – that is, “a tribute system in which an actor can extract
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resources from others through tribute payments and use these resources to extract still more resources” (p. 127). In other
words, in contrast to the PDG, “the tribute model is based upon extortion rather than cooperation” (p. 127). If this strikes
you as sounding like the plot to an especially seedy film noir movie, you are not far off the mark.
Specifically, in the agent-based model (ABM) developed by Axelrod (1997), actors are arranged on a circular line, each
with two neighbors, from whom an actor may periodically demand a payment of wealth and who respond by either paying
or choosing to fight, after which a redistribution of wealth occurs (p. 128). Meanwhile, the mafia-like actors develop
commitments to one another that further affect their distributive outcomes (p. 130). Simulation of such a DOCAS over
time shows that two clusters of commitments tend to arise (p. 133). Phenomena comparable to world wars occur (p. 135).
Behavior analogous to “imperial overstretch” (p. 137) appears, in which a strong actor suffers from being drawn into
fights involving weaker actors to whom it has made commitments (p. 136). Further, civil wars can take place (p. 138).
In short, to paraphrase from my own vantage point, the DOCAS-based ABM simulation designed by Axelrod (1997)
shows behavior just about as nasty as what we regularly observe on the international scene. However depressing, the
thug-like pay-or-else model provides a plausible reconstruction of global relations among world powers. Axelrod’s
conclusion is a strong one: “The tribute model provides an existence proof that it is possible to use simple local rules to
generate higher levels of organization from elementary actors” (p. 142). Here, of course, he intends “higher” in a “macro”
rather than a “moral” sense.
Building to a still more macro-level of analysis, Axelrod (1997) concludes by considering the case of cultural
dissemination (p. 145) as it applies to the phenomenon of social influence (p. 146). Axelrod previews by suggesting that
this model is at once the simplest, most ambitious, most surprising, and most controversial model in the book – both
because of the results it produces and because of his difficulty in getting these results published (the ultimate destination,
after several painful rejections, being the Journal of Conflict Resolution). The model focuses on how neighboring people
do/don’t influence each other on various features (p. 149) so that they do/don’t develop a common culture (p. 150). This
issue bears a close resemblance to questions concerning the diffusion of opinions, fads, fashions, and other innovations in
situations of interest to marketers (p. 151). Indeed, citing Everett Rogers as a source for the concept that ideas transfer
most easily among people who are similar, Axelrod (1997) develops this logic to suggest that “The model of social
influence offered here abstracts this fundamental principle to say that communication is most effective between similar
people”:
Put another way, the likelihood that a given cultural feature will spread from one individual (or group) to
another depends on how many other features they may already have in common. Similarity leads to
interaction, and interaction leads to still more similarity (p. 151).
Interestingly, this process may encourage convergence among some cultural regions, divergence among others (p. 151).
In other words, interactions and feedbacks operating at the local level lead to emergent global phenomena involving
shared or differentiated cultures:
For the present purposes, culture is assumed to satisfy two simple premises: people are more likely to
interact with others who share many of their cultural attributes, and interactions between two people tend
to increase the number of attributes they share (p. 151).
Axelrod (1997) provides a brief but thorough review of the various literatures bearing on the diffusion of cultural material
(p. 152) – where we encounter many references familiar to marketers and related to the sorts of issues that concern Moore
(1999) and Gladwell (2000), as discussed later in this Appendix. However, Axelrod (1997) contends that his model is
“new in two regards” in that “First, it explicitly takes into account that the effect of one cultural feature depends on the
presence or absence of other cultural features” and in that “Second, it takes into account that similar individuals are more
likely to influence each other than dissimilar individuals” (p. 153). Further, in his approach, adaptive rather than rational
agents interact – in the absence of any central authority – to generate emergent properties of a system represented by an
agent-based model (p. 153).
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This ABM that Axelrod (1997) designs to represent such phenomena of cultural diffusion bears a strong resemblance to
the cellular automaton described earlier. Agents distributed on a grid possess traits on various cultural features; interact
with a probability proportional to their similarity on these features; and change their traits or not according to a random
draw (p. 154). When such a complex system is simulated over time, as shown by sequential mappings (p. 157), regions of
shared cultures develop (p. 156) with high (low) cultural similarity within (between) regions (p. 157).
Comparative simulations show how the number of cultural regions that form tends to decrease as the number of features
increases (p. 159) and to increase as the number of traits per feature increases (p. 159). This occurs because more features
(traits per feature) makes an interaction between neighboring sites more (less) likely: “Having more features (i.e.,
dimensions) in the culture actually makes for fewer stable regions, but having more alternatives on each feature makes for
more stable regions” (p. 159). Further, interactions over larger neighborhoods produce fewer cultural regions (p. 160).
And the number of cultural regions reaches a peak at an intermediate level of territory size (i.e., number of sites on the
grid describing the territory) (p. 161).
In sum, Axelrod (1997) has constructed an ABM-type cellular automaton to represent the phenomena of interest to
marketers concerned with the adoption-and-diffusion of cultural innovations. Beyond its obvious relevance to marketers,
the conclusion drawn by Axelrod (1997) from this study of simulated cultural dissemination might stand as a capstone for
the entire DOCAS-related project of complexity science:
Perhaps the most important lesson of the social influence model is that intuition is not a very good guide
to predicting what even a very simple dynamic model will produce. The social influence model is very
simple indeed. Its mechanism can be stated in a single sentence: with probability equal to their cultural
similarity, a randomly chosen site will adopt one of the cultural features of a randomly chosen neighbor.
That’s it. Yet it turns out to be very difficult to anticipate how the number of stable cultural regions
varies as a function of the four parameters in the model…. The computer runs of the social influence
model demonstrate that unaided intuition about how dynamic processes develop over time is not
necessarily very reliable (p. 168).
Section 2.6: Stephen Wolfram on a New Kind of Science
As we have already seen at some length, the reader interested in brushing up on the themes and ideas of complexity
science has a number of viable reading options from which to choose in developing a mastery of such concepts as (in
alphabetical order) adaptive evolution, autopoiesis, butterfly effects, cellular automata, chaos, coevolution, dissipative
structures, dynamic open complex adaptive systems, the ecological perspective, ecosystems, emergent order, fitness
landscapes, fractal geometry, genetic algorithms, hierarchically nested levels, infinite coastlines, life at the edge of chaos,
networks, nonlinearities, phase space, phase transitions, power laws, self-organizing systems, self-similarity, sensitive
dependence on initial conditions, and strange attractors. If some of the terms just unleashed still sound a bit unfamiliar to
you or if you are wondering how they might explain not only marketing but also just about any other phenomenon you
might want to study from molecular biology to horticulture to prisoner-dilemma games to global warfare to astronomy,
then perhaps you need to bolster your complexity-related skills with a wonder-filled perusal of the gigantic book by
Stephen Wolfram (2002) entitled A New Kind of Science.
Your wonder will begin when you note that the book clocks in at 1,261 pages (846 pages of reasonably sized text, 349
pages of punishingly tiny notes, and 66 pages of defiantly minuscule index entries) and weighs enough to give you a
hernia from trying to lift it or major stomach cramps from sitting for more than a couple of minutes with it in your lap.
After my first session with this volume, my torso had grown so tired that I had to lie down on the floor to recuperate.
Building my physical endurance for the “new kind of science” took weeks of excruciating effort. But, hey, in the world of
Stephen Wolfram (2002): No Pain, No Gain.
Then there’s the little matter of what this ponderous book does to your head. Feelings of giddiness, elation, grandeur,
despondency, doubt, despair, frustration, rage, impotence, awe, and trepidation are only a few of the mental symptoms
and psychic disorders that you are likely to experience while getting ready to adopt Wolfram’s prescriptions for the
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fundamental change in thinking that is required by the paradigm shift that he both announces and embodies. So get ready
to face the fact that this work is (Wolf)ram tough.
Apparently, Stephen Wolfram is something of a maverick in the halls of complexity science. At an age when most of us
were still playing with our BB guns or Barbie dolls, he emerged as a first-class theoretical physicist – writing learned
scientific papers on such topics as particle physics or cosmology and inventing a classification of systems into four types
that has inspired a whole career’s worth of work by the likes of (say) Chris Langton but that receives only passing
mention in Wolfram’s own offering. Then, Wolfram developed Mathematica and dropped from the academic scene while
he devoted a few years to getting his software company off the ground. But all the while – for the past twenty years or so
– he has been secretly working on his magnum opus while testing his theories with so many computer simulations that if
each one took a nanosecond and you lined them up minute-by-minute, they would exceed the length of the James Bond,
Arnold Schwarzenegger, Sylvester Stallone, Clint Eastwood, Mel Gibson, Bruce Lee, Jackie Chan, Star Wars, Harry
Potter, and Lord of the Rings films combined. I mean, if each one were as wide as a human hair and you laid them out
side-by-side, they would reach to Neptune and back twelve times. Or words to that effect.
Fundamentally, this monumental undertaking promises to do something rather extraordinary – namely, to present “a new
kind of science” (p. ix) in a style that can be read and understood by a wide audience of plain folks like you and me
because its key ideas are “explained quite fully in ordinary language and pictures” (p. x). Indeed, this dual purpose
foretells the prevailing posture of Wolfram as an author – self-importance accompanied by directness of expression.
Self-importance is not necessarily a bad quality in a scientific genius. Wolfram (2002) honestly believes that his ideas
will revolutionize thought in all areas of scientific endeavor and is not afraid to say so, modesty be damned: “in time I
expect that the ideas of this book will come to pervade not only science and technology but also many areas of general
thinking” (p. xi). In pursuit of this rather ambitious claim, Wolfram reports rather obsessively on his own countless hours
of cerebrations, exertions, and computer experiments – seldom bothering to acknowledge the contributions of others and
pretty much taking credit for inventing a vast array of concepts that often sound vaguely familiar but on which he has put
a distinctly Wolframian spin. (OK, I admit that Wolfram does refer to the work of others in the exasperatingly small font
of his dauntingly obscure endnotes, but few readers – and certainly not I – will possess the heroic patience and visual
acuity needed to get that far.)
Directness of expression has its merits also, though perhaps not to quite the extent that Wolfram evinces when he
relentlessly reiterates certain key thoughts and phrases to the point of almost infuriating repetitiveness. For example,
whenever Wolfram offers up a speculation for which he has no real empirical support and only a vague justification based
on some shadowy computer simulations – that is to say, quite frequently – he prefaces his remarks by saying “I expect” or
“I suspect” that this or that will turn out to be true. As the book wears on, one begins to glean that there is an awful lot of
expectation and suspicion lurking below its smoke-and-mirrors surface.
As an example of what happens when the dubious virtues of self-importance and directness of expression coalesce into
one obsessive idée fixe, consider the number-one finding that runs rampant throughout this entire volume with more
insistence than Max Steiner’s theme song for Gone With the Wind. I refer to Wolfram’s much-trumpeted “discovery” that
can be expressed in all its blinding force in just seven magic words: “many very simple programs produce great
complexity” (p. 3). As the book proceeds, this maxim settles into an oft-repeated catch phrase that could be captured in
even fewer words as “simple rules generate complex behavior” or as “SRÆCB.” This SRÆCB formula appears so often
and with such urgency that one marvels at the singularity of Wolfram’s purpose even while flinching a bit at its apparent
compulsiveness. The following paragraphs, appearing early on, are symptomatic:
I did what is in a sense one of the most elementary imaginable computer experiments: I took a sequence
of simple programs and then systematically ran them to see how they behaved. And what I found – to my
great surprise – was that despite the simplicity of their rules, the behavior of the programs was often far
from simple. Indeed, even some of the very simplest programs that I looked at had behavior that was as
complex as anything I had ever seen (p. 2).
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It took me more than a decade to come to terms with this result, and to realize just how fundamental and
far-reaching its consequences are. In retrospect there is no reason the result could not have been found
centuries ago, but increasingly I have come to view it as one of the more important single discoveries in
the whole history of theoretical science. For in addition to opening up vast new domains of exploration, it
implies a radical rethinking of how processes in nature and elsewhere work (p. 2).
If the mind-numbing frequency with which Wolfram (2002) hammers on his key SRÆCB theme reminds us a bit
uncomfortably of (say) Forrest Gump and his annoying metaphorical box of chocolates, we owe it to ourselves to develop
some empathy for who this strange bird is and where he is coming from. Some flavor of these subtleties shows up in
Chapter 1 on “The Foundations for a New Kind of Science” – which introduces us to the Mind of Stephen Wolfram.
Here, we get a sense of what sort of impressive guy – what sort of brainy recluse, what sort of indefatigable number
cruncher, what sort of intellectual bully – we’ll be dealing with for the next 1,200-plus pages or so. Right up front,
Wolfram promises us “progress on a remarkable range of fundamental issues that have never successfully been addressed
by any of the existing sciences before” (p. 1). Basically, Wolfram’s program involves abandoning the old scientific
paradigms that relied on overly complicated and inherently insoluble mathematical rules because they erroneously
believed that only complex rules could explain complex behavior. Well, goodbye complicated math, and hello SRÆCB.
Thus, Wolfram claims sweeping applicability for his “discovery that simple programs can produce great complexity” (p.
4) – a universal principle viewed as the key to understanding hitherto unanswered questions in thermodynamics, biology,
quantum mechanics, and … well … you name it (p. 4). In the scheme that Wolfram envisions, any system can be
represented as a program that follows certain simple rules so that its behavior corresponds to a computation (p. 5). But, if
the rules are simple, the computations are nonetheless complex – which means that we can understand such systems only
by means of computer simulations (p. 6). In this connection, Wolfram feels that others who have approached such issues
from the vantage points of (say) artificial intelligence, artificial life, catastrophe theory, chaos theory, complexity theory,
cybernetics, dynamical systems theory, evolution theory, fractal geometry, general systems theory, nanotechnology,
nonlinear dynamics, scientific computing, self-organization, statistical mechanics, and ... again, you name it … have
failed (pp. 12-16). Typical is the way that Wolfram dismisses the misguided efforts of his colleagues in complexity
science:
My discoveries in the early 1980s led me to the idea that complexity could be studied as a fundamental
independent phenomenon. And gradually this became quite popular. But most of the scientific work that
was done ended up being based only on my earliest discoveries, and being very much within the
framework of one or another of the existing sciences – with the result that it managed to make very little
progress on any general and fundamental issues. One feature of the new kind of science that I describe in
this book is that it finally makes possible the development of a basic understanding of the general
phenomenon of complexity, and its origins (p. 13).
Those curious about how one lone scientist could arrive at such a self-aggrandizing dismissal of the work by innumerable
illustrious colleagues will take particular interest in the brief account billed as “The Personal Story of the Science in This
Book” (p. 17). Herein, Wolfram (2002) explains that his scientific insights stem from experiences with computers in 1972
when he was twelve years old and unknowingly stumbled onto an example of the cellular automata that would later lead
him to many of his key insights. Before long, he was precociously plying his trade as a particle physicist and developing
the programming skills that eventually gave birth to his software for Mathematica. By 1981, at the age of twenty-one, he
had discovered his SRÆCB principle. After getting Mathematica started as a successful business venture, during the
early 1990s, he turned to the task of trying “all sorts of new experiments”: “I realized that if there was going to be any
dramatic progress made, I was the one who was going to have to make it” (p. 20). Here, in essence, we find Wolfram
thumbing his nose at the rest of the scientific community. “Hey, you poor dumb suckers,” he seems to be saying, “I gave
you all these great ideas about complexity, but you just dropped the ball, and now I have to do it all myself.” So, based on
something like this paraphrased logic, Wolfram hibernated for over a decade, played obsessively with his Matematicaassisted computer routines, delved into virtually every branch of science he could think of, and ultimately emerged
victorious and waving his great discovery in the face of a benighted community of scientists who must now be prepared to
accept the universal principle SRÆCB:
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So around 1994 I began systematically investigating each of the various major traditional areas of
science…. The typical issue was that there was some core problem that traditional methods or intuition
had never successfully been able to address – and which the field had somehow grown to avoid. Yet over
and over again I was excited to find that with my new kind of science I could suddenly begin to make
great progress – even on problems that in some cases had remained unanswered for centuries…. Often it
seemed in retrospect almost bizarre that the conclusions I ended up reaching had never been reached
before. But studying the history of each field I could in many cases see how it had been led astray by the
lack of some critical piece of methodology or intuition that had now emerged in the new kind of science I
had developed (pp. 21-22).
The reader might be thinking that, with claims this inflated, Wolfram had better be prepared to provide a cure for the
common cold, a defense against terrorism, and a celestial patch for the hole in the ozone layer – not to mention a method
for measuring the effectiveness of TV commercials, a way to predict the diffusion of innovations, and an end to poverty –
just for starters. Unfortunately, nothing quite that dramatic shows up in the hundreds of ensuing pages. Rather, on
balance, we find material that falls short of Wolfram’s grandiose promises but that nonetheless offers many worthwhile
examples of clever computer simulations and numerous illustrations of applications to natural phenomena ranging from
snow crystals to plant life to cloud formations and beyond. I have no intention of trying to chronicle each and every one
of these fascinating tidbits. If such a venture required two words of my own writing for each page of Wolfram’s text, I
would have already exceeded the appropriate length of this review. Rather, I shall focus on a few high spots that I found
particularly valuable, with just brief indications of why a complexity-sensitive, systems-thinking, marketing-oriented
reader might find them interesting.
The quintessential example of the SRÆCB phenomenon arises in the case of cellular automata. As noted earlier, these
consist of arrays of cells with simple rules for how each cell at time t+1 is updated according to the states of itself and
various other cells at time t. For example – if the cellular automaton consists of a row of eleven cells, if each cell can be
colored white (0) or black (1), and if the rules for updating depend on the states of each target cell and its immediate
neighbors on both sides – then even slight variations in the eight relevant rules will produce dramatic differences in the
row-by-row unfolding of the cellular automaton over time. To illustrate, consider a rule that says a cell will become black
if it or either of its two neighbors is black: 111Æ_1_; 110Æ_1_; 101Æ_1_; 100Æ_1_; 011Æ_1_; 010Æ_1_; 001Æ_1_;
but 000Æ_0_. Starting with just one black cell in the center, this simple set of rules produces a pyramid-shaped structure
of black cells (p. 24). But widening the array to contain more cells and changing just one rule – rule number six, from
010Æ_1_ to 010Æ_0_ – produces an intricate nested pattern that shows the properties of self-similarity associated with
fractal designs (p. 25). Pushing the point farther, another set of eight simple rules – 111Æ_0_; 110Æ_0_; 101Æ_0_;
100Æ_1_; 011Æ_1_; 010Æ_1_; 001Æ_1_; and 000Æ_0_ – produces a figure of high complexity with no apparent
overall regularity (p. 27). Wolfram labels this finding “the single most surprising scientific discovery I have ever made”:
“Rather than getting a simple regular pattern as we might expect, the cellular automaton instead produces a pattern that
seems extremely irregular and complex” (p. 27). Here, we find SRÆCB in a nutshell. With two potential outcomes for
each of the eight possible three-place configurations, there are 28 = 256 different sets of simple rules to consider. True to
form – with due obeisance to the wonders of powerful computers, high-resolution graphics, and software like
Mathematica (p. 46) – Wolfram runs each and every one of these, shows us the results in a remarkable array of 256
patterns (pp. 55-56), and draws general conclusions to the effect that, whereas some sets of simple rules produce simple
patterns (lines, boxes, pyramids), other sets of equally simple rules produce highly complex results (elaborate nested
patterns or even apparent randomness). Thus, passing over the previous work on cellular automata done in connection
with the famous Game of Life from the early 1970s, Wolfram takes credit for discovering this line of attack: “But
whatever the reasons, the fact remains that, despite many hints over the course of several centuries, the basic phenomenon
that I have described in this chapter was never discovered before” (p. 50).
By investigating a huge set of possible rules based on varying shades of colors – rather than just black or white – Wolfram
finds that roughly 85 percent of the relevant cellular automata produce regular patterns, but that the remaining 15 percent
lead in the direction of complexity or random-looking behavior (p. 65). His pictorial diagrams for some of these patterns
that mix regularity and irregularity are truly striking (p. 66). The main point, however, is that an exhaustive search among
millions of possibilities shows, again, that – in at least 15 percent of the cases – SRÆCB.
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These preliminaries lead Wolfram to a consideration of somewhat more elaborate models and programs, still based on
fairly simple rules – Mobile Automata (p. 71), Turing Machines (p. 78), Substitution Systems (p. 82), Sequential
Substitution Systems (p. 88), Tag Systems (p. 93), Cyclic Tag Systems (p. 95), Register Machines (p. 97), and Symbolic
Systems (p. 102). The details of these extended forays into ever more demanding regimens of computer simulation lie
beyond the scope of this essay and are probably not necessary to appreciating the main thrust of the book, but they do
serve to impress us with the absolutely staggering amount of work that Wolfram has invested in the creation of examples
and visual illustrations. At one point, for example, he casually mentions that he has searched through “a few million
mobile automata to find one with behavior as complex as what we see here” (p. 75). Further details on Wolfram’s
readiness to search through gazillions of computer simulations appear in a daunting section entitled “How the Discoveries
in This Chapter Were Made” (p. 108). We dare not imagine what sorts of time and expense were required to plot the
resulting high-resolution diagrams. The main point, however, is that Wolfram again reaches the same sorts of conclusions
offered earlier – namely, that once we pass a surprisingly low threshold of complication (as in the eight-rule two-color
cellular automaton described earlier) – “it ultimately takes only very simple rules to produce behavior of great
complexity” (p. 106). Indeed – rather surprisingly – “once the threshold for complex behavior has been reached, what one
usually finds is that adding complexity to the underlying rules does not lead to any perceptible increase at all in the overall
complexity of the behavior that is produced” (p. 106). In other words, to paraphrase Yogi Berra, it’s déjà vu or SRÆCB
all over again.
This is perhaps an opportune moment to mention another facet of Wolfram’s obvious penchant for repetition.
Approximately fifty percent of his material consists of quite spectacular and often rather wonderful diagrams.
Accompanying each diagram is a tiny-print explanation that invariably provides an exact repetition of material presented
on a neighboring page in the text itself. This means that Wolfram could have achieved a very substantial reduction in
length by eliminating the redundancy in his figure captions. But clearly, this is a man who – in matters of chronic
verbosity and its resulting deforestation of our national woodlands – does not compromise. Borrow Wolfram (2002) from
the library and save a tree, I say.
As he proceeds through the book, Wolfram continues to develop models, applications, illustrations, and simulations that
sustain the general thrust already established. For example, when he describes continuous cellular automata based on
cells varying in shades of gray rather than according to a black-white dichotomy, he once again produces results in which
“extremely simple rules … generate behavior of considerable complexity” (p. 158). The same conclusion applies to his
treatment of differential equations, where “The mathematical statement of these equations is fairly simple … But … their
behavior is quite complex” (p. 164). Moving beyond one dimension to two- and three-dimensional cellular automata,
Wolfram continues to find that SRÆCB; indeed, despite the absence of stereoscopic presentations, his three-dimensional
figures illustrate this point quite vividly (pp. 180-183). By the time he gets to fractals, his method of building up
structures by sequentially substituting smaller for larger units makes the evolution of nested self-similarity especially
transparent (p. 187) – where, again, with “some form of interaction between different elements” (p. 190) it is
“straightforward” to get “all sorts of fairly complicated patterns” (p. 191).
At this point, Wolfram pauses to indicate why traditional scientific approaches using equations that incorporate
constraints cannot do the job. Specifically, he sets up a simple black-white cell-based system based on constraints and
shows that it is necessary to search through more than 18 million variations before finding one that exhibits complex
behavior (p. 218). His point is that constraint-based systems do not offer fruitful ways to study phenomena that reflect the
SRÆCB principle (p. 221). Meanwhile, impressed as we are by the almost maniacal diligence of his search, who would
dare to question his conclusion?
Applications that relate more closely to the concept of emergence appear when Wolfram considers cellular automata that
begin with random assignments of cells as their initial conditions (p. 223). In such systems, the range of behavior extends
from what Wolfram calls Class 1 (a uniform final state) to Class 2 (constant repetition) to Class 3 (apparent randomness)
to Class 4 (a complex mixture of order and randomness) (pp. 234-235). In the latter – which has been quite influential
historically in shaping the ideas of those who write about complexity at “the edge of chaos” – “localized structures are
produced which on their own are fairly simple, but the structures move around and interact with each other in very
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complex ways” (p. 235). Wolfram also shows that Class 3 systems – those characterized by seemingly random outcomes
– are particularly susceptible to the phenomenon of sensitive dependence on initial conditions associated with chaos
theory (SDIC or the butterfly effect). By contrast, Class 4 systems are especially likely to generate complex behavior
from simple rules – Wolfram’s favorite example being Rule 110 for the one-dimensional two-color eight-condition
cellular automaton – 111Æ_0_; 110Æ_1_; 101Æ_1_; 100Æ_0_; 011Æ_1_; 010Æ_1_; 001Æ_1_; and 000Æ_0_ (p. 32):
“Its rule is extremely simple … But its overall behavior is as complex as any system we have seen” (p. 291). All this, of
course, is a further manifestation of SRÆCB – one involving a class-based categorization that has been quite influential in
the field of complexity science but that gets relatively short shrift in this particular book, perhaps because the author feels
that others have developed these ideas in sufficient depth and wants to avoid (indeed, flees) treading where others have
trod.
Eventually, Wolfram (2002) gets around to applying his hitherto abstract models to descriptions of real-world systems,
where he finds that various natural phenomena show “striking similarities” to the computer simulations that he has used to
illustrate SBÆCB (p. 297). Further, he claims, many of the phenomena he examines “have never been satisfactorily
explained” and “can now for the first time successfully be explained” (p. 298). For example – as in Wolfram’s onedimensional two-color eight-condition cellular automaton governed by Rule 30 specifying that 111Æ_0_; 110Æ_0_;
101Æ_0_; 100Æ_1_; 011Æ_1_; 010Æ_1_; 001Æ_1_; and 000Æ_0_ – “remarkably simple rules can successfully
generate highly random behavior” so that it becomes “plausible that the general mechanism of intrinsic randomness
generation can be widespread in nature” (p. 321). Conversely, a two-dimensional cellular automaton with simple rules
based on the nine-cell neighborhood of each cell can begin with a random pattern and evolve over time toward an
emergent order that bears a close resemblance to the zebra’s stripes (p. 337). Similarly, Wolfram demonstrates that multicelled substitution systems evolve toward the sort of nested patterns that characterize the trunk-branch-twig-leaf structures
of trees (p. 357). In my favorite examples from the book, Wolfram shows how a two-dimensional cellular automaton
based on the simple rule that a cell becomes black if exactly one of its neighbors was black on the preceding step produces
patterns that strikingly resemble snowflakes (p. 371); how the crack from breaking a material can be modeled by a very
simple one-dimensional cellular automaton (p. 375); how fluid flow resembles patterns found in a two-dimensional
cellular automaton (p. 378) whose “agreement with experimental results on actual fluid flows is striking” (p. 380); how
amazingly realistic models of plant growth emerge from extremely simple substitution systems based on elementary
branching processes (p. 400); how the shapes of leaves found in nature bear a remarkable resemblance to those generated
by simple substitution systems (pp. 402-406); how “very simple underlying rules of growth” can produce threedimensional shell-like structures with an uncanny similarity to the wide variety of shells actually found in nature (p. 417);
how the evolutions of one-dimensional two-color cellular automata show “striking similarities” (p. 424) to the patterns
found on a variety of mollusk shells (p. 423); how two-dimensional automata based on weighted averages of neighboring
colors as the criterion for the outcome of a cell’s black-white color on the next step lead to an array of outcomes (p. 428)
that “look very much like the pigmentation patterns seen in animals” (p. 427) such as tropical fish, snakes, peacocks,
leopards, tigers, giraffes, and (again) zebras (p. 426); and – speaking of (human) nature of interest to the marketer – how
fluctuations reminiscent of stock-market prices result from a simple one-dimensional cellular automaton in which whether
each investor sells (0) or buys (1) depends on the behavior of its two neighbors in the preceding step according to the
simple updating rules: 1_1Æ0; 1_0Æ1; 0_1Æ1; and 0_0Æ0 (p. 432).
Turning to fundamental problems in physics, Wolfram promises that “remarkably simple programs are often able to
capture the essence of what is going on – even though traditional efforts have been quite unsuccessful” (p. 433). Here,
true to the principle of SRÆCB, he suggests that “one of the crucial discoveries of this book is that even programs with
very simple underlying rules can yield great complexity”: “Underneath the laws of physics as we know them today it
could be that there lies a very simple program from which all the known laws – and ultimately all the complexity we see
in the universe – emerges” (p. 435). In other words, once again, he can get it for us wholesale. For example, Wolfram
shows that – like the laws of physics – simple cellular automata can be reversible. In this connection, we find the
following amazing declaration:
There are a total of 7,625,597,484,987 cellular automata with three colors and nearest-neighbor rules, and
searching through these one finds just 1800 that are reversible. Of these 1800, … some exhibit …
complex behavior” (p. 436).
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Given the massive search effort required to produce this result, one cannot help but wonder whether the reversibility of
SRÆCB has proven to be the exception rather than the rule. Nonetheless, Wolfram proceeds to apply his finding to a
reinterpretation of the Second Law of Thermodynamics (p. 444): “the basic point is that the phenomenon of entropy
increase implied by the Second Law is a more or less direct consequence of the phenomenon discovered in this book that
even with simple initial conditions many systems can produce complex and seemingly random behavior” (p. 450). But
the same logic – illustrated by a series of diagrams of cellular automata that do and do not move toward random patterns
(pp. 452, 454) – suggests that “Some … do not obey the Second Law of Thermodynamics” (p. 452, italics added), from
which Wolfram concludes that “there are many kinds of systems, notably biological ones, that seem to show, at least
temporarily, a trend toward increasing order rather than increasing randomness” (p. 453). This argument strikes me as a
rather flagrant example of hypostatization, but I shall leave that particular debate to the physicists and biologists, who are
presumably better qualified to comment than I. All I know is that on some mornings – before I eat my Wheaties – I feel
pretty tired and lethargic and that it sure seems like entropy to me. Instructively, Wolfram summarizes his own suspicionfilled conclusions in the following carefully hedged manner:
The basic fact remains that so far as I can tell, rule 37R [one of the reversible cellular automata] simply
does not follow the predictions of the Second Law…. And indeed I strongly suspect that there are many
systems in nature which behave in more or less the same way. The Second Law is an important and quite
general principle – but it is not universally valid. And by thinking in terms of simple programs we have
thus been able in this section not only to understand why the Second Law is often true, but also to see
some of its limitations (p. 457).
Sometimes, when reading Wolfram (2002), it is hard to tell whether we have just bought a cut-rate bargain at wholesale or
have instead been flummoxed by a master con artist. This uneasy feeling continues as Wolfram finds cellular automata
(428 of 4,294,967,296 possible next neighbor rules) that mimic the conservation of energy (p. 459). On a somewhat
grander scale, the success of such heroic efforts apparently encourages Wolfram to surmise that “if the rule for the
universe is sufficiently simple – and the results of this book suggest that it might be – then it becomes not so unreasonable
to imagine systematically searching for it” (p. 467):
My guess is that the only realistic way to find the rule in the first place will be to start from some very
straightforward representation, and then just to search through large numbers of possible rules in this
representation (p. 468)…. If one discovers a rule that reproduces sufficiently many features of the
universe, then it becomes extremely likely that this rule is indeed the final and correct one for the whole
universe (p. 469).
An ambitious guess-based project, you might be thinking. But, undaunted, Wolfram (2002) plunges ahead, developing
analyses of “The Nature of Space” (p. 472) in general and of “Space as a Network” (p. 475) in particular that make my
head spin: “I believe that what is by far most likely is that at the lowest level space is in effect a giant network of nodes”
(p. 475). Focusing on networks with three connections at each node, Wolfram relates such notions to the concepts of
spatial dimensionality (p. 478), time (p. 481), causality (p. 486), the sequencing of events in the universe (p. 497), the
theory of relativity (p. 516), particle physics (p. 525), gravity (p. 530), and quantum mechanics (p. 537). My problem is
that I did not understand relativity, particle physics, gravity, or quantum mechanics very well before I read Wolfram.
Having now read his book, I understand them even less. For this is heady stuff. And, indeed, Wolfram’s excursus on
fundamental physics tends to give me a headache – a headache that is not alleviated by reading the sort of sweeping
guess-based and suspicion-filled conclusions that he tends to reach:
The basic picture of our universe that I have outlined in the past few sections is a network whose
connections are continually updated according to some simple set of underlying rules. In the past one
might have assumed that a system like this would be far too simple to correspond to our universe. But
from the discoveries in this book we now know that even when the underlying rules for a system are
simple, its overall behavior can still be immensely complex (p. 539)…. And all of this supports my
strong belief that in the end it will turn out that every detail of our universe does indeed follow rules that
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can be represented by a very simple program – and that everything we see will ultimately emerge just
from running this program (p. 545).
The headache continues when we turn to Wolfram’s reflections on “Processes of Perception and Analysis” (p. 547).
Guess what. One more time, via SRÆCB, he can get it for us wholesale: “what I will argue in this chapter is that the
basic mechanisms at work can once again successfully be captured by simple programs based on simple rules” (p. 547).
Here, Wolfram grapples with some basic issues such as the definitions of randomness and complexity. Randomness, he
says, refers to something in which no simple program – including our process of perception and analysis – can detect
regularities (p. 556). Meanwhile, the complexity of something decreases/increases the more/less we are able to provide a
shorter description of it (p. 558). Visual perception – Wolfram contends – “can be thought of in terms of remarkably
simple programs” (p. 577). Thus, he compares pattern recognition based on feature extraction to the sorts of visual
displays generated by cellular automata (p. 579). When he gets to “Human Thinking” (p. 620), Wolfram avows his
suspicion – but does not demonstrate in any convincing way – that “most of the core processes needed for general human
thinking will be able to be implemented with rather simple rules” (p. 629): “my strong suspicion is that despite the
apparent sophistication of human thinking, most of the important processes that underlie it are actually very simple” (p.
631).
After introducing “The Notion of Computation” (p. 637) viewed as the “single most important idea” that underlies his
new kind of science and illustrated by the cellular automaton seen as an input-output system with its initial conditions as
the input and its state after some number of steps as the output (p. 637), Wolfram (2002) demonstrates how a simple
cellular automaton can perform a computation such as division (p. 638), squaring a number (p. 639), finding the series of
prime numbers (p. 640), or generating the powers of 2 (p. 641). Wolfram next shows that it is possible for even a simple
cellular automaton to be universal, in the sense that it can be given initial conditions that allow it to emulate any other
cellular automaton (p. 644): “the universal cellular automaton can ultimately emulate a cellular automaton with
absolutely any set of rules, regardless of how many neighbors and how many colors they may involve (p. 654). From this,
there follows a very important conclusion – namely, that we have no need for rules that are more complicated than those
for the extremely simple universal cellular automaton (p. 654). Rather, a cellular automaton can be made to emulate
virtually any other type of system (p. 656). Indeed, virtually any system can be programmed to perform the same
computations as any other (p. 674). Thus, for example, the Rule 110 cellular automaton described earlier – i.e.,
111Æ_0_; 110Æ_1_; 101Æ_1_; 100Æ_0_; 011Æ_1_; 010Æ_1_; 001Æ_1_; and 000Æ_0_ (p. 32) – turns out to have
universal computational capabilities (p. 678). To prove this, in a rather spectacular tour de force, Wolfram shows that the
Rule 110 automaton can emulate a tag system that can itself emulate any other computational system (p. 689). So this
produces the rather stunning conclusion that an extremely simple system (such as Rule 110) can generate the maximum
possible level of complexity (universality). In other words, amazingly enough, SR110ÆCBmax. Because Rule 110
produces complex Class 4 patterns – “localized structures that move around and interact” (p. 691) – Wolfram “suspects”
that other Class 4 systems will also turn out to be universal (p. 691). It does not appear to worry Wolfram that Rule 110 is
the only one of his 256 elementary one-dimensional two-color nearest-neighbor cellular automata that leads to Class 4
behavior (p. 693). Rather, he assures us that – as soon as we consider two-dimensional or three-color or multipleneighbor systems – we find plentiful examples of universality, including the Game of Life, which (he admits) was popular
as far back as the 1970s (p. 693). The main point still concerns SR110ÆCBmax:
By showing that rule 110 is universal, we have established that universality is possible even among
cellular automata with the very simplest kinds of underlying rules…. In general, if a system is universal,
then this means that by setting up an appropriate choice of initial conditions it is possible to get the
system to emulate any type of behavior that can occur in any other system (p. 694).
The fact that “the threshold for universality seems to be much lower than one would ever have imagined” (p. 713) inspires
Wolfram (2002) to propose “The Principle of Computational Equivalence” (p. 715), that leads him toward his ultimate
sweeping conclusions. Specifically, the key concept behind this principle – which, I believe, might better be termed the
Principle of Equivalent Computational Sophistication or PECS – is that “all processes, whether they are produced by
human effort or occur spontaneously in nature, can be viewed as computations” (p. 715). This maxim applies to any rulefollowing system – a cellular automaton or the distribution logistics at www.amazon.com or the baking of a cupcake or
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the overhead transparencies for Stephen Brown’s marketing class. So the PECS asserts that all processes (except those
that are extremely simple) “can be viewed as computations of equivalent sophistication” (p. 717). In other words, “there
is essentially just one highest level of computational sophistication, and this is achieved by almost all processes that do
not seem obviously simple” (p. 717). This principle follows from the demonstration that even such a simple process as
the Rule 110 cellular automaton is universal (p. 718). Shared universality (U) among systems implies PECS (p. 717). In
short, in my notation, [SR110ÆCBmax ]=UÆPECS:
And what this suggests is that a fundamental unity exists across a vast range of processes in nature and
elsewhere: despite all their detailed differences every process can be viewed as corresponding to a
computation that is ultimately equivalent in its sophistication (p. 719)…. The Principle [PECS] …
introduces a new law of nature to the effect that no system can ever carry out explicit computations that
are more sophisticated than those carried out by systems like cellular automata (p. 720).
Does this mean that your Palm Pilot is as computationally sophisticated as a Sun workstation? Definitely. Does it mean
that your cocker spaniel is as computationally sophisticated as the latest quantitative model of price-promotion effects?
You bet. Does it mean that a box of Ritz crackers is as computationally sophisticated as Bobby Fisher? Apparently.
Those who might greet this news with some degree of skepticism will want to pay particular attention to Wolfram’s
arguments on its behalf (p. 726). At times, these seem to exhibit a circularity bordering on sophistry, as when Wolfram
declares that “observers will tend to be computationally equivalent to the systems they observe – with the inevitable
consequence that they will consider the behavior of such systems complex” (p. 737). Further, as long argued by chaos
theory, such systems are likely to show “Computational Irreducibility” (p. 737) in the sense that we cannot predict their
behavior analytically but must instead go through the requisite number of steps via some sort of computer simulation (p.
742). So this is a good news / bad news story – the good news being that complex behavior results from simple programs,
the bad news being that we cannot predict the outcomes of these simple programs without letting them run for the
requisite number of steps:
And what this means is that to capture the essential features even of systems with very complex behavior
it can be sufficient to use models that have an extremely simple basic structure. Given these models the
only way to find out what they will do will usually be just to run them. But the point is that if the
structure of the models is simple enough, and fits in well enough with what can be implemented
efficiently on a practical computer, then it will often still be perfectly possible to find out many
consequences of the model (p. 750).
Wolfram (2002) believes that computational irreducibility solves the puzzle of free will in that what we do is driven by
definite laws but can be determined only by allowing us to proceed through the requisite number of steps rather than
predicting our behavior in advance (p. 751). I find this to be among the more plausible of Wolfram’s conjectures but
cannot say for sure whether he has used computational irreducibility to dissolve the paradox of free will or, rather, has
inadvertently used the phenomenon of free will to render computational irreducibility paradoxical.
Speaking of paradoxes and therefore of inconsistencies, Wolfram (2002) pauses to note the connection between his
arguments and Gödel’s Theorem to the effect that “in any finitely-specified axiom system containing standard arithmetic
there must inevitably be statements that cannot be proved either true or false using the rules of the axiom system” (p. 782).
Wolfram claims that his discoveries make this theorem seem “inevitable” and “almost obvious” as a consequence of
PECS and computational irreducibility. Colloquially, if even a system based on systematic rules spins on and on
unpredictably forever, then either it is inconsistent (reaching both a particular string and its negation) or incomplete (never
finishing). In the words of Wolfram:
So the result of this is that if the evolution of a multiway system is computationally irreducible – so that
questions about its ultimate behavior are undecidable – the system cannot be both complete and
consistent. And if one assumes consistency then it follows that there must be strings where neither the
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string nor its negation can be reached – corresponding to the fact that statements must exist that cannot be
proved either true or false from a given set of axioms (pp. 783-784).
Turning to more practical questions, Wolfram (2002) envisions various technological applications for his “new kind of
science.” For example, given PECS, computers could in principle be built from systems that follow simple rules such as
the Rule 110 cellular automaton (p. 841). Or, assuming that living systems exhibit SRÆCB, it should be possible to
develop technological replacements for biological tissues and organs (p. 842). So … robots and cyborgs and a computer
in your pinky ring … here we come.
Wolfram (2002) ends on a vaguely unsettling note by extending the age-old discovery that, as humans, we are not special.
Hundreds of years ago, we figured out that the earth does not occupy a special place at the center of the solar system.
Next, we realized that our species had evolved the same way as all the other animals. Then, we found out that we were
made of molecules and atoms, just like other stuff in the world around us. And now, thanks to PECS, we get the news
that – when compared (say) to a one-dimensional two-color nearest-neighbor Rule 110 cellular automaton – there is not
even anything special about us in terms of computational sophistication (p. 844). That’s the bad news. But the good news
is that we are just as computationally sophisticated as the whole universe or that our intelligence is something we share
with other parts of the cosmos (p. 845). This observation leads to ideas that tend toward the religious or spiritual in nature
(p. 845). So, in the end, Wolfram’s book encourages the development of a new scientific sensibility based on SRÆCB
and PECS, which combine to suggest that “all the wonders of our universe can in effect be captured by simple rules, yet
… there can be no way to know all the consequences of these rules, except in effect just to watch and see how they
unfold” (p. 846). That should take a while, I suspect.
PART 3:
MANAGERIAL SELF-HELP BOOKS ON
THE BUSINESS APPLICATIONS OF COMPLEXITY SCIENCE
Section 3.1: Axelrod and Cohen on Harnessing Complexity
From general backgrounds on the science of chaos and complexity or more scholarly treatises on chaos-and-complexity
theory – often written by gifted journalists or by the pioneers of DOCAS-related scientific advances themselves – we turn
to those books explicitly aimed at an audience of managers concerned with practical real-world applications of complexity
science to everyday business problems in general and to marketing strategy in particular. As might be expected from
what any sentient reader already knows about managerial self-help books, these range from serious academically
respectable accounts – including some composed by various authors already discussed – to pure hokum or balderdash of
the type associated with the most rampant chicanery or hucksterism. In what follows, I shall try to sort out the wheat from
the chaff, the effective cure from the Lydia Pinkham’s elixir.
On the side of the angels, one work that I would place high on the insightfulness spectrum emerges from Robert Axelrod
and Michael Cohen (1999) under the title Harnessing Complexity: Organizational Implications of a Scientific Frontier.
By virtue of their mutual association with the aforementioned BACH group at the University of Michigan (BurksAxelrod-Cohen-and-Holland) – which includes such heavy hitters and celebrated authors in the complexity field as those
already discussed at length in Part 2 (Axelrod 1984, 1997; Holland 1995, 1998) – Axelrod and Cohen (A&C) possess the
card-carrying credentials to make a significant contribution in the application of complexity science to organization
theory. This they do in a short but nicely argued book that focuses on the nature of a (Dynamic Open) Complex Adaptive
System (CAS or what I call DOCAS) and how business managers can make the dynamics of a (DO)CAS work on their
behalf (p. xi).
Drawing on evolutionary biology, computer science, and principles of social design (p. xiii), Axelrod and Cohen (A&C
1999) isolate three key processes whose exploitation can lead to effective organizational adaptivity – Variation,
Interaction, and Selection or VIS (p. xv) – to each of which they devote one of the book’s major sections. Specifically,
they see the VIS framework as a path to “harnessing complexity” (p. 2) in situations characterized by sensitive
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dependence on initial conditions (the oft-mentioned butterfly effect) – that is, where the consequences of interacting
inputs are “hard to imagine in advance” (p. 1).
In the view of A&C (1999), a (DO)CAS comprises a population of agents, each pursuing a strategy and evaluated
according to some measure of success that may encourage some types to proliferate, where variation among and
interactions between the agents produce outcomes that encourage adaptation via a process of selection (pp. 4-7). In
computer science, such a DOCAS is manifested by the sort of genetic algorithm designed by Holland (1995, 1998); in an
organization, the analogous process involves harnessing complexity:
The phrase means deliberately changing the structure of a system in order to increase some measure of
performance, and to do so by exploiting an understanding that the system itself is complex. Putting it
more simply, the idea is to use our knowledge of complexity to do better (A&C 1999, p. 9).
As often noted in earlier parts of this essay, the essence of a DOCAS entails “nonlinear interactions among the
components of the system” leading to SDIC or “butterfly effects” (p. 14) and to the appearance of “emergent properties”
(p. 15). Think of Adam Smith’s invisible hand; think of Darwin’s evolution; think of Hebb’s cell assemblies; think of von
Neumann’s self-reproducing automata (p. 19). By addressing these issues as they occur in social systems, A&C (1999)
“attempt to move the work beyond [mere] metaphorical affinities and to distill an explicit method that can be applied in
practice” (p. 22).
Specifically, A&C (1999) recommend the bottom-up phenomena associated with a dynamic open complex adaptive
system as the basis for a “new mode of thinking” (p. 28). In this new DOCAS-based VIS framework, variation provides
“the raw material for adaptation” (p. 32) – a point that cannot have escaped the attention of marketers obsessed with the
role of product differentiation (p. 33) – so as to encourage a celebration of “mutations” (p. 39), “crossovers” (p. 42),
“recombinations” (p. 42), movements through a “space of possibilities” (p. 49), and other ways of “exploring” variety (p.
50) as potential wellsprings of the creative process (to be balanced against the possible advantages of uniformity in some
situations).
All this again falls under the heading of “a fundamental trade-off between exploitation and exploration – that is, between
the exploitation of uniformity and the exploration of variety” (p. 61) – and occurs within the context of interacting agents.
These interactions shape the underlying dynamics of the DOCAS – encouraging the unpredictability of emergent
properties and, where people are involved, raising the importance of such factors as reciprocity and trust (p. 65). Such
considerations often depend on the influence of proximity in space or in ease of access (p. 68) – that is, on closeness in
physical or conceptual place or time (p. 73). Spatial and/or temporal proximity is in turn determined by various aspects of
organizational design such as who sits next to whom or what buyer trades with what seller (p. 74) and by various other
barriers or inducements to interpersonal contacts (p. 80), including those of an electronic kind embodied by recommender
systems viewed as automated word-of-mouth (p. 87). Adaptation occurs when successful outcomes are selected, either
biologically or culturally – that is, when the interactions just described produce variations that reproduce themselves more
plentifully than others by virtue of satisfying some criterion of success (p. 117) such as organizational survival (p. 120),
market share (p. 120), profitability (p. 121), or some other performance measure (p. 124).
A&C (1999) close with a list of concepts central to their (DO)CAS-VIS framework – including such key elements as
agent, strategy, system, physical space, conceptual space, variety, interaction, selection, and success criterion or
performance measure (p. 153) – all of which, as we have seen, fit together into a coherent account of the workings
essential to a dynamic open complex adaptive system:
Agents, of a variety of types, use their strategies, in patterned interaction, with each other and with
artifacts. Performance measures on the resulting events drive the selection of agents and/or strategies
through processes of error-prone copying and recombination, thus changing the frequencies of the types
within the system (p. 154).
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Users can focus on VIS to tweak the DOCAS by generating optimal variation (p. 156); by fostering trust and cooperation
via reciprocal interaction (p. 156); and by designing performance measures to insure selection for success (p. 157). Thus,
Axelrod and Cohen (1999) have provided an engagingly reader-friendly and helpfully manager-relevant exposition of
complexity science that, at the same time, remains true to the principles laid down by such scientific precursors as Lorenz
(1993), Kauffman (1995), Holland (1995, 1998), Wolfram (2002), and Axelrod (1984, 1997) himself.
Section 3.2: Lewin and Regine on Weaving Complexity
With an appetite whetted by the admirable insights offered in the beautifully written work by Lewin (1999), we cannot
fail to be disappointed by the more pallid material that Lewin and Regine (L&R 2001) deliver in Weaving Complexity and
Business. At the risk of oversimplification, L&R (2001) appear to have made a translation from the complex adaptive
system (CAS) to a view of the business as a dynamic open system (DOS) involving a key role for interpersonal
relationships, according to the following implicit logic: In a CAS, nonlinearities resulting from interactions among the
parts lead to unpredictable outcomes in the form of self-organizing emergent properties; hence, we need to focus on those
interactions; in the case of people in an organizational DOS, these interactions involve interpersonal relationships; ergo,
developing effective relationships is the sine qua non of business success. In other words, Customer-Relationship
Management (CRM), here we come!
This train of thought emerges quite clearly in the following elided passage, which serves as a capstone summary for the
entire book:
Simply defined, complex adaptive systems are composed of a diversity of agents that interact with each
other, mutually affect each other, and in so doing generate novel behavior for the system as a whole, such
as in evolution, ecosystems, and the human mind…. The system is constantly adapting to the conditions
around it. Over time, the system evolves through ceaseless adaptation…. The point is that business
organizations are also complex adaptive systems. This means that what complexity scientists are learning
about natural systems has the potential to illuminate the fundamental dynamics of business organizations,
too. Companies in a fast-changing business environment need to be able to produce constant innovation,
need to be constantly adapting, and be in a state of continual evolution, if they are to survive (p. 6)…. In
other words, when we speak of businesses as complex adaptive systems … we are saying that by
understanding the characteristics of complex adaptive systems in general, we can find a way to
understand and work with the deep nature of organizations…. This new science … leads to a new theory
of business that places people and relationships – how people interact with each other, the kinds of
relationships they form – into dramatic relief…. In a nonlinear, dynamic world … the interactions among
agents in the system lead to complex, unpredictable outcomes. In this world, interactions, or
relationships, among its agents are the organizing principle…. Complexity science in the business realm
therefore focuses on relationships (p. 7, italics added).
Thus, to repeat, “relationships became the central theme of the book” (p. 9). But not just any old relationships. Rather,
relationships based on authenticity, caring, and trust (p. 9). Relationships of the type so widely celebrated by advocates of
CRM. So, let’s just summarize this logic one more time:
We can restate this in the language of complexity science as follows: In complex adaptive systems,
agents interact, and when they have a mutual effect on one another something novel emerges. Anything
that enhances these interactions will enhance the creativity and adaptability of the system. In human
organizations this translates into agents as people, and the interactions with mutual effect as being
relationships that are grounded in a sense of mutuality: people share a mutual respect, and have a mutual
influence and impact on each other. From this emerged genuine care … with CEOs engendering trust and
loyalty in their people being more willing to contribute to the needs of the company. In the context of
complexity science, care, which enhances relationships, in turn enhances companies’ creativity and
adaptability (pp. 10-11).
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Well … Duh! In short – invoking the mantra of complexity science to conclude what we could well have concluded
without benefit of relying on this jargon-enriched aura of mumbo-jumbo – get your employees, customers, and other
relevant participants to be nice to each other, and you can take it to the bank. Hey, Dude, Complexity Science Rules!
All this is, of course, fine as far as it goes. But it does not go very far. At times, it sounds like the rediscovery of Theory
Y as an antidote to the poisonous command-and-control logic associated with the old-time religion of Theory X once
embodied by Fordism and by Taylor’s Scientific Management (p. 11, p. 23, p. 35). In short, it sounds like a throwback to
the 1950s when such liberated ideas surfaced and won widespread acceptance with only occasional voices calling for
more situationally targeted approaches. So, as L&R point out, “people … have souls” (p. 11) – hence, their subtitle,
Engaging the Soul at Work: “To engage the soul is to see people as people, not as employees” (p. 16).
With this as a launching pad, L&R (2001) devote Part One to a nice review of complexity science as it applies to the
business organization (Chapters 2-4). This is the section of the book that I consider most valuable – primarily as a concise
summary of thinking relevant to an application of complexity theory to business practice. It’s all here, in highly readable
form: unpredictability (p. 21); self-organization (p. 22); adaptation for survival (p. 22); connectivity via nonlinear
interactions (p. 22); networks (p. 24); ecosystems (p. 24); emergence of wholes that – due to nonlinear interactions among
their components – are more than the sums of their parts (p. 25); adaptive evolution (p. 26); ant colonies and flocks of
birds (p. 27); simple rules leading to chaotic, static, or edge-of-chaos phenomena (pp. 27-28); the edge of chaos as the
zone of creativity (p. 28); culture as an emergent property that exerts dynamic feedback on its participants (pp. 28-29);
sensitive dependence on initial conditions or the butterfly effect (p. 29); attractors, strange and otherwise (p. 30); systems
theory and chaos theory as subsets of complexity science (p. 32); humanistic approaches as opposed to mechanistic
command-and-control styles of management (p. 37); the contribution of diversity to the richness of emergent patterns (p.
44); interpersonal relationships as the foundation for adaptive emerging patterns (p. 45); survival as the key ecological
imperative in the business ecosystem (pp. 47-49); the survival-enhancing attainment of an ecological niche (p. 52);
movements toward higher peaks on the adaptive fitness landscape (pp. 53-54); the hope for win-win outcomes in
coevolutionary “co-optition” (p. 55); the possibility of increasing returns whereby that which succeeds tends to succeed all
the more (p. 57).
But, after this promising start, Part Two devotes nine interminable chapters to case studies intended to illustrate the
phenomena just listed (Chapters 5-13). Here, it is difficult to avoid the sense that the DOCAS perspective serves as little
more than a metaphorical apology for a protracted excursion into the case method. To their credit, L&R (2001) base these
case studies on extensive personal interviews. But, again and again, their observations reflect little more than the implicit
relationship-inspired motto, said more concisely and with a warmer sense of lyricism by Barbra Streisand, that “people
who need people are the luckiest people in the world.” Here, complexity science serves less as a source of insights into
DOCAS-related business phenomena than as a vague analogy that provides an excuse for endless descriptive narratives
concerning trusting relationships. This approach provides the basis for what I would call a story-plus-add-on style – the
“add-ons” being sudden unmotivated flourishes of complexity jargon. Examples would include L&R’s accounts of (say)
personal relationships at the Muhlenberg Medical Center, producing “an unexpected, nonlinear result” (p. 79); new styles
of interacting at the St. Luke’s ad agency, where “the usual linear process of creating ads would be abandoned … in order
to enhance creativity” (p. 90) until “the agency was now in the zone of creative adaptability” (p. 95); a new focus on
caring at VeriFone, where “Now it’s the service, the quality of relationships that they are able to form that differentiates
them from their competitors” (p. 107); cooking as “the epitome of emergence” at the River Café, when “a few ingredients
are brought together in simple ways, and what is created is more than the sum of the parts” (p. 142); a spirit of freewheeling experimentation at DuPont, from which “small changes can sometimes lead to large effects” (p. 154); the
redesign of services offered by Babel’s Paint Stores to emphasize “personal customer relationships” (p. 168), where
“What makes us different is that we have relationships with the customers” (p. 169); the self-improvement strategy of the
Industrial Society as “a fractal story” – evocative of self-similarity – in which “An organization whose shared purpose is
to improve the workplace for others, found itself on a journey to improve the Society’s own workplace for its own people”
(p. 182); the transformation of Monsanto “from a more mechanistic to a more organic way of working” (p. 204) with a
“commitment to sustainable development, which you might describe as finding ways to continue economic growth while
not negatively impacting the environment” (p. 220); or a new style of management at the Voluntary Hospitals of America,
in which “What we were doing was really about developing new ideas through relationships … relationships with …
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confidence that something constructive will emerge” (p. 243). Every now and then, L&R get so excited that they blurt out
an officially designated “complexity principle” such as: “Every small interaction had the potential for impacting the
whole, for better or worse” (p. 173) or “Allow things to unfold, realize where and what the connections are, and expect the
unexpected” (p. 178). The impression that all this makes on the weary reader is one of ultimate tedium.
By the time we get to Part Three (Chapters 14-18), patience has worn thin. Here, to be fair, L&R (2001) wrap up the
book in a potentially useful way. Specifically, they recapitulate various themes that have loosely rattled around in their
interminable case-based narratives. These themes include the following three key practices:
paradoxical leadership [Chapter 15], a way of leading changes in organizations as complex adaptive systems
emergent teams [Chapter 16], a dynamic way of working together that keeps organizations on the edge
relational practice [Chapter 17], a way of being with co-workers, customers, suppliers, and other businesses in
your economic web, which develops strong and rich connections and has the potential for creating a sense
of community
But first, L&R give us an overview of the key commonalities involved (Chapter 14). These include the realization that
common DOCAS patterns emerge across very different organizations (p. 254); a recognition that “The organizing
principle for all these organizations was placing value on relationships” (p. 255), with all the nonlinearities and feedback
loops implied by that realization (p. 255); a willingness to create chaos as a path to unleashing potential (p. 257); an
embrace of “a process of unfolding and unpredictable nonlinear results” (p. 257); a faith in the promise of complexity
science that “out of chaos order will eventually emerge, even though its form is largely unpredictable” (p. 259); a
foundation in shared ethical values (p. 259); and a view of the organization as like a garden in need of “cultivation” –
meaning “to take care of, to cherish” (p. 260). In this, the leader becomes a paradoxical wizard, willing to let go of the old
command-and-control style to embrace the new approach based on care-and-concern (p. 270) so as to dance on the edge
of chaos (p. 272) by allowing departures (p. 273), by remaining accessible (p. 276), and by staying attuned (p. 277).
Teams emerge via self-selection and engage in out-of-the-box thinking (p. 281) in a spirit of “shared purpose, urgency,
mutuality, and care” (p. 288) with appropriate levels of diversity, openness, connectivity, and reassurance of safety (p.
290). Relationships flower and feed participants’ needs for caring and connection (p. 304) based on conversations – with
customers and colleagues – as a route to trust (pp. 306-307) in the spirit of authenticity (honesty), acknowledgement of
others (appreciation), acceptance of accountability (integrity), and attentiveness (listening) (p. 309).
So good is this long integrative discussion that we wish we did not have to encounter a concluding chapter with the
ineffably cute title, “Care-nections and the Soul of Work” (p. 318). The most charitable thing I can think of to say about
the term “care-nections” is that it puts me in mind of the sort of lingo spoken by an overzealous motivational counselor at
a church retreat. That said, I must concede that the hearts of Lewin and Regine (2001) appear to be in the right place.
Indeed, they end with a celebration of connectivity – both externally via “The Connected Economy” (p. 321) and
internally via “The Care-nected Organization” (p. 327). From the former perspective, salubriously reminiscent of the
Ecological Perspective, the organization is a DOCAS and “survival is the goal” (p. 321): “Business must urgently turn its
huge talents to finding ways of operating that produce goods and services … we want, while doing no further damage to
the environment, if business wants to stay in business” (p. 326). From the latter perspective – once we get past its
annoyingly twee sobriquet – how we treat each other tends to matter insofar as “a human organization has a soul
purpose”: “The soul purpose is not about money; it’s about actualizing dreams of a higher purpose that serve the greater
good” (p. 328). In a rather touching finale – where the magical writing of Lewin begins to resurface after its submergence
for over 300 pages – L&R (2001) conclude by stressing the possibility of finding passion in our work and of connecting
that passion to what we love:
Obviously, if you are reading this book, engaging your soul at work matters to you. Then take it
seriously…. When we connect to our passion, then work becomes love” (p. 330).
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Section 3.3: Kelly and Allison on The Complexity Advantage
If the work by Lewin and Regine (2001) sometimes seems like a metaphor based on the hard sciences in search of a
wayward application to the softer areas of business management, a book by two veteran consultants – Suzanne Kelly and
Mary Ann Allison (1999) – pushes this approach about as far as possible in the wrong direction to describe ways of
cashing in on The Complexity Advantage by capitalizing on their vision of How the Science of Complexity Can Help Your
Business Achieve Peak Performance. Here, the problems that we found merely perplexing or annoying in parts of the
L&R volume – especially those devoted to case discussions augmented by pious asides and gratuitous add-ons referring to
complexity science – reign rampant. True to their primarily managerial audience, Kelly and Allison (K&A 1999) promise
not to get bogged down in all those tedious refinements of chaos-and-complexity theory that might interest more academic
scholars, but rather to present “only the most relevant concepts – chosen for their ability to generate business success” (p.
xiii). This is managerial self-help code or managementspeak for, “Don’t worry; we won’t get you entangled in all sorts of
theories, concepts, or ideas that might offend your anti-intellectual sensibilities; we’ll just tell you how to get results.”
And this they do by offering “Four Simple Rules”; “Fourteen Steps for Success”; and “The Complexity Advantage
Evolutionary Fitness Model” (p. xiii) – in short, everything but “Seven Habits of Highly Complex People.” According to
K&A (1999), the “Main Point” concerns the nature of the business organization as a self-organizing system (SOS), from
which the application of complexity theory follows directly. They dispense with the relevant subtleties in just a few swift
strokes:
Self-organization is a fundamental principle of the universe in which we live and work. Open, selforganizing systems use energy, material, and feedback (information) from their internal and external
environments to organize themselves…. This process is not directed or controlled by a conscious entity,
but rather emerges through the interrelationships of the system’s parts. Self-organization takes place only
under certain conditions in a state called bounded instability. This state is often described by complexity
theorists as being at the edge of chaos (p. 4)…. Complexity science is the name commonly used to
describe a set of interdisciplinary studies that share the idea that all things tend to self-organize into
systems…. The patterns come from a simple set of rules applied over and over again to the latest results
in a sequential process called recursion. This is why even very small differences at the start of the
process can produce very large accumulated differences in later performance (p. 5).
So it’s all here – feedback, nonlinearity, emergence, edge of chaos, recursion, and SDIC or the butterfly effect. Well,
then, that’s enough theory. Let’s move on to what the managerial audience cares most about – namely, applications in
general and “Maximizing Your Return from The Complexity Advantage” (p. 8) in particular. If this tends to make you
gag, if this reminds you that anything – yes, anything, even or especially complexity science – can be coopted, corrupted,
and convoluted into a commercialization that appeals to the self-interest of undisguised corporate greed, then hang onto
your hats. We are just getting started, and we’ve still got 250 pages to go.
We arrive, first, at Six Concepts, positioned as “essential to an understanding of how to use complexity science to
generate business success” (p. 11). The concepts themselves make sense, as far as they go, in the context of complexity
science: (1) Nonlinear Dynamics (p. 12); (2) Openness to Interaction with the Environment (p. 12); (3) Feedback Loops
(p. 13); (4) Fractal Structures Based on Self-Similarity (p. 15); (5) Co-Evolution of Interdependent Subsystems (p. 16);
and (6) Aspects of Group Behavior (p. 16).
Further, K&A (1999) mention what I consider to be the single most powerful aspect of the complexity metaphor when
applied to strategy formulation in marketing – namely, a view of the business, product, or brand as achieving a favorable
position in a market space or, in complexity jargon, as attaining a performance peak in the commercial fitness landscape
(pp. 30-31). When developed in technical applications – for example, via the use of multidimensional scaling or other
spatial mapping approaches – this landscape analogy strikes me as the most fruitful way of viewing the marketpositioning problem. Colloquially, the relevant advice is both helpful and actionable: Attain a differential advantage by
placing your brand closer to the ideal point(s) of the key target segment(s) than the brands of your competitor(s).
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But K&A (1999) ignore this obvious implication of their “fitness landscape” (p. 30) or “possibility space” (p. 32) and turn
instead to a little bragging about how complexity science was deployed at Citibank, followed by a rehearsal of various
organizational lessons that could have been learned without the help of complexity science – the pitfalls of command-andcontrol management styles (p. 53); the benefits of “an environment based on trust” (p. 65) – with an emphasis on “four
simple rules” (p. 68) regarding the need for “Trust” (p. 68), “Open Learning” (p. 70), “Deep Commitment” (p. 72), and
“Responsible Interaction” (p. 75); and the book’s “core content” with regard to “Fourteen Steps for Success” (p. 81).
In an act of mercy for which I believe every reader should congratulate me with heartfelt thanks, I shall refrain from
listing these fourteen steps in detail. Suffice it to say that they are suffused with such buzzwords as “Global Enterprise”
(p. 82), “Visionary Leaders” (p. 83), “Unity” (p. 84), “Trust” (p. 85), “Commitment” (p. 86), “Co-evolution” (p. 87),
“Open Learning” (p. 89), “Synergy” (p. 90), “Insight” (p. 93), “Service Delivery” (p. 95), and “Total Quality
Management” (p. 99). But are any of these concepts new in ways that we would not have anticipated long before the days
of complexity theory? I think not. Rather, I believe, they represent ways of hanging old Theory-Y and Systems-View
insights on a newly sprouting Chaos-and-Complexity Tree, where they decorate the landscape of organizational theory
more as tinsel on its branches than as its roots or trunk. As an illustration, consider the following amazingly jargoninfested account of what, in the old days, we might have called “teamwork”:
We can build an environment in which social capital emerges with fractal teams – teams that share the
same attractors, that can be formed and reformed quickly at various nested and intersected levels.
Because the players who form the teams share a common urgency, purpose, understanding, and visible
method of working – reciprocal collaboration – they become self-similar regardless of team composition.
Fractal teams apply the same core values and enterprise understanding to quite different challenges (p.
92).
To the extent that this passage makes any sense at all – which is to say, not much – it relies on an analogy with the selfsimilarity embedded in the fractal patterns derived mathematically by, among others, Mandelbrot (1982). But to say that
the K&A (1999) extrapolation is nothing more than a feeble analogy or distorted simile would seem to be, if anything, a
rather charitable description of what these authors have concocted. Their chaos-and-complexity jargon may sell books,
but it sheds no light on organizational structure in general or on the nature of teams in particular.
From here, it’s a short step to “The Complexity Advantage Evolutionary Fitness Model” (p. 115), which takes us through
five levels of SOS en route to true autopoiesis (p. 133) wherein “A self-bounded, self-reflective, and self-organizing
business will emerge from a web of agents who have lived, learned, and evolved for several years in a business
environment” (p. 133). As a sample of how complexity jargon can obfuscate even the simplest aspect of these SOS
levels, consider the following transcendentally clumsy way of expressing the thought that as people work together in
teams, a common culture tends to evolve:
Agents extend team power through networking…. In fractal terms, macrounit patterns will reflect
microteam patterns. More effective interlocking enterprise patterns emerge with self-similar memes in
place creating a visible web of local process that evolves and supports agent interaction in a changing
environment (p. 127).
O, of course, now I see. If my organization lacks effective teamwork, it must be because – in fractal terms – its web of
local process has not yet achieved emergent patterns of self-similar memes. Quick, let us seek autopoiesis by
implementing Levels 1 through 5 of The Complexity Advantage Evolutionary Fitness Model.
Dear Reader, if you buy this kind of mumbo-jumbo, you have no one but yourself to blame when you fail to reach a
commercial peak in the fitness landscape. Indeed, you have no one but yourself to blame if you bottom out at the nadir of
some lonely valley in a flurry of autopoietic apoplexy.
If some of the language just quoted sounds more mystical and evangelical than one might have expected in a book
purporting to report on insights from the Science of Complexity, K&A (1999) concede that “the prescriptions … bear
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some resemblance to various sets of ethical and religious rules promulgated elsewhere” (p. 146). Based on this sort of
evangelical fervor, K&A advise us with apparent seriousness that the first step is to think, the output of which is what we
do, followed by checking the results as a basis for future action (p. 154). Hallelujah! Who would have ever thought of
that?
Want to put all this into practice? Well, you’re going to need some Autonomous Agents (Chapter 10), some Leaders
(Chapter 11), some Catalysts (Chapter 12), and – O, Yes – some Eco-Technicians (Chapter 13). The catalysts are the
ones who contribute the critical mass of epidemiological memes that accumulate to provide the tipping factor (cf.
Gladwell 2000, as discussed later in this Appendix) whereby “the business suddenly tips from being primarily command
and control to consciously self-organizing” (K&A 1999, p. 183). Meanwhile, quite valuably, eco-technicians actually
know something about complexity science and should, I gather, have been the ones to write this book:
The eco-technician combines the full strength of scientific theory, mathematics, computing power, and
visualization techniques to show the dynamic structure and patterns of the organization as it co-evolves
with changing fitness landscapes… eco-technicians track and promote evolutionary fitness using new
tools that take complexity theories into account (p. 201).
It sounds to me as if these “eco-techs” (p. 202) are the ones I want to hire – the ones who will map the changing fitness
landscape and point my firm in the right direction toward a performance peak (p. 203). Can K&A explain the role of
these eco-techies? Apparently not, judging from their spectacularly unsuccessful attempt to describe the relevance of
power laws:
Power law capabilities … appear as a straight line on a double logarithmic plot, making the pattern very
evident – a key accomplishment for eco-techs. Readers will not be surprised to learn that fractals are an
expression of power laws (p. 204).
I believe readers will agree that this statement is as uninformative as it is possible to be, doubtless masking a failure to
understand either power laws or fractals, much less any connection between the two.
Before launching into a self-congratulatory peroration consisting largely of testimonials to the authors’ successful
implementation of the “complexity advantage” at Citibank – an institution that, speaking as a customer for the past 38
years, I regard as one of the most miserable places to do business that I can possibly imagine – K&A (1999) treat us to an
all-too-fleeting glimpse of the kind of writing that might have made for a far more interesting book. Specifically, in a rare
moment of insight, they draw a connection between complexity and the positive role played by paradox:
Through complexity science, we develop an eye for paradox, seeking the places where order and chaos
coexist in a state of simultaneous transformation and stability and where unity and diversity give rise to
one another. The persistent enterprise thrives in this breeding ground – a field of healthy tension created
by coexisting extremes. It is paradox … that reveals the opportunities for successful co-evolution and
potential for long-term existence despite a changing landscape (pp. 227-228)…. Businesses that maintain
a paradoxical existence in a complex environment use strategies to fit with that environment and at the
same time to position themselves to … adapt in the event of … changes to that environment (p. 239)
Meanwhile – beyond the rather paradoxical example set by Citibank, surely one of the most customer-unfriendly
organizations ever to slink forth into the corporate world (an organization, for example, that stubbornly dispenses 50dollar bills at its ATM windows, despite the rampant inconvenience of this monetary denomination in virtually any and all
exchange transactions) – the perplexed reader is left to wonder, “Jeez, I know I want to seize the complexity advantage for
my business, but exactly how do I get its autocatalytic memes to self-organize into emergent patterns of self-similar
fractals?” You had better search farther, Dear Reader, because you certainly won’t find the answer here.
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Section 3.4: Stacey, Griffin, and Shaw on Complexity and Management
Another recent entry in the management-literature sweepstakes comes from the British professor Ralph Stacey and his
consultant colleagues Douglas Griffin and Patricia Shaw (2000) in their book entitled Complexity and Management: Fad
or Radical Challenge To Systems Thinking? The authors view this contribution as the first or flagship volume in a series
under their editorship for Routledge on the general topic of complexity and emergence in organizations (with additional
volumes by each of the authors individually as well as by other contributors to follow). Indeed, their work provides a fine
and often subtle introduction to the issues at hand.
As indicated in their “Series Preface,” Stacey, Griffin, and Shaw (2000) rebel against the sort of “systems thinking” that
seeks outcomes compatible with the goals of command-and-control management (p. xi). Rather, Stacey & Co. (2000) cast
their lot with the advocates of complexity science who “emphasize the radically unpredictable aspects of self-organizing
processes and their creative potential” (p. x): “This way of thinking weaves together relationship psychologies and the
work of complexity theorists who focus on the emergent and radically unpredictable aspects of complex systems” (p. x).
Thus, Stacey & Co. acknowledge the excellent overviews provided by various authors we have already discussed such as
(among others) Gleick, Waldrop, and Lewin (p. 1), but they complain about the faddishness that we have also noted
earlier of those who “use loose metaphors taken from the complexity sciences to make prescriptions for management
action” (p. 2). This salubrious skepticism provides a promising start for a book dedicated, in the “Introduction,” to
formulating “alternative ways of thinking about causality” (p. 7); to studying “the creative process” as “self-referential in
the sense that interaction causes patterns” (p. 8); and to recognizing that “intrinsic properties of connection, interaction
and relationship between people would be the cause of emergent coherence and that emergent coherence would be
unpredictable” (p. 8): “The aim of this series of books is to develop thinking about organizations as Complex Responsive
Processes of relating” and “to develop an alternative to systems thinking about human organizations” (p. 9).
Thus, Stacey & Co. (2000) adopt a vantage point based on critique in general and critique of “systems thinking” in
particular. Here, we must realize that they use the term “systems thinking” rather differently from its usage elsewhere in
this book-review essay. Specifically, they use “systems thinking” to refer to various mainstream management views that
they wish to attack – what they call the “dominant discourse” – something akin to what we used to call Theory X (that is,
close supervision, hierarchical structures, incentive rewards, a command-and-control mentality) and something quite
distinct from aspects of “dynamic open systems theory” that many would find quite consistent with DOCAS-based
concepts (interacting agents, holistic emergence, feedback effects, dynamic adaptation, and so on). Our discussion will
gain clarity if we keep in mind that, by “systems thinking,” Stacey & Co. mean a perspective akin to what we shall,
whenever possible, refer to as “traditional management theory” (p. 10): “The result is a potential move from systems
thinking to one that lives with paradox, particularly the paradox of the recognizable but unknowable future” (p. 10).
A key aspect of Stacey & Co.’s project involves their concern for grappling with the “dynamic interplay of stability and
change” (p. 12) in general and with the need to account for novelty, innovation, and creativity in particular (p. 12). In this
connection, they distinguish between five major types of teleological cause – i.e., answers to the question “why” in terms
of purposes, objectives, or desired outcomes – that run as leitmotifs throughout the book (p. 13):
Natural Law Teleology (NatTel) refers to mechanisms governed by linear cause-and-effect relations of the highly
predictable type celebrated by (say) Newton or others who focused on breaking a physical system down into
the sum of its parts in the manner of (say) a clock designed by a watch maker (p. 17).
Rationalist Teleology (RatTel) occurs when human beings follow “autonomously chosen goals” via optimally
chosen paths toward achievement (p. 28).
Formative Teleology (FormTel) follows the Kantian concept of an organism wherein causality operates via the
interaction of a system’s parts in such a way that a whole greater than the sum of the parts emerges via a selforganized unfolding in the manner of (say) an acorn growing into an oak tree (p. 25). Here, the pattern of
change is “pre-determined” so that “there can be no significant change at the level of the form” and so that
this kind of explanation “cannot encompass true novelty” (p. 27).
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Transformative Teleology (TransTel) follows the more Hegelian perspective involving a paradoxical dialectic
movement “toward an as yet unrecognized position that comes to be recognized (known) in the act … itself”
(p. 34). This involves a “circular temporal structure” in which “the future is changing the past just as the past
is changing the future” (p. 35) so that “the source of change lies in the detail of interactive movement in the
living present, movement of a circular kind … that has the potential for transformation as well as continuity at
the same time” (p. 36). Judging from my own reaction, the reader may be forgiven for some difficulty in
understanding this explanation of TransTel – a pity because TransTel is the causal scheme recommended with
increasing insistence by the authors as the book progresses. Fortunately, as explained in what follows, they
add some clarity to this concept at later points in their discussion.
Adaptationist Teleology (AdapTel) harks back to the concepts of Darwinian evolution (p. 39) – especially with
reference to the ecological niche (p. 39) and the role of natural selection (p. 40) of those mutated and/or mixed
genetic variations best equipped for survival and reproduction (p. 40). In this connection, Stacey & Co.
follow others such as Sewall Wright in again citing the metaphor of the fitness landscape (p. 44) wherein “A
peak represents a fit (that is, an adaptive) collection of genes (species)” and wherein “The higher the peak the
more fit the collection of genes” (p. 45) so that “Evolution is then understood as a hill-climbing process” or as
“a search process where the aim is to move out of valleys and up to the top of the highest peak, which
represents optimal adaptation” (p. 45). Such a peak achieves an “evolutionary stable strategy” – that is, a
Nash equilibrium or homeostasis – if “no player can increase expected benefit by unilaterally changing
strategy” (p. 45).
Among these approaches, Stacey & Co. (2000) favor the TransTel viewpoint and, indeed, argue that other approaches to
the study of complexity in management amount to little more than fads employing rhetorical flourishes based on loose
metaphors: “it is all too easy to use the complexity sciences in so loose a way that they simply become the latest
management fad” (p. 15). Thus,
We are interested in identifying how an explanation built on Transformative Teleology differs from
others, particularly those that also draw on the complexity sciences. We will be arguing that when the
complexity sciences are understood from the perspective of Transformative Teleology they offer
explanations of organizational change that are potentially novel (p. 55).
Before proclaiming the virtues of TransTel at greater length, Stacey & Co. (2000) focus on demolishing the potential
contribution of the “dominant discourse” based on “scientific management” and “systems thinking” (p. 56). The former –
handed down from Frederick Taylor and Henri Fayol (p. 61) but still a common framework for management thought (p.
64) – applies if-then causal rules to a mechanism viewed as the sum of its parts (p. 62) via a combination of NatTel and
RatTel whereby “change of a fundamental kind cannot be explained” (p. 63). This inadequate approach includes general
systems theory (e.g., von Bertalanffy), cybernetics (e.g., Wiener), and systems dynamics (e.g., Forrester) – to which
Stacey & Co. object on the grounds that they depend on FormTel as their theory of causality (p. 67) with the result that
they cannot account for true change, novelty, innovation, or creativity. Rather, the attempt to incorporate a change agent
into the system leads to an “infinite regress” with no escape (p. 71). Put differently, the acorn will always become an oak
tree – never a Norway pine, never a cocker spaniel, and never a Buick. Thus, “systems thinking” (specifically, that of the
non-DOCAS variety) involves a combination of RatTel and FormTel that cannot account for fundamental change. In
short, “Systems theory cannot explain novelty within its own framework but always has to displace it to some unexplained
location outside the system” (pp. 73-74):
What these moves do, then, is deepen or widen the area covered by the system: the response is to
redefine the boundary. At each stage of boundary widening there is a bigger and bigger area covered by
Formative Teleology and, standing outside it, a process of design and choice to which Rationalist
Teleology applies…. So at each stage in deepening and widening the boundary of the system, the source
of novel change is located outside the system in the heads of the designers (p. 77).
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Such difficulties with systems thinking lead, in the view of Stacey & Co. (2000), to the need for a perspective based on
TransTel: “systems thinking offers little assistance in understanding how true novelty arises” so that “These problems
with systems thinking call, we believe, for a way of understanding within Transformative Teleology” (p. 78).
En route to this shift toward TransTel, Stacey & Co. (2000) examine various relevant facets of complexity science. These
include good reviews of concepts related to chaos and dissipative structures (strange attractors, fractals, paradoxically
stabile instability, sensitive dependence or the butterfly effect, predictable unpredictability, bifurcation points, system
dynamics, and so on, pp. 85-105) and of those related to complex adaptive systems (agents following rules for local
interactions, self-organization, edge of chaos, evolution, the fitness landscape [again], self-organizing criticality, the
power law, reciprocally deformed fitness landscapes in co-evolution, pp. 106-126). One refinement of the favorite spatial
analogy – namely, the fitness landscape – deserves mention. Specifically, Stacey & Co. emphasize the inappropriateness
of viewing the fitness landscape as if it were an external field through which a network moves in search of a peak. Rather,
they say, the process is a reflexive one in which the landscape changes in response to the behavior of a system and its
competitors: “it is the dynamic of the system itself that is shaping the landscape” (p. 118). Via such refinements, some
chaos-and-complexity theorists (e.g., Prigogine, Kauffman, Goodwin) move toward TransTel (p. 122). However, most
(e.g., Gell-Mann) still confine themselves to approaches based on FormTel or AdapTel (p. 121). To repeat, Stacey & Co.
view their project as that of pushing toward the TransTel perspective.
Before moving in that direction, however, Stacey & Co. (2000) pause to offer a rather decisive critique of “management
complexity writers” in general (p. 141) and of two whom we have already reviewed in particular – namely, Lewin and
Regine (2001) and Kelly and Allison (1999). Their complaint – much like my own, discussed earlier – is that authors
such as these “use the complexity sciences primarily as a source of loose metaphor” with the result that such contributions
amount to little more than “essentially a new fad rather than a serious challenge to current ways of making sense of life in
organizations” (p. 142) where “complexity sciences are being used as a rhetorical device” (p. 143). Here, the complaint
again concerns an over-reliance on FormTel: “these writers … continue to rely on Formative Teleology in their
interpretation of what the complexity sciences might mean for organizations” (p. 142) – that is, figuratively, acorns
developing into oak trees rather than Buicks. Thus, such writers place a heavy emphasis on how simple local rules can
lead to emergent patterns (e.g., the flocking of “boids,” p. 143); rely on the phenomenon of sensitive dependence in an
oversimplified way (e.g., to suggest the possibility of “tweaking” organizational performance, p. 145); cling to a
combination of FormTel and RatTel (to recycle “the dominant discourse dressed up in a new jargon,” p. 145); toss around
ideas loosely based on the “edge of chaos” as simplistically equated with “success” (while losing “the sophisticated
concept of self-organizing criticality” and forgetting about “the power law,” pp. 146-147); and oversimplify the concept
of the fitness landscape as a pre-determined array of profit outcomes (by ignoring “how the shape of the landscape is
determined by the internal dynamics of the network of networks, the connectivity, or interaction between systems,” p.
151):
When that happens, the fitness landscape is no longer thought of as depicting the system’s own internal
dynamic but as some condition or context within which the system is moving. The result is the kind of
description given above of a population of “strategies” wandering across a space, with some more or less
“fit” than others. The connections between them and how the dynamics of those connections create the
landscape is [sic] lost (p. 152).
To paraphrase the latter critique within the context of brand positioning in a market space, we might say that the brand’s
optimal position for maximum differential advantage would lie near the ideal point of a customer segment not closely
aligned with available competitive offerings; however, the terrain of the market space would change as the firm’s
marketing strategy alters the location of ideal points or as competitors shift their own market-space positions in response
to the firm’s actions. Hence, the fitness space changes even as we search for a peak position. In sum, writers such as
Lewin-and-Regine or Kelly-and-Allison offer a combination of FormTel and RatTel that is “exactly the same as that to be
found in the dominant management discourse” (p. 154), that thereby fails to account for “the emergence of true novelty”
(p. 155), and that therefore requires replacement by a unified causal framework based on TransTel (p. 156).
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In this direction – departing from the mainstream tradition of RatTel-oriented cognitivist psychology in the dominant
management discourse (p. 158), acknowledging the post-1980 revival of humanistic psychology with its emphasis on selfactualization (p. 161); warning against those complexity theorists (such as Langton, Holland, or Gell-Mann) who view
agents as individual information processors (p. 163); and again chastising the management-complexity writers (e.g., Kelly
and Allison 1999; Lewin and Regine 2001) for their loosely metaphoric rhetorical use of complexity science to disguise a
RatTel bias (p. 165) – Stacey & Co. (2000) arrive at the moment of truth: “We now turn to approaches to understanding
human behavior that put relationship at the center and do not split action and choice into different levels governed by two
different causal frameworks” (p. 170). Specifically, they turn to ideas borrowed from Mead, Vygotsky, and Bhaktin, in
which humans interact via reciprocal patterns of gesture-and-response and in which “Mind is a process in which a gesture
can call forth the same response in the one making it as in the one to whom it is made” (p. 171): “Such a gesture is what
Mead calls a significant symbol … because it means the same thing to the maker of the gesture and to the recipient” (p.
172). It follows that “mind is always a social phenomenon” (p. 172), that one’s identity is socially constructed, and that
one’s sense of self – an “I” or a “me” – derives from “the perceived community view of him/herself” (p. 173), as
represented by the shared gesture-and-response patterns of language: “It follows that the self is a social construction
emerging in relationships with others and only animals that possess language can possess a self that they are aware of” (p.
173). (I fail to see why a dog or a cat cannot develop a sense of self based on the nonlinguistic gesture-and-response
patterns via which it communicates with others, but this issue – however important it might be to our pets and animal
companions – lies at the periphery of our present focus.) The key point here concerns the social embeddedness or
relationship centeredness of mind and self: “Mind and self emerge in social relationships and they are ‘internalizations’
of those social relationships” (p. 174). This perspective – as echoed by Bhaktin (p. 174), Vygotsky (p. 175), and Elias (p.
175) – captures the essence of a TransTel conceptualization of causality:
Mead’s explanation of mind, self and society is an expression of Transformative Teleology. In this
explanation, it is the detailed interaction between people, their ongoing choices and actions in their
relating to each other, that their minds and selves arise (p. 174).
As Stacey & Co. further show, this emphasis on the social construction of reality (p. 176) receives empirical support from
studies of human development (p. 177) and from approaches to psychoanalysis that stress the role of intersubjectivity (p.
178). Via such insights, they hope to translate the insights of complexity science to the sphere of human relationships as
the transformative cause of emergent identities: “It is this perspective on human action, one that locates agency in
relationship, in the simultaneous emergence of individual and group identity, that we are interested in using to interpret
the complexity sciences in human terms” (p. 182).
Unfortunately, Stacey & Co. (2000) choose to end their story at this point – just as they are getting started on the task of
applying complexity science to organizational theory via a TransTel-oriented account of “the dynamic of daily
interactions between people” (p. 187). They explain briefly that their “project” (p. 187) makes a move “away from
thinking about an organization as a system, to thinking about organizing as highly complex, ongoing processes of people
relating to each other” (p. 188). They take these “Complex Responsive Processes of relating within the causal framework
of Transformative Teleology” (p. 188) as the agenda for their program of research insofar as the CRP-TransTel
perspective “accords priority and primacy neither to the individual nor to the social” but rather “regards both as the same
phenomenon, forming and being formed by each other at the same time” (p. 189). Thus, they open the window on a
potentially important area for programmatic study, but leave further exploration of such topics for future books in the
Routledge series on “Complexity and Emergence in Organizations.” For now, we must content ourselves with some
highly suggestive comments on a revised view of the interpersonal relationships that anchor the application of complexity
science to organizational behavior plus a full-blown critique that strongly reinforces our earlier comments on the rather ad
hoc and loose DOCAS-based analogies that characterize the work of such management thinkers as Lewin and Regine
(2001) or Kelly and Allison (1999).
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PART 4:
AT THE FRINGES OF CHAOS AND COMPLEXITY
Section 4.1: Gigerenzer, Selten, & Co. on Bounded Rationality
Edited by Gerd Gigerenzer and Reinhard Selten (2001) – the latter a winner of the Nobel Prize in Economics in 1994 –
Bounded Rationality carries the subtitle The Adaptive Toolbox and thereby indicates its affinity with some of the ideas
related to our understanding of the dynamic open complex adaptive system (DOCAS). This book collects contributions
from cognitive scientists, economists, evolutionary biologists, anthropologists, and others who attended the 84th Dahlem
Workshop in Berlin devoted to the topic represented by its title.
Drawing on the concept of bounded rationality introduced by Herbert Simon in the 1950s, Gigerenzer and Selten (G&S,
Chapter 1) describe the book’s central goal as providing “a framework of bounded rationality in terms of the metaphor of
the adaptive toolbox” (p. 1), as studied from a number of disciplinary perspectives. This treatment positions Bounded
Rationality (BR) as “neither optimization nor irrationality” (p. 4), but rather as something intermediate that involves “fast
and frugal stopping rules for search that do not involve optimization” (p. 5). These fast-and-frugal rules or heuristics are
adaptive in that they take account of the structure of the environment (p. 6) and thereby subsume the decision maker as
part of a DOCAS striving to adjust to the surrounding situation: “a simple heuristic can exploit a regularity in the
environment” (p. 7). In essence, then, the fast-and-frugal heuristic rules by which we make decisions subject to BR are
“adapted to particular environments”: “This ‘ecological rationality’ – the match between the structure of a heuristic and
the structure of an environment – allows for the possibility that heuristics can be fast, frugal, and accurate all at the same
time by exploiting the structure of information in natural environments” (p. 9). In other words, the heuristics
characteristic of BR are “a form of ecological rationality” (p. 9) of the type that complexity scientists would associate with
a DOCAS. It follows that (say) emotions or cultural norms – because they provide pertinent information about the
relevant environment – may serve as the basis for viable BR-based decisions (pp. 9-10). Here, typical of a DOCAS, “The
common denominator is that decisions need to be made with limited time, knowledge, and other resources, and in a world
that is uncertain and changing” (p. 10).
The guts of arguments for the relevance of BR to the DOCAS appear in the next nine chapters of the book. Reinhard
Selten (Chapter 2) reviews the work of Herbert Simon and its departures from the mainstream economic assumptions of
rational utility maximization in favor of a view of satisficing in which decision makers, confronted by constraints on time
and other resources, search sequentially through alternatives until meeting the criteria of aspiration levels adjusted
adaptively over time. Because such a process unfolds longitudinally and involves sequential adaptation, reminiscent of
the butterfly effect wherein a DOCAS shows sensitive dependence on initial conditions, “Boundedly rational analysis is a
dynamic process” in which “Initial conditions matter” (p. 29). Further, quite consistent with the framework of complexity
science, Selten envisions the process of problem solving as a movement through a problem space (p. 30). He illustrates
this perspective with the famous missionaries-and-cannibals (Ms-&-Cs) problem in which three Ms and three Cs must be
transported by a boat carrying at most two people from the right bank to the left bank of a river, subject to the condition
that the number of Cs in a given location can never exceed the number of Ms (because the Cs would then gang up on the
Ms and eat them). If an arrow represents a trip from the right to the left bank (<=IJ=) or from the left to the right bank
(=IJ=>) by IJ, then the solution is given by the following set of logistics: <=CC=; =C=>; <=CC=; =C=>; <=MM=;
=CM=>; <=MM=; =C=>; <=CC=; =C=>; <=CC=. This solution can be mapped as a navigation through a problem space
(A Æ B Æ C Æ D Æ E Æ F Æ G) – shown by the diagram in Figure 41 – with the number of Ms and Cs on the left bank
at a moment in time represented by the horizontal and vertical axes, respectively, and with non-permissible states
represented by “X.” In DOCAS terms – implied by Selten and made explicit in the diagram – a peak on the fitness
landscape appears in the upper right-hand corner, with a feasible path to that peak from the lower left-hand corner
indicated by the sequence A-B-C-D-E-F-G.
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FIGURE 41
Fitness Landscape For the Missionaries-and-Cannibals Problem
(Arrows = Path, Size = Elevation)
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Pursuing the theme of an adaptive toolbox containing fast-and-frugal rules for searching-stopping-and-deciding, Gerd
Gigerenzer (Chapter 3) spells out the BR- and DOCAS-related concept of ecological rationality in which “Heuristics that
are matched to particular environmental structures allow agents to be ecologically rational”: “The study of ecological
rationality involves analyzing the structure of environments, the structure of heuristics, and the match between them” (p.
37). Where decision heuristics have evolved to fit the environmental structure, the DOCAS has achieved a robustly
adaptive BR: “Heuristics that are matched to particular environments allow agents to be ecologically rational, making
adaptive decisions that combine accuracy with speed and frugality” (p. 47).
Peter Todd (Chapter 4) pursues this DOCAS-related theme of adaptation by focusing on the relevant “features of the
external environment” that exert “strong adaptive pressures” in the form of such constraints as “the need to minimize time
by minimizing the search for information”: “human decision making is adaptive in the face of time and information costs,
through the use of fast and frugal decision heuristics” (p. 51). From this viewpoint – rather than pursuing the Tverskyand-Kahneman perspective on heuristics as sources of biases, distortions, and errors – Todd sees the adaptive toolbox as a
way of effectively coping with the environment “by exploiting the structure of information in natural decision
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environments” (p. 53). Specifically – in an environment in which time passes quickly, where time is short and time is
money – “many human decision heuristics … were selected to achieve speed by seeking and using as few cues from the
environment as they could get away with” (p. 54). These heuristics are adaptive in their saving of time and, as Todd
shows, often outperform approaches more labor-intensive in their use of cognitive capabilities. On the stock market, for
example, where portfolios are chosen to include highly recognized companies with maximum visibility, “the simple
ignorance-driven recognition heuristic beat highly trained fund managers using all the information available to them” (p.
57). Further, in general, simple lexicographic rules (choosing the best alternative on the most important attribute) perform
better in terms of an accuracy/effort criterion than (say) more complicated weighted-additive models, especially in the
context of time pressure (p. 61), while evidence from research by Payne-Bettman-and-Johnson shows that decision
makers not only should but do use such fast-and-frugal heuristics (p. 64).
In an imaginary dialogue between a biologist and an economist, Peter Hammerstein (Chapter 5) – himself an evolutionary
biologist with interests in game theory – explores various DOCAS-related facets of self-organizing systems (p. 73),
navigation of a solutions space (p. 78), and the relevance of Darwinian selection (p. 79).
Overall – as summarized in the “Group Report” by Abdolkarim Sadrieh (Rapporteur) and others (Chapter 6) – the
evidence supports the ecological rationality of the adaptive toolbox insofar as fast-and-frugal decision heuristics have
evolved to cope with environmental information overload, as when people confronted by time pressure adopt more fastand-frugal simplifying decision rules (p. 92) for searching-stopping-and-deciding (p. 93), even while leaving room for
further exploration of “how the informational structure of the environment affects which decision heuristics are actually
used” (p. 98).
Pursuing this theme in the experimental laboratory, John Payne and Jim Bettman (P&B, Chapter 8) – authors quite
familiar to those in the marketing community – review evidence in support of the claim that “people are generally
adaptive in their use of various decision strategies, i.e., how they solve decision problems varies in ways that are
consistent with how variations in tasks impact accuracy, effort, and other important process considerations” (p. 123).
Particularly valuable is the manner in which P&B relate the efficiency of various decision heuristics (e.g., weighted
adding, equal weighting, lexicographic, elimination by aspects, and random choice) to the accuracy-effort tradeoffs
conditioned by different simulated task environments (p. 135), with an indication that “people generally change strategies
in ways that the simulation results indicate are appropriate” (p. 137): “People generally seem adaptive in their use of
various decision strategies in that they vary how they solve decision problems in ways that are consistent with how
variations in tasks impact accuracy, effort, and other important process considerations” (pp. 141-142).
Along similar lines, Laura Martignon (Chapter 9) compares fast-and-frugal decision heuristics (e.g., take-the-best on the
highest-validity attribute) with more optimal models (e.g., multiple regression) and concludes that the former BRreflecting rules often outperform the latter because of their DOCAS-related ecological rationality – in short, “their degree
of adaptation to the structure of environments” (p. 148): “The heuristics are remarkably accurate, often outperforming
multiple regression, the normative benchmark in the class of linear models … due to … their ecological rationality, i.e.,
the way in which they exploit the structure of their task environment” (p. 147). Indeed, the simpler heuristics are more
robust in that they avoid capitalizing on chance and therefore actually give better predictions on validation samples:
“When generalizing to new data, Take The Best beats Regression quite often, as plain regression tends to overfit the data”
(p. 156). Further, the evidence suggests that – contrary to the Tversky-and-Kahneman point of view – people use correct
Bayesian inferences if information is presented as natural frequencies rather than as more difficult-to-interpret
probabilities (pp. 159-160).
In their “Group Report” Daniel Goldstein & Co. (Chapter 10) rehearse many of the same DOCAS-related themes bearing
on the ecological rationality of BR-based adaptations in decision heuristics. In particular, they focus on a variety of fastand-frugal heuristics – imitation (p. 174), equal weighting (p. 175), take the best (p. 176), take the first (p. 177), smallsample inferences (p. 177), the recognition heuristic (p. 178) – with a special eye toward asking “how the structure of the
environment can cause it to succeed or fail” (p. 174). In this connection, these authors get off the closest thing this book
offers to a one-liner based on the prescription of the “recognition heuristic” to the effect that “when choosing between two
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objects, if only one of them is recognized, then choose the recognized object”: “The adaptive advantage of this strategy is
that it exploits a resource most organisms have in abundance … missing knowledge” (p. 178).
Additional chapters in Bounded Rationality delve further into various DOCAS-related aspects of BR as an ecologically
rational response to environmental pressures, albeit to varying degrees. For example, Kevin Laland (Chapter 13) explores
“Imitation” and “Social Learning” as mechanisms of BR that may be favored by natural selection – as when one
individual learns from another via interpersonal interaction in a social process that results in “the diffusion of a pattern of
behavior through a population” (p. 234) where that behavior has an adaptive advantage: “A … representative example is
the spread of milk bottle top opening in British tits” when “These birds learned to peck open the foil cap on milk bottles
and to drink the cream” (p. 235). It happens that this example is one often cited by those who discuss the science of
complexity.
With direct relevance to the sorts of emergent phenomenon studied by complexity scientists, Thomas Seeley (Chapter 14)
examines “How Collective Wisdom Arises from the Poorly Informed Masses.” Here, he has in mind the sort of
phenomenon displayed by ant colonies and by flocks of birds in which agents following simple rules as individuals
interact in ways that produce highly adaptive overall patterns. In particular, he focuses on “how honeybee swarms choose
a home site” (p. 250):
Since no one member of a social insect colony can possess a synoptic knowledge of its colony’s options,
or can perform the complex information processing needed to estimate the utility of each option and then
choose among them, the concepts of bounded rationality and heuristics are highly relevant to solving the
mystery of how colonies of social insects make decisions…. even though the swarm as a whole is a
sophisticated and skilled decision-making agent, the cognitive skills required of the individual bees
involved appear to be surprisingly simple (p. 250).
Though this is exactly the sort of emergent phenomenon beloved to complexity scientists, somewhat surprisingly, Seeley
makes no reference to their work on the nature of a DOCAS, preferring instead to focus on how BR at the individual level
can produce “The Wisdom of a Hive” at the aggregate level (p. 261).
In examining the role of social norms, Robert Boyd and Peter Richerson (Chapter 16) produce mathematical models
highly reminiscent of those purveyed by chaos-and-complexity scientists. One such model distinguishes puritanical from
tolerant groups of consumers and simulates the spread of puritanical norms, given various assumptions, producing a map
that resembles a state space. This state-space map shows basins of attraction for different outcomes – though, arguably,
the interpretability of the plot leaves something to be desired (p. 293).
Finally, Kevin McCabe and Vernon Smith (Chapter 18) use simulations of prisoner’s dilemma games – in the manner
pioneered by Robert Axelrod – to demonstrate the viability of what they call “goodwill accounting strategies” (p. 331):
“This is consistent with Axelrod’s findings that nice strategies do well” (p. 332). Concluding with the virtues of “nice
strategies” allows us to end on a positive note. This positive sentiment further reflects the reassuringly consistent manner
in which the book edited by Gigerenzer and Selten links aspects of bounded rationality (BR) with the nature of a dynamic
open complex adaptive system (DOCAS).
Section 4.2: Geoffrey Moore on Crossing the Chasm
In the revised edition of his 1991 classic entitled Crossing the Chasm: Marketing and Selling High-Tech Products to
Mainstream Customers, Geoffrey Moore (1999) expands his thoughts – for example, by including observations on the
role of the World Wide Web and by updating his illustrations to make them more current – on a variety of topics related to
the strategic considerations involved in the introduction of innovations at the leading edge of technology. This former
English professor – who freely, almost cheerfully, admits that he has no corroborating evidence to back up his assertions
(p. xix) – begins with the paradox that often the more (less) successful products are technically inferior (superior) (p. 4).
Obviously, such market contradictions result from inadequacies in our manner of introducing new offerings and
shepherding them through the product life cycle, inadequacies for which Moore (1999) offers various corrections. Most
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important among these corrections is his emphasis on the importance of bridging the gap – “crossing the chasm” – that
separates innovators and early adopters from the early majority in the classic bell curve representing adoption frequencies
over time (p. 17):
To be specific, the point of greatest peril in the development of a high-tech market lies in making the
transition from an early market dominated by a few visionary customers to a mainstream market
dominated by a large block of customers who are predominantly pragmatists in orientation. The gap
between these two markets, heretofore ignored, is in fact so significant as to warrant being called a chasm,
and crossing the chasm must be the primary focus of any long-term high-tech marketing plan. A
successful crossing is how high-tech fortunes are made; failure in the attempt is how they are lost (p.
5)…. the real news is the deep and dividing chasm that separates the early adopters from the early
majority. This is by far the most formidable and unforgiving transition in the Technology Adoption Life
Cycle, and it is all the more dangerous because it typically goes unrecognized (p. 19).
As implied by this quotation, Moore (1999) borrows concepts concerning the adoption curve, the product life cycle, the
distinction between continuous and discontinuous innovations, and the diffusion process (p. 10) – all taken from such
familiar sources as Everett Rogers and Tom Robertson, but without attribution. Much of Moore’s book consists of
practical chasm-crossing advice on how to target the early majority buyers – whose relatively conservative, pragmaticsfocused concerns differ fundamentally from the more glitzy, faddish preoccupations of earlier adopters – and the
marketing strategies appropriate to that enterprise: “If you can get there first, ‘catch the curve,’ and ride it up through the
early majority segment, thereby establishing the de facto standard, you can get rich very quickly and ‘own’ a highly
profitable market for a very long time to come” (pp. 14-15). However, I wish to focus on just those aspects of the book
that bear a particular relevance to the issues raised by complexity science.
A hint in this direction appears as early as the Preface, where Moore (1999) unleashes a description of the interrelatedness of technological changes across industries that sounds as if it had been ripped straight from the pages of the
latest chaos theorist:
These major technology shifts create huge sine waves of change that interact with the smaller sine waves
of more local technology shifts, occasionally synthesizing harmonically, more frequently playing out
some discordant mix that has customers growling and investors howling…. Navigating in such uncharted
waters requires … models in general, and the chasm models in particular (p. xi).
Later, Moore defines a high-tech market as consisting of customers (agents) who share needs or wants and who, among
other things reference each other (interact) when making purchase choices (p. 28). Akin to complexity science, this selfreferencing aspect of markets (p. 29) – as expressed, for example, via word of mouth (p. 30) – gives the innovators, early
adopters, early and late majorities, and laggards their distinctive characteristics.
In particular, the early markets (innovators or “techies” and early adopters of “visionaries”) embrace new and better
technologies – for the sake of the newness (innovators) or betterness (early adopters) they offer – to a degree that depends
on the word-of-mouth interactions among the relevant interdependent agents involved. Members of such market
segments “must be aware of themselves as a group”: “that is, it must constitute a self-referencing market segment, so that
when we establish a leadership position with some of its members, they will get the word out – quickly and economically
– to the rest” (p. 39).
By contrast, among the mainstream markets, the early majority are “pragmatists” (p. 41); the late majority are
“conservatives” (p. 41); and the laggards are “skeptics” (p. 54). In particular, the early majority pragmatists – who want
to know that a new offering will work for them – respond to relationships built on trust (p. 44); hence, the relevance of
relationship management (p. 45), as emphasized when discussing the various complexity theorists reviewed earlier.
Similarly, the late majority conservatives are highly oriented toward customer service (p. 53), another watchword of the
complexity theorists. To “cross the chasm,” we must appeal to these mainstream markets, and at this point Moore turns to
his D-Day Analogy (p. 63) based on a rather shameless warfare metaphor (p. 66).
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Here, analogous to the Normandy Invasion and reminiscent of complexity science, “what allows the fledgling enterprise
to win over pragmatist customers in advance of broader market acceptance, is focusing an overabundance of support into
a confined market niche”: “Concentrate an overwhelmingly superior force on a highly focused target” (p. 66). In other
words, from the ecological perspective of complexity theory, climb to a peak in the fitness landscape that offers optimal
selective advantage – that is, pursue an ecological niche (a beachhead) that permits survival (victory). Again, interactions
(word of mouth) among interdependent agents (customers) prove critical and reinforce the importance of gaining a strong
position in a viable market niche:
Trying to cross the chasm without taking a niche market approach is like trying to start a fire without
kindling (p. 67)…. One of the keys in breaking into a new market is to establish a strong word-of-mouth
reputation among buyers. Numerous studies [not cited] have shown that in the high-tech buying process,
word of mouth is the number one source of information buyers reference…. For word of mouth to
develop in any particular marketplace, there must be a critical mass of informed individuals who meet
from time to time and, in exchanging views, reinforce the product’s or the company’s positioning. That’s
how word of mouth spreads…. Pragmatist buyers [i.e., the early majority] … communicate along
industry lines or through professional associations…. Thus, the segment-targeting company can expect
word-of-mouth leverage early in its crossing-the-chasm marketing effort (p. 69)…. For all these reasons
…, when crossing the chasm, you focus exclusively on achieving a dominant position in one or two
narrowly bounded market segments (p. 71).
Continuing the military analogy, Moore gives us chapters with titles like “Target the Point of Attack,” “Assemble the
Invasion Force,” “Define the Battle,” and “Launch the Invasion.” Again, the central theme – spatial to the core – involves
the search for what complexity scientists would call a fitness peak in an ecological niche: “The fundamental principle for
crossing the chasm is to target a specific niche market as your point of attack and focus all your resources on achieving
the dominant leadership position in that segment” (p. 89). Unfortunately, such strategies must be developed in the
absence of adequate information, which drives the relevant decisions in the direction of the fast-and-frugal heuristics that
typify bounded rationality:
The only proper response to this situation is to acknowledge the lack of data as a condition of the
process…. And given that you must act quickly, you need to approach the decision from a different
vantage point. You need to understand that informed intuition, rather than analytical reason, is the most
trustworthy tool to use (p. 92).
The “invasion force” capitalizes on what Moore calls the whole product concept – essentially an idea, familiar to
complexity scientists, that the whole involves interactions among its components that make it more than the sum of its
parts – that is, “the product [is] fleshed out to provide the maximum chance of achieving the buying objective” (p. 109).
This idea – especially important to mainstream as opposed to early markets – is illustrated by a computer-related example
in which the whole product includes not just the basic PC but also the added software, extra hardware, installation, cables,
and other related components needed to build the customer relationship (p. 114). Those of us mainstreamers who have
tired of advertisements for computers-with-monitors-sold-separately and camera-bodies-without-lenses will resonate to
Moore’s point concerning the market offering as a system of interacting components. Often, consistent with DOCAS
logic, efforts to offer a whole product will encourage strategic alliances to emerge (p. 125) – Nestscape-Yahoo!Amazon.com (p. 126) – in a system wherein the buyer-seller relationship becomes a value chain to enact a holistic market
viewed as “an ecology of interrelated interests” (p. 129).
Further DOCAS-related concepts appear in Moore’s discussion of positioning in a manner that will advantageously
“Define the Battle” (p. 131). Here, the key concept again resembles complexity science in its emphasis on spatial
analogies aimed at “locating your product within a buying category that already has some established credibility [where]
… your goal is to position your product as the indisputably correct buying choice” (p. 133, italics added). Pursuing this
spatial metaphor, Moore provides a Competitive-Positioning Compass (p. 135) that diagrams the navigational direction
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needed to cross the chasm from visionaries (specialist supporters) to pragmatists (generalist skeptics) and, reminiscent of
complexity science, to follow a path from one fitness peak to the next (Techies Æ Visionaries Æ Pragmatists Æ
Conservatives) as the product life cycle unfolds (p. 135).
Continuing the spatial analogy – so similar to the DOCAS-related concept of the fitness landscape – Moore declares that
“Positioning is the most discussed and least well understood component of high-tech marketing” (p. 148). Agreed, but his
description will not do much to add clarity to the concept: “The goal of positioning … is to create a space inside the
target customer’s head called ‘best buy for this type of situation’” (p. 149). While sympathetic to Moore’s general point, I
would rephrase this definition as follows: The goal of positioning is to locate your brand closer than your competitors to
the ideal point for your target customer in the perceptual map or market space envisioned by that target customer.
Achieving such a position is synonymous with winning a differential advantage – that is, climbing a survival-enhancing
peak – in the space of strategic possibilities, otherwise known by complexity scientists as a fitness landscape.
Again, as for DOCAS-based concepts, the positioning is “a dynamic process” (unfolding over time as an emergent
property) and depends on “relationships of trust” (characteristic of interdependent agents) (p. 152). Translated into verbal
as opposed to pictorial form, the logic of effective positioning appears as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

For (target customers … )
Who are dissatisfied with (the current market alternative)
Our product is a (new product category)
That provides (key problem-solving capability).
Unlike (the product alternative)
We have assembled (the whole product features for your specific application) (p. 154).

Applied to a financial software package like Quicken, for example, this verbal logic suggests the following positioning
strategy:
•
•
•
•
•
•

For the bill-paying member of the family who also uses a home PC,
Who is tired of filling out the same old checks month after month,
Quicken is a PC home finance program
That automatically creates and tracks all your check-writing.
Unlike Managing Your Money, a financial analysis package,
Our system is optimized specifically for home bill-paying.

One could, of course, diagram the implicit logic of such a positioning strategy as follows:
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FIGURE 42
Implicit Logic of Moore’s Positioning Strategy For Quicken
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Still continuing the spatial metaphor, “Positioning is … about clear and precise direction” (p. 155). This “direction” – to
pursue the analogy with the Normandy invasion – requires a channel for navigation or, in other words, a high-tech
distribution system (p. 164). Here, Moore runs through the full gamut of options ranging from direct sales (p. 167) to
retail sales (p. 171) to … The Internet (p. 182). Avoiding the then-faddish obeisance to the latter e-solution, Moore views
the World Wide Web as of “not much” help “as a sales channel”: “Crossing the chasm requires face-to-face meetings
with the target customer to help diagnose their problem and prescribe a heretofore unavailable solution … and live
dialogue is the only medium that can make that work” (p. 182). Those of us who felt and still feel a little bottomed-out on
the dot.com craze may perceive this comment – along with much else that Moore offers in his implicitly DOCAS-related
managerial text – as a breath of fresh air.
Finally, pushing the DOCAS-based spatial metaphor to the ultimate moment, Moore (1999) concludes his book with an
especially pellucid summary of “the ground we have covered” (p. 210), concisely encapsulating each stage in the journey
– albeit with further invocations of the military analogy that I find so distressing – until he can justly declare that we have
reached “the end of this road” (p. 211).
Section 4.3: Malcolm Gladwell on the Tipping Point
Further reflections on the role of social influence via word of mouth in contributing to the diffusion of innovations appear
in The Tipping Point: How Little Things Can Make a Big Difference by the business, science, and New Yorker writer
Malcolm Gladwell (2000). Though the book touches on a great variety of interesting issues, in the present review, I shall
confine my attention to those aspects of Gladwell’s work that relate directly to my main theme via their relevance to
complexity science.
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Speaking of chaos-and-complexity theory, we note a reference to SDIC or the butterfly effect as early as the subtitle of the
book with its reference to little things making a big difference. Indeed, this is what happens when a fad – say, Hush
Puppies in the mid-1990s – passes a point in popularity, achieves a critical mass, tips, and then becomes an epidemic (p.
5). As in the butterfly effect, the outcome seems disproportionate to the change in inputs (p. 6). As in an epidemic, the
relevant idea or behavior spreads, like a virus, via contagion (p. 7). Little changes have big, dramatic, precipitous effects
(p. 9). In this spirit, “The name given to the one dramatic moment in an epidemic when everything can change all at once
is the Tipping Point” (p. 9):
To appreciate the power of epidemics, we have to abandon this expectation about proportionality. We
need to prepare ourselves for the possibility that sometimes big changes follow from small events, and
that sometimes these changes can happen very quickly (p. 11).
Reminiscent of a favorite idea from complexity science – increasing returns to scale – Gladwell (2000) cites the example
of the fax machine: very few sales until a critical point is reached at which there are others to send faxes to, the tipping
point, after which a boom occurs (p. 12). Cell phones? Same thing (p. 12). Crediting the sociologists Mark Granovetter
and Thomas Schelling as sources for many of his ideas, Gladwell proceeds to ask why some ideas, behaviors, or products
start epidemics and how we can deliberately control such phenomena. In this direction, he offers “Three Rules of
Epidemics” (p. 19) – which, in turn, serve as a framework for the structure of the book.
First, the Law of the Few (p.19) goes beyond the familiar 80/20 Principle to suggest that “When it comes to epidemics …
a tiny percentage of people do the majority of the work” (p. 19): “Epidemics tip because of the extraordinary efforts of a
few select carriers” (p. 22). The “few” to which Gladwell (2000) refers come in three flavors – Connectors, Mavens, and
Salesmen (p. 30).
Via the Connectors – as in Stanley Milgram’s “six degrees of separation” (p. 35) or “six degrees of Kevin Bacon” (if
you’re a WWW buff) – “a very small number of people are linked to everyone else in a few steps, and the rest of us are
linked to the world through these special few” (p. 37). Connectors know a lot of other people (p. 38) or – in the case of
Kevin Bacon (not to mention Martin Sheen, Elliot Gould, and Rod Steiger ... but, after all, “Bacon” rhymes with
“separation”) – have made countless films with innumerable other actors (p. 47): “This is what Connectors are like. They
are the Rod Steigers of everyday life” (p. 48). When they talk, many others listen … and repeat. Hence, like Paul Revere
and his famous midnight ride (p. 56), they are fountains for word of mouth (p. 55). In the terms of complexity science,
word of mouth depends on inter-connectedness among interdependent agents – with some “Connectors” serving as nodes
multiply linked to a large number of other network members (my interpretation but very close, I believe, to what Gladwell
intends).
Meanwhile, Mavens are those who accumulate knowledge and share it with others (p. 60), as in the nearly obsessive
market mavens studied by our colleagues Linda Price, Lawrence Feick, & Co. (p. 61) and personified by my pal Mark
Alpert (p. 63) – described as “a slender, energetic man in his fifties” with “dark hair and … two small, burning, intelligent
eyes” who “talks quickly and precisely and with absolute authority” (p. 63). From personal experience, I can vouch for
the accuracy in this impression of “absolute authority.” When he heard that I was involved in a project to collect all
available performances of the song “My Funny Valentine,” Mark rattled off a long list of likely candidates – including
one by Michelle Pfeiffer in The Fabulous Baker Boys. Surprised to hear that Michelle Pfeiffer could sing, I checked it out
and found that he was absolutely right. Who knew? Later, when it came time to buy our last car, Mark told us exactly
how to do it – which two brands were viable alternatives (Taurus and Camry), how to determine their cost to the dealer
(given the options included), and how to talk to the salesperson (bargaining strategy) – resulting in our being the proud
owners of a 1996 silver Taurus with leather seats and a moon roof. Apparently, Mark did a similar number on Malcolm
Gladwell, who quotes Leigh MacAllister to the effect that “Mark Alpert is a wonderfully unselfish man”: “God bless him.
He’s what makes the American system great” (p. 66). If all this sounds like old home week on the complexity-science
ranch, we might ask: So what is Mark Alpert – Maven par excellence – to the “American system” from the DOCASrelated viewpoint of chaos-and-complexity theory? My interpretation would be that Mark and other Market Mavens serve
as basins of attraction; they pull other agents into the vortex of their sphere of influence, thereby playing seminal roles in
potential word-of-mouth epidemics (p. 68). The Maven happens to mention that Hotel X in City Y is a nice place to stay,
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and all of a sudden, Hotel X is so besieged by requests for reservations that the Queen of England would have trouble
booking a room.
But if Connectors spread and Mavens teach, Salesmen persuade (p. 70). They ratchet up the level of a verbal epidemic by
indoctrinating others who then spread the word. Or, in the case of Peter Jennings, they just smile when they mention a
Republican, causing ABC viewers to show pro-Reagan and pro-Bush biases (pp. 76-77). In other words, to understand
persuasiveness, we must “look at the subtle, the hidden, and the unspoken” (p. 80). This, in my view, transports the
DOCAS-related butterfly effect into the realm of interpersonal interaction.
Second, the Stickiness Factor (p. 19) means that a message or other influence “makes an impact” (p. 25) as in “Winston
tastes good like a cigarette should” or “Where’s the beef?” (p. 25). Or, for children of all ages, “Sesame Street succeeded
because it learned how to make television sticky” (p. 91). Sticky messages are memorable enough to bolster word of
mouth (p. 92). Direct marketers are virtuosos of stickiness – as in Lester Wunderman’s “Treasure Hunt” campaign for the
Columbia Record Club (p. 94), a “seemingly trivial” small-change-big-effect phenomenon that appears closely akin to the
butterfly effect (p. 96). Lovingly, Gladwell (2000) describes the meticulous testing that informed the development of
Sesame Street quoting one of the show’s key architects in terms that ring with DOCAS-related savvy: “You know
Darwin’s terms about the survival of the fittest? We had a mechanism to identify the fittest and decide what should
survive” (p. 105). Similar testing has gone into a kid-vid show called Blue’s Clues – with discoveries that very subtle
variations produce big variations in stickiness – a la the butterfly effect: “It was only a small change. But a small change
is often all it takes” (p. 131). The general point – highly compatible with the DOCAS-related notion of SDIC – is that
producers of these offerings “tipped the message by tinkering, on the margin, with the presentation of their ideas” (p.
131). Who knows; you – Dear Reader – might have found the present sentence more compelling if I had just used
commas instead of dashes and a semicolon. Or not. When generating stickiness, it’s the little things that count: “The line
between … an epidemic that tips and one that does not … is sometimes a lot narrower than it seems” (p. 132).
Third, the Power of Context (p. 19) refers to the manner in which changes in people depend on “the smallest details of
their immediate situation” (p. 29) or – once again, in DOCAS-related terms – the sensitive interdependence between a
system and its environment (p. 29). Just as organisms are dynamic open complex adaptive systems – subject to external
pressures, threats, opportunities – epidemics are also “sensitive to the conditions and circumstances of the times and
places in which they occur” (p. 139): “But the lesson of the Power of Context is that we are more than just sensitive to
changes in context. We’re exquisitely sensitive to them” (p. 140).
For example, according to the “Broken Windows” theory of crime epidemics, developed by James Q. Wilson and George
Kelling, crime spreads contagiously when people look around and see degradation in the environment – trash, graffiti,
subway-fare beating, squeegee people, public defecation, or … broken windows: “Minor, seemingly insignificant qualityof-life crimes … were Tipping Points for violent crime” (p. 146). In New York City, Mayor Rudolph Giuliani – Sir Rudi
– came along and cracked down on these quality-of-life crimes and cleaned up the environment in ways that, via the
tipping phenomenon, led to a decline in more serious violent crimes (p. 146): “Broken Windows theory and the Power of
Context … are both based on the premise that an epidemic can be reversed, can be tipped, by tinkering with the smallest
details of the immediate environment” (p. 146).
In DOCAS-related terms, this perspective views (say) criminal behavior as a dynamic open system that adapts to external
forces:
The criminal – far from being someone who lives in his own world – is actually someone acutely
sensitive to his environment, who is alert to all kinds of cues, and who is prompted to commit crimes
based on his perception of the world around him…. The Power of Context is an environmental argument.
It says that behavior is a function of social context (p. 150).
Thus, psychologists such as Philip Zimbardo argue that the situation can overwhelm the influence of personality-based
predispositions (p. 154): “there are instances where you can take normal people from good schools and happy families
and good neighborhoods and powerfully affect their behavior merely by changing the immediate details of their situation”
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(p. 155). Under the right circumstances, even normally honest people will cheat (p. 157): “when we think only in terms
of inherent traits and forget the role of situations, we’re deceiving ourselves about the real causes of human behavior” (p.
158).
Yet, according to the Fundamental Attribution Error – as described by Richard Nisbett and Lee Ross – we have a
persistent tendency to overemphasize individual differences at the expense of neglecting situational influences: “when it
comes to interpreting other people’s behavior, human beings invariably make the mistake of overestimating the
importance of fundamental character traits and underestimating the importance of the situation and context. We will
always reach for a ‘dispositional’ explanation for events, as opposed to a contextual explanation” (p. 160). Thus,
following Walter Mischel, Gladwell suggests that “Character is more like a bundle of habits and tendencies and interests,
loosely bound together and dependent, at certain times, on circumstance and context” (p. 163).
Again, in DOCAS-related terms, character is a dynamic open complex adaptive system. Along similar lines, work by
John Darley and Daniel Batson has shown that whether people in their experimental setting will play the role of the Good
Samaritan by stopping to help a person in need depends mostly on whether they happen to be in a hurry because they are
late: “the convictions of your heart and the actual contents of your thoughts are less important, in the end, in guiding your
actions than the immediate context of your behavior” (p. 165). After shooting four youths on a NYC subway, Bernard
Goetz admitted that he had acted “like a rat.” “Of course he did,” says Gladwell (2000), “He was in a rat hole” (p. 168).
Another aspect of context directly connected to “the power of word of mouth” (p. 170) concerns “the critical role that
groups play in social epidemics” (p. 171), as when “small, close-knit groups have the power to magnify the epidemic
potential of a message or idea” (p. 174). In this connection, Gladwell (2000) invokes the concept of “social channel
capacity” (p. 177) wherein, as explained by the anthropologist Robin Dunbar, brain size tends to correlate with group size:
“If you look at any species of primate – at every variety of monkey and ape – the larger their neocortex is, the larger the
average size of the groups they live with (p. 178). Here, the assumption is that context (group size) influences the
organism (brain capacity) via the adaptive processes of evolution: “Dunbar’s argument is that brains evolve, they get
bigger, in order to handle the complexities of larger social groups” (p. 178). After all, linear increases in group size (N)
entail nonlinear – indeed, exponential – increases in the number of interpersonal relationships, according to the formula
N(N - 1)/2 or (N2 - N)/2, with which the brain must somehow cope (p. 179). In DOCAS-related terms, brain size is an
emergent property that reflects nonlinear interactions among interdependent agents.
Given the human brain size, people seem to have maxed out at about 150 close social contacts (p. 179). So why do school
administrations assign instructors to teach 190 students in the basic core marketing course? Bad idea. Such overcrowding in the classroom creates problems of brain inadequacy not to be solved by evolution in the short run. On this
logic, Gore Associates – makers of the celebrated Gore-Tex apparel – has created parking lots that hold 150 cars: “when
people start parking on the grass, we know it’s time to build a new plant” (p. 185). So, again reminiscent of the butterfly
effect in chaos-and-complexity theory, “Crossing the 150 line is a small change that can make a big difference” (p. 183).
In terms of the Tipping Factor and its dependence on word of mouth, appropriate group size tends to enhance the role of
social influence via “an organized mechanism that makes it far easier for new ideas and information moving around the
organization to tip – to go from one person or one part of the group to the entire group all at once”: “That’s the advantage
of adhering to the Rule of 150. You can exploit the bonds of memory and peer pressure” (p. 191).
Gladwell (2000) caps all this with a couple of on-target case studies. First, a discussion of Airwalk Footwear gives
Gladwell a chance to review the chasm-crossing concepts offered by Geoffrey Moore (p. 198) and to reposition the
Chasm Crossing as a Tipping Point to be assisted by Connectors, Mavens, and Salesmen en route to spanning the gap
between early Innovators and the mainstream Majority (p. 203). Second, a consideration of teenage smoking suggests
analogies to fad-based epidemics of adolescent suicide (p. 220) or to suicides inspired by social contagion (p. 222), not to
mention the stickiness of this nicotine-addicted form of self-destructive behavior (p. 233), which may require chemical
intervention via Zyban (p. 247) or lower-nicotine cigarettes (p. 252) to overcome.
These case examples are followed by a “Conclusion” that puts it all into crystalline perspective. This Conclusion
reiterates various points that emphasize the DOCAS-related aspects of the Tipping Point. Specifically, analogous to a
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Band-Aid (p. 256), the Tipping Point promises “a way to make a lot out of a little, and that is what Tipping Points, in the
end, are all about” (p. 257). With regard to chaos-and-complexity theory, think of SDIC or the butterfly effect. Further,
Tipping depends on the fact that “the way we function and communicate is messy and opaque” (p. 257). Here, think of
Bounded Rationality. Moreover, reminiscent of the Ecological Perspective, Tipping is sensitive to “our immediate
context” (p. 259). In this connection, think of DOCAS or Dynamic Open Complex Adaptive Systems. Looking for an
author capable of expressing such thoughts in limpid, graceful prose worthy of the New Yorker? Think of Malcolm
Gladwell.
Section 4.4: Phil Parker on Physioeconomics
Moving from the individual level (Bounded Rationality) through the social level (Chasm Crossing and Tipping Point) to
the global level (Physioeconomic Homeostasis), we next arrive at the impressive work by Phil Parker (2000) on
Physioeconomics: The Basis for Long-Run Economic Growth. Though Parker does not explicitly deal with chaos or
complexity (words that do not appear in his Index), his observations grow directly from an ecological perspective that
draws heavily on DOCAS-related concepts. Such concerns strike me as a fruitful vantage point from which to read
Parker’s contribution. Specifically, Parker focuses on country-to-country differences in economic productivity and
growth, tying these to homeostatic mechanisms related to geographic latitude, which produce spatially contingent
empirical regularities manifested in varying consumption patterns and other differences in geodemographic statistics (pp.
vii-xi).
Parker (2000) begins with the DOCAS-friendly premise that there exist “strong and rather persistent relationships between
physics-based physiology and economics” (pp. 1-2). As Exhibit 1 for the defense of this argument, Parker presents the
equatorial paradox to the effect that “a country’s absolute latitude” (its distance from the equator) considered as a single
explanatory variable – independent of all other geographic, geological, ethnic, and cultural factors – “explains up to 70
percent of the cross-country variances in income per capita” (p. 2). Accordingly, the purpose of the book is to provide “a
physics-based physiological explanation of this paradox and long-run economic growth in general” (p. 3).
In DOCAS-related terms, these variations in economic productivity could be viewed as differences in elevation on a
fitness landscape that, in this case, happens to correspond to a geographical landscape tied to “location advantages” (p. 17)
that exist even within a single country that spans a number of latitudes, such as the United States (p. 21). Seeking a causal
explanation, Parker (2000) ties the equatorial paradox to the phenomenon of heat transfer (p. 23), which he recognizes as
a property of a “complex … system” (p. 23). Going back to ancient sources (Hippocrates in 400 B.C.) and classic
thinkers (Montesquieu in 1748), Parker (2000) finds plenty of evidence that others, starting long ago, have noticed the
connection between climate and consumption (p. 23):
The key breakthrough made by Montesquieu is the thought that income is not generated for income’s
sake. Rather, income is generated by humans who are driven to consume…. Consumption, in turn, is
driven by psychological needs (utility). These psychological motivations are driven by physiological
mechanisms (the brain), which adhere to certain laws of nature (physics – thermodynamics) (p. 26).
Physioeconomics, here we come!
Essentially, Parker argues that utility functions depend on the thermal environment (p. 30) – in other words, consistent
with the nature of a DOCAS, that people’s preferred consumption levels depend sensitively on adaptations to ecological
conditions. The “climate” of interest here refers to a location’s “angle to the sun” in general (p. 67) and is “strongly
correlated with average temperature” in particular (p. 68): r = -.86 (p. 69). In short, “In the grand scheme of things,
latitude basically dominates all other climatic factors when considering all of the world’s countries” (p. 70).
In tracing the impact of climate or latitude, Parker (2000) adopts a DOCAS-based perspective on identifying the system of
interest: “The system of study here … includes both humans and their solar environment” (p. 76). In other words, he
regards the human organism as a dynamic open complex adaptive system: “this book considers the human body as a
system” (p. 76). For this and other systems, the Second Law of Thermodynamics tells us that “A system’s entropy will
increase” so that “some heat is always given off as waste” (p. 79). This means that the human organism must import
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nutrients (carbohydrates, fat, protein) to provide energy to counteract this process of entropy (p. 80) and to keep body
temperature close to a constant: “Humans are homeotherms and must maintain an internal core temperature within a
relatively narrow range near 37oC” (p. 82). In this direction, humans achieve thermal homeostasis via various regulatory
work (e.g., shivering), storage (in tissues), and heat-transfer mechanisms (radiation, evaporation, convection, conduction)
(p. 85). Combining these factors produces a formula for metabolic rate or heat production that Parker regards as
fundamental:
The heat exchange equation … recognizes that humans exchange energy with the environment. Coupled
with the notion that we have genetically evolved to maintain a homeostatic core body temperature of
37oC, [this equation] is probably the single most important mathematical description of human existence
in terms of causally describing our core consumption behaviors (p. 85).
Expressed in DOCAS-related terms, this means that we function as systems evolved to respond adaptively to variations in
environmental temperatures so as to survive in an ecological niche – or words to that effect. Hence, given the relevant
changes in climate, we consume differently at different latitudes. Different foods produce different energy levels (p. 87);
different activities release varying amounts of energy (p. 89); loss or gain of energy due to radiation varies with types of
clothing, housing, and shade (p. 94); energy loss due to evaporation increases with perspiration (p. 95); convection
(standing in a warm room) and conduction (bare feet on a cold floor) play a role (p. 96); and potential heat-releasing
energy is stored for the future in the form of fat (p. 98).
None of this will be news to anyone who has eaten a candy bar and taken a jog around Central Park wearing a tank top on
a sunny day; under such conditions, we tend to be quite aware of our options for manipulating the various heat-relevant
energy transfers. But, in a DOCAS-oriented spirit, Parker (2000) pushes on to consider the mechanisms by which we
maintain thermal homeostasis. These mechanisms reside in the hypothalamus, a “primitive area” of the brain that also
appears in many “lower form mammals” and that plays a key role in themoregulation (p. 109). This region of the brain
serves as a kind of human thermostat (p. 111). Armed innately with these homeothermal regulatory mechanisms, humans
are essentially “tropical animals” (p. 116) who could comfortably live naked in climates with temperatures at roughly
28oC – 30oC (p. 117). Environmental variations around this 29oC level necessitate adaptive behavior directed toward
compensating for the deviation from tropical conditions. Much of our consumption behavior can be explained by the need
for such climate control: “The genius unique to humans is their ability to create a ‘comfortable’ or ‘tropical’ environment
wherever they reside with only minor physiological adjustments” (p. 120).
In DOCAS-related terms, such acclimatization is a form of “adaptation” that permits “survival” in “varying climatic
conditions” (p. 122). Maintenance of the homeostatic set point via consumption geared toward acclimatization determines
variations in the utility functions for various goods and services (p. 130). Viewed as a dynamic open complex adaptive
system attaining thermal as well as other kinds of homeostasis, a person derives maximum utility U(X) at a given per
capita consumption level of the homeostatic good X (p. 133). Making connections with the catastrophe theory of René
Thom, Parker (2000) produces a utility curve that looks very much like a nonmonotonic preference function with an
interior ideal point (p. 135) where “At some point …, the organism is saturated [satiated]” (p. 135): “Consumption
beyond this point leads to a catastrophic failure (disutility) and, potentially, death (zero utility forever)” (pp. 135-136).
For example, Parker lists the signs of deficiency/excess for such “products” as oxygen (suffocation/convulsions), calories
(wasting/obesity), and water (thirst/headache) (p. 137).
In case we fail to spot the spatial analogy implicit in the ideal point of the single-item preference function, Parker draws a
spatial representation of utility for combinations of two goods, with the level of consuming one good along each axis and
with regions of the preference space designated highest in utility or comfort (p. 139). The activity of the hypothalamus
can be thought of as providing a motivational map on which tropistic gradients indicate directions of
preferred/dispreferred paths (positive/negative tropisms) in which “the motivation to choose a growth path may be longrun survival and/or competition for scarce resources”: “Irrespective of starting position, the steady-state growth path is
toward-away from a set point” (p. 141).
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Here, the parallels with the language of complexity theory appear quite obvious. Specifically, adapting toward survival,
the organism climbs toward a peak in the fitness landscape. Consistent with this DOCAS-based analogy, the location(s)
of the fitness peak(s) will vary from country to country (p. 142), implying geographical differences in the “homeostatic
consumption” of such products as “food, clothing, housing, and household energy” – which represent “up to 50 percent of
total consumption in developed countries, and up to 90 percent in low income countries” (p. 147). Based on this logic and
pursuing phenomena related to homeothermal consumption (at various performance peaks in differing fitness landscapes),
Parker (2000) reviews “evidence confirming that a large portion of economic consumption predictably varies across
countries in the steady state” (p. 148). Here, “Since food consumption can be partially offset by housing and clothing …,
the laws of conservation acting on homeotherms require that the combination of these maintain a 37oC internal core body
temperature” (p. 156): “the direction of consumption for each of these is the same – colder temperatures lead to higher
steady-state consumption to achieve equivalence in homeostatic comfort, as dictated by the human tropical set point” (p.
157).
Specifically, controlling for adequate shelter and clothing, voluntary caloric intake via food of military personnel in
different climates increases/decreases at colder/warmer temperatures at R2 = .91 (p. 161, Figure 6.3). Across countries,
not controlling for other factors, the simple correlation between latitude (climate) and caloric intake (food consumption) is
r = .73 (r2 = .53) (p. 166). Despite the decorative role of clothing in status-oriented impression management, its role as
“protective insulation from the environment” tends to dominate so that “thermal variations will tend to swamp social
utilities derived from clothing” (p. 179). Fashionable or not, “The optimal clothing to achieve thermal comfort thus
derives directly from the environment” (p. 180). Hence, as military personnel move from equatorial to polar climates,
they switch from cotton coveralls, light nylon gloves, and sneakers to wool ensembles with long underwear, leather
mittens with wool inserts, and mukluks with double-quilted sox (p. 183, Table 6.3). Similarly, housing styles will differ
across latitudes, and those in higher/lower temperature zones will spend less/more on heating and more/less on air
conditioning (p. 187). Overall: “In summary, the literature finds that the farther one’s environment deviates from the
human genetically evolved tropical set point, the greater is consumption required to achieve thermal homeostatis” (pp.
192-193).
The reader may be thinking, “Well, … Duh” or “So What?” But the key implication of all this is that – because the
relevant types of consumption covered by the latitude-related findings constitute the majority, even the vast majority, of
our everyday expenditures – varying consumption levels will produce equivalent homeostatically balanced comfort levels
at different latitudes so that countries at different income levels are potentially equally well-off in their quality of life if
those differing income levels reflect variations in environmental climatic conditions:
If the zone of comfort varies from one spatial or thermal location to another, then one can expect marginal
utilities to equate at different levels of consumption (p. 198)…. The most important implication of this
reality is that for the world to converge in economic performance, in terms of meeting basic human needs
or providing comfortable standards of living, there will be a distribution of homeostatic consumption
patterns across countries…. Failing to consider this may lead to erroneous standards by which countries
with certain consumption patterns are casually labeled “backward” or “advanced” (p. 200).
This realization leads to DOCAS-related questions about how, then, we might most validly measure economic
performance across countries differing in their basic ecologies. In response to this issue, Parker (2000) proposes the need
to filter data in a way that recognizes the dispersion across spatial locations of optimal consumption levels (p. 208):
By using paired comparisons of proximate observations in physioeconomic space, the correct result can
be obtained. In this case one would need to compare North to South Korea, East to West Germany, Togo
to Benin, Jamaica to Cuba, and so on. In doing so, one has essentially “filtered” for steady-state spatial
correlation generated by physioeconomic factors (p. 211).
Such a spatially-controlled comparison between (say) Togo and Costa Rica (GDP/capita = $1,300 versus $5,500) shows
that “Though Costa Rica has very low income compared to high income countries with similar population sizes …, it
represents a major growth success (controlling for thermal spatial correlation)” (p. 213). Other “filtered” comparisons
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between (say) North and South Korea (GDP/capita = $900 versus $13,700) suggest the “most obvious conclusion” that
“communism (and its lingering effects) was a disastrous economic model” (p. 214).
A second approach to filtering involves regressing country-specific outcomes against physioeconomic variables and then
examining “the residuals as indicators of performance” (p. 216). In one such analysis, Parker (2000) enters various
explanatory variables – climate, marine resources, vegetation and zoology, mineral resources, culture – hierarchically in a
step-down analysis and shows that climate accounts for by far the lion’s share of incremental explained variance in
consumption habits related to beer (0.44), cheese (0.42), pork (0.66), potatoes (0.42), rice (0. 51), newsprint (0.44),
telephones (0.51), television (0.43), steel (0.55), and wool (0.87) (p. 222). His conclusion: “climate explains a substantial
portion of variance across countries for many items (the equatorial paradox),” whereas “culture … explains little of the
variance after the data have been previously filtered” (p. 223).
One potentially painful conclusion from statistically filtered data concerns the position of the United States:
despite the United States having over 400 percent more income per capita, one finds that it has lower
relative performance than Costa Rica. Similarly, Burkina Faso has been better at generating more income
given its steady-state endowments than the United States has with its endowments. This is a sobering
conclusion. In 1992, it appears that the United States had substantial room for higher performance than
many countries located closer to the equator (p. 225).
I personally find this result to be rather depressing. I mean – to make an admission that seems shameful – I have never
even heard of Burkina Faso. What’s worse, Parker’s highly instructive Table 7.2 shows that, based on filtered data for
economic performance, the USA also falls short of Ecuador, Barbados, Guam, the Cayman Islands, and Aruba, just to
name a few of the 21 countries in this enviable position vis-à-vis America (p. 226). Though I have certainly heard of
these other countries and have visited most of them, not until now have I seen them as ahead of the United States in
standards of living. Another analysis, comparing actual income with that needed to maintain a “decent” standard of living
(across physioeconomic locations) shows that the highest “relative performance index” appears in Gabon (Africa), the
lowest in Denmark (pp. 229-231). Apparently, the time has come for some rather fundamental revisions in our DOCASrelated concepts of physioeconomic welfare!
While packing our bags for the move to Burkina Faso, Ecuador, or Gabon, we still have time to contemplate Parker’s
concluding chapter on “Predictions.” These include the proposition that “Physioeconomic Factors Will Generate Most
Variances in Long-Run Growth” (p. 264) according to the principle that “high consumption growth will occur in countries
that are now farthest from their steady states (mostly concentrated in former communist countries, especially in the higher
latitudes)” (p. 274). These would include North Korea, Poland, and Russia (p. 275) and – judging from Table 7.2 –
Estonia, Hungary, and East Germany (p. 226). Based on this same logic, I’m thinking, maybe even the United States. So
– at the end of the day – perhaps there is some hope for the USA, after all. Meanwhile, Phil Parker – sort of like Jacques
Brel in the old off-Broadway show – is alive, well, and living near Paris.
PART 5:
PICK OF THE LITTER-ATURE –
GARY FLAKE ON THE COMPUTATIONAL BEAUTY OF NATURE
Section 5.0: Gary Flake on Computation, Fractals, Chaos, Complex Systems, and Adaptation
After wading through the long list of works covered in this Appendix – some classic, others brand new; some worthwhile,
others defective in various ways – the reader might well be wondering what one book to read if time permits the
examination of only a very limited selection of material on chaos-and-complexity theory. If pressed to the wall to
recommend my “pick of the litter-ature,” I would vote for the amazingly thorough and commendably clear presentation by
Gary William Flake (1998) – a scientist at the NEC Research Institute in Princeton, NJ – on The Computational Beauty of
Nature: Computer Explorations of Fractals, Chaos, Complex Systems, and Adaptation.
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As indicated by its title, this 500-page book – published by the MIT Press and therefore impeccable in its scholarly
credentials – tells you pretty much everything you wanted to know about complexity science but were afraid to ask. It
addresses most of the themes that have surfaced heretofore in the present book-review essay – computer simulations,
fractals, chaos, complexity, and adaptation – in ways that add clarity and, often, a sense of visual beauty to virtually every
topic covered. Though the economics of printing apparently forestalled the inclusion of color plates comparable to those
found in some of the earlier volumes reviewed here (Coveney and Highfield 1995; Gleick 1988; Mandelbrot 1982;
Peitgen and Richter 1986), Flake (1998) does present several three-dimensional images in the form of black-and-white
stereo pairs that can be viewed by means of the free-viewing techniques described by Holbrook (1997b, 1997c, 1998a,
1998b). These stereographic pictures greatly enhance the vividness, clarity, realism, and depth of the relevant diagrams
and thereby facilitate our comprehension of such 3-D spatial patterns as those found in the Lorenz attractor (p. 172), the
Mackey-Glass system (p. 175), the Lotka-Volterra chaotic attractor (p. 186), or the attractor of a predator-prey system (p.
196). I do not exaggerate when I say that viewing these fascinating three-dimensional displays stereoptically is, by itself,
worth many times the price of the book. But such visually delightful images represent just the tip of an iceberg that
crystallizes the reader’s grasp of virtually the entire array of issues we have discussed.
Flake (1998) begins with some introductory materials intended to build a conceptual and mathematical base for the
disquisition to follow. Thus, he positions chaos-and-complexity science vis-à-vis reductionism – arguing persuasively
that reductionism fails when we attempt to understand a system by examining its parts in isolation, but succeeds when we
proceed in the reverse direction to build up an understanding of the system by examining the consequences of interactions
among its components (p. 2). As usual, this approach leads to the major themes of complexity science – namely,
emergence, self-similar structure, unpredictability, self-organization, adaptation, multiplicity with parallelism, iteration
with feedback, and learning through evolution (pp. 3-4). Flake then elucidates the structure of the book via a circular
diagram that inter-relates its five key topics – Computation, Fractals, Chaos, Complex Systems, and Adaptation (p. 7) –
via ten interconnecting links, as follows:
Key Topics
Computation-Fractals
Computation-Chaos
Computation-Complex Systems
Computation-Adaptation
Fractals-Chaos
Fractals-Complex Systems
Fractals-Adaptation
Chaos-Complex Systems
Chaos-Adaptation
Complex Stems-Adaptation

Link
Recursion
Incomputability
Cellular Automata
Coadaptation
Strange Attractors
Growth Models
Hierarchical Models
Phase Transitions
Emergence
Self-Organization

Section 5.1: (I) Gary Flake on Computation
Like Hofstadter (1979), Flake (1998) devotes considerable attention to the properties of numbers, beginning with a
discussion of Zeno’s Paradox and convincing us that Achilles will eventually catch the Tortoise after a suitable length of
time passes (p. 13). This story illustrates the usefulness of examining “the properties of an infinite summation of
fractions” (p. 14), an observation that launches Flake on a discussion of the theory of numbers – real, rational, and
irrational. The latter cannot be represented as a ratio of two natural numbers (p. 16) and include those that are computable
(such as 20.5 or pi, p. 22) and those that are incomputable in the sense, demonstrated by Alan Turing (p. 43), that a
computer programmed to compute the number will never halt (such as the case of a program trying to examine itself, p.
45).
I confess that Flake (1998) loses me a bit in this discussion of number theory and incomputability. However, he redeems
himself somewhat when – again, like Hofstadter (1979) – Flake (1998) returns to Gödel’s incompleteness theorem to the
effect that there exist “mathematical truths that could never be identified as being true” (p. 51). His point is that Gödel’s
incompleteness and Turing’s incomputability both relate to “an inherent paradoxical quality found in any formalism,
including language, … computers, and real physical systems” (p. 52) and therefore highly relevant to subsequent parts of
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the book. Like Hofstadter, Flake views Gödel’s insight as comparable to the Liar’s Paradox (“This statement is false”).
However, unlike the Liar’s Paradox, Gödel’s version – namely, that Statement X = “This statement has no proof” – is
“undoubtedly true” (p. 52) in the sense argued by Gödel’s Theorem to the effect that Statement X “is a true statement in
predicate calculus, but cannot be proven true in predicate calculus” (p. 53):
The proof for Gödel’s Theorem is actually very simple. Suppose that the theorem was not true, and that
there really existed a proof for [Statement X]. If [Statement X] is provable, then it must also be a true
statement (otherwise, predicate calculus would be inconsistent). If it is a true statement, then a proof for
Gödel’s statement cannot exist. But this is a direct contradiction with our starting assumption that the
proof exists. Therefore, since it cannot be false, it must be true (p. 53).
However enlightening the reader does or doesn’t happen to find this torturous train of thought – if anybody cares, I myself
border on the verge of incomprehension of incompleteness and incomputability – Flake (1998), like Hofstadter (1979) and
so many others, obviously attaches a great deal of importance to the Turing-Gödel discoveries. Flake (1998) explains that
Turing’s incomputability is the more general result with Gödel’s incompleteness as a special case (p. 53). On the other
hand, Gödel’s theorem does apply to “all mathematical formalisms that are so complicated they can make statements
about mathematics” (p. 56). In other words, the Turing-Gödel paradoxes are “possible only in systems that are strong
enough to refer to themselves” (p. 57). Thus the T-G paradoxes depend on reflexivity. Clearly, the DOCAS-related
phenomena of interest to this book-review essay entail reflexive aspects of parallelism and feedback that display
comparable forms of incomputability and inconsistency (p. 57).
Section 5.2: (II) Gary Flake on Fractals
As explained earlier, fractals are objects with fractional dimensionality that result from algorithms of an iterative and
recursive nature and that possess the property of self-similarity on multiple levels in which lower-level pieces of the
fractal resemble the higher-level whole and vice versa (p. 59, pp. 61-62). Flake (1998) begins by discussing the Cantor
Set formed by omitting the middle third of a line segment, the middle thirds of the two remaining segments, the middle
thirds of the four remaining segments, and so on, ad infinitum (pp. 62-63); paradoxically, as the number of line segments
in the Cantor Set approaches infinity, their width approaches zero (p. 64). Comparable complexities arise in the Koch
Curve formed by replacing the middle third of a line by two connected lines of lengths equal to the removed section (
______ Æ __/\__ ) and repeating this step on each line segment, ad infinitum or until – after (say) 100 steps – the
full length of a curve expanded from a line segment one inch in initial length would fit within an inch square box yet
would be long enough to wrap four thousand times around the Earth’s equator (p. 66).
After teasing us with some further brain twisters, Flake (1998) gets to the part about the infinity of a naturally occurring
coastline – as proclaimed by Benoit Mandelbrot based on the earlier work by Lewis Richardson (p. 68). I find it
reassuring that Flake uses the Chesapeake Bay area, the coast of Maryland, as his example – exactly the geographic locale
I happened to be visiting when the truth of Mandelbrot’s infinite coastline first hit me full force (p. 69).
At this point, Flake (1998) does something that no other author in my experience – with the partial exception of LesmoirGordon & Co. (2000) – has managed to accomplish so successfully. He offers a clear definition of one key property of
fractals – namely, fractional dimensionality. Paraphrasing, suppose that we measure an object as containing N units of
size A (p. 70). A foot-long ruler would contain N = 12 units of A = 1/12 foot. A square foot would contain N = 12x12 =
144 units of size A = 1/12 foot. A cubic foot would contain N = 12x12x12 = 1,728 units of size A = 1/12 foot. In general,
N = (1/A)D where D = the dimensionality of the object. In two-dimensionality, for example, 144 = (1/[1/12])2; in threedimensionality, 1,728 = (1/[1/12])3. Starting with N = (1/A)D, taking logs, and moving some terms from one side of the
equation to the other, we get (p. 70):
D = (log N)/(log (1/A)).
For the Koch Set, we begin with A = 1/3 and N = 4; after I iterations, A = (1/3)I and N = 4I so D = (log 4I)/(log 3I) = (log
4)/(log 3) ~ 1.26186. In short, the fractional dimensionality or fractal measure of the Koch Curve is somewhere between
one and two (p. 71). The fractal Koch Curve is 1.26186-dimensional.
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Having triumphed by offering perhaps the first totally clear explanation of fractional dimensionality, Flake (1998) points
out that the properties of self-similarity displayed by Koch Curves and coastlines also characterize various random events
found in nature – such as the S&P 500 Stock Index, which looks about the same when observing its movements over a
one-year, five-year, or ten-year period (p. 73); or, for that matter, a mountain or a cloud (p. 75). Because fractals excel in
squeezing great length into a small area, they appear everywhere in the natural world (p. 77) – as in the brain, the
respiratory and circulatory systems, and various forms of plant growth (p. 78).
Flake (1998) follows Aristid Lindenmayer by describing the production rules for generating cellular growth as an Lsystem and then turns such L-systems loose to produce some truly remarkable fractal patterns as notable for their aesthetic
value (p. 83) as they are for their uncanny resemblance to living forms (pp. 85-87) and tapestry- or tile-like designs (pp.
88-91). Flake follows this graphically appealing presentation with a somewhat more challenging explanation of how
affine linear transformations can produce the property of self-embedded self-similarity (p. 93). We’ll skip the details from
linear algebra and simply notice how Flake illustrates a Multiple Reduction Copy Machine algorithm (MRCM) that
essentially makes larger images out of smaller replicas of itself and then still larger images out of those self-embedded
images, and so on ... and on (p. 99). His example of deriving the Sierpinski Triangle from such an MRCM procedure –
that is, a triangle built from triangles built from triangles … built from triangles – is self-similar in the extreme and
beautiful to behold (p. 100), as are his comparable illustrations of how an MRCM can build a fractal snowflake (p. 101), a
tree (p. 109), and a twig or weed (p. 110).
All of which gets us to the aforementioned Mandelbrot Set (M-Set) in general and to the special cases of the Julia Sets (JSets) in particular (p. 110). I earlier explained how these sets involve the generation of complex numbers by iterative
processes (p. 111) and how the plotting of those numbers that do and do not diverge toward infinity in a space defined by
their real and imaginary parts (horizontal and vertical axes, X and Y, respectively) produces a diagram of the M-Set (over
a wide range of values for X and Y) where point C = X + iY is colored white/black if Zt+1 = Zt2 + C (with Z0 = 0)
does/doesn’t diverge (X2 + Y2 > 4) as t approaches infinity (p. 114). As noted earlier, the diagram of the M-Set is
quintessentially self-embedded, and – like Gleick (1988), but in black-and-white – Flake (1998) presents a marvelous
diagram of how increasingly more fine-grained enlargements of portions of the M-Set remain intriguingly self-similar (p.
116).
Next, moving to a closely related topic, Flake (1998) offers the clearest description of a Julia Set (J-Set) that I have
encountered – specifically, like the M-Set, except that for each J-Set we plot points Z in Zt+1 = Zt2 + CJ as diverging or not
as t increases for different values of Z (p. 121). This means that we can pick points in or out of the M-Set, plot the related
J-Sets, and note that J-Sets for points in/out of the M-Set are connected/unconnected – all beautifully illustrated by a set of
figures showing enlarged portions of the M-Set and the J-Set that corresponds to the central point in each M-Set (p. 124).
Here and elsewhere, Flake (1998) helps us understand that the M-and J-Sets lead to all sorts of surprising “mysteries” (p.
125). For example, David Boll discovered that if you count the number of iterations (I) needed for CI+1 = -3/4 + iCI to
diverge, as C decreases, CxI ~ pi (p. 125). Who knew?
Flake (1998) ends his discussion of fractals by explicitly considering their relationship to complexity. He suggests –
following Murray Gell-Mann and others – that effective complexity occurs when something is neither too regular nor too
irregular (p. 135): “there seems to be something exciting happening between orderly things and random things” (p. 136).
In this sense, fractals are “on the edge of being complex” in that they can be “compactly described” (i.e., Zt+1 = Zt2 + C)
yet “can be realized only by ‘programs’ that never halt” (i.e., white/black if divergence does/doesn’t occur as t approaches
infinity) (p. 135). From this perspective, fractals appear to be a visible expression of complexity in nature: “This idea,
that truly complex things occur at a transition point between two extremes, is a theme that will recur many more times
throughout [this] book” (p. 136).
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Section 5.3: (III) Gary Flake on Chaos
On a theme of major concern to Flake (1998), chaotic systems look random but are actually deterministic (p. 137). Chaos
is a property of nonlinear dynamical systems – that is, as explained earlier, systems involving interactions among their
parts and feedback effects that change over time according to specified rules for how previous states lead to future states
(p. 139) via laws of motion in phase space or state space that range from fixed point to periodic to chaotic (p. 140). As an
example, Flake (1998) revisits the logistic map – familiar from our earlier discussion and based on the iterative equation
for a phenomenon such as population growth: Xt+1 = 4rXt(1 – Xt) where 0 < r < 1 (p. 141). Flake produces phase space or
state space maps to show how, at different values for r, as t increases, the values for Xt decline to zero (r < .25); converge
toward a fixed point in a basin of attraction (.25 < r < .75); settle into a stable limit cycle via a bifurcation (r just above
.75); further bifurcate via period doubling (r just above .8624); continue to bifurcate via additional period doublings (r
increasing further); and ultimately pass into an unstable cycle of chaotic behavior (r Æ 1) (pp. 142-150). Moreover,
mapping r (horizontal) against the behavior of X (vertical) produces a bifurcation diagram for the logistic map that clearly
indicates the regions of bifurcation and that, if enlarged, shows the kind of self-similarity that we associate with fractals
(p. 149).
Meanwhile, to return to another theme mentioned earlier that Flake (1998) manages to elucidate considerably, Mitchell
Feigenbaum demonstrated that – if ak = the value for r at which the logistic map bifurcates into a period-2k limit cycle –
then dk = (ak – ak-1)/(ak+1 – ak) Æ 4.669202 as k increases. In other words, bifurcations occur at the same rate as r
increases (p. 149). Among other things, Feigenbaum’s constant (4.669202) facilitates an estimation of the value for r at
which a system will become chaotic – namely, as formulated by Flake (1998), rchaos = a1 + (1/4.669202)a1 +
(1/4.669202)2a1 + (1/4.669202)4a1 + (1/4.669202)8a1 + … (p. 150). Again, we should pause to appreciate Flake’s clarity
of exposition. Numerous other authors covered in this Appendix have described bifurcations and the Feigenbaum
constant, but none with the transparency achieved by Flake (1998).
As should be clear from this example of the logistic equation for population growth and as emphasized by Flake (1998),
the behavior of a chaotic system is deterministic and can be predicted in the short but not the long run (p. 150). In this
connection, recall the aforementioned arguments put forth in connection with the weather by Edward Lorenz (Flake 1998,
p. 154). Summarizing, Flake (1998) lists the necessary-but-not-sufficient conditions for chaos. These involve familiar
ideas that we have visited earlier and include: determinism (i.e., rule-following behavior) amidst unpredictability
(inability to predict long range behavior); sensitive dependence on initial conditions (the butterfly effect); ergodicity
(eventual return to the same local region of the state space); and embeddedness (limit cycles within limit cycles via a
pattern of self-similarity) (pp. 156-157). These are not new concepts, but they are concepts that Flake (1998) illuminates
far more clearly than most.
For example, Flake (1998) explains strange attractors in general and the Lorenz attractor in particular better than does
(say) Lorenz (1993) himself. Flake (1998) introduces his discussion of strange attractors by diagramming an X-Y state
space representing successive values for the time series discovered by Michel Hénon and based on the two equations (1)
Xt+1 = a – Xt2 + bYt and (2) Yt+1 = Xt (p. 160):
This is a strange attractor. Since the state of the Hénon map consists of two variables, plotting the longterm values of yt against xt illustrates the type of behavior that evolves when the system is iterated for
many steps. Zooming into the attractor reveals more and more detail, which is just as we would expect a
fractal to behave. In theory, we could zoom into the attractor forever, never finding an end to the detail.
This fractal nature is the essence of the “strangeness” of a strange attractor (p. 161).
Flake (1998) also shows that, when the Hénon system is plotted for values ranging from a = 0.5 to a = 1.4 (with b = 0.3),
it produces a bifurcation diagram quite similar to that found for the logistic equation described earlier (p. 162).
From here, Flake (1998) turns to the work of Edward Lorenz (1993), recounting how Lorenz discovered SDIC or the
butterfly effect when a tiny rounding error in his input data led to huge variations in his output results (Flake 1998, p.
169). But, instead of stopping with this charming anecdote, Flake (1998) goes further and gives us the three differential
equations for the Lorenz weather simulation: (1) dX/dt = aY – aX; (2) dY/dt = bX – Y – ZX; and (3) dZ/dt = XY – cZ (p.
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170). And then we get to the beautiful part. Specifically, when X, Y, and Z are plotted in a state space over time, we
observe a marvelously vivid, clear, and in-depth three-dimensional representation of the Lorenz attractor – shown by
Flake (1998) in a magnificent stereo pair that, when free-viewed according to his instructions (cf. Holbrook 1997b, 1997c,
1998a, 1998b), gives a profound sense of how the butterfly-shaped pattern circles around and back on itself in a sort of
warped figure-eight pattern (p. 172). Here, for the first time in my experience, we see what the Lorenz attractor really
looks like in its fully-rounded 3-D embodiment:
The plots are wonderfully beautiful. Similar to the Hénon attractor, the Lorenz attractor has a fractal
dimension, and one could view this property by zooming into smaller and smaller regions of the attractor.
Since the Lorenz attractor looks vaguely like a butterfly, it would be interesting to see how regular the
flow of the attractor is as it weaves from one “wing” to the other…. If you watch the flow of the attractor
on a computer screen, you can easily see some very complicated patterns emerge (p. 170).
Flake’s representation of the Lorenz attractor via a stereo 3-D image is a striking contribution toward our ability to
envision what this marvelously convoluted and twisted shape really looks like. My only complaint is that many readers
will have trouble free-viewing the stereo pair in a way that provides them with the true 3-D experience. Mastering the
skills of free-viewing requires time and patience that many are unwilling or unable to invest. Hence, given that the picture
is in black and white anyway (so that we need not worry about a loss of color information), it might have been helpful to
transform it into a red-blue anaglyph and to equip the reader with a pair of red-blue glasses for the easiest possible
viewing. I have performed that task to produce what I regard as a striking 3-D effect, as shown in Figure 43.
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FIGURE 43
Lorenz “Butterfly” Attractor:
Red-Blue Anaglyph
(Available from Author Via E-Mail at
mbh3@columbia.edu)

Meanwhile, Flake (1998) turns to the Mackey-Glass system based on just one rather complicated differential equation
originally formulated as a model for white blood-cell production: dX/dt = ((aX(t – tau))/(1 + X10(t – tau))) – bX(t) (p.
173). Flake uses this equation to illustrate a tool called delayed coordinate embedding based on a theorem by Floris
Takens to the effect that a D-dimensional attractor for X(t) can be reconstructed from observations of a system’s history of
length (2D + 1) plotted in a D-dimensional state space with coordinates for X(t), X(t - delta), … X(t – (D – 1)delta) where
it is our job to figure out what value for delta will give the desired results (p. 174). In the case of the Mackey-Glass
system, with delta = 6, Flake produces a 3-D space whose strangely attractive convoluted properties must again be seen
stereoptically to be fully appreciated (p. 175). This space illustrates that “very complicated systems can often collapse
into behaviors that can be characterized by low-dimensional attractors” (p. 176).
One such application concerns the case of what Flake (1998) calls Producer-Consumer Dynamics (p. 180). Naturally, our
marketing-oriented eyes and ears perk up when we see and hear that phrase. It turns out that Flake refers to a general
class of “systems that consist of producers and consumers interacting in cooperative and competitive ways” where “The
canonical example is of an ecosystem that consists of multiple species” (p. 180). Of course, we realize that (say) the
computer industry (hardware, software, connections with varying bandwidth, etc.) is an ecosystem consisting of multiple
species (IBM, HP, Gateway, Dell, Compaq, Microsoft, AOL, Netscape, Verizon, etc.). But Flake has a broader class of
producer-consumer systems in mind and, here, produces a fine description of adaptation that ties evolutionary biology to
economics and other potential P-C systems:
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Living things, almost by definition, must be capable of an endless variety of behavior in order to adapt to
an infinite number of scenarios. Failure to adapt usually means death, which implies that every adaptive
system must possess a form of fluidity. An organism’s metabolism is just one method by which creatures
can alter their internal chemistry to deal with external pressures. At the most basic level, one can think of
metabolic-like adaptation as a feedback process in which internal changes in an organism are made in
direct response to external changes in the environment…. Ecosystems and economies also possess a
metabolic-like thermostat that aids in adapting population levels to environments. Overpopulation
spreads resources thinly and can encourage famine, causing populations to plummet. Underpopulation
makes individuals resource rich and also adds some difficulty for predators of the thinned population,
which enables the thinned population to grow. Even Adam Smith’s invisible hand, which is the force that
Smith credited with adjusting a market’s output to meet the market’s needs, can be viewed as yet another
example of how nature is replete with a form of built-in feedback that keeps things moving smoothly (p.
182)…. In fact, if we look at each individual – be it molecule, animal, species, or company – as a
consumer and producer, that is, something that has a functional-like input-output, then the
interconnectedness of the world becomes much more obvious…. Businesses purchase products from
other companies, consume natural resources, and produce products and services…. Everything is
connected to everything else is an endless web of interactions so that a small ripple in one location can
conceivably be transformed into a tidal wave elsewhere (p. 183).
All this may put us in mind of (say) the toothpaste business or the market for cell phones, but it puts Flake (1998) in mind
of predator-prey systems (p. 183), which he proceeds to describe by means of two differential equations borrowed from
Vito Volterra and Alfred Lotka to model the situation where just two species – S and F to represent (say) Sharks (S) and
small Fish (F) or foxes and rabbits or gypsy moths and trees or … whatever – participate in a natural cycle of population
dynamics: (1) dF/dt = F(a – bS) and (2) dS/dt = S(cF – d), where S and F are the mutually dependent populations of
Sharks and Fish, a is the reproduction rate of Fish, b is the rate at which Sharks eat Fish, c is the food value of a Fish to a
Shark, and d is the death rate of Sharks (pp. 183-184). Choose values for a, b, c, and d; turn this system loose; and you
get an infinite number of limit cycles orbiting around a fixed point at F = d/c and S = a/b. In other words, if you start at
the fixed point (d/c, a/b), the system will stay there; otherwise, it will revolve through a constantly repeated cycle. Move
the system to a higher dimensionality – for example, a three-species system – and you get a strange attractor of the type
illustrated by another one of Flake’s stereo 3-D diagrams, which he couples with an uncommonly clear description of why
continuous chaos (never repeating) can exist only in three- or higher-dimensionality (so that the path can constantly
recycle without ever intersecting itself) (p. 186). To me, this offers one more powerful argument for why stereo 3-D
representations are useful to our understanding of complex marketing phenomena (cf. Holbrook 1997b, 1997c, 1998a,
1998b).
From here, Flake (1998) descends to an individual-specific model making use of a cellular automaton that allows each
member of a population – e.g., plants (P), herbivores (H), and carnivores (C) – to behave separately according to what is
currently happening in its geographic neighborhood (p. 190). For example – in a grid of cells occupied by Ps, Hs, and Cs
– Ps will grow in empty cells, but Hs will eat Ps, and Cs will eat Hs, etc. (p. 191). Again using a stereo 3-D
representation, Flake shows the attractor for such a P-H-C system in phase space to conclude that “the state-space plots
are neither random (i.e., a scattered mess) nor simple (i.e., a single point)”: “Instead, there is structure with some order
mixed with disorder” (p. 197).
Further, though a little vague on the details, Flake (1998) implies that a similar simulation designed by John Sterman of
MIT represents the behavior of a retailer, wholesaler, distributor, and brewer in a beer-distribution system. Here, Flake
shows that “Nonlinearity due to delays in information flow, coupled with feedback, makes a ‘trivial’ economic model
nearly pathological” under the sway of complexity that renders the model “susceptible to chaotic dynamics” (p. 192).
The general lesson to be learned from all this, again, is that “chaos is not randomness but is, in fact, order masquerading
as disorder”: “The interesting thing is that there appears to be a tendency for systems of all sizes to approach chaos from
two different directions, in the form of small and simple systems that produce surprisingly complex motion, and
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enormously complex systems with dynamics that ultimately break down into something simpler” (p. 197). Indeed, Flake
(1998) emphasizes that these generalities apply across a broad range of phenomena “precisely because producerconsumer-type interactions are so common even in different areas such as chemistry, biology, and the social sciences” (p.
197).
At this point, Flake (1998) turns to a consideration of issues involved in the control of chaotic systems. The central
insight hinges on SDIC, in the sense that – because of the butterfly effect – you get a lot of “bang for your buck” in taking
small actions that produce large impacts (p. 204). Conversely – a point that Flake does not emphasize so strongly but that
should be noted by command-and-control managers of the type who keep looking over employees’ shoulders and trying to
tweak their behavior or to micro-manage even the most minor departures from desired performance – it also follows, of
course, that even the smallest ill-considered actions can produce magnificently disastrous consequences.
Section 5.4: (IV) Gary Flake on Complex Systems
Under the heading of Complex Systems, Flake (1998) addresses those DOCAS-related aspects of self-organization
whereby interactions among agents following simple rules plus feedback effects produce emergent properties that could
not be predicted from a consideration of the component parts viewed in isolation (p. 229) – as with “multicellular animals;
collective ‘super-organisms’ such as ant colonies, bee hives, flocks of birds, schools of fish, and oceanic reefs; and larger
collections of organisms such as ecosystems, economies, and societies” (p. 231; cf. Seeley 1995).
In this connection, Flake (1998) deals first with the case of a Cellular Automaton (CA) of the type described previously
(p. 231). Tracing the CA back to the work by John von Neumann and Stanislaw Ulam during the 1940s, Flake (1998)
begins with a simple example of a one-dimensional CA composed of cells Ci (i = 1, 2, … ) each of whose k states at time
t+1 (Ci(t+1)) depend on Ci(t) and on the states of the neighboring r cells to the left and right at time t – that is, on Ci-r(t),
Ci-r+1(t), … Ci+r(t) (p. 232). Flake considers a simple example in which k = 2, Ci(t+1) = 0 or 1, r = 1, and the simple statetransition rule is: if Ci-1(t) + Ci(t) + Ci+1(t) = 0 or 3, then Ci(t+1) = 0; otherwise, Ci(t+1) = 1. He runs this simple CA on a
string of 16 cells with only the two central cells given values of 1 at t = 0 and shows that, if arrayed vertically over time,
this CA produces a complex fractal pattern of the type identified earlier as the Sierpinski triangle (p. 90). The point, as
elsewhere, is that even a very simple CA can produce a highly complex pattern of emergent self-organization (p. 236).
Next, Flake (1998) considers how Stephen Wolfram’s work with CAs during the 1980s showed the emergence of
behaviors categorized earlier in this review as Class I (fixed-point attractor), Class II (periodic attractor), Class III
(aperiodic or chaotic), or Class IV (complexity on the edge of chaos) (p. 237). This leads to a recognition of Chris
Langton and his lambda parameter (p. 242) – which represents the proportion of the entries in the rule table for a CA that
map to a non-quiescent state (p. 243). At low/moderate/high levels of lambda, we get fixed/periodic/chaotic or Class
I/II/III behavior – with complex or Class IV (complex) behavior emerging at lambdaperiodic < lambdacomplex < lambdachaotic
(p. 244): “In this way, we can once again view complexity … as existing on the edge of chaos and simplicity” (p. 245).
All this sets the stage for John Conway’s Game of Life (p. 245) – developed during the 1960s and endlessly fascinating to
Chris Langton early in his career – in which the life-death (0/1) state of a cell ( Ci, i = 0) depends on the preceding states
of its eight nearest neighbors in a two-dimensional checker-board space (Ci, i = 1, 2, …, 8). If C0(t) is the zero-one state
of the focal cell at time t and if Sumi(Ci>0(t)) = the sum of the eight neighboring cells, then: Sumi(Ci>0(t)) < 2 Æ C0(t+1) =
0 (dying of loneliness); Sumi(Ci>0(t)) = 2 Æ C0(t+1) = C0(t) (stasis); Sumi(Ci>0(t)) = 3 Æ C0(t+1) = 1 (reproduction); or
Sumi(Ci>0(t)) > 3 Æ C0(t+1) = 0 (overcrowding) (p. 246, my notation). Flake (1998) demonstrates, as we saw earlier, how
this Game of Life generates emergent self-organizing patterns, such as gliders, that float across the checker-board space
(p. 248).
Most importantly, Flake (1998) reminds us that DOCAS-related CA-like phenomena describe aspects of complex systems
that occur across very different scales in time and space: “Complexity in the form of complex systems is a universal and
ubiquitous phenomenon that is found in the very small, the very large, and everywhere in between” (p. 251). From most
micro to most macro, these levels would include: the physics of atoms and molecules (e.g., magnetism and annealing in
metals, p. 251); self-catalyzing chemical processes (e.g., the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction, p. 252); the DNA-related
mechanisms of gene regulation (e.g., the Boolean network studied by Stuart Kauffman, p. 253); multicellular organisms
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(e.g., the development of the circulatory system, p. 253); super-organisms (e.g., colonies of ants, hives of bees, p. 253);
aggregates (e.g., flocks of birds, schools of fish, p. 254); ecosystems (e.g., predator-prey co-evolution, p. 254); economies
and societies (e.g., business cycles, the diffusion of innovations, or the spread of cultural ideas, p. 254).
Flake (1998) next turns to an examination of such phenomena at the level of Self-Organization among Autonomous
Agents (p. 261). Here, Flake (1998) considers the work by Mitchell Resnick on simple models of termites that wander
randomly and randomly pick up or drop wooden chips; simulations show the emergence of surprisingly well-defined
aggregate patterns of behavior (p. 263). The point is that simple rules at the local level – with no guiding central
intelligence – produce an organized structure at the global level (p. 264). Similarly, Chris Langton has simulated the
behavior of ants following simple rules of movement on a checkerboard pattern, whose squares change color in accord
with the ant’s positions at successive times (p. 265). Again, systematic patterns appear – as in James Propp’s discovery of
an emergent ant highway (p. 266).
Most fascinating to me is the description by Flake (1998) of Craig Reynolds’ work on models of animal motion exhibited
by Flocks, Herds, and Schools (p. 270). Thus, as mentioned earlier, Reynolds created a simulated flock of “boids” in
which each boid follows three or (in some versions) four very simple rules: avoid collisions; fly in the average direction;
move toward the center of a group; and (optionally) move left or right to avoid blocking of one’s forward view (p. 271).
Letting individual boids follow these simple rules via a computer simulation produces remarkably flock-like behavior at
the aggregate level – again, in the absence of any leader or other central organizing directive (p. 275) – yet another
example of what Stuart Kauffman calls “order for free” (p. 275). The conclusion: “At all levels of nature, recursion and
multiplicity of agents promote emergence and self-organization to yield an almost unexplainable form of complexity” (p.
276).
From flocks, herds, and schools, Flake (1998) turns to phenomena involving cooperation among selfish agents – harking
back to the early work on game theory by John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern and studied more recently by such
researchers as Robert Axelrod (p. 282; cf. Axelrod 1984, 1997). In particular, adding detail to the material discussed
earlier, Flake (1998) considers games involving social traps in general (p. 288) and the prisoner’s dilemma game (PDG) in
particular (p. 292). If XY describes the values of the outcome to Players X and Y, if D = Defect, and if C = Cooperate,
then the PDG can be characterized – from the perspective of Player X – by the following payoff structure: DC > CC >
DD > CD (p. 292). Clearly, each player is generally better off defecting (DC > CC and DD > CD); hence, both defect,
leading to an outcome that is worse for both than if both had cooperated (DD < CC) (p. 292). In short, people rationally
pursuing their own selfish interests subvert the common good – a characteristic of social traps, the tragedy of the
commons, and other models of interpersonal conflict (p. 292).
However, as mentioned previously and as explained by Flake (1998), when playing an iterated prisoner dilemma game –
that is, a PDG between two players repeated over time – the most robustly successful game plan turns out to be Anatol
Rappaport’s Tit-for-Tat (TFT) strategy in which a player begins with C (“Do unto others….”) but then matches his
subsequent behavior to that of his opponent in the previous round (“An eye for an eye….”) (p. 294). Flake (1998) also
notes, again revisiting material covered earlier, that – under conditions of noise (some probability of incorrectly executing
the adopted strategy) – TFT is outperformed by a strategy introduced by Martin Nowak and Karl Sigmund called WinStay-Lose-Shift (WSLS) in which a competitor repeats (switches) D or C strategies after a successful (unsuccessful)
outcome (p. 301). The key point is that – whether via TFT, WSLS, or some comparable strategy – successful
performance depends on an evolving adjustment of one’s own cooperation/defection to the cooperation/defection of one’s
competitors (p. 303).
Further patterns of mutual adjustment – raised to a high level of emergent complexity – appear in artificial neural
networks (ANNs) of the type in which long axons reach out from a given neuron to form synaptic connections with other
neurons (p. 309; cf. Holland 1998). The receiving neuron fires if the pulses arriving from other neurons via these
synapses exceed a certain threshold (p. 310). In a normal brain, this pattern of interconnectivity with feedback leads to
chaotic firing of neurons (p. 310). However, in an artificial neural network – such as that proposed by W. S. McCulloch
and W. Pitts in the 1940s – a neuron’s zero-one activation at time t+1 is a function of the weighted sum of the incoming
signals at time t (p. 310). The work of Donald Hebb suggests that the strength of the synapse connecting two neurons
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increases to the extent that the two neurons tend to be on/off at the same time (p. 313) and that cell assemblies form in this
way. Such processes can be used to model the recognition of (say) alphabet letters or faces (p. 316).
Further, the neural networks developed by John Hopfield and David Tank (p. 318) – in which the activation of a given
neuron takes continuous values – can be used to solve cost-minimization problems such as the task-assignment problem
(TAP) (p. 320). Flake (1998) illustrates with a TAP in which six individuals perform six tasks with varying levels of
competence (p. 321). A brute-force approach would require examining 6! = 720 possible solutions (p. 321). By contrast,
the Hopfield ANN lets certain neurons gain in strength of activation while others die away, eventually converging toward
a good-enough-if-not-the-optimal solution. Pursuing yet another spatial analogy, Flake (1998) invites us to think of this
ANN-based approach as analogous to minimizing an energy function over a space of potential solutions where the
objective is to find the minimum elevation on an energy surface:
If we imagine that the state at any particular time is a point on the surface, then the network as a
dynamical system moves to a state like a ball rolling down the hill. Eventually, the ball (and network)
reach a minimum. If the network has been wired properly, then the minimum can represent the solution
to a problem (p. 324).
Finally, returning to the theme of Class IV behavior viewed as a phase transition lying “on the border between order and
chaos” (p. 334), Flake (1998) describes the phenomenon of self-organized criticality of the type exhibited, as mentioned
earlier, by a sand pile (p. 334). As additional sand is added, small and large avalanches occur with higher and lower
frequencies according to a power law “with the smallest events being the most frequent and the largest events the least
frequent” (p. 335). Such a phenomenon appears to characterize natural events ranging from earthquakes to stock-market
crashes (p. 335). These critically self-organized systems show that either a top-down view (in which the collective level
controls events) or a bottom-up view (in which the individual components control events) is inappropriate. In other words
neither the pile nor the sand particles determine the outcome. Rather both the collectivity and the components control the
phenomenon. In this “elegant compromise,” the stability of the current collectivity determines how large an effect the
next component can exert – potentially very small or tremendously large: “The amount of influence is determined by the
current state, but the next state is determined by the grain of sand” (p. 335). In sum, DOCAS-related phenomena emerge
from local interactions that determine global outcomes, where illustrative natural systems such as sand piles often appear
to be poised on the boundary of phase transitions as examples of self-organized complexity at the edge of chaos (p. 335).
Section 5.5: (V) Gary Flake on Adaptation
Generally, Flake (1998) views adaptation as a type of computation that emerges when interacting agents respond to
feedback from their environment: “In the most general sense, adaptation is a feedback process in which external changes
in an environment are mirrored by compensatory internal changes in an adaptive system” (p. 337). Joining those who
regard the DOCAS-related insights of Charles Darwin as “the most important contribution to all of science” (p. 339),
Flake (1998) reviews the principles of biological adaptation (variation, heredity, selection via survival to reproduce,
coevolution) (p. 340). Thus, moths evolve a soft covering that absorbs the signals from the bats’ chirps; bats evolve new
chirp frequencies that bounce of the moths’ fuzzier coatings; and moths evolve chirps of their own to jam the bats’
homing signals (p. 341). The question concerns how we might turn such principles to use in solving complex problems.
The answer, as developed by John Holland (1995, 1997) and as reviewed earlier, appears in the discussion by Flake
(1998) of the genetic algorithm (GA) (p. 343). As further amplified by Flake (1998), the GA works toward evolving a
population of strings (DNAs, verbal texts, problem solutions, … whatever) by letting these strings mutate, combine via
crossovers, reproduce, and survive for further mutation-crossover-and-reproduction according to appropriate fitness
criteria (pp. 344-348). One more time, Flake draws an analogy with a spatial representation via the concept of a fitness
surface on which we navigate toward the highest-elevated location (p. 349). Conceptually, the GA works by hopping
around until it attains an optimal or near-optimal fitness peak (p. 350). As an example, a GA can find the TFT strategy in
an iterated PDG (p. 351).
GAs can also address “philosophically ‘big questions’” such as those regarding “the adaptive power of evolution and
natural selection” and the manner in which “evolution tends to fill niches” (p. 356). In the work of Richard Dawkins, for
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example, the concept of evolution is expanded beyond biology to include the world of ideas – units of cultural information
or memes – viewed as members of a self-propagating gene pool including such objects as tunes, catch-phrases, slang
expressions, clothes, fashions, fads, artifacts, celebrities, and so on (p. 357). Perhaps someday, it strikes me, we’ll all be
using expressions such as: “So I’m like, ‘Well, Hello’; and he’s all, ‘I mean, As If,’; so I go, ‘Whatever…,’ until he chills
and I book out of there.” And won’t that be a happy state of meme-flowering linguistically-evolutionary transcendence to
which we can all aspire? Whatever the fitness criteria that permit such colloquialisms to survive and reproduce ad
nauseum, we see that – unlike biology – cultural evolution permits a sort of Lamarckian phenomenon wherein acquired
“improvements” can in some sense be “inherited” by offspring (p. 358).
The latter possibility forms the basis for classifier systems (CSs) as developed – again, by John Holland – for the purpose
of studying social systems involving (say) cultural or economic phenomena (p. 361). CSs extend GAs by adapting to
environmental changes on different time scales – namely, those of evolution (long term for the species); cultural
adaptation (generational for the group); and learning (short term for the individual). When applied to culture, short-term
learning can get passed on to long-term evolution – as when the British tits taught each other how to peck through the
metal caps of milk bottles and thereby developed a meme that eventually crossed the Channel to France (p. 363). In
general, a CS extends the GA by building in responsiveness to environmental feedback whereby learning affects evolution
(p. 363). Such nonlinear negative/positive feedback effects can encourage homeostasis/explosiveness (p. 364). Building
on the GA, classifier systems and the closely related expert systems work with lists of messages that compete for
execution by means of bidding to be posted (p. 366). Comparably to a GA, successful classifiers are rewarded, matched,
mated, mutated, crossed over, allowed to reproduce, and so on, until a more optimal CS evolves (p. 370).
Finally, Flake (1998) revisits artificial neural networks or neural nets as massively parallel learning machines (p. 384) of
the type illustrated by Frank Rosenblatt’s perceptron (p. 385). The neuron-like outputs of the perceptron are zero/one
values that reflect whether input signals don’t/do pass some threshold (p. 386). Such binary data are weighted and
combined in ways that reflect positive (negative) feedback from making correct (incorrect) recognitions (p. 388). Again,
Flake draws on a spatial metaphor to describe the perceptron’s error-minimization algorithm as “always moving in a
downhill direction … toward the bottom of the error valley” (p. 389). However, the perceptron encounters difficulty with
solving recognition tasks that depend on feature interactions (p. 390) – such as those involving the concept [(0,0) or (1,1)]
(p. 391) – leading to the need for ANN-based recognition algorithms that respond sensitively to Gestalts by looking at
“the whole input string as one object in order to detect the higher-order patterns” (p. 391). Such problems lend
themselves to a multilayer perceptron (MLP) – for example, in the present case, two perceptrons specialized for (0,0) and
(1,1) that provide outputs simultaneously as intermediate inputs into a final output computation (p. 392). Again, Flake
envisions such an MLP as adjusting weights in the output function so as to find a minimum elevation (a valley in the error
rate) on an output-response surface (p. 399):
The error surface of an MLP can look like a rugged landscape with many peaks and valleys…. The
valleys correspond to lower error rates and better output response. The … algorithm always adjusts the
weights such that a very small step is taken in a downhill direction…. The weight updates … will always
find a local minimum of the error surface that is a valleylike region…. Finding the global minimum, that
is, the best minimum in the error surface, is the ultimate goal (p. 398).
As an example, an MLP can be used to approximate a logistic function – say, our old friend, Xt+1 = 4Xt(1 – Xt) – by
giving it values for Xt and rewarding it for how close it comes to predicting Xt+1 (p. 400). Similarly, an MLP can find
structure in data (p. 404). Other applications include pattern recognition, time-series forecasting, noise filtering, robotics,
information compression, pollution detection, and warning of abnormal heartbeats (pp. 409-410).
Flake (1998) generalizes by suggesting that all adaptive systems contain three subsystems: an environment; a model of
that environment; and a search procedure (p. 415). These subsystems are inter-dependent in a way that involves selfreference (p. 415). Briefly, the search procedure chooses parameters that let the model best approximate the environment
(p. 416). In this sense, genetic algorithms, neural networks, classifier systems, and the like have a lot in common (p. 417).
Across levels, we see similarities between biology (evolution of species), society (cultural breakthroughs, epidemics of
memes [dare we call them epimemics?]), and the organism (individual learning) (p. 418). Here – returning yet again to
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the spatial metaphor – the environment represents the space of all possible parameter settings or a search space (p. 419).
Then an organism, a society, or a species moves toward an optimal position – a niche – in this search space where “The
purpose of adaptation is to move through the space from a region of poor fitness to one of good fitness” (p. 419).
Mutations, crossovers, and other types of variation can be seen as jumps from one local fitness peak to newer terrain with
a higher fitness peak (p. 420).
Section 5.6: Flake’s Epilogue and My Conclusion
Flake (1998) closes with an “Epilogue” that returns to the theme of computability versus incomputability, finding
complexity and beauty in the region between order and disorder where resides the recursive self-similarity of fractals and
chaos (p. 424). This concept of the (b)order where complexity appears at the edge of chaos, so prominent also in the other
accounts of chaos-and-complexity theory reviewed earlier, places an emphasis on the reconciliation of contradiction – a
dialectic of thesis and antithesis merging into synthesis – a resolution of conflict that Flake sees where “reality blends the
black-and-white absolutes into a beautiful melody of gray” (p. 427). Hence, as the essence of creativity, “nature’s most
amazing and beautifully complex creations must exist at the juncture between computability and incomputability” (p.
427).
Here, Flake (1998) adds one more set of labels to the pattern of interconnections, drawn from his “Introduction” (p. 7),
that we listed earlier:
Computation =(structural self-similarity)=> Fractals
Fractals =(functional self-similarity)=> Chaos
Chaos =(multiplicity and parallelism)=> Complex Systems
Complex Systems =(environmental feedback)=> Adaptation
Adaptation =(self-reference)=> Computation (p. 428).
He sees these additional arrows as incorporating aspects of recursion, multiplicity, and adaptation that represent the
hierarchical structure of nature:
Looking at the organization of nature, we find that most interesting things are composed of smaller
interesting things…. Each level is nearly a universe in itself, since all of them use and support types of
structural and functional self-similarity, multiplicity and parallelism, recursion and feedback, and selfreference. Nature, then, appears to be a hierarchy of computational systems that are forever on the edge
between computability and incomputability (p. 429).
At this point, Flake (1998) unleashes a series of parallels between the computable, the incomputable, and the partially
computable – with the latter representing the intermediate regions involving a balance of order and disorder or of
determinism and randomness as found in profound statements, fractals, border regions of the Mandelbrot Set, chaos,
strange attractors, complexity, Class IV behavior, self-organized criticality, democracy, adaptation, coevolution, and so
forth (pp. 430-431). These parallelisms provide a capsule review of the book, capture the essence of chaos-andcomplexity theory, and point toward a sort of all-embracing complexity at the edge of chaos that we earlier associated
with Jim Lovelock’s vision of Gaia.
It is an age-old yet a new concept – full of yin-and-yang, dialectic synthesis of thesis-and-antithesis, aesthetics of unity-invariety, reconciliation of structure-and-departure, creativity in the resolution of contradictions. Sometimes, for short, I
call it (b)order. Other times, walking on the edge. Flake (1998) sums it up as follows:
This behavior, which is best seen as being at the border between computability and incomputability, acts
as an interface between the components of hierarchically organized structures (p. 429)…. This interface
between computability and incomputability is relevant to mathematical, fractal, chaotic, complex, and
adaptive systems. In each case, the most interesting types of behavior fall somewhere between what is
computable and what is incomputable (pp. 429-430).
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Thus, Flake (1998) shares with other advocates of chaos-and-complexity theory an ability to see the grand abstraction, to
intuit that phenomena lending themselves to computer simulation – somewhere between the realms of closed solutions
and complete intractability – encompass something of the richness that gives meaning to life and numinousness to the
universe. He finds this beauty in the determinism-amidst-unpredictability of dynamic systems, in the emergence of
phenomena characterizing a complex collectivity, in constantly evolving and coevolving adaptation (p. 433). But as an
embracing symbol for all this, he closes with a tribute to the structured unpredictability that lies at the border of the
Mandelbrot Set:
On the border are black points that we merely suspect are colored correctly. It is impossible for us to
determine the correct color of these points with perfect certainty. It is this region, between computability
and incomputability, that contains all of the novelty and beauty of the M-set. If the rules for determining
the colors of the M-set points lacked this pathological quality, the M-set would not be what it is. Instead,
it would repeat itself, or worse yet, simply stop yielding any patterns. But, as it is, the M-set contains an
infinite amount of complexity and beauty that can never be exhausted (pp. 432-433)…. Nature [also] will
always have novelty, richness, and beauty that can never be exhausted. As with the M-set, we can
appreciate nature’s beauty precisely because we can simulate it, but only to limited accuracy. If all
natural phenomena were either perfectly describable or absolutely indescribable, not only would they be
uninteresting, but life would be impossible (p. 433).
I hope that this concluding discussion of Flake (1998) has convinced the reader that this author succeeds where others
have met with only modest success. Several of our various readings give good accounts of the historical development of
chaos-and-complexity theory (Gleick 1988; Waldrop 1992; Lewin 1999); of key concepts at the abstract level (Capra
1996; Coveney and Highfield 1995; Lorenz 1993; Kauffman 1995; Holland 1995, 1998; Axelrod 1997; Wolfram 2002);
of possible applications to managerial strategy (Axelrod and Cohen 1999; Lewin and Regine 2001; Kelly and Allison
1999; Stacey, Griffin, and Shaw 2000); or of links with various other related phenomena such as the adoption-anddiffusion of innovations (Moore 1999; Gladwell 2000). All these discussions are valuable and worth pursuing. Yet, in
my view, none gives us a really clear sense of many key technical details such as the fractional dimensionality of fractals
or the relation between the Mandelbrot and Julia Sets or the period doubling underlying the Feigenbaum constant. Rather,
discussions of these tricky concepts are generally vague and usually confusing in the extreme.
By contrast, Flake (1998) consistently explains such technicalities with shining clarity. I consider this to be an amazing
achievement and one for which readers should feel extreme gratitude. Further, Flake is aware of the larger Gaia-like
implications of his themes. In effect, Flake illuminates areas that have been fuzzy, foggy, miasmic, or nebulous and
renders them pellucid. I love this book because it opens a window on fascinating aspects of dynamic open complex
adaptive systems and emergent beauty at the edge of chaos that have previously been shaded from view or even shrouded
in darkness. So … with appreciation of the book by Gary Flake (1998) … Let There Be Light!
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